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Preface

This publication is the fourth in a series that documents experiences in 
different dimensions of social development and social policy issues in 
Latin America, the Caribbean and East and Southeast Asia. This series has 
been orchestrated by the Inter-American Institute for Social Development 
(INDES) and the Japan Program (JPN) of the Inter-American Development 
Bank (IDB). INDES is both a training institute and a forum for knowledge 
exchange. Its main goal is to contribute to the development of a critical 
mass of decision-makers and managers knowledgeable about social devel-
opment processes, skillful in their execution, and committed to democratic, 
equitable and sustainable social reform. The Japan Program is an initiative 
created in 1999 between the IDB and the Government of Japan to foster the 
exchange of knowledge and development experiences between Japan and 
the rest of East and Southeast Asia and Latin America and the Caribbean. 

This volume documents valuable experiences related to the role of 
women and women’s organizations in social development as present-
ed at the workshop “Women’s Participation in the Promotion of Social 
Development: Lessons from Asia, Latin America and the Caribbean,” held 
in Saitama, Japan from October 27-30, 2003. The workshop was orga-
nized by INDES and the Japan Program, with ample collaboration from 
the IDB offi ce in Japan-Tokyo and fi nancial support from the Government 
of Japan. During the workshop, 26 prominent researchers and practitio-
ners from East and Southeast Asia, Latin America and the Caribbean as 
well as some invited guests formed a cross-regional exchange to discuss 
women’s role in the promotion of social development. 

The participants in the workshop sought to analyze the diverse roles 
that women and women’s organizations have played in the design and 
implementation of initiatives that seek to promote equitable and inclu-
sive social development in East and Southeast Asia and Latin America and 
the Caribbean; to identify strategies and programs that effectively promote 
women’s participation in social development; and to open opportunities 
for the exchange of experiences and for networking among researchers 
and practitioners from both regions. As such, the workshop attempted 
to add an inter-regional dimension to the analysis of diverse strategies, 
motivations and the roles of women in their efforts to contribute to the 
social development of their communities and nations.

Individual participants brought to the workshop concrete examples 
of how social development in their particular countries had been en-
hanced by women’s participation; they documented the main prospects 
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ii        PREFACE

and constraints faced by Asian, Latin American and Caribbean women to 
participate more effectively in social development processes and various 
strategies to be implemented to promote and facilitate such participation. 
These examples allowed for the analysis and evolution of a more effective 
female role in the social development of both regions. 

The experiences discussed in this volume indicate that the participa-
tion of women in social development has taken many different forms and 
followed diverse strategies. Likewise, the obstacles and barriers that limit 
women’s opportunities to participate in different aspects of community 
life and social development are markedly diverse from one experience to 
the next. Of course, historic, linguistic, religious, ethnic, and economic 
differences account for largely diverse experiences from the various coun-
tries. But still, we found that the establishment of cross-regional dialogue 
allows for the exploration of diverse strategies to empower women, to 
promote social development and to strive for the achievement of social 
equity in an environment of growth and development. 

INDES and the Japan Program have united efforts to spark the ex-
change of experiences and lessons initiated by this workshop, in order to 
foment a healthy discussion between the women and women’s organiza-
tions of East and Southeast Asia and Latin America and the Caribbean. We 
trust that much can be learned from an analysis of the contexts in which 
women’s participation in social development has evolved and from a re-
fl ection on how different public policies have facilitated opportunities 
for women to participate in economic, social and political dimensions of 
that development. We seek to facilitate that learning, in order to contrib-
ute valuable lessons that can be exploited as each region works toward its 
respective goals, both at the grassroots and national policy levels. 

The valuable contributions of the IDB offi ce in Tokyo made the 2003 
workshop and this publication possible. I sincerely appreciate and recog-
nize the efforts of Mr. Toshio Kobayashi, Mr. Fausto Medina and their team 
in Tokyo. Likewise, I would like to recognize the support provided by the 
Women in Development Unit of the Inter-American Development Bank, 
including Ms. Gabriela Vega, Ms. Ana María Brasileiro Ms. Vivian Roza and 
Ms. Mayra Buvinic and by the Gender and Development Unit of the Asian 
Development Bank, particularly through Ms. Yuriko UeharaAdditionally, 
a special note of appreciation for the efforts of the Japan program staff in 
Washington, D.C. and particularly those of Ms. Ikuko Shimizu and of the 
INDES team, especially of Karen Mokate, Axana Abreu, Patricia Larrabure 
and Ani Zamgochian.

Nohra Rey de Marulanda
Director, INDES
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E X E C U T I V E  S U M M A R Y

Women’s Participation in Social 
Development: An Introduction
Karen Mokate
Inter-American Institute for Social Development, 
Inter-American Development Bank, Washington, D.C. 

Women’s participation in the development process has been recognized 
not only as an issue of human rights and social justice, but also as a crucial 
contribution to solving the pressing needs of important and often-exclud-
ed segments of society. Solutions to women’s basic and strategic needs 
are part of the development process and effective, sustainable solutions 
require participation by the women likely to be affected by those solu-
tions. Furthermore, evidence shows that women’s participation in social 
development initiatives1, in policymaking and in development decisions 
generates benefi ts that affect not only women and their communities, but 
also society as a whole. 

Today, more than ever, women are becoming active participants and 
full protagonists of the development process. However, many obstacles 
and barriers continue to complicate women’s participation. In many parts 
of the world, large numbers of women remain isolated, unorganized, 
poor and constrained by sociocultural and legal structures that restrict 
their access to, and involvement in, the development process.

The obstacles and barriers that limit women’s opportunity to partici-
pate in different aspects of community life and social development are 
markedly diverse. Public policy initiatives to overcome barriers to women 
participating equally in economic, social and political activity vary greatly 
among countries and over time.

Of course, the role of women in development must be analyzed and 
understood within the historical, cultural, social and political contexts of 
each nation and region. History, tradition, technology, demography and 
urbanization, among other factors, have infl uenced the role of women 
and their opportunities and experiences in the development process. 

1  We will be referring to “social development” in the broad sense, which includes include eco-
nomic growth, reduction of poverty and inequality and improvement in living conditions in a 
context of justice, equity and justice. 
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vi        EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Accordingly, it is likely that much can be learned by analyzing the con-
texts in which women’s participation in social development has evolved 
and by refl ecting on how different initiatives have facilitated opportuni-
ties for women to participate in economic, social and political dimen-
sions of that development. 

In order to promote this comparative analysis of cases and experi-
ences in Asia and Latin America and the Caribbean, the Inter-American 
Institute for Social Development (INDES), in collaboration with the Japan 
Program (JPN) and the IDB Offi ce in Japan-Tokyo, organized a workshop 
in Saitama, Japan from October 27-30, 2003. This text presents the refl ec-
tions shared in that workshop.

Social Development in Latin America, the Caribbean and East and 
Southeast Asia
INDES’ broad understanding of “social development” was applied to the 
workshop. As such, all statements related to “social development” refer to 
a multidimensional, dynamic process that leads to sustainable improve-
ments in the well being of individuals, families, communities and society as 
whole, in a context of justice and equity. It is a process that seeks to reduce 
poverty and inequality, promote mature and full citizenship for all and 
strengthen democracy. As such, it depends on economic growth, improved 
competitiveness in the globalized economy, environmental sustainability, 
sustainable improvements in living conditions, and the development of 
human and social capital, in a strategy driven by economic objectives as 
well as ethical commitments to past, current and future generations.

Latin America and the Caribbean and East and Southeast Asia2 have 
made important achievements in social development in the past twenty 
years. For example, infant mortality fell in LAC from 61 deaths per 1000 
live births in 1980 to 29 in 2000; in East Asia and the Pacifi c3, it fell from 

2 Unless otherwise noted, our references to East and Southeast Asia refer to the developing na-
tions of these regions.   
3 The World Bank and the UNDP’s classifi cation of “East Asia and the Pacifi c” is an imperfect 
representation of this region, as it includes the small Pacifi c island nations of American Samoa, 
Fiji, Indonesia, Kiribati, Marshall Islands, Federal States of Micronesia, Northern Mariana 
Islands, Palau, Papua New Guinea, Samoa, Solomon Islands, Tonga and Vanuatu and Vietnam.  
However, the population of the developing nations of East and Southeast Asia—Cambodia, 
China, Indonesia, Dem. Rep. of Korea, Lao PDR, Malaysia, Mongolia, Myanmar, Philippines, 
Thailand, Timor-Leste, and Vietnam—constitute over 99 percent of the aggregate’s total.  If China 
is excluded from the calculations, the other East and Southeast Asian countries still constitute 98 
percent of the modifi ed aggregate population.  As such, we consider that the weighted regional 
averages refl ect the Asian nations that we are considering.  
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WOMEN’S PARTICIPATION IN SOCIAL DEVELOPMENT        vii

56 to 35 per 1000 live births in the same time period. Total adult lit-
eracy rates grew from 70 percent to 90 percent in East Asia and the Pacifi c 
and from 80 to 89 percent in Latin America and the Caribbean. (World 
Bank, WDI, 2004) Democracy and protection of citizens’ civil liberties 
has steadily improved in both regions since 1980, although more rapidly 
in Latin America and the Caribbean. (Freedom House, 2004)

Likewise, both East and Southeast Asia and the Latin American and 
Caribbean region have made signifi cant achievements in gender equality. 
For example, the World Bank’s World Development Indicators suggests 
that the developing economies of East Asia and the Pacifi c reduced their 
female illiteracy rates from 42 percent in 1980 to 19 percent in 2001 and 
those of Latin America and the Caribbean, from 23 percent in 1980 to 12 
percent in 2001; both regions also have higher ratios of female to male 
enrolment rates in both primary and secondary schools than other devel-
oping regions of the world. Female labor force participation in East Asia 
and the Pacifi c has stood at between 43 and 45 percent since 1980; in the 
same time period, Latin America and Caribbean women have increased 
their participation in the labor force from 28 to 35 percent.

Of course, there are signifi cant differences among nations within 
each of these regions. Myanmar (PPP, US$1027 in 2003) and Haiti (PPP, 
US$1860 in 2003) have the lowest per capita income levels in their re-
spective regions; Argentina (PPP, US$ 11,320), Barbados (US$15,560) 
and Malaysia (US$8750) have the highest income levels among the devel-
oping nations in their respective regions. (UNDP, 2003) In 2001, under-
fi ve mortality rates ranged from 9 deaths per 1000 live births in Cuba 
and 11 in Costa Rica to 77 in Bolivia and 123 in Haiti, and from 5 in the 
Republic of Korea and 8 in Malaysia to 138 in Cambodia. (UNDP Human 
Development Indicators, 2003) Life expectancy at birth varies from 52 
years in Haiti and 54 years in Cambodia to 73 years in Malaysia, 76 years 
in Jamaica and 78 years in Costa Rica. (World Bank, WDI, 2004)

In general, and as Table 1 suggests, female participation in the 
labor force is higher in East and Southeast Asia than in Latin America4. 
However, in Latin America and the Caribbean, women’s average share in 
non-agricultural wage employment is higher than in East and Southeast 
Asia, which suggests intensive female participation in agricultural work 
in Asia. 

Poverty is a societal ill that affects vast segments of the population 
in the regions we are considering. As Table 2 indicates, Latin American 
and Caribbean nations have higher average per capita income levels than 

4 The Caribbean has labor force participation rates more similar to those of Southeast Asia.  
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viii        EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Table 1. Indicators of Gender Equality in Selected Latin American, 
Caribbean and Asian countries

Female economic 
activity (% of 

women, age 15 
and above)

Share of women in 
non-agricultural wage 

employment (% of 
total) 2001

Ratio of literate 
females to 

literate males, 
15-24 years, 

2001

Women’s share of 
seats in lower house 

of parliament 
(% of total)

1990 2003

Argentina 36.2 43 1.00 6 31

Brazil 43.8 46 1.03 5 9

Colombia 48.5 49 1.01 5 12

Dominican 
Republic

40.4 34 1.02 8 17

Jamaica 67.2 46 1.07 5 12

Peru 34.9 35 0.97 6 18

Suriname 36.6 34 -- 8 18

Trinidad & 
Tobago

44.5 40 1.00 17 19

China 72.6 39 0.98 21 22

Indonesia 55.6 30 0.99 12 8

Malaysia 48.7 36 1.00 5 10

Philippines 49.7 42 1.00 9 18

Thailand 73.1 47 0.99 3 9

Vietnam 73.7 - 1.01 18 27

Source: United Nations Human Development Indicators, 2003.

most of their East and South East Asian developing counterparts and on 
average, lower poverty rates. Yet, Latin America and the Caribbean (LAC) 
have very high rates of inequality in the distribution of income and assets, 
which clearly affect that region’s development options.5 

The Republic of Korea and Japan are special cases in East Asia, as nei-
ther is classifi ed as a developing nation. Their level of per capita income is 
higher than the other Asian countries included in this analysis. Likewise, 

5 Within LAC, inequality is much higher in Latin America than in the Caribbean.
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WOMEN’S PARTICIPATION IN SOCIAL DEVELOPMENT        ix

Table 2. Income, Poverty and Distribution Indicators from Selected 
Latin American, Caribbean and Asian countries

GDP per 
capital, PPP 
US$, 2003

Gini Index, 
most recent 

estimate* 

% of population 
living with 

less than US$2 
per day*

% of population 
living with 
less than 

US$1 per day*

Share of 
national income 
concentrated in 
the richest 20%*

Latin America & Caribbean

Argentina 11,586 52 14 3 56

Brazil 7,767 61 22 8 64

Colombia 6,784 57 23 8 61

Dominican 
Republic

6,703 47 2 2 53

Jamaica 4,184 38 13 2 46

Peru 5,267 50 38 18 53

Trinidad & 
Tobago

9,975 40 39 12 46

East Asia & the Pacifi c6

China 4,995 40 47 17 50

Indonesia 3,364 30 52 8 43

Malaysia 9,696 49 9 2 54

Philippines 4,321 46 46 15 52

Thailand 7,580 43 32 2 50

Two special cases: East Asia

Korea, Rep. 17,908 32 2 2 37

Japan 28,162 25 -- -- 36

*Most recent estimate, 1997 through 2002.
Source: World Bank, World Development Indicators.

6 Refers to the developing countries of East Asia and the Pacifi c, detailed in footnote 3.
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x        EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

their achievements in reduction of poverty and inequality and human 
capital formation have reached levels beyond those of the other nations 
under study. However, the situation of women in these countries merits 
study. The UNDP’s Gender Development Indicator (GDI) suggests that in 
both countries, women have shared in the benefi ts of development; wom-
en’s health, education and income have improved along with those of so-
ciety at large. Japan ranked ninth in the world in the Human Development 
Index in 2003 and thirteenth in the GDI for the same year. Korea ranked 
30 in both indices. Nevertheless, for the Gender Empowerment Measure, 
which contemplates women’s share in parliamentary seats, in positions as 
legislators, senior offi cials and managers and in professional and techni-
cal positions and in earned income, the two countries rank much lower: 
Japan holds 44th place and Korea, 63rd, the lowest among the OECD na-
tions. Mari Osawa suggests that advances in gender equality are vital to 
the economic and social revitalization of Japanese society (Mokate and 
Osawa, in this volume). A look at women’s participation in social devel-
opment processes in Korea and Japan may, then, bring some interesting 
lessons to the analysis of women, democracy and development. 

In general, advances in social development and gender equality 
place women in a better position than they have had in the past, to face 
the challenge of greater participation in economic and political activity. 
The ongoing process of strengthening democracy in Latin America, the 
Caribbean and Asia provides opportunities to make important strides to-
ward increased female roles in public spheres.

Women and Social Development
Women’s full participation is paramount if equal and successful devel-
opment is to take place. Full participation constitutes part of what we 
might understand as “development” in a democratic and just society. 
Accordingly, we might develop our entire analysis on the understanding 
of participation as an end in itself. However, since women not only act 
as agents of social change but are a sustainable factor in this change, it 
stands to reason that when women are marginalized, national develop-
ment goals are hampered. In other words, we might also consider wom-
en’s participation to be a motor for development; obstacles to that partici-
pation limit the process of development.

Although women have a long history of organizing to confront eco-
nomic and social crises, only in recent years has their participation in 
social development received special attention. Today, public policy is 
changing as women are mobilizing to enhance their community’s devel-
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opment, obtaining greater access to decision-making structures and ac-
tively formulating policy and legislation. Effective public policy analysis 
requires sensitivity to gender issues and recognition of women and wom-
en’s organizations. Effective and democratic policy environments will en-
courage women’s participation and women’s organizations that promote 
women’s voice and women’s action in the development processes.

World leaders, gathered in 2000 at the United Nations’ Millennium 
Summit prioritized a set of values to guide global development in the 
new century: freedom, equality, solidarity, tolerance, respect for nature 
and shared responsibility. The call for equality evidently reinforces the 
promotion of women’s participation in development processes. The call 
for solidarity and shared responsibility invites us (as citizens, advocates 
and policymakers) to facilitate opportunities for all citizens to act in the 
effort to promote equitable and sustainable development. Strategies to 
educate, inform and empower women are among the means used to fa-
cilitate these opportunities.

Women’s Participation in the Promotion of Social Development: 
Latin American, Caribbean and Asian Experiences
The Saitama workshop in October 2003 focused on participation of 
women and women’s organizations in social development in three specif-
ic contexts: community development, including the satisfaction of basic 
human needs, the search for solutions to women’s basic and strategic 
needs, and the search for income-generating opportunities; public policy 
dialogues and decision making; and formal political leadership roles.

The workshop addressed the following questions:

� How has social development been enhanced by women’s participa-
tion? How have women or women’s organizations participated in 
economic development, community development, social service de-
livery, and public policy dialogues and decision-making processes?

� How are women addressing not only their own basic and strategic 
needs, but the overall needs of society?

� What are the main constraints and opportunities faced by women to 
participate in these activities and to contribute more fully to social 
development?

� What type of strategies can be implemented to effectively promote 
and facilitate such participation?
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xii        EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Throughout the workshop, professionals from Latin America, the 
Caribbean and Asia analyzed specifi c experiences of women’s contribu-
tions to community development, as well as experiences that have sought 
to facilitate or enrich women’s roles in the promotion of social develop-
ment, in order to highlight lessons that can be learned by each region. 
These experiences may shed some light on possible alternative interven-
tions to empower women and women’s organizations to effectively partic-
ipate in development initiatives, policy dialogues and decision-making.

This volume presents these experiences, organized according to the 
type of experience the authors were analyzing: in section one, regional 
overviews synthesize the achievements of women and women’s organiza-
tions in the promotion of development; section two includes a series of 
concrete experiences of women working in the promotion of community 
development; section three presents experiences related to the promotion 
of women’s political leadership; section four presents experiences involv-
ing women’s organized participation in policy dialogues. 

A Brief Synthesis7 

The workshop highlighted achievements and challenges to the promo-
tion of women’s participation in social development initiatives in Latin 
America and the Caribbean and Asia. In both regions, the “rise of women” 
has been impressive, as economic growth has led to increases in con-
sumption, life expectancy, literacy and educational attainment. Women 
are visible in Latin American, Caribbean and Asian societies and perform 
multiple roles in the private and public spheres. However, gender gaps 
persist, evidenced by little gender sensitivity in legal structures and public 
policies, low participation of women in development efforts, decision-
making positions and politics in general, high levels of female unemploy-
ment and lower wages for women. While all the regions’ countries have 
statutory provisions that should guarantee women the right to participate 
and eliminate obstacles to that participation, these provisions are often 
not enforced. 

Cultural and religious acceptance of a subservient role of women exac-
erbates the impediments to women’s participation. Women have become 
“inherently” different from men, as they assume all household responsi-

7 This synthesis and the conclusions of this chapter draw heavily from the concluding session 
of the Saitama workshop and particularly from the fi nal remarks of Gabriela Vega of the Inter-
American Development Bank, Yuriko Uehara of the Asian Development Bank and the refl ections 
of the participants’ working groups.
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WOMEN’S PARTICIPATION IN SOCIAL DEVELOPMENT        xiii

bilities, work in a different (“more private”) economy and are “relegated 
to a different socio-cultural status” (Tantiwirmanond, in this volume). 
Accordingly, inequality persists in the gender distribution of roles and 
responsibilities in the promotion of development. 

Diverse development strategies may have brought about particular 
characteristics of the way tasks are distributed within families, commu-
nities and nations, and this can help explain the differences in women’s 
participation in the economic and political life of different countries. The 
workshop participants contemplated the notion that an economic growth 
strategy based on labor-intensive “light” industries, such as textiles or ap-
parel, depended critically on female labor participation. In countries that 
pursued growth based on those industries, government policy may have 
proactively facilitated strategies to encourage a redistribution of roles such 
as child care, which had traditionally been the responsibility of women 
in the home. Further research on this point may shed light on a possible 
relationship between growth strategies based on industries dominated by 
female labor and public policy initiatives to facilitate redistribution of 
household tasks to facilitate women’s participation in the labor force.

Women’s organizations have emerged as basic social actors that pro-
mote more equitable participation in all spheres of society and provide 
effective links among women, and between women and governments 
and women and other social actors. They have emerged through women’s 
own efforts: poor women who organize grassroots organizations to satisfy 
their own needs, as well as professional women who organize to facili-
tate the organization and empowerment of marginalized or low-income 
women. They have also emerged as the result of public policy, develop-
ment NGOs, international development agencies and international femi-
nist movements. 

Recently, governments in both regions have supported or worked 
with women’s organizations, providing them further sustainability. 
Governments frequently treat women in their role as mothers and focus a 
good part of their interventions with women’s organizations on the pro-
motion of children’s development (Valdés, in this volume). 

Crisis and societal concerns may provide key opportunities to create 
greater social awareness of women’s issues different from those related to 
their children and to facilitate women’s participation in public spheres. 
For example, the recognition of increases in poverty rates among house-
holds with a single female breadwinner has been used to advocate for 
restructuring of social services and social assistance to accommodate the 
needs of poor working women with pre-school-aged children. Another 
example has emerged with the growing concern with the decline in popu-
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Focus
Recommended strategies Expected results

Awareness Capacity building
Commitments, 

attitudes, value
Action

Individuals, 
Communities 
(Micro Level)

Training, 
education

Mobilization

Create and/or strengthen 
grassroots or community 
organizations.

Support community 
leaders. 
Mobilize women for 
community development.

Provide or encourage 
fi nancing for community 
organizations or community 
development initiatives.

Community identity

Consensus on community 
concerns. 
Critical mass of 
individuals mobilized for 
change.

Solution of basic needs of 
the community.

Advocacy by community-
based organizations.

Organizations 
(Meso Level)

Training, 
Mobilization

Create and/or strengthen 
women’s organizations. 

Financing. 

Production of gender data

Promote women’s political 
leadership.

Promote women’s 
participation in policy 
dialogues and policy 
advocacy.

Solidarity among women 

Solidarity of other 
organizations with 
women’s issues and 
social development 
issues.

Consensus on a policy 
agenda sensitive 
to human-centered 
equitable development. 

Solution of women’s 
strategic needs.

Networks among women’s 
organizations.
Networks and interactions 
of women and women’s 
organizations with key 
actors in policy dialogues.

Advocacy and networking.

Institutions 
(Macro Level)

Communication 
strategy

Create and/or strengthen 
women’s machinery in 
national and decentralized 
governments. 

Production of gender data.

Societal commitment to 
inclusive development. 

Social recognition of value 
of work in the home and 
the reproductive roles 
traditionally managed by 
women.

Link of women’s issues 
with development 
priorities.8

Enhances in structures. 
Legislation and 
enforcement. Policy 
change.

8 Alternatively, and as suggested by Gabriela Vega, understand women’s issues as societal issues.
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lation growth in Korea and Japan. This concern is obliging those societies 
to defi ne strategies that make marriage and child-rearing more compat-
ible with the work-related activities and other goals of young people.

Teresa Valdés emphasizes a particular characteristic of Latin American 
societies, which provides specifi c challenges to the promotion of women’s 
full and equitable participation in development: persistent inequality not 
only along gender lines, but also by socioeconomic status, geographical 
location, and ethnicity. The authors of the Latin American experiences 
in this volume make repeated reference to multiple inequalities and 
their implications for women’s role in social development processes. 
Centralization and concentration of political power among the elite have 
only exacerbated the problem. 

Efforts to empower women and promote women’s participation in 
the promotion of social development might focus on a continuum of 
strategies suggested by the following framework: in Table 3 on the follow-
ing page.

Strategies to promote women’s participation could focus on the areas 
of actions specifi ed in the fi rst two columns, in order to create the com-
mitments, attitudes and values and to lead to the actions described in the 
last two columns. 

An additional focus on these efforts might be targeted to the private 
sector, particularly to facilitate greater and more equitable participation of 
women in economic activity. However, the scope of this issue is so large 
that we decided to exclude it from the workshop’s activity.

The workshop focused on three specifi c areas of action or strategies 
for women’s participation in social development, as described in the fol-
lowing sections.

Women’s Mobilization for Community Development
Women all over the world have organized to promote solutions to their 
communities’ needs. Shared needs appear to motivate and mobilize wom-
en’s organizations. The workshop examined fi ve experiences in which 
women and women’s organizations were making proactive and deliber-
ate efforts to promote the development and progress of low-income com-
munities. Experiences of this nature allow us to explore questions such as: 
Under what conditions do women come together to mobilize resources 
for the development of their community? What strategies do they choose 
and why? How has development been enhanced? Under what conditions 
do women and women’s organizations mobilize based on their gender 
identity? What issues are addressed? Does women’s involvement in com-
munity development empower and enable women to become active par-
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ticipants in the policy-making process? How are women addressing the 
issue of compatibility of their multiple roles—as mothers, as wives, as 
community development leaders, as entrepreneurs, etc.? How is this af-
fecting women’s participation in community development initiatives? 

Women often organize themselves in response to critical situations 
in their own communities (the Payatas case in the Philippines presented 
by Guiza and the Peruvian experience documented by Blondet, in this 
volume). This response may mean that women project into the public 
sphere their traditional caregiving roles. Indeed, these initiatives have 
effectively contributed to the quality of life in poor communities, with 
tangible improvements in nutrition, well-child care, registration and sta-
tistics on births, deaths, and marriage, and the delivery of services to the 
disabled, senior citizens and victims of violence. Additionally, their ef-
forts create by-products that may be equally or even more valuable: social 
capital, community identity or cohesion, empowerment of women and 
their awareness of their rights. 

Other experiences of women’s organization to promote community 
development have emerged from proactive measures taken by profes-
sional women in solidarity with other women with specifi c needs (Regina 
Vargas and Katjasungkana, for example). In essence, initiatives of this na-
ture feature women working to empower and educate other women, as 
well as to raise social awareness of the inequalities that disproportion-
ately affect low-income and rural women and those belonging to eth-
nic or racial minorities. The results of these efforts build on changes ex-
perienced by empowered women (as individuals), who can then adopt 
community leadership roles and eventually infl uence public policies and 
social awareness. 

Finally, women have also been mobilized to participate in commu-
nity development by NGOs, feminist organizations, the church or reli-
gious organizations or governmental agencies. Effective mobilization 
should lead to a sustainable, autonomous process in which the women of 
a community continue to organize themselves for planning and action. 
However, Blondet (in this volume) warns us that women’s organizations 
can come to depend on the assistentialist framework of actors such as 
government agencies, which inhibit the autonomy, entrepreneurship and 
self-sustainability of those organizations. 

Women’s participation in effective responses to community issues cre-
ates opportunities for empowerment of women and their integration into 
public activity. Experiences in women’s participation in the promotion of 
community development suggest that women’s organization facilitates im-
provements in the welfare of the community, as well as changes in women’s 
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sense of worth and contribution, their motivation and empowerment. The 
value of these experiences must be judged by their contribution to better liv-
ing conditions for women, men and children, to the emotional well-being 
of women, to the stock of social capital in our communities, to women’s 
leadership and to the empowerment of grassroots women’s organization. 
As well, they can be analyzed in terms of their effects on the attitudes, per-
ceptions and traditions that perpetuate gender inequalities in society.

Promoting Women’s Leadership
An obvious strategy to promote greater participation in development ef-
forts is to promote female leadership in diverse dimensions of public life: 
economic activity, professional organizations, labor or trade unions and 
politics at the community and national levels. The workshop participants 
analyzed several experiences at the grassroots and national levels, focus-
ing on the strategies and building blocks used to advance and enhance 
women’s participation and leadership. 

Efforts to enhance women’s leadership in electoral politics were high-
lighted in several cases, as women continue to be under-represented in na-
tional and local governments and decision-making positions. Beyond the 
intrinsic value of female political participation, Buvinic and Roza argue 
that it also increases the visibility of issues related to women, children 
and families on the policy agenda. Rodrigues suggests that it contributes 
to greater democratization of political processes and tends to promote 
social issues aligned with women’s issues. Research from diverse parts of 
the world supports the conclusion that women’s participation in politics 
is valuable because it is equitable and inclusive in nature and contributes 
to the social development content of public policy. 

Female leadership may be considered inherently different from—not 
an imitation of—male leadership.9 As such, conscientious preparation 
of women for leadership may require efforts to develop the self-confi -
dence and political awareness of potential young leaders, to facilitate the 
creation of networks among women and to give women the skills they 
require to succeed in public spheres (See Pile and Pandey, for example). 
Additionally, efforts must focus on reducing the institutional and societal 
obstacles to greater participation of women in public spheres, such as 
scarce options for childcare, rigid labor regulations and cultural norms.

Of course, it is not enough simply to have female leaders. There is a 
need to forge a sense of identity among women leaders and a gender-sensi-

9 This is a premise of UNIFEM’s concept of transformational leadership, as discussed by Stephanie 
Pile in this volume.
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tive policy agenda that facilitates effective representation and discussion of 
issues that are important to women. This may be promoted through dia-
logues between female politicians (candidates and elected offi cials) and the 
leaders of women’s organizations (see Rodriguez and Ganga, for example). 

Public awareness of women’s issues and the importance of women’s 
participation in diverse dimensions of public life may be critical to putting 
these issues on the public policy agenda. Efforts that encourage men and 
women alike to combat gender inequality that limits full participation in 
politics and social development may help change engrained societal ste-
reotypes. (Chiarotti, in this text) Other efforts may attempt to highlight the 
importance of women in public decision-making and position female can-
didates to elected positions and to the public. (Ganga, in this volume) 

In synthesis, the experiences examined by the workshop participants 
suggest that the promotion of women’s leadership in general and wom-
en’s leadership in politics (in particular) may be a crucial contribution 
to gender equality and overall social development. Efforts must be made 
to prepare women for this role, strengthening their capacities and com-
mitment to exercise leadership roles. It also depends on greater societal 
awareness and commitment to changing cultural norms that limit a redis-
tribution of power in the public spheres (most particularly, the economic 
and political spheres) and a redefi nition of gender roles in the private 
(family) spheres. Finally, it is crucial to maintain links between elected 
women and the agenda of equitable, inclusive development, which in-
cludes the effective promotion of gender equality.

 
Women’s Roles in Policy Dialogues and Decision-Making Processes
Of course, individual women’s efforts to exercise effective political leader-
ship are not the only strategy affecting public policymaking. Women are 
also making efforts to organize and to create awareness (among them-
selves and in society in general) regarding issues that concern them as 
women, mothers, workers, family members or members of their commu-
nities. They are organizing to consolidate ideas, articulate concerns and 
infl uence policy agendas and decisions. 

Organized women may call attention to the apparent, but questionable, 
gender neutrality of governance structures and public policy decisions, in 
order to identify and call public attention to constraints to gender equality 
and greater participation of women in social development. They can chal-
lenge assumptions and concepts that infl uence public policy decision-mak-
ing and encourage more inclusive, equitable public policy. Organized par-
ticipation by women may infl uence the direction of public policy dialogue 
and, ultimately, of policy decisions. (See Bonilla, for example) 
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Women’s networks may strengthen initiatives to consolidate a policy 
agenda that would be sensitive to women’s concerns and would advocate 
effectively in favor of that agenda. Networks among women and women’s 
organizations may be perceived as more forceful and legitimate actors in the 
policy process. Governmental women’s agencies, political parties, and/or 
national or international women’s organizations can play important roles 
in promoting and consolidating these networks. (See Kim and Truong).

In turn, networks might act to:

� Integrate women’s issues into public policy dialogues, including the 
debates related to development plans, public sector budgets, and secto-
rial policies;

� Act to create broad-based awareness of women’s concerns and social 
development issues;

� Promote learning from experience;

� Take advantage of the opportunity created by governmental commitments 
to the Millenium Development Goals in order to pressure for structural 
policy change to promote equitable growth and development;

� Pressure governments to translate its formal commitments to social 
justice and gender equality into the associated budgetary allocations;

� Create mechanisms for social control or public monitoring of govern-
mental policy related to social development and gender equality;

� Lobby for legislation that will institutionalize achievements and avoid 
reversals when government administration changes.

Conclusions
The experiences documented in this volume suggest that the organization 
of women raises awareness, facilitates empowerment and strengthens ca-
pacities and commitments to change. As such, it enhances the practice of 
inclusive and responsible democracy. Additionally, it may affect the na-
ture and quality of public policy and development efforts. Consequently, 
women’s participation in social development efforts may be promoted 
and facilitated as a fundamental right of women and also as a benefi t to 
society at large. 

Women are becoming increasingly proactive in organizing them-
selves. However, women who have traditionally been marginalized or dis-
criminated may need to be encouraged to participate, through efforts by 
government or non-governmental organizations. However, care must be 
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taken to avoid over-intervention that would make the women’s organiza-
tion dependent on that agency.

Efforts to facilitate women’s organization and participation might include:

� Training of women and women’s organizations, in order to strength-
en their commitments, awareness and skills to act in public spheres 
and to challenge structures, norms and traditions.

� Training of young women, to strengthen their identity with other 
women, their awareness of social development issues and of their rights 
and responsibilities, their commitment to action and their skills.

� Interventions to facilitate the compatibility of women’s public and 
private roles, including diverse alternatives for child care, labor reg-
ulation which respects women and men’s family roles and family-
friendly calendars and schedules for activities in the public sphere.

� Legislation and regulation and effective enforcement of existing legis-
lation to eliminate discrimination. 

� Specifi c efforts to address multiple inequalities faced by women from 
lower-income groups, rural areas and/or racial and ethnic minorities.

� Preparation of society for change, through communication strategies 
to strengthen general awareness of the value of gender equality and 
women’s participation in public spheres. These should include efforts 
to create recognition of the value of unpaid work in family produc-
tive and reproductive roles traditionally carried out by women and to 
redefi ne what has historically been perceived as “male domains” and 
“female domains”.

� Promotion of solidarity and networks among women and women’s 
organization. Promotion of networks with other organizations com-
mitted to the promotion of social development.

� Awareness-building in male-dominated organizations and institutions, 
in order to move beyond “ghettos of women working for women”.

� Creation and maintenance of databases that support the analysis of 
women’s concerns and of equity in social development.

� Strengthening of women’s machinery in local, regional and national 
governments.

� Alignment of gender concerns with development priorities and 
other policies.
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C H A P T E R  1

Women’s Participation in the Promotion of 
Social Development in Asia: An Overview
Darunee Tantiwiramanond
WARI (Women’s Action and Resource Initiative), Bangkok, Thailand

I believe we will have better government in our countries when men and 
women discuss public issues together and make their decisions on the 
basis of their differing areas of experience and their common concern 
for the welfare of their families and their world ... Too often great deci-
sions are originated and given form in bodies made up wholly of men, or 
so completely dominated by them that whatever of special value women 
have to offer is shunted aside without expression...

—Eleanor Roosevelt, U.N. General Assembly, December 1952

Introduction
In Southeast Asia, while a few exceptional women (Cory Aquino, Gloria 
Arroyo, and Megawati Sukranoputri) have risen to head their govern-
ments, more have come together to tackle women’s problems through 
women’s organizations. The rise of women’s organizations in Asia and 
their increasing participation in public advocacy and leadership is a pow-
erful development of the late 20th century that is continuing into the 21st 
century. Operating in both urban and rural areas of Asia, many women’s 
groups are directing attention to the fact that the health of a nation de-
pends on the contributions of its women. 

In recent times, during and after the two UN Decades for Women 
(1975-1995), women-centered collective activities have increased in dif-
ferent regions of East and Southeast Asia. In such cities as Seoul, Jakarta, 
Manila and Bangkok, there are dozens of active women’s organizations 
and many “traditional” women’s organizations have shifted their focus 
from welfarism to activism. Seeking to raise women’s awareness, these 
women’s groups have brought together communities and less-advantaged 
women—rural and urban—to understand and change their situation and 
demand better public services and social policies. 

 “The rise of Asian women” has progressed along with the impressive 
gains in Asia’s standards of living and other areas of social development. 
In most countries, economic growth has been associated with increases in 
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per capita consumption, life expectancy, literacy and educational attain-
ment. Better health and education has helped enhance women’s capa-
bilities: there is a growing supply of women professionals, managers and 
decision-makers, while, in general, women are participating more in both 
formal and informal sectors. 

However, this social and economic development process has been un-
even among and within countries. Women face obstacles such as gender 
gaps and differentiation in social development. Women are affected nega-
tively by market transitions, inadequate social policies to support working 
mothers and encourage shared family responsibilities, and the persistence 
of low representation of women in the decision-making process. All these 
put women at a disadvantage, impede their social development, and deny 
them the opportunity to participate actively in development processes. 
Women’s social and legal positions remain lower than men’s as the pre-
vailing gender ideologies assign lower value and fewer rights to women in 
their various roles as workers, parents, or citizens. Unemployment rates 
for women are often far higher and wages are often lower. Labor laws 
and social policies are often gender-blind, neglecting working women’s 
unique need to balance their productive and reproductive roles.

The goal of this overview is to identify lessons learned from Asian case 
studies that can be compared with cases from other regions to promote an ex-
change of experience and networking among researchers and practitioners. 

This paper is divided into three sections. The fi rst section provides 
contexts and background on the diversity of East and Southeast Asia, on 
social development trends in Asia, and on the growth and varieties of 
Asian women’s organizations. The second section focuses on the role and 
activities of women’s organizations in three areas of social development: 
community development, policy advocacy and dialogue, and political par-
ticipation. This section provides a conceptual background for these issues, 
while referring to and analyzing various case studies. Finally, the third 
section addresses the factors that constrain and facilitate the activities of 
women’s organizations. It also appraises their impact on the majority of 
women and wider society and offers recommendations for policy makers 
and women’s organizations. We argue that although changes in women’s 
status and gender relations are occurring through structural change and 
through the activities of women’s organizations, the principal challenge 
in the area of women and social development is to improve social policies 
to increase women’s access to health, education and employment, and to 
enhance their participation in decision-making. Women’s organizations 
and donor agencies can play a crucial role in promoting policies for fe-
male-friendly social development.
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Context of East and Southeast Asia 

The word “East Asia” or “Far East” is sometimes used to refer to both 
East and Southeast Asia, but these are two distinct regions. Each region 
is made up of a number of countries1 whose geographical proximity and 
potential to collaborate has been one main factor in their development 
processes. Each region has its own unique cultural and historical charac-
teristics. East Asian countries such as the Republic of Korea, Japan and 
China are advanced industrial economies with strong states. But, histori-
cally, Chinese infl uence has permeated the whole region. Compared to 
Southeast Asia, East Asian societies are more homogeneous in language, 
race and culture, and are patriarchal, rooted in Confucianism. The son-
preference of East Asian patriarchy is linked to a patrilineal marriage sys-
tem and rigid gender roles. The central theme for East Asian women has 
been the impact of rapid economic growth on women’s ability to choose 
their priorities in life. In recent years, more married women have assumed 
the double burden of holding a full- or part-time job while maintaining 
their house-keeping and care-provider roles. Yet few employers in East 
Asia provide fl exible work arrangements or childcare facilities for married 
women. While wives increasingly share the breadwinner role, few hus-
bands help with domestic chores. As a result, many young women in East 
Asia are waiting longer to marry, while some may never marry .

Most Southeast Asian countries (i.e., Malaysia, Thailand, Indonesia and 
the Philippines) have middle-level economies and moderate states. They are 
infl uenced by the ancient cultures of both China and India, and have great 
diversity of language, religion, race, ethnicity and colonial history. Southeast 
Asian women are not as confi ned to the domestic sphere as those in East 
Asia. Bilateral kinship and the popularity of matrilocal residency provide 
women some degree of security in the domestic sphere. Inside the home, 
women often control the purse strings; outside the home, they work along-
side men and contribute equally to the national economy. Nevertheless, 
their social status is still lower and they remain under-represented in public 
decision-making processes at both the local and national levels.2

During the last two decades, most countries in East and Southeast Asia 
have gone through enormous political changes. While the countries that 
had no tradition of democracy (such as China and Vietnam) are opening 

1 For this paper, East Asia includes the Republic of Korea, Japan and Taiwan, while Southeast Asia 
includes Thailand, Vietnam, Lao P.D.R., Cambodia, Malaysia, Indonesia, and the Philippines.
2 Singapore is an exception in Southeast Asia as it has East Asian features, being a strong state that 
upholds Confucianism. The socialist countries of Vietnam and Laos are also slightly different as 
they are making the transition from centrally-planned to market economies. 
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up to market systems, those previously under authoritarian rule (such as 
Indonesia, East Timor and Cambodia) have had their fi rst national elec-
tions. The countries with older democracies (such as the Philippines and 
Thailand) are undergoing devolution of power to the local level. Myanmar, 
still under military rule, is struggling to move toward democracy. 

Another manifestation of the diversity in Southeast Asia is the sharp 
contrast of population size, and levels of wealth and poverty. Malaysia has 
only 20 million people, while Thailand has 62 million, the Philippines 
77 million, and Indonesia a phenomenal 214 million—the fi fth-largest 
population in the world (Table 1). The majority of people live in rural 
areas: 57 percent in Malaysia and the Philippines, 69 percent in Indonesia 
and 77 percent in Thailand. 

On average, Southeast Asian countries are in the middle-income cat-
egory. (Table 1.1). The poverty level in the Philippines is especially high, 
withabout half the population below the poverty line in 1990.

 While the manufacturing and service sectors are expanding in Asia, 
the female labor force in the agricultural sector is decreasing proportion-
ally, although it is still high in Thailand (Table 1.2). In the 1990s over one 
million Filipinos, mostly women, emigrated. Most found jobs as laborers 
in the Gulf countries or as domestic servants in Europe, the United States 
and Hong Kong. The rapid economic growth of Thailand until 1997 was 
largely due to its strategy of export-led industrialization, relying on a large 
pool of poorly-educated and low-skilled female labor. The shrinking ag-
ricultural base and economic crisis of 1997 dramatically affected this fe-
male labor pool.

TABLE 1.1  Key Economic and Social Indicators, 2001

Country
Area

(sq km)
Population 

(million, 2001)
GDP/Capita PPP

(US$, 2001)
GDP/capita annual Growth 

Rate (%, 1990-01)

Japan 377,800 127.3 25,130 1.0

Korea, S. 98,480 47.1 15,090 4.7

Thailand 514,000 61.6 6,400 3.0

Philippines 300,176 77.2 3,840 1.0

Indonesia 1,904,569 214.4 2,940 2.3

Vietnam 329,560 79.2 2,070 6.0

East & SE Asia 1,899.7 4,233 5.5

Source: Human Development Report 2003, http://www.undp.org/hdr2003/indicator/index_indicators.html 
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Level of Women’s Social Development 

Asian women, in general, have shared the fruit of social development but 
the level of social development varies between the regions and among 
countries. (Table 1.3).

The situation of women’s education in the region has signifi cantly 
improved. Adult female illiteracy is low (Table 1.4), with a signifi cant 
difference in male and female illiteracy only in Indonesia, which has re-
markably improved its “school life expectancy” for girls. Secondary school 
gross enrollment rates for girls in the region not only have increased since 
1980, but are equal to or higher than boys’ rates in a few countries such 
as South Korea and the Philippines. The number of female students per 
100,000 inhabitants exceeds that of male students in the Philippines 
and Thailand. The female share of the university student population has 
increased in most countries and women are now better represented in 

TABLE 1.2  Gender Inequality in Economic Activity by Sector, 2001

Country
Female employment (as % of female labor force)

Agriculture Industry Services

Japan 6 22 73

Korea, S. 13 19 68

Thailand 47 17 36

Philippines 27 13 61

Indonesia 42 16 42

Source: Human Development Report 2003, http://www.undp.org/hdr2003/indicator/index_indicators.html
Source: Human Development Report 2003

TABLE 1.3  Gender and Health, 2001

Country
Female life 

expectancy, 2001
Maternal Mortality Rate (per 
100,000 live birth, 1985-01)

# Children per 
Woman 2001

Japan 84.7 8 1.3

Korea S. 79.0 20 1.4

Thailand 73.2 44 1.9

Philippines 71.6 170 3.2

Indonesia 68.2 380 2.4

Vietnam 71.0 95 2.3

East & SE Asia N.A 2.0

Source: Human Development Report 2003, http://www.undp.org/hdr2003/indicator/index_indicators.html 
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Table 1.4  Gender Inequality in Education, 2001

Country
Adult Female literacy Net enrolment ratio (female as % of male)

% of female Female as % of male Primary Secondary Tertiary gross 

Japan — — 1.00 1.01 0.85

Korea 96.6 97 1.01 1 0.59

Thailand 94.1 97 0.97  N.A. 0.82

Philippines 95.0 100 1.01 1.18 1.1

Indonesia 82.6 90 0.99 0.96 0.77

Vietnam 90.9 96 0.94 N.A. 0.74

Source: Human Development Report 2003, http://www.undp.org/hdr2003/indicator/index_indicators.html 

Table 1.5  Economic Activities, 2001

Country
Female Economic Activity Rate Ratio of female earned income 

to male earned income Rate as % of Male Rate

Japan 51 67 0.45

Korea, S. 54 70 0.46

Thailand 73 85 0.61

Philippines 50 61 0.59

Indonesia 56 68 0.51

Vietnam 74 91 0.69

E & SE Asia 69 82

Source: Human Development Report 2003, http://www.undp.org/hdr2003/indicator/index_indicators.html 

competitive and non-traditional fi elds of study. In 1992, 40-59 percent of 
university students in Japan, Hong Kong/China, Thailand and Malaysia 
were women. In the medical sciences, the percentage of women students 
is very high in Thailand and the Philippines (69-77 percent); and high in 
Laos, Malaysia, Hong Kong/China, Japan and South Korea (45-52 per-
cent). While women generally remain under-represented in engineering, 
the female share is respectable in Malaysia (32 percent), the Philippines 
(27 percent) and Thailand (23 percent).

However, Asian women invariably earn less than men do. (Table 1.5) 
and economic hardship or crisis affect women disproportionately.
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The level of human development in East and Southeast Asian coun-
tries differ considerably as shown in their HDI rank, GDI rank, and GEM 
rank3 (Table 1.6). In East Asia (South Korea and Japan, for example) the 
HDI and GDI are ranked higher but the GEM is signifi cantly lower than 
those in Southeast Asia. This indicates that economic prosperity does not 
necessarily empower women. In Southeast Asia (Thailand, the Philippines, 
Indonesia and Vietnam), GDI is invariably higher than HDI, refl ecting 
gender inequality. Southeast Asia also has more women in senior profes-

Table 1.6  HDI, GDI, GEM

Country HDI Rank GDI Rank GEM

Japan 9 13 44

Korea S. 30 30 63

Thailand 74 61 55

Philippines 85 66 35

Indonesia 112 91 --

Vietnam 109 89 --

Source: Human Development Report 2003, http://www.undp.org/hdr2003/indicator/index_indicators.html 

TABLE 1.7  Gender Empowerment Measure
Women in Decision-making Positions (as percent of total), 2001

Country Legislators, senior offi cials, managers Professional and technical workers

Japan 9 45

Korea 5 34

Thailand 27 55

Philippines 58 62

Source: Human Development Report 2003. http://www.undp.org/hdr2003/indicator/index_indicators.html

3 In general, the higher the human development attained for a country, both men and women are 
better off.  The GID (Gender-Related Development Index) illustrates the extent to which females 
share in the income, educational and health dimensions of development.  The GDI indicator is 
calculated on the basis of female life expectancy, educational attainment and income measures.  
The GEM (Gender Empowerment Measure) indicates how women take active part in economic 
and political life.  The indicator is calculated on the basis of the ratio of women’s to men’s percent-
age shares of parliamentary seats; women’s and men’s percentage shares of positions as legislators, 
senior offi cials and managers and women’s and men’s percentage shares of professional and tech-
nical positions; and the ratio of women’s and men’s estimated earned income (PPP US$). 
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sional positions than East Asia (Table 1.7) and a higher proportion of 
women parliamentarians (Table 1.8).

Growth and Varieties of Women’s Organizations
Women’s organizations in Asia emerged at the beginning of the 20th 
century, prompted either by nationalism or the pursuit of moderniza-
tion. They maintained a somewhat low profi le until the start of the UN 
Women’s Decade in 1975. The last quarter of the 20th century saw the rise 
and growth of a wide range of women’s organizations supported by the 
UN agenda and various donors. Women’s organizations have mobilized 
leadership and fi nancial resources. They have also used opportunity struc-
ture in national bureaucracies and international agencies to their advan-
tage (Tantiwiramanond, 1998).

Women’s organizations play multiple roles. Their activities may com-
plement or substitute government services. Wherever the governments fail 
to act, women’s organizations fi ll the gaps. In many societies, women’s or-
ganizations are the prime agent for social change, demanding responsive 
and accountable leadership with more open and transparent decision-
making processes. Women’s organizations are not uniform in structure. In 
terms of their relative autonomy and voluntarism, they may be classifi ed 
into four categories:

� Mass organizations: State-linked organizations established to 
mobilize people’s participation under carefully controlled condi-

Table 1.8  Women’s Political Participation, 2001

Country
Year women 

received right 
to vote

Parliament Ministerial Level
Seats held by women (as % 

of total)

Year 1st women 
elected (E) or 
appointed (A) 

Women in 
government

(as % of total)

Lower House 
or Single 

House

Upper 
House or 

Senate

Japan 1947 1946E 5.7 7.3 15.4

Korea, S. 1948 1948E 6.5 5.9

Thailand 1932 1948A 5.7 9.2 10.5

Philippines 1937 1941E 17.8 12.5

Indonesia 1945 1950A 5.9 8

Vietnam 1946 1976E 27.3

Source: Human Development Report 2003. http://www.undp.org/hdr2003/indicator/index_indicators.html 
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tions. Although these organizations engage in the delivery of so-
cial services and depend on voluntary labor, their structure, rev-
enue sources and top-down organization under state supervision 
undermine their advocacy position. Examples include All China 
Women’s Federation and Vietnam and Lao Women’s Unions, all 
established in the early 1900s.

� Government initiated/organized women’s organizations such as 
Korean Women’s Development Institute (KWDI) and Japan’s National 
Women’s Education Center (NWEC) (both established in 1983). The 
state plays a key role in establishing them and often assists in ensur-
ing their fi nancial viability. They are largely centers for information, 
research and life-long learning. They can play an advisory role in pol-
icy formulation and advocacy.

� NGOs and people’s (popular) organizations: These groups, autono-
mous from the state, have been set up independently since the 1970s 
to work mostly with the local communities. While middle-class 
women choose to work as staff in NGOs for social change, village 
women work mostly unpaid in grassroots or popular organizations 
whose leaders are elected by members from among the local people. 
Most popular organizations operate without support from the state 
and the majority are locally registered. Examples include local wom-
en’s groups, APIK in Indonesia, women’s groups in Payatas in the 
Philippines, Women Link in South Korea, and Gender Development 
and Research Institute (GDRI) in Thailand.

� Extra-legal, or unrecognized organizations: Unregistered, these 
groups are established and operated autonomously outside the le-
gally-sanctioned and sponsored framework of state control. Examples 
include advocacy groups that challenge government policy, alterna-
tive interest groups, or ad hoc training groups such as the Consortium 
in Thailand.

In Asian societies, women work everywhere and perform multiple activi-
ties, but they do not exercise authority at all levels or in most sectors. Most 
countries have a tradition of organizing and questioning authority, but 
that spirit and capacity has been dampened by authoritarian regimes such 
as those of Suharto, Marcos or Mahathir. With the opening of democratic 
spaces, women’s organizations have emerged to provide support and ser-
vices to disadvantaged women. The current challenge is how women’s 
organizations can deepen and broaden their activities and become more 
socially and politically active. 
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Women’s Organizations and Social Development: Experiences from Asia

Community Development

When we make changes, they are small, incremental. But because we 
are talking about the majority of the human race, very small changes can 
mean vastly improved conditions—even survival—for great numbers of 
women. If we turn the lens of the kaleidoscope just a few degrees, the 
realignment of the shape and color can create a very different pattern. 

—Saron Capeling-Alakija (in Brasileiro 1996, p.2)

Community development is a process of social action in which local men 
and women of a community organize themselves for planning and action. 
In theory, community development is a bottom-up approach involving all 
members of the community. But in practice, community participation has 
often meant decisions made by male leaders. Such participation is likely to 
marginalize women, unless the specifi c constraints facing them are consid-
ered by NGOs or unless women take charge of their own issues. In recent 
times, participation patterns have been changing: women are taking charge, 
especially as more poor women become heads of households.4

A large percentage of the Asian population lived in rural areas where 
kinship networks or the clan system was the basis of mutual help and tradi-
tional living. Therefore, early development efforts focused not on individu-
al or farmer-centered activities, but on the community. As a concept, com-
munity development was appealing, but the understanding and success of 
community development models were mixed, mainly because the process-
es were guided by outside experts or carried out by government offi cers who 
worked hierarchically and had little understanding of local culture and pol-
itics. In addition, initial efforts were designed and implemented largely by 
and for men, assuming that all heads of households were men. The press-
ing needs associated with accelerating economic productivity soon gained 
priority, and programs for agricultural development, rural development, 
integrated development, appropriate technology development and eco- or 
sustainable development replaced the emphasis on community. Most de-
velopment programs that focused on industrialization also had an urban 
bias and eroded the social and economic foundation of rural communities. 
People from rural areas migrated to cities for jobs and created slums in 

4 Daranee Thawinphiphatkun (1996: 90, quoted by Parichat 1998) found over 30 percent of 
slum households in Bangkok and 24 percent of those in other cities are headed by women. 
Women are either divorced, widowed or single. 
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urban centers. Uprooted from their native communities, these urban slums 
saw the “re-emergence” of community development programs. 

Unlike rural communities where social arrangements are based on 
kinship and subsistence agriculture, residents of congested urban commu-
nities are nuclear families from different parts of the country. Where the 
traditional gender division of labor between husband/breadwinner and 
wife/housekeeper persists, women are vulnerable. They either become to-
tally dependent on their husbands or are unprepared to compete in the 
urban labor market. Not qualifi ed to fi nd jobs in factories, poor and older 
women tend to be home-based workers carrying out such enterprises as 
selling food, sewing, or hair-dressing. They tend to be subject to exploita-
tion by intermediaries or loan sharks, as well as becoming victims of male 
frustration, as a low quality of life and insecure livelihood sometimes 
erupts into domestic violence (Parichat, 1998). These pressures compel 
many women to form groups or join men to defend their rights. 

Community development is also re-emerging as governments apply 
neo-liberal economic policies and structural adjustments, reducing subsidies 
for the education and health sectors and transfering welfare responsibility to 
communities. To confront this new environment, organizations of both men 
and women have increasingly sought to deal with their own situations of 
poverty. Issues such as limited security, livelihood and housing have brought 
women together to form groups and networks. Essentially, the process in-
volves formally organizing members of more or less extensive local neigh-
borhoods for joint action to meet a wide range of neighborhood needs. 

The efforts of women are sometimes independent and sometimes an 
integral part of government programs to improve the economic, social and 
cultural conditions of communities, and to enable women to participate 
more fully in development. Women’s experiences in both Payatas and 
Bulacan earned them public recognition and increased their confi dence 
(Guiza, 2003). Some became leaders of their local village or barangay 
committee and began to participate in or collaborate with government 
agencies as members and leaders. 

In Thailand, urban communities began to organize in Bangkok as early 
as 1965, when the Thewa Center Credit Union emerged. In 1971, another 
community development group, the Center for Community Development, 
was formed in one of the largest slums, Khlong Toey, to struggle against 
forced eviction. Since then, both government agencies and NGOs have 
sought by various means to improve conditions in slum communities, fo-
cusing on housing and the environment. Welfare services to children and 
families, savings groups and organizations to counter the spread of AIDS 
and other health problems were established (Murray, 1996).
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Slowly, community development groups realized that such a piece-
meal approach was having little impact and that there was a need for an 
integrated solution covering tangible issues of housing and employment, 
and intangible issues such as culture, values and socialization. As com-
munity organizations became a public forum for people to participate in 
community decision-making, a gap between local awakening and glob-
al movement became apparent. To fi ll this gap, the Urban Community 
Development Offi ce (UCDO) was formed in 1992, to plan and collaborate 
with different local slum communities and global organizations. UCDO 
shifted the strategy of community action from violent struggle against 
eviction to capacity-building within their organizations (Gill, 2003). They 
are now able to form networks with other poor communities in other cit-
ies at the regional and national levels. Women participate equally in this 
process, although men still assume leadership roles. Nonetheless, after 
initially having to work harder to become part of the decision-making 
process, talented women from poor communities in Thailand have ex-
panded their knowledge and skills and have begun to defend their rights 
through different forms of community action.

Community development efforts often meet the needs of the com-
munity as a whole, such as in the Philippines, where violent activities in 
Payatas were stopped and community health in Bulacan was improved 
(Guiza, in this volume). Sometimes, they meet the practical needs of 
women (reproductive health care in Bulacan, and mothers’ need for af-
fordable powdered milk in Indonesia) and their strategic needs (as in the 
case of Indonesia’s “Voice for Concerned Mothers”—Suara Ibu Pedali, or 
SIP, that emerged during the economic and political crises of the end of 
the Suharto regime, and empowered many women, helping them to see 
the connection between the public and private spheres and the issues af-
fecting ethnic and poor women throughout Indonesia). 

Sometimes, community-based initiatives address women’s strategic 
needs, as illustrated in the Indonesian case study of APIK (Katjasungkana, 
2003). Being a community development-oriented group, APIK initially 
offered legal services to women in poor communities. Gradually, its com-
munity experience guided them toward policy and legal change. In Jakarta, 
APIK perceived that discrimination in the legal system rendered women 
psychologically powerless, leading to their economic impoverishment.

Several factors prevent poor women from participating in community 
development. Besides the heavy burden of their reproductive and produc-
tive roles, they lack funding, experience and literacy, as well as connec-
tions to unions and other civic organizations and to the outside world 
in general. Still, women’s leadership naturally evolves through collective 
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action, which may take the form of clubs or savings groups. Community 
development is a joint effort by poor women and their community to 
tackle vicious cycles of isolation, misery, and ignorance with new hopes 
for better livelihood, roads, health and education, through the active par-
ticipation of women in shaping their own future. It is a method for cre-
ating strong and healthy bonds between people, based on cooperation 
for mutual interest, instead of age-old indifference or hostility based on 
confrontation, friction and suspicion (Mayo, 1968).

Policy Advocacy and Dialogue

In fi ghting for what appear to be particular interests … fi nding their 
voices, setting their own agendas, and creating their own social spaces. 
women’s organizations are seeking the most universal objectives. But 
note that at such moments when the particular and the universal coin-
cide, the subject may no longer be women. … The strengths of women’s 
movements lie in their insights into that which distinguishes them and 
that which joins them to others who have suffered. And from these en-
counters come the most exquisite knowledge, vitality and power. 

— Amrita Basu, 1995 

Leaders of women’s organizations in Asia have always understood that 
women are severely underserved by the government and state agencies 
(ESCAP, 1989b and 1994). While women’s organizations continue to 
provide direct social and community services that address a broad range 
of women’s needs, such as credit, health or housing, they realize that even 
the best services have limited impact at the policy level. In order to lay 
the groundwork for long-term empowerment of women, they need to 
stimulate change in the larger institutions that infl uence the conditions 
of women’s lives. Attempts by women’s organizations to link community 
advocacy to policy-making processes have focused on improving wages 
and benefi ts in sectors that heavily employ women, and addressing the 
issues of health, environment, legal rights and political participation. 

Empowerment remains a critical issue for women in Cambodia, where 
women’s organizations use creative strategies to question the traditional 
roles and media images of women (CLIPS, 1995).5 

In the Republic of Korea, women’s studies and women’s movements 
have played a major role in bringing about changes in laws and related 

5 For example, in broadcasting on television or radio, the Cambodian Women’s Media Center, 
WMC, has addressed such women’s rights issues as alimony, divorce, domestic violence, and 
property ownership and inheritance rights.
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policies. The Korea Gender Policy Management System (KGPMS) is a  
systematic and accountable framework for bringing gender perspectives 
into all governmental policies and programs. It aims to strengthen the 
Ministry’s function of coordinating and monitoring gender policies to 
effectively mainstream gender in central/local governments and public 
institutions. (Kim, in this volume).

In the Philippines, women were part of the People Power that ousted 
Marcos in 1986 and brought Cory Aquino to the presidency. Filipino wom-
en’s organizations thus opened the political arena to women and, in col-
laboration with the National Commission of Women, have since worked 
through four presidencies—Aquino, Ramos, Estrada, and Arroyo—to bring 
about changes in laws on rape, domestic violence, sexual harassment and 
traffi cking. They have continued to struggle for reproductive health rights 
but have been stonewalled by the well-organized Catholic Church. They 
have used public debates and discussion and media advocacy effectively to 
pave the way for these legal changes (Tantiwiramanond and Pandey, 2003).

In Malaysia, protests and marches are prohibited, making it diffi cult 
for women’s organizations to organize. An increasing number of women’s 
organizations have been working on issues of violence against women, of-
fering counseling and shelter and successfully petitioning for an amend-
ment to the rape law. The law against domestic violence has been imple-
mented and a code on sexual harassment has been adopted. 

In Vietnam, progressive changes have taken place in social policy 
at the government level, as well as at the women’s union level. The 
Vietnam Women’s Union (VWU) has more than 11 million members 
and operates at four levels: commune, district, provincial, and national. 
Its original mandate was to mobilize women politically in the struggle 
for independence. In 1988, Government Decree No 163 instructed all 
levels of government to consult VWU on issues concerning women. For 
many agencies, consultation has often meant using VWU for program 
implementation related to women. Since doi moi (economic transition) 
and the infl ow of international donor contributions, the role of VWU 
has been diverted from one of political mobilization, advocacy and 
grassroots activism to implementation of a wide variety of projects, such 
as micro-credit and micro-enterprise development, mother and child 
health and family planning, literacy, agricultural extension, and domes-
tic violence. In this volume, Truong describes changes in VWU’s differ-
ent roles and the social policies of the State. 

In bringing about social change, women are using different kinds 
of actors in their advocacy work: people; public opinion; networks and 
alliances; and decision-makers. (VdndKlasen, 2002). People are key to 
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the process that includes women who are directly affected by an issue, 
those with whom an organization or movement is directly working, and 
those who identify with a particular cause or issue. Advocacy work in 
this arena involves educating people, especially poor women, on issues 
such as legal rights, mobilizing people around the issue, and organizing 
a particular group or community for long-term social transformation. 
Public opinion in Asia refers principally to the middle class, opinion 
makers, intellectuals and the media. Whether as perpetuators or chal-
lengers of the status quo, public opinion plays a substantial role in 
shaping the political agenda and amplifying the voice of the voiceless. 
To be effective, advocacy needs to tap into the critical mass of public 
opinion. Networking and alliances help share resources, coordinate 
multiple strategies and involve a large number of actors in advocacy. 
Networking broadens the outreach and multiplies impact and public 
discourse. Advocacy seeks to integrate the power of knowledge and net-
working and to bridge the gap between micro-level activism and macro-
level policy initiatives, developing multiple voices and diverse efforts in 
favor of advocacy causes. Decision-makers are those who have author-
ity to make decisions and infl uence power relationships. This includes 
not only state policies, but also those who have the power to make deci-
sions in socio-cultural institutions.  

APIK in Indonesia is a good example of how an organization can 
use people, public opinion, networks and decision-makers to draft and 
advocate women-friendly laws (Katjasungkana, in this volume).

Political Participation: Women as Elected Offi cials

“Old style leadership cannot adequately address our new world situa-
tion or new world problems. We need a style of leadership that does not 
exercise power over people, resources and territories but instead exercises 
power with them. This leadership should not dominate or coerce but 
rather facilitate and empower. It should lead by allowing people to grow 
… Women now have a leading role to play, not only in building a new 
vision of development, but in the implementation of systems and pro-
cesses that will create a sustainable future for all.”

—Noeleen Heyzer, 1995

In the last two decades, the role of women in leadership positions has 
been the focus of much debate in Asia (ESCAP, 1993a and Corner, 
1997). At the international level, the UN-sponsored conferences on 
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women have advocated the need to increase the number of women 
in decision-making positions, not only to ensure that women’s inter-
ests are represented but also because of growing evidence that wom-
en’s involvement improves leadership and decision-making practices. 
Meanwhile, the Asia and Pacifi c regions have had more women elected 
as heads of governments than in any other region in the world. However, 
women continue to be in the minority in the area of power and deci-
sion-making in Asia. The proportion of women serving in politics and 
administration has improved steadily but slowly (ESCAP 1993b, and 
APWIP, 1996).

What are the hurdles against women’s participation in Asia? The 
under-representation of women is caused by several structural, cultural 
and social factors. Structurally, political parties are male-dominated and 
therefore tend to socialize, groom and fi eld male candidates. Culturally, 
women have been regarded as subservient to men, in general, and in 
leadership and public roles, in particular. “A woman’s place is in the pri-
vate sphere” or “behind the scenes.” Lacking role models and grooming 
opportunities in decision-making and leadership, women tend to have 
little confi dence to play a public role. Socially, women generally have 
more responsibilities in the domestic sphere, especially as care-provid-
ers to children and the elderly. In addition, women are also increas-
ingly the breadwinners, a role that traditionally fell to men. But, even as 
women lend more of a hand in income generation, men do not always 
assist in relieving women’s traditional duties in home care, which is one 
reason that women tend to participate in the public sphere only when 
their children are grown.

In East and Southeast Asia, initiatives to encourage political participa-
tion by women have focused mainly on women’s leadership at the central 
government level. However, current statistics show that women are under-
represented both in national and local governments in Southeast Asia. 
Drage (2001) reports that the percentage of women in local government 
seats ranges from a high of 27 percent to a low of 2 percent. 

Research shows that women have had more success at gaining access 
to decision-making positions at the local government than at the cen-
tral government level (ESCAP, 1989a and 1993a). This is mainly because 
local government roles are more compatible with women’s daily routines 
of family responsibilities and economic activities. Local government is 
also more accessible as more positions are available, and elections are less 
competitive than at the national level. Sometimes women are more eas-
ily accepted in village and community government, this being seen as an 
extension of women’s community role.
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The rising tide of democratization in Asia has brought new opportu-
nities for women to participate in different public roles at all levels. The 
1990s saw women emerge as builders of democracy (TAF, 1997 and TAF, 
1998). Women are not only registering to vote, but also are demanding 
that their votes count. In countries that do not have a democratic tradi-
tion, such as Vietnam and Lao PDR, women are coming to the forefront 
to promote democracy and their political participation has proven to be 
a key component of democracy. 

Women’s groups are fi nding that they can become a force for demo-
cratic change (Ahern et al 2000). Many times, because they are women’s 
groups, they can begin operating below the radar of hostile authorities. As 
their numbers grow, their infl uence becomes visible.

In Thailand, in spite of high visibility and activity, women’s partici-
pation in politics is quite low (less than 10 percent at the national and 
local levels). After the 1995-Beijing Women’s Conference and the passage 
of the Decentralization Bill in Thailand, new opportunities emerged for 
Thai women to participate in sub-district elections. The Thailand experi-
ence documented in this text (Pandey, in this volume) highlights the expe-
riences of two women’s organizations in promoting women’s participation 
in local politics. Both experiences show that for increased and sustained 
political participation by women, changes are necessary: at the personal 
level in terms of personal capacity, at the institutional level in terms of legal 
reforms, and at the societal level in terms of gender-friendly attitudes. 

After long decades of violence that included the “Killing Fields” of Pol 
Pot, Cambodia held its fi rst democratic election in 1993. Cambodian cul-
ture, however, does not encourage girls to seek higher education, so few 
women have the necessary training and self-confi dence to run for election. 
A Cambodian women, Nanda Pok, started a group called “Women For 
Prosperity” (WFP) in 1992 to teach women to be effective leaders. WFP has 
trained over 6,000 women to run for and hold political offi ce,  has organized 
“Peace for Prosperity” marches to promote non-violence and voter educa-
tion, has urged political parties to institute a 30 percent quota for women 
and has broken new ground by calling for fresh models of cross-party coop-
eration to increase political participation by women (Pok, 2003).

Analysis
Facilitating Factors for Women’s Involvement in Social Development

The Asian experiences cited above show that there are several common 
factors that facilitate efforts by women’s organizations to promote so-
cial development.
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Statutory Provisions
In their constitutions, all countries have statutory provisions that guarantee 
women’s right to participate. Most countries have also signed the Covenant for 
the Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination Against Women (CEDAW), 
which guarantees political and civil rights, although some countries still 
maintain some reservations.As signatories of these international covenants, 
governments are obliged to implement them as policies. One provision is to 
establish a National Commission or a Ministry on Women’s Affairs to work 
for the advancement of women. Some governments have established specifi c 
women’s departments or gender focal points, such as in the Philippines and 
South Korea, while most countries have women’s development plans. Some 
government structures have been decentralized, such as in the Philippines, 
Indonesia and Thailand. They encourage women’s participation at the local 
level, although the decentralization process is not always gender sensitive.

Role of Women’s Organizations
Women’s organizations have helped bring women together, thus decreas-
ing the isolation and powerlessness of women. Some women’s organiza-
tions encourage women to participate at the grassroots level and have 
established links with other associations to sustain their endeavors. 

Regional and international conferences provide support, training and 
momentum for initiatives that increase the numbers of women involved 
and break the isolation of women. CEDAW and Beijing Platform for 
Action (BPFA) have played a signifi cant role in this regard.

Training by or through women’s organizations provides informa-
tion about the new opportunities and benefi ts of participation, as well 
as increasing understanding of gender concepts. Training in leader-
ship and technical skills ensures that women’s participation is effective. 
Empowerment training is provided throughout the region, mostly by 
women’s organizations. Governments, political parties and training in-
stitutes also provide training in certain areas but this tend to be task-ori-
ented, with empowerment of women often simply a by-product. 

Data Collection, Publications and Awards
The collection of sex-disaggregated data and publication of brochures 
helps spread information. Activities such as photo contests and awards 
for public participation add to the visibility of women.

Barriers to Women’s Participation 
There are both structural and cultural constraints on women’s participa-
tion and on the activities of women’s organizations. These include in-
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equality, political, social and economic instability at various levels of so-
ciety, and a lack of support in the public or private spheres. Offi cial rules 
and regulations, as well as some laws, have deprived women of the right 
to participate in social development and public decision-making. The 
lack of public networks and the long-held perception that public roles are 
a male domain keep women out. Meanwhile, the heavy burden of domes-
tic roles, added to other economic and community obligations, creates a 
vicious cycle that restricts women’s opportunities for self-development or 
improving their own knowledge about broader issues. 

Fundamental Inequality
While women may have constitutional rights, they are still not seen as 
equal to men. Their roles are closely tied to their reproductive and house-
hold activities, and politics and public affairs are seen as unsuitable for 
women. Religious fundamentalism, political turmoil, violence, “money 
worship,” a heavy workload and lack of opportunities lock women in low 
self-esteem and fear. Demographic statistics, particularly in the Indochina 
sub-region (Laos, Cambodia and Myanmar), show more women suf-
fer from low literacy rates, poor health and poverty. All of this points 
to their lack of access to education, health care, safety and employment 
(Tantiwiramanond, 2004).

Women face discrimination when running for offi ce and when elect-
ed or appointed to local government positions. Attitudes that consider 
politics and decision-making a male preserve see women as incapable of 
management and governance roles.

While there are few women in decision-making bodies, they adopt styles 
and working habits that are acceptable to men. This can limit the extent to 
which women can raise women’s issues and issues of social justice. Some 
also fi nd that they are judged harshly by their colleagues and society once 
they try to push the boundaries of their gender role and the hierarchy.

Political and Economic Transition or Instability
Political and economic instability affects the development of a political 
culture with democratic norms. Socio-economic norms and religious in-
terpretations are frequently used to challenge and reinterpret women’s 
rights and create insecurity for women. And while women have equal an 
political right to participate, in reality they can be actively discouraged 
from doing so. Highly patriarchal societies enforce rules, responsibilities 
and behavior to subjugate women, enforcing these norms in ways that 
affect their self-confi dence, limiting their access to information and skills 
and reinforcing their lower status.
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Scarce Resources
All three dimensions of women’s efforts to promote social development 
that are being studied in this text—community development, policy 
advocacy and women’s political participation and leadership—require 
resources that are sometimes unavailable for women, particularly while 
they continue to earn less than men in the labor market. Once elected 
to a local political body, or to a women’s organization, the remunera-
tion can be insuffi cient for what is, in some countries, almost a full time 
job. The resulting fi nancial burden of women, who also are obligated to 
make this role compatible with their productive and reproductive roles, 
may be overwhelming.

Most women’s organizations do not have the means to generate 
profi t. They depend on external fi nancial assistance. But gender-relat-
ed funding by agencies is beginning to dwindle after the two decades 
of UN emphasis on women. Ironically, the momentum or investment 
of the Women Decades was beginning to be felt at the end of Beijing 
Conference. The achievement of the two UN Decades may be under-
mined if proper funding is not put in place to guide the emerging energy 
of grassroots women.

Efforts to Overcome Barriers to Women’s Roles in the Promotion of 
Social Development 

Alternative efforts to boost women’s opportunities to participate in the 
promotion of social development may be classifi ed as: micro level efforts, 
targeted at individual women; meso level efforts, at the institutional level 
and macro level efforts, focused on changes of societal values and atti-
tudes (Table 1.9).

At the Individual Level: Knowledge and Courage

Lack of skill and confi dence, mainly related to generations of socializa-
tion and family obligation, discourage women from participating in pub-
lic activities and, especially, from running for political offi ce or aspiring 
to a high position. Once elected or promoted to an executive position in a 
male-dominated organization, if a woman is alone in the group, she faces 
de facto exclusion. The male members may not inform her about the time 
and the date of meetings or they may try to exclude her from the meet-
ing by holding it at an inconvenient time or place. To overcome a lack 
of knowledge and courage at the individual level, training and exposure 
have been found most effective.
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TABLE 1.9  Three levels of Activities Aimed at Promoting 
a Gender-equitable Society

Level Goal Target Activity

Micro:
Individual

Empower ment Women Training:
• Increase women’s confi dence and 
leadership capacity
• Prepare women to run for election 
(especially in local government, TAO)
• Support elected women in politics

Meso: 
Public institution

Advocacy Decision-makers Research and campaigns:
• Constitution: 
 Legal rights
• State/Government system:
 Bureaucracy: civil servants
 Parliament: people’s representatives
• Private sector:
 Business/industrial enterprises
 Workers—trade union 
• Policy:
 Political parties

Macro: 
Society, 
community

Transfor ming 
social attitude 

General public
The media

Raising awareness, public education:
• Outstanding women’s awards
• Directory of outstanding women
• Photo contest on women’s economic 
contribution

At the Institutional Level: Rules and Practices 

Women’s participation in public affairs also depends on the level of de-
mocracy and legal provisions. New laws allow women to stand for local 
elections, but there may other provisions that prolong their exclusion. 
For example, in Thailand a legal amendment in 1982 opened ways for 
women to be elected as village or subdistrict heads, but some women had 
to wait years until the male incumbents reached retirement at age 60. In 
general, rules/regulations of public institutions and customs/traditions of 
religious and cultural institutions tend to work against women’s aspira-
tion to take a public leadership role outside the mother/wife framework. 
At the institutional level, the most effective strategy is advocacy and net-
working to form alliances to overcome hurdles.
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At the Societal Level: Values and Attitude

The greatest obstacle to women’s participation is the social stereotype 
that men are natural leaders, and women should occupy themselves with 
housework and care for others. Women often feel inadequate as mothers 
and wives if they spend too much time on public work. Experience shows 
that successful female village or subdistrict heads had more than 10 years 
of community work experience. This useful contribution to their commu-
nities is the political base that most women do not have. Age is another 
important factor. The women who venture into local politics are at least 
40 years old when their children are grown, and have won the support of 
their husbands and children.

Not all women, however, are able to cast off their domestic burdens. 
Even if the political space is opened, like in Thailand, most women are 
not interested in entering local politics, since many gender stereotypes act 
as mental blocks for both men and women, especially in rural areas. The 
best way to overcome social prejudice and barriers is through mass media 
campaigns and public education.

Impact of Women and Women’s Organizations on Women and Society
There is growing recognition of the impact of women on social institu-
tions and agendas. Their different approaches to governance have been 
defi ned as a version of transformative leadership, a framework within 
which power is used to create change and develop people and communi-
ties (APWIP and GDRI, 1994). This type of leadership is often non-hi-
erarchical and participatory, giving priority to disadvantaged sectors. In 
order to explore the impact of women on local government, our organi-
zation, WARI, conducted a small survey of elected women in Thailand 
(Tantiwiramanond and Pandey, 1996). We found that the style and 
agenda of many locally elected are different from men’s. Their leader-
ship tends be issue-oriented.6 Some women, however, refl ect male bi-
ases, some express class interest and some are structurally unable to do 
anything. In general, we found more women than men attempted to 
promote social development. The following fi ndings are from locally-
elected women in Thailand or based on women’s community activities 
in other parts of Southeast Asia (Drage, 2001):

6 At the national level it is a different story. Elected women in the national government avoided 
being seen as representatives of women, and preferred to be faithful to the party line. Also, not all 
women at the local level are able to put forward different agendas that serve women’s needs. 
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Issues that Female Offi cials Promote
Compared to men, elected women have a greater sense of social respon-
sibility for the welfare of their communities. Men tend to give priority to 
infrastructure rather than basic needs. Women’s priorities are more likely 
to center on housing, safety, clean water, sanitation, education, the social 
implications of policies, health services, childcare, poverty alleviation and 
community development. 

Leadership Style
The leadership style of many elected women is more inclusive, collab-
orative and consultative. Women are often more tolerant of different 
viewpoints and more people-orientated, encouraging more people par-
ticipation. They are often better communicators. Their approach is more 
democratic and facilitates forms of decision-making based on leadership 
by example, while focusing on the issues rather than personalities. 

Recommendations and Conclusions
Recommendations: Proposals for Change
Social development is a multi-dimensional activity (economic, politi-
cal, social and legal). It is a multi-layer activity (national, local and 
community) in which a wide range of actors (state institutions, wom-
en’s organizations and individual women) act as participants. Social 
development creates an environment where everyone—men, women, 
children, the elderly and physically challenged persons—can develop 
and utilize their potential and enjoy a satisfying life. Women’s orga-
nizations, meanwhile, deal mainly with specifi c aspects of this reality 
and with a particular group of people. Their projects can be either 
short-term, dealing with current trends, or long-term, dealing with 
policy recommendations and future vision. Both activities are impor-
tant. The following are suggestions to improve the affectivity of social 
policy and women’s organizations:

For Social Policies

� Initiate laws and programs (such as in education and work) to remove 
gender disparity. Strategies need to be adopted to change policies and 
structures that perpetuate women’s subordinate status.

� Change governments’ ways of operating (quotas and representation), 
implementing CEDAW and BPFA.
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� Change the attitude of governments toward women. Start a consulta-
tive process with women’s participation and allocation. The culture 
of local government needs to change to ensure that women are treat-
ed fairly and equally and to make sure that discrimination against 
women is not acceptable.

� Promote more representation, participation and accessibility of 
women in state systems—political, fi nancial, legal and civil services 
(professional, effect).

� Promote capacity building in women and women’s organizations. 

� Governments should work closely with NGOs, civil society and wom-
en’s groups to develop communities and services that take account of 
women’s needs.

� Mobilize and allocate resources for social development and for gen-
der and development work that emphasizes capacity building, net-
working and cooperation.

� Initiate programs to ensure more women are able to act in communi-
ty service, policy advocacy and in local and national government and 
to enable more women to move into senior management positions.

� Develop gender awareness-raising programs for men and women.

� Collect gender-disaggregated statistics to increase the visibility of 
women’s different roles and needs.

For Women’s Organizations

� Continue strengthening local foundations (individual and com-
munity abilities) for development work. It is common for women 
to feel powerless to change their circumstances, relationships or the 
environment. Efforts such as advocacy training, consciousness rais-
ing, network building and political and gender analysis are ways for 
women to combat the fear and apathy that underlie powerlessness 
and to generate confi dence in the possibility of change. 

� Continue skill building and support women in public office. By partic-
ipating in training sessions, and developing and implementing advocacy 
strategies, women realize the need to work vigorously to promote gen-
der-equitable policies. However, women in local, regional and national 
social and political positions must continue to develop skills in building 
coalitions with the broad spectrum of civil society organizations.
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� Support policy analysis activities. Becoming familiar with public 
policy and policy makers and learning how to access key audiences 
encourages women in the projects to become more engaged in politi-
cal processes. Education and training on legal systems, electoral pro-
cesses, and legislation can help women become better informed, able 
to demystify public policy and better advocates of their own needs. 

� Support institutional capacity building. Many women’s groups are 
relatively young, lacking both essential organizational skills and con-
crete experience. They need support to strengthen their abilities to 
design processes and build mechanisms that ensure sustainability.

� Facilitate the development of diverse networks for women’s groups. 
Networks can provide strong support systems for women advocates 
and promote dialogue for collaborative analysis. Organizations 
should be brought together as partners to foster a sense of strength in 
numbers, capability and power. Create linkages to exchange informa-
tion with other peers and leaders.

� Create forums for women to exchange ideas and reflect on their 
experiences. Women can make unique, valuable contributions and 
should be encouraged to engage in dialogue. So women should be 
provided with space and time to confront, discuss and take action on 
social issues.

� Develop written records of organization activities and widely 
disseminate them as a credible body of information. Much of 
the work done by women’s organizations throughout the world is 
pioneering. By documenting project processes, one organization 
can serve as a resource for another women’s group. Their messages 
should be sent to policy-makers and other important actors, such 
as the media. Lack of accurate information or reliable statistics have 
hindered efforts to promote desirable legislative responses to ad-
vocacy objectives. Research, objective fact sheets and other reports 
and documentation should be created to provide a credible body of 
information accessible to the public.

� Collect gender-disaggregated information as a powerful tool for 
monitoring and assessing women’s progress. A lack of gender-dis-
aggregated data signifi cantly hinders project planning, the overall 
promotion of women’s rights, and the ability to make accurate policy 
recommendations. Whenever possible, gender-disaggregated statistics 
should be gathered and surveys and databases developed.
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Concluding Remarks
In their personal lives and in the public sphere, women in Asia, as mem-
bers of organizations and political parties, are organizing for change (TAF, 
1997; TAF, 1998). Involving women at all levels of development process-
es—thinking, planning and implementation—makes a signifi cant differ-
ence to the world. To bring women to the center stage, however, requires 
profound changes in the socialization process that reproduces gender 
relations, as well as dismantling centuries-old structures of thought and 
practice. Such changes will take time. However, over the past few decades 
it has become clear that women are a tremendous social resource that 
no society can afford to undervalue or under use. Women will no longer 
accept being treated as workhorses for development strategies planned 
by others; they are demanding to be treated as partners. Planners have a 
great responsibility, both to listen to women and to build their vision into 
gender-sensitive social policies and strategies.
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Women and Social Development: Lessons 
from Latin America and the Caribbean
Teresa Valdés
Latin American Faculty of Social Sciences, FLACSO, Santiago, Chile 

Introduction
Although Latin America and the Caribbean may be considered a region 
with common roots and history, it includes countries of various sizes, eth-
nic and cultural compositions, languages, economic potential, political 
regimes and levels of human development. It is a racially mixed continent 
with great ethnic diversity and marked differences in the development of 
urban and rural areas, as well as severe social inequities and the margin-
alization of large groups of the population (Tables 2.1–2.5). Economic 
and political instability and crises, as well as poverty and inequality were 
permanent features throughout the 20th century. Dictatorships have been 
frequent in the region.

Throughout the region’s history, women and women’s organizations 
have signifi cantly contributed to social development in different spheres. 
Since the end of the 19th century, through collective and individual ac-
tion, women have been present in economic, political, social and cultural 
processes. They have helped improve their families’ living conditions, de-
mocratize their countries and strengthen civil society, while seeking to 
reduce economic and gender inequities in the region. 

The struggle for full citizenship for women throughout the continent 
lasted more than 50 years. It was fi rst recognized in Ecuador in 1929 and 
fi nally in Paraguay in 1961. This was a landmark achievement in the his-
tory of 20th century social movements in Latin America and the Caribbean 
that opened the way to new struggles in the economic and social arena.1 
Notably, during the 80s and 90s, women, through their organizations, 
participated in the return to democracy in various countries, fought for 
basic needs and worked to penalize violence against women.

Women have made diverse contributions to development in differ-
ent sectors, according to needs and the barriers presented by social and 

1 In the non-Spanish-speaking Caribbean, the fi rst country to grant women the vote was Jamaica, 
and a large number of countries did not do so until the 1950s. In countries that were under colo-
nial government, women obtained the vote at the same time as in the colonizing country.
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cultural structures. We can identify three main forms of organization 
used by women to promote the development of their communities and 
countries: grassroots and neighborhood organizations, development 
NGOs and social movements (women’s or feminist movements) focused 
on social change.2

Women’s organizations have established relations among themselves 
and generated networks that have defi ned how to be a woman in Latin 
America and the Caribbean. They have also worked to satisfy basic and 
strategic gender needs, thus becoming a basic social actor for development 
in the region. They have put together thematic networks and campaigns 
and, through their presence from the local community to national and 
hemispheric levels, have pursued a political agenda of pressuring govern-
ments and international organizations to facilitate major improvements 
in their condition.

By the turn of the 21st century, women and their organizations had 
achieved signifi cant changes in laws and the political agenda and had en-
tered spheres of power throughout the region. Although there have been 
changes in gender relations, these have not been signifi cant in redistribut-
ing productive and reproductive roles, particularly in the private sphere. 
Inequality, discrimination, “invisibility” and undervaluation of the con-
tribution made by women to society still exist in all countries.

This text attempts to present a modest overview of women’s participa-
tion in social development in Latin America. The fi rst section takes a brief 
glance at the history of women’s empowerment and women’s organiza-
tions in the region, up to the 1990s—a decade examined more specifi cally 
in the second section. The following three sections move on to synthesize 
women’s contributions and women’s efforts in three areas related to de-
velopment: the economy, community development and politics. A fi nal 
section then presents a series of concluding refl ections.

Women’s Organizations in Latin America and the Caribbean: 
A Glance at History
The beginning of women’s collective action in Latin America and the 
Caribbean goes back, in some countries, to the 19th century, when groups 
of women became increasingly concerned with their subordinate and 
marginal condition. These women would meet in cultural, suffragist and 
feminist organizations to struggle for access to education, labor reforms, 

2 This does not exclude the early presence of women in labor, trade union and professional orga-
nizations, and their struggles throughout the region (Valdés 2000)
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and civil and political rights. Their vitality expressed itself in a number of 
meetings and congresses, at the national and regional levels and also in 
the creation of political parties (Valdés and Gomáriz, 1995; Valdés and 
Palacios, 1999; Valdés, 2000). The purpose of their collective action has 
always been the construction, exercise and extension of their citizenship, 
conceived as a set of legal rights and obligations acquired by belonging to 
a political community (Jelin, 1996). 

Their action has moved from the social to the political sphere, from 
the needs of the family towards collective action in favor of the com-
munity and society as a whole. Female organization is found at differ-
ent degrees of development in many countries: feminism, welfare, charity 
and voluntary work, political movements, the fi ght for human rights, the 
struggle for subsistence and for equal access to power. Therefore, women’s 
organizations have established relations with the State, political actors, 
social agents including churches, and different interest groups. These re-
lations have established a framework for action and throughout history, 
they have empowered but also inhibited the development of collective 
action by women’s organizations.

The Initial Relationship with the State

Latin American and Caribbean history has been marked, from the begin-
ning, by economic dependence and by economic and political crises that 
left large sectors of the population excluded and in poverty. By the 1950s, 
most of the countries had public agencies that responded to the welfare 
needs of the population in the fi elds of education, health, housing, etc. 
Since then, governments have seen women—particularly poor women—
as “mothers.” In this light, they have sought to establish relations with 
them to provide them with assistance, and goods and services—an activ-
ity already being carried out by charitable institutions run by the Catholic 
Church and upper-class women.

Latin American governments expressed this view by fomenting the 
creation of poor women’s organizations—mothers’ centers, mothers’ clubs, 
housewives’ associations—aimed at carrying out programs for their fami-
lies and adequately reproducing the male labor force. However, while the 
traditional roles of mother, wife, and housewife were maintained, the de-
velopment of community links and progress at the local level was also 
promoted, leading to the generation of a public social sphere in which 
women from low-income sectors progressively participated (Valdés and 
Gomáriz 1995). Thus, an organizational culture of poorer women began 
focusing on survival and acquiring abilities to perform traditionally femi-
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nine roles, while evolving towards the public sphere and becoming politi-
cized in times of economic and political crisis.

Women’s Organizations in the 1970s

The process of urbanization and industrialization, concomitant with 
modernization, brought important changes in the lives of women, es-
pecially as educational levels rose and the global fertility rate declined 
with the massive use of modern contraceptives. During the past 50 
years, one of the most important changes that has taken place in Latin 
America and the Caribbean is the progressive incorporation of women 
into the labor market, with high rates of economic participation (Tables 
2.6 and 2.7). 

However, the integration of women into a traditionally masculine 
context failed to diminish gender discrimination. In the labor market, 
women are concentrated in jobs in the public sphere which are an ex-
tension of their traditional gender roles. Moreover, within the same pro-
fessions women have less valued specializations and receive lower wages 
(Table 2.8). Thus, a female labor market has been formed, with clear wage 
discrimination and occupational segmentation, reproducing the cultural 
mandates of the traditional gender order.

In the context of the First World Conference on Women (Mexico, 
1975) and the United Nations Decade for Women (1975-1985), the situ-
ation of millions of poor women in the region and in the world came to 
light, as did their role in the economic and social development of their 
countries. This was when concern arose for the “integration” of women in 
development, the allocation of resources, the implementation of projects, 
together with support for Non-Governmental Organizations (NGOs), 
grassroots organizations and the women’s movement. A number of or-
ganizations adopted the “Women in Development” (WID) strategy.3 This 
gave rise to research and productive development projects for women, 
especially in the rural context, and also debate that led to new strategies 
(Moser 1995).

During the 1960s and 70s, the bulk of women’s participation took 
place in neighborhood organizations, community organizations, and the 
Urban Popular Movement. The actions of women’s grassroots organiza-
tions were linked to neighborhood movements struggling for housing or 
for neighborhood improvement (Colombia, Venezuela, Peru Chile, and 
Brazil). Women played an important role in squatters’ movements (a 

3 Term created by anthropologists of the Society for International Development (Boserup, 1970)
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common practice in many countries due to housing shortages for poor 
migrants) and sometimes led these movements.4

This participation led to growing participation of women in the pub-
lic sphere. Although these movements originally sought urgent solutions 
to precarious living conditions, when the crisis worsened and repressive 
military governments were established, other more political demands 
were made, leading to the emergence of new organizations.

The Feminist Revival
The feminist movement reemerged in the region in the late 1970s at na-
tional, regional and international congresses, and through the creation of 
networks and the commemoration of International Women’s Day (March 
8th). Of great importance is the dissemination of knowledge by NGOs5 
and academic centers, as well as the development of action programs with 
poor women, especially in urban areas. The Latin American feminist agen-
da emphasizes the visibility of women and their contribution to society, 
the discrimination against women and the need for democracy, which is 
highly valued after harsh experiences with dictatorships and repression.

The feminist revival took place earlier in some countries infl uenced 
by dictatorships and military confl icts, beginning in the early 1970s in 
Mexico, Argentina, Colombia, Brazil and Venezuela, then in the late 70s 
in Peru, Chile, Ecuador, Uruguay and Costa Rica and, fi nally, in Panama, 
Paraguay, Bolivia, Guatemala, Nicaragua, El Salvador and Honduras, 
starting in the 1980s.

The Crisis of the 80s

After two decades of great social and political effervescence, a serious eco-
nomic crisis developed in Latin America and the Caribbean in the 1980s. 
National governments, driven by multilateral fi nancial organizations, 
adopted macro-economic adjustment measures to deal with rising un-
employment, high rates of infl ation, low investment levels, a high exter-
nal debt and the enormous competitive disadvantage of local products 
in international markets. These adjustment policies dictated the with-
drawal, reduction and decentralization of the State, as well as restrictions 

4 In Brazil, these movements gave life to a movement against increases in the cost of living, which 
in 1972 collected thousands of signatures around the country for their “Letter to the Mothers of 
the Periphery.”
5 During that period, NGOs were well-supported by international cooperation. NGO profession-
als devoted themselves to training and raising awareness among women about their subordina-
tion in different social spheres.
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on social expenditures, privatization of public enterprises, dismissal of 
public employees, and broad neo-liberal labor, health and social security 
reforms, which, in turn, brought a deterioration of living conditions for 
the poorest social sectors and the middle class.

During the crisis, poor women developed survival strategies, includ-
ing the creation of small groups to improve living conditions for their 
families. Through collective action, born out of the need to survive eco-
nomically and to defend basic civil, political and human rights violated 
by dictatorships, women made demands and shifted problems from their 
social origins (food for their children, search for missing family members, 
etc.) to the political arena. 

For example, in Chile, the economic crisis coincided with the military 
dictatorship (repression and violation of human rights). During this time, 
women organized for food (“communal kitchens,” “buying together,” 
etc.), for work (labor workshops, handicrafts, etc.) and services (health 
groups). Later, they established independent associations committed to 
the struggle for survival and the return to democracy.

In Bolivia, the National Confederation of Mothers’ Clubs was estab-
lished in 1980 to improve the living conditions of low-income families. 
In Paraguay, Argentina, Brazil and other countries, associations of low-
income housewives also emerged.

In Peru, starting in the late 1970s, “community kitchens” were orga-
nized with the support of Mothers’ Clubs and food donated by CARITAS. 
During the 1980s, the Glass of Milk Committees, cottage industries and 
health committees were established. 

In Mexico, the First Meeting of Women of the Urban Popular 
Movement took place in 1983. The 1985 earthquakes led to accelerated 
growth of neighborhood organizations, such as the Popular Kitchen 
programs, Child Development Centers and Community Health proj-
ects. Women were the driving forces in the organization and execution 
of these initiatives. The fi rst International Meeting of Women from 
Popular Sectors (from Mexico, Central America and the Caribbean) 
took place in 1986.

In the Caribbean, there is a rich tradition of civil society, which in-
cludes organizations such as labor unions, credit unions, women’s organi-
zations, church groups and other charitable organizations. The Caribbean 
Association for Feminist Research and Action (CAFRA), a regional orga-
nization with branches in fi fteen English-, Spanish-, and Dutch-speaking 
territories was formed in 1985. It has been infl uential in producing lead-
ers who are making contributions to the public sector at the national, 
regional and international levels (Pile, in this volume). 
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During the 1980s, women’s organizations and movements became 
visible, acting in an international context that sought women’s inclusion 
in economic development and the recognition of their rights. This was a 
particularly favorable setting, and allowed for negotiations with govern-
ments, parliaments and other political and social actors to satisfy basic 
needs and achieve full citizenship for women. 

Women’s organizations began to embrace a new strategy known as 
the Gender in Development (GID) strategy, or empowerment approach, 
which emerged in the mid 80s in women’s grassroots organizations and 
in Third World feminist refl ections (India, Africa, Asia and Latin America), 
as a response to the limitations of the previous strategy (the Women in 
Development, or WID strategy) and the progress made in understanding 
women’s problems. This new approach recognizes inequalities between 
men and women and holds that they are the reason for the different im-
pact of development programs on men and women. It states that female 
subordination begins in the family and points out that women suffer op-
pression in different ways according to their race, class, colonial history 
or position in the international economic order. Political will is required 
to overcome this.. The empowerment approach considers that women do 
not participate suffi ciently in the defi nition of the type of society to be 
constructed and that women need to attain autonomy to decide about 
their lives and about the directions of social change (Rebolledo, 1996).

During the 1980s, the different segments of the women’s movement 
became progressively interrelated, generating a broad social movement6, 
which was not a linear, homogeneous, or unique process under the lead-
ership of any one group or tendency. However, solidarity was established 
and alliances were built.

The capacity of the broad women’s movement to articulate itself at 
the national, regional and continental level developed signifi cantly in the 
1980s. The networks with the longest trajectories are the Latin American 
and Caribbean Women’s Health Network (1984), the Committee for the 
Defense of Women’s Rights (CLADEM—1987), the Women’s Popular 
Education Network (REPEM—1988), and the Latin American and 
Caribbean Network Against Domestic and Sexual Violence (1990). These 
networks emerged to coordinate international political action from the 
base of individual organizations and individual countries, facilitating the 
exchange information and resources, the implementation of a common 
agenda and the strengthening of each organization or institution (Keck 
and Sikkink, 1998). 

6  Understood as a collective, plural, heterogeneous and dynamic social actor.
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Connections among grassroots organizations, women’s NGOs and 
human rights organizations generated a social movement that became 
one of the most relevant forces in the region’s return to democracy. This 
movement demanded “democracy in the country and at home”, articu-
lated demands for the satisfaction of basic needs and for democracy, and 
clamored against the discrimination suffered by women.

Women in the Countryside

In rural areas, women have had to overcome organizational diffi culties not 
faced in urban areas. Some countries have long traditions of organizing, 
while in others the State has played an important role, with groups acquir-
ing increasing independence through practice, for example in Colombia 
(National Association of Rural and Indigenous Women (ANMUCIC)) 
and Honduras (National Association of Rural Women (ANAMUC)).

Rural organizations have played a leading role in Central America, 
due to the economic importance of agriculture. In 1978, the Committee 
of Peasant Unity, CUC, was created to promote the worker-peasant strug-
gle. The Committee brought together 150,000 members, the majority of 
them indigenous. It went underground after the assassination of some of 
its members. Rigoberta Menchú, a Quiché Indian and a Christian cathe-
chist, leader of the CUC and Nobel Peace Prize winner, is an outstanding 
exponent of women’s participation in their country’s struggles. 

The Paraguayan Rural Movement (MCP), which includes the 
Coordination of Rural Women as an internal organization, has pursued 
land ownership and freedom of organization since 1985,. In Bolivia, the 
peasant movement has played a critical role vis à vis government, with the 
emergence of female leadership that has its origins in mothers’ clubs and 
political organizations.7 In Brazil, rural workers emerged in the late 1970s 
as a social force and in the early 80s began to coalesce as a specifi c social 
sector within the trade union or Landless movement.

The rural population is primarily indigenous in many countries in 
the region and indigenous women’s organizations have developed more 
slowly. In Bolivia, Aymara women and those who belong to ethnic groups 
from the eastern part of the country have focused their struggle on the 
defense of their culture and territories. Indigenous women in Ecuador 
have held several National Meetings and in El Salvador they have or-
ganized the Association of Indigenous Women (AMIS). In Colombia, 

7 In 1980 the National Federation of Rural Women of Bolivia “Bartolina Sisa” was created. The 
Federation has held different congresses, strengthening its autonomy and gender identity.
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they have fought for their land through forums and chapter meetings. 
In Mexico, indigenous women actively participated in the Chiapas con-
fl ict. Indigenous organizations in Colombia and Ecuador also have well-
known women leaders.

Black Women

Afro-descendant women have had to face explicit double discrimination, 
being female and of African origin. This specifi c type of oppression led 
Afro-descendent women to organize fi rst in Uruguay and Brazil, participat-
ing in social and political movements, as well as in religious and cultural 
associations. However, it was only in the early 1980s that they started to 
develop an autonomous process of organization, motivated by the need to 
make their particular needs known, since some of these were not addressed 
by the black movement, which was controlled by men and white women.

This diverse movement strives to avoid hierarchies of oppression, 
since race, class and gender inseparably mark the lives of black women.

The feminist revival took place earlier in some countries infl uenced 
by dictatorships and military confl icts, beginning in the early 1970s in 
Mexico, Argentina, Colombia, Brazil and Venezuela, then in the late 70s 
in Peru, Chile, Ecuador, Uruguay and Costa Rica and, fi nally, in Panama, 
Paraguay, Bolivia, Guatemala, Nicaragua, El Salvador and Honduras, 
starting in the 1980s.

In Brazil, Chile, Argentina and Uruguay, feminist and women’s groups 
reacted to the military dictatorships in different ways. Early feminist 
groups in Brazil and Argentina were harshly repressed, along with other 
social demonstrators. In the 1980s, the feminist movement recovered and 
became stronger. Through the Study Group on the Condition of Women 
(GRECMU), Uruguayan women made important progress studying and 
bringing to light feminine subordination. The dictatorship’s repressive 
policies led to street demonstrations headed by women. Groups of work-
ing-class women, trade unions and feminists show a natural tendency to 
coordinate and form networks.

The 1990s: A New Scenario for Women
Latin America and the Caribbean took on a new social face in the 90s, 
as a result of noticeable changes in the political, economic and cultural 
spheres. The region became immersed in a paradox: on one hand, dem-
ocratic institutionalization had been consolidated and was working to 
achieve equality and universal human rights; but on the other hand, 
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the region had to deal with modernization and neoliberal economic 
reforms that operated in the opposite direction, resulting in discrimina-
tion, exclusion, inequity, and marginalization. This was occurring in a 
context of increasing economic globalization and transnationalization 
in which trade agreements proliferated.

It was a decade marked by poverty and increasing inequality. The pov-
erty rate was reduced, but the number of people in poverty increased. 
(CEPAL 2003). Public policies were targeted at the poorest sectors, the 
State reduced its social protection, labor standards were deregulated and, 
in some countries, health and education systems were increasingly priva-
tized. The relationship between government policies and the working-
class and middle-class sectors, dating from the 1950s, came to an end, and 
with it the existing wage order and social contract. The underpinnings of 
the nuclear patriarchal family, with the man as provider and the woman 
in charge of reproducing a stable labor force, were destroyed (Olavarría, 
2000). Nowadays, a poor or low-income family can hardly achieve ac-
ceptable living conditions without a woman’s paid work. 

In this context, the State left the fi eld open to private, managerial and 
non-profi t agents, giving civil society a more relevant role in new propos-
als for social development in the region.

However, this process was accompanied by crisis among political par-
ties and systems, which became more elitist and lost connection with the 
sectors they supposedly represent. A change in the meaning of democracy 
(as a political system) took place, making the connection between citizens 
and the political system more complex. Once democracy had been insti-
tutionalized, the need emerged for autonomous social actors to exercise 
their rights and duties through collective and responsible participation in 
the construction of social life (Sain, 1996).

Democracy has come to be understood as the development of more 
diverse and active citizenship, which is no longer expressed exclusively 
through participation in political parties, but has acquired diverse forms 
in different social scenarios. New spaces have developed in which inde-
pendent forms of citizenship are emerging; the analysis of these forms is 
important to generate policies to strengthen civil society and to under-
stand the dynamics they generate. 

Institutionalization of Equal Opportunity in the Political Agenda

The Conference on Population and Development (Cairo, 1994) and the 
Social Summit (Copenhagen, 1995) were held after important region-
al conferences and culminated in the 4th World Conference on Women 
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(Beijing 1995), which synthesized the commitments acquired at these 
conferences, embodied in the Platform for Action. This Platform seeks 
to eliminate the obstacles to women’s active participation in all spheres 
of social life and to promote equality between men and women in deci-
sion making. In order to advance and empower women and to attain the 
full exercise of their fundamental rights and liberties, the Platform estab-
lishes objectives and measures in twelve priority areas8. The documents 
prepared by governments at the regional and world conferences included 
many of the proposals the feminist movement in the region had been 
putting forward for more than two decades.

After Beijing (1995), national institutions for the advancement of 
women became fully legitimized and the improvement of women’s con-
ditions became a part of the political agenda in all countries. To achieve 
the greatest progress in the shortest time possible, formal organisms 
dedicated to the advancement of women fl ourished in Latin America 
and the Caribbean.

A New Strategy for the Women’s Movement

The so-called Beijing process—the preparation, implementation and fol-
low-up to the 1995 Conference on Women—brought about a change in 
women’s strategies throughout Latin America and the Caribbean. The elab-
oration of national non-government reports clarifi ed the pending tasks in 
different areas and favored changes in relationships with government.

Latin American and Caribbean NGOs organized at the regional and 
sub-regional levels and discussed an agenda for women, fi rst in each coun-
try9 and then at the Non-Governmental Organization’s Forum in Mar del 
Plata (Argentina, 1994), leading to the elaboration of the document that 
was ultimately approved in Beijing. In this process, the multiple interests 
of women entered the public-political domain at the international level, 
including the experiences and proposals of the feminist movement. The 
movement successfully incorporated some of its members in the prepa-
ration of international instruments, which led governments to begin in-
cluding women from NGOs in their offi cial delegations, mainly as experts 

8 They are: Women and poverty; Education and training of women; Women and health; Violence 
against women; Women and armed confl icts; Women and economy; Women in power and deci-
sion making; Institutional mechanisms for the advancement of women; Women’s human rights; 
Women and media; Women and environment; Girls (United Nations1995)
9 This was run by Virginia Vargas, a feminist leader of long experience who is member of the 
Flora Tristán Centre based in Lima, Peru. The sub-regions were: the Caribbean, Mexico, Central 
America, the Andean Region, Brazil and the Southern Cone.
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on specifi c issues. In so doing, they politically accepted women as legiti-
mate negotiators.

The approval of the Action Platform was a consequence of the com-
plex set of relationships established between civil society—the women’s 
movement—and governments, nationally, regionally and globally. Gina 
Vargas calls it the “triangle of empowerment”: the articulation of femi-
nists, femocrats10 and politicians (Vargas, 1996a), an alliance which gave 
the Platform, in its fi nal version, the progressive seal of women’s interests. 
This triangle generated new parameters in the relationship between civil 
society and the State and the alliances among women in different posi-
tions of power acquired specifi c and fl exible content, while also marking 
their limits. 

After the regional and world conferences, feminist movements shifted 
their attention to the national scenes to verify possible legal, institutional 
and political advances, but without completely abandoning the regional 
meetings. Women’s movements focused their actions on infl uencing the 
implementation of commitments made in the World Action Plan (PAM) 
for the advancement of women (Celiberti, 2002).

The World Action Platform approved in Beijing is not legally binding 
but implies commitment on the part of governments. Its implementation 
and control depends on the commitment and capacity of civil society—
especially organized women—to exercise pressure. Government commit-
ments are being monitored by women’s organizations from the “social 
watch” perspective.11

Undoubtedly, the biggest challenge faced by organized women in 
the 90s was to develop active citizenship capable of consolidating new 
rights and greater social participation in the context of an authoritarian 
and vertically-articulated political and institutional culture and neoliberal 
economic dynamics.

Women and their organizations are a fundamental pillar of a sound 
democracy, since they make the needs of important sectors of the pop-
ulation an issue of public debate and government priority, while also 
monitoring policy development. Women are now a great presence on the 
political scene, denouncing the violation of human rights in countries 
with authoritarian and dictatorial governments. Wives and mothers are 
organizing to publicize violations of the most basic rights of their family 

10 Femocrats is the name given to feminists working in State institutions.
11 For example, the Index of Fulfi lled Commitments, a social watch instrument to monitor gender 
equity developed in Chile, now being elaborated in other Latin American countries (Valdés and 
others 2000)
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members. International human rights organizations have facilitated high 
visibility of these issues.  The combination of these factors has given rise 
to one of the most important trends in women’s organizations (Valdés 
and Gomáriz 1995):12 leadership that appeals to the world’s conscience 
and calls for respect for human dignity and justice.

Domestic and sexual violence against women were placed on the in-
ternational and national public agenda by organized women and their 
networks. Through their action and dialogue with governments and par-
liament, a number of laws have been passed to penalize domestic vio-
lence. An outstanding contribution was made by the Latin American and 
Caribbean Network against Domestic and Sexual Violence in drafting the 
Inter-American Convention to Prevent, Punish and Eradicate Violence 
against Women (Belem do Pará, 1994). This was the culmination of con-
tinuous and effective action by thousands of women in the region.

Between Local and Global Action

Public policies, which affect the everyday lives of women, are applied at the 
local level and this appears to be where active citizenship achieves greatest 
visibility. Local development guides an entire line of action, strengthen-
ing different social actors in the process of promoting the proposals of 
grassroots organizations, networks and local groups, which advocate and 
activate for solutions to their own needs and goals in the context of their 
local setting. 

At the same time, the experience of the 90s highlights the importance 
of action at the national and global levels. The regional and world confer-
ences and the changes in the social, political and economic world order 
demonstrate the importance of strengthening civil society and articulat-
ing it internationally as a political actor capable of helping defi ne devel-
opment scenarios that affect women. These include increased social ex-
clusion and inequity, new macroeconomic policies, trade agreements and 
adjustment policies. In attempt to deal with these central issues, women’s 

12 The following associations and groups were created: in Chile, the Association of Democratic 
Women (1973), the Association of Relatives of the Disappeared (1975) and the Association of 
Relatives of the Politically Executed (1978); in Argentina, the Mothers of May Square (1977) and 
later, the Grandmothers of May Square; in El Salvador, the Committee of Mothers and Relatives 
of Political Prisoners, the Arrested and the Assassinated (COMADRES1980); in Guatemala, the 
Group for Mutual Help (1984) and the National Coordination of Widows (CONAVIGUA1988); 
in Uruguay, the Group of Mothers and Relatives of People Accused by Military Justice (1982); in 
Paraguay, the Commission for the Defense of Human Rights (1983); in Panama the Committee 
of Relatives of Victims of the Panama Invasion (1989); and at the regional level, the Latin 
American Federation of Relatives of the Disappeared (FEDEFAM).
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groups are seeking to increase their dialogue and interactions with other 
social movements in the context of global mobilizations.13 The Cartagena 
Feminist Initiative, devoted to advocacy on macroeconomic, tax and fi s-
cal policies is an outstanding example. These regional and global net-
works lobby for a new development and fi nance paradigm at the United 
Nations Conferences on Finance for Development and at World Trade 
Organization meetings.14

Women in the Economy
The new economic order tends to exacerbate inequalities between men 
and women. Women have therefore developed organizations to respond 
to the needs of the family, while also improving their working conditions. 
Women’s integration into the labor market is strongly conditioned by the 
need to make work and family responsibilities compatible (Olavarría and 
Céspedes 2001).

Women’s Successful Productive Experiences

The initiatives of the Latin American Women’s Popular Education 
Network over the past fi ve years, stand out for their capacity to pro-
mote women’s participation in development. Since 1998, this network 
has held a contest for Successful Enterprises by Women, which includes 
non-marginal rural and urban initiatives among women leaders with 
low educational levels and with little or no previous experience in paid 
work in eight Latin American countries. The organizations that won 
the 2002 competition are devoted mainly to raising the income level 
of their families and carrying out activities within the organizational 
framework of the community aimed at passing on their knowledge and 
demands to different levels. In particular the active presence of NGOs 
and of the municipality is essential for these enterprises to survive. 
Usually, these initiatives try to make family responsibilities compat-
ible with paid work close to home. Aside from improving their material 
living conditions, women enhance their self-esteem and increase their 

13 This is the case of the Feminist Articulation MARCOSUR, which groups South American 
women who participated in the World Social Forum, putting forward global proposals against 
fundamentalism.
14 The Cartagena Feminist Initiative is integrated by REPEM, DAWN, the International Gender 
and Trade Network, the Latin American Committee for the Defense of Women’s Human Rights, 
the Women and Habitat Network, the Group of Feminist Economists, Women Transforming the 
Economy and the Articulation MARCOSUR.
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presence in traditionally masculine spaces, consolidating their status as 
agents of social change. 

Obstacles Women Face in the Promotion of Productive Development

Generally, the obstacles to women’s economic participation are di-
rectly related to the gender sensibility of institutions and of society 
as a whole. First, women and their organizations do not receive the 
necessary institutional support from regional or local governments 
to fi nd solutions for their organizational and productive problems. 
Second, women are forced to look for opportunities that allow them 
to simultaneously participate in the family, social, political and eco-
nomic spheres. Another obstacle is the bureaucratic red tape involved 
in establishing productive organizations—for example, women who 
want to form a cooperative often face complicated paper work to ac-
quire legal status.

In urban areas, women need higher levels of educational attainment 
and thus longer periods of training to attain social integration. However, 
when absent from the public sphere, women face low self-esteem, prob-
lems with expressing their concerns and diffi culties looking for jobs. 

In rural areas, land tenure is one of the most diffi cult obstacles facing 
women in their integration into productive development. Women do not 
inherit land even when they become widows. Legal reforms have been 
introduced to palliate this problem but the rural attitude toward women 
as landowners has not changed signifi cantly (Deere and León 2000). 
Women have poor access to credit for lack of land or assets to be used as a 
guarantee. Government fi nancial agencies do not have a gender perspec-
tive to legitimize the creation of special credit and fi nancing programs for 
rural women, making it next to impossible for women to improve their 
productive activities or start new ones.

Illiteracy makes the barriers against indigenous women even greater. 
Successful, non-threatening intervention requires agents who are sensi-
tive to and familiar with the feelings of the inhabitants of indigenous 
communities., Successful experiences include the Bi-literacy Program 
promoted by ECLAC and UNFPA and the ProAndes (UNICEF) bilingual 
intercultural education program.

Local cultural traditions discourage women from developing income-
generating activities, just as they discourage them from being land own-
ers. Agents, including women, who go to these communities often face 
a rejection of their Western discourse, and consequently, of their actions 
and ideas.
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Strategies to Promote Economic Participation by Women

Given the labor market conditions in the region and the ways in which 
women are discriminated, as well as the diffi culties to make family and 
work compatible, a promising area for the economic development of 
women is the development of microenterprises. However, support and ad-
vice is needed to implement them productively, with acceptable organiza-
tion of labor. Training, access to credit and commercialization and market-
ing mechanisms are fundamental to the success of these initiatives.

Training can satisfy practical as well as strategic gender needs. When 
training includes activities traditionally carried out by men, it not only in-
creases women’s access to the labor market but can also eventually reduce 
occupational segregation. As well as providing the tools required for ad-
equate job performance, training most offer women better skills in public 
speaking and expressions of their needs and all the dimensions involved 
in acting in the social sphere, which is usually seen as threatening and 
excluding. Child care centers located in the father or mother’s workplace, 
or in their neighborhoods and communities, also facilitate women’s en-
trance to the labor market.

In rural sectors, joint land titles for married couples, strong women’s 
inheritance rights, effective land rights for women, and affi rmative action to 
favor specifi c groups of women, such as housewives, are all measures which 
tend to reduce the gap between formal and real gender equity, by redistrib-
uting the ownership of assets in these sectors (Deere and León, 2000). 

For indigenous women, who share the characteristics of rural women 
described above, a specifi c diagnosis is necessary to identify their specifi c 
needs and demands to establish development programs appropriate to 
their culture and lifestyle. A promising option could be to spread bilin-
gual educational programs and develop texts which foster respect and love 
for their own culture, while guiding them toward the necessary changes 
in gender relations (Concha, 2001). An environment of social peace for 
indigenous women is essential for them to fi nd ways to change customs 
that make it impossible for them to develop in the productive sphere.

Women in Community Development
Women in the region have a strong tradition of participation in neighbor-
hood organizations. Local movements have struggled for housing, sani-
tary conditions, health and educational programs. All over the region, 
they have improved poor families’ daily lives and have become schools of 
citizenship. Women work basically for the benefi t of their community or 
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organization. As time goes on they begin to take care of themselves, their 
needs and their concerns, although the needs and problems of the family 
and community are always among their objectives.

However, community organizations and poor neighborhood wom-
en’s organizations today face many diffi culties in the new economic and 
political conditions. A decentralization process has taken place in several 
countries, but local governments are weak and many of them have diffi cul-
ties effi ciently managing social programs for poor families. Municipalities 
lack proper bureaucratic development and budgetary procedures to guar-
antee that the funds provided will actually be invested in social projects, 
thus increasing the risk of corruption and political manipulation. 

Women and their organizations often lack the skills to negotiate in 
this new scenario, have little knowledge of their legal rights and suffer 
from weak leadership. They are vulnerable to political and economic crisis 
and face serious challenges when economic adjustment programs are im-
plemented by government. For example, the Community Kitchens in Peru, 
played a central role at critical moments, but no longer have the strength 
to mobilize women. Economic crisis and terrorist activity had signifi cant 
impacts on women’s organizations. However, as Blondet argues in this vol-
ume, community kitchens increase social capital in poor neighborhoods 
and, with little support, they could overcome these diffi culties.

Women at the local level have very limited access to the justice sys-
tem and their human rights are in no way guaranteed. Ignorance of legal 
rights, entitlements and the justice process is widespread in economically 
disadvantaged social segments. This hinders a sense of social belonging 
(citizenship), a primary condition for participating in social and politi-
cal life and for demanding rights and social change. The judicial system 
is contaminated by the normative standards of masculinity that reduce 
women to inferior beings. In this volume, Vargas suggests that such a cul-
ture results in ineffective legal service. 

Strategies to Strengthen Community Development

 Initiatives and experiences all over Latin America and the Caribbean seek to 
empower women in their communities and help them to develop leadership. 
An example is the project created in Argentina by the Institute for Gender, 
Law and Development, an NGO whose objectives are the improvement of 
the social and judicial conditions of girls and women, gender equity, citizen-
ship, and respect for human rights. Through the presentation of eight differ-
ent fi lms, followed by a debate, this agency aims to generate a participatory 
culture and leadership commit among women (Chiariotti, in this volume). 
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In Brazil, the NGO Themis Legal Assistance and Gender Studies (Porto 
Alegre) helps women access justice through innovative and alternative mech-
anisms for the defense and promotion of women’s rights, as well as through 
the dissemination of legal information. The organization promotes women’s 
access to justice on the assumption that this will enhance women’s condi-
tions and facilitate social development. It has developed the Popular Legal 
Promoters (PLP) project for the gradual empowerment and mobilization of 
women in poor neighborhoods. PLPs creatively and persistently confront 
many obstacles to women’s access to justice through legal training on wom-
en’s human rights, women’s self-acknowledgement as rights-holders and 
women’s knowledge of their community realities. The PLPs are holders of 
particular expertise in their communities: they know the law and the different 
public institutions responsible for guaranteeing women’s rights. This acquired 
expertise gives the PLPs some power to act on cases of rights violations. This 
project has been replicated in other cities (Vargas, in this volume). 

Another successful experience is that of CAFRA Trinidad and Tobago, 
PROLEAD—Young Women’s Leadership Program. This is a paradigmatic 
example of a transformation in the cultural/political viewpoint of new 
generations of women. The main goal was to develop young leadership by 
raising and improving their social consciousness, self-confi dence and po-
litical awareness, so that they would begin to demand a voice or space in 
decision-making in their countries. Participatory methodology was used, 
with small group discussions, popular theatre, group counseling and deci-
sions made by participants on various aspects of the program. They all got 
the opportunity to work with other NGOs through work placements and 
community projects. Benefi ts of the Young Women’s Leadership project 
were perceived by the community where the women were trained as well 
as in the empowerment of the women themselves. (Pile, in this volume). 

One of the strategies with the greatest impact has been the forma-
tion of young women leaders at the local level and in specifi c contexts. 
This gives women a better knowledge of women’s problems and of politi-
cal systems, and helps them develop their abilities to speak and express 
themselves in public. This type of programs has been developed in many 
of the region’s countries, and has also involved women candidates at the 
local and national levels.

Women in Politics 
In the region, women’s political participation has been slow to develop 
and women continue to be under-represented in parliaments, national 
and local governments and at other levels of decision-making.
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During the 20th century, women reached positions of power in two 
main ways: either through experience acquired in community, social or 
trade union organizations, which allowed them to become leaders and 
legitimized them to hold power and start a political career; or else as 
members of families with a political tradition, enabling them to enter the 
public sphere with inherited contacts and resources.

Women now have various strategies for reaching positions of power, 
including involvement in political parties, the creation of their own par-
ties or running independent candidacies. However, once in positions of 
power, women face new barriers due to their isolation and lack of experi-
ence, even in issues on the women’s agenda.

Women’s act politically at two levels: in representative politics (in 
the legislative and executive branches) and in participative politics (in 
social movements and NGOs). Women very often prefer the latter and 
neglect the former, although both levels allow women to contribute to 
social development. The challenge lies in democratizing representative 
politics so as to build mechanisms and opportunities for the effective 
inclusion and participation of excluded sectors (Rodrigues, CFEMEA in 
this volume).

Actions from the women’s movement, such as the experience of 
CAFRA and the Latin American coordinations and networks, whose ac-
tions began with preparations for the Beijing Conference, have made it 
possible for women to have signifi cant infl uence on government policies 
and in shaping laws. Similarly, recent follow-up actions to the Beijing 
commitments and citizen control have placed women’s own agenda in 
the public sphere, enabling them to exert pressure.

New Leadership

Different studies reveal a change in women’s political leadership, histori-
cally associated with extending their roles as mothers to the public sphere 
(Chaney 1983). Today, women are leaders in a broad range of areas, both 
at the local and national levels. Women are now ministers of defense, 
foreign affairs, the economy and fi nance.

This change is related to the experience of women’s organizations 
during the 1980s. Economic and political crises led them to take on 
leadership and political activism beyond their traditional roles as moth-
ers. This new type of leadership has strengthened organizations at the 
community level and advanced the exercise of, and respect for, women’s 
rights. An example of this is CAFRA T&T’s program for training young 
women leaders.
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Women in Legislative Power

The increase of women in parliament has led to growing attention to 
women’s rights and related issues. For example, in the 1990s most coun-
tries in the region passed laws to penalize domestic violence, while some 
legislated on reproductive health and HIV/AIDS. They also introduced 
reforms to ensure gender equality, for example, in family law, which had 
given the husband or father greater authority than the woman in the 
household. Without the efforts of women parliamentarians, there would 
hardly have been any interest in issues involving discrimination against 
women. In recent years, many countries have established parliamentary 
commissions specialized in women’s affairs. 

Quota laws are meant to compensate for the unfavorable situation of 
women and ensure proportional representation in public institutions. In 
order to achieve this, quota laws establish both minimum and maximum 
percentages of representation by sex. These laws have been effective in 
increasing the number of women in the legislative branch throughout 
the region. Between 1991 and 2000, eleven countries passed laws creating 
quotas for the election of women to representative posts (varying from 20 
to 40 percent).15 Colombia passed a law under which women must oc-
cupy 30 percent of the posts appointed by the executive power. 

Quota laws differ according to the electoral system of each country. 
In countries with a closed list system, the law—in addition to determin-
ing the percentage of women candidates—requires that political parties 
put some women candidates high on the lists. However, there are mecha-
nisms to evade the law, for example in Brazil (the text of the law and 
statistical technicalities make it possible for parties to present lists with-
out women candidates) and in Bolivia (where male candidates have run 
under women’s names).

However, there are still considerable challenges. In some countries, 
quota laws have been weakly applied. Moreover, political feminist alli-
ances are not always able to resist the pressure of their loyalty to political 
parties. Women are elected through political parties and most of them 
must hold on to their positions in the party structure and power base. At 
the same time, women may adjust to patterns of clientelism and corrup-
tion, which have a long tradition in Latin America (Htun 2002). Elected 
women say that loneliness is a major obstacle. 

15 The Cartagena Feminist Initiative is integrated by REPEM, DAWN, the International Gender 
and Trade Network, the Latin American Committee for the Defense of Women’s Human Rights, 
the Women and Habitat Network, the Group of Feminist Economists, Women Transforming the 
Economy and the Articulation MARCOSUR.
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Women in Executive Power and in Policy Formulation

Panama and Nicaragua are the only countries where a woman has been 
elected as President of the Republic. In Guyana a women took over the 
presidency. In Ecuador, Argentina, Haiti and Bolivia there also have been 
women presidents, but they were not elected directly. Other countries 
have had female vice-presidents and two have chosen women to govern 
the biggest cities in the region (Sao Paulo and Mexico City). In the nine-
ties in Mexico, women also headed two of the three most important po-
litical parties in the country.

Women’s participation in government teams depends on political 
will, on the willingness of political parties to back them and, frequently, 
on the capacity of women to exert pressure on government. Continuity 
is diffi cult to achieve, due to changes within governments, and from one 
government to another. However, as the number of women holding gov-
ernment posts increases, the idea has taken hold in the region that women 
are capable of holding this type of posts.

As all governments have established mechanisms for the advance-
ment of women (ministries, secretariats, institutes, etc.), the women’s 
agenda has increasingly been incorporated into government action and it 
is women who have defi ned politics, programs and legislative reforms. In 
many countries, the institutionalization of actions for the advancement 
of women has led to the creation of interministerial commissions with 
the participation of civil society, aimed at tackling relevant problems and 
formulating specifi c policies (poverty, domestic violence, family, etc.). 

A case worth highlighting is the Dialogue on the Strategy for Poverty 
Reduction (PRSP), in the Dominican Republic, a governmental initiative 
open to civil society, spearheaded by the country’s female VP. Women 
leaders participated actively and their contribution was central to the suc-
cessful implementation of this initiative and to the formulation of the 
National Poverty Reduction Strategy Paper, which included gender and 
social equity perspectives. During the consultation process, women made 
conceptually clear and empirically-based recommendations on key issues 
to reformulate the PRSP (Bonilla, in this volume). 

Obstacles to Political Participation

Women face multiple barriers to political participation in elected posts 
at the local, state and national levels. These include: a high risk of being 
criticized, becoming symbols and representatives of their sex, a lack of al-
lies in their political organizations, a lack of knowledge of formal power 
structures, exclusion from informal networks, low respect and scarce at-
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tention to women’s activities and opinions in political parties, confl icts 
between their roles as women and as social or political leaders, and the 
prevalence of the “masculine model” of political life.

Furthermore, the abilities and skills acquired by women through so-
cialization do not enable them to compete in the political and public con-
text, which is structured on masculine parameters, styles and norms. Even 
when it is precisely women who know what is best for their families and 
communities, and who are more inclined to establish relationships of tol-
erance, negotiation and consent, their qualities are considered of little value 
in the public setting.

Other diffi culties that limit women’s political participation involve 
the functioning of the political system and the State. The centralization 
and concentration of the State and political power, along with the lack of 
effective spaces for the participation of civil society, affect women’s op-
portunities for full citizenship and access to power. For example, political 
parties usually propose the names of high offi cials to the president of the 
republic and nominate candidates for representative posts. When doing 
so, they tend to favor men and exclude women.

Related to this is the unequal access of women to economic resourc-
es and their lack of economic power to run electoral campaigns. Parties 
often provide only limited fi nancial support for women candidates and 
limited access to political networks.

On the whole, discrimination against women participating in social 
and political spheres leads to women feeling that their interests and de-
mands are not considered by their so-called representatives, leading them 
to lose interest in participating.

Strategies to Promote Women’s Political Participation and their 
Infl uence on Public Policy

Over the past two decades, women’s organizations have developed a vari-
ety of strategies to foster political participation, both in representative gov-
ernment and in communities. Quota laws have been successful, but it is 
essential that these laws clearly put women candidates in positions where 
they have the possibility of being elected. Public fi nancing of electoral 
campaigns has also become a necessary strategy for getting more women 
to accept candidacies, as it ensures women from different socio-economic 
sectors something closer to equal opportunity in their campaigns.

Civil society action to promote female candidacies and women’s votes 
has also had positive results, as in the case of the Women’s Parliamentary 
Forum and the Advocacy, Education and Institutional Strengthening 
Program, developed in Suriname (Ganga, in this volume). In this case, 
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communications strategies are a central element .The program resulted in 
more media attention to women’s issues and women’s candidates during 
the election there. In addition, women represented at least 30 percent of 
candidates presented by half the parties in the largest electoral district. 

CFEMEA (Feminist Center for Studies and Advisory Services), a Brazilian 
NGO that fi ghts for full citizenship for women, for gender equality, and 
for justice and democracy, has successfully advised and supported elected 
women parliamentarians through the project Mapping Women’s Politics: fed-
eral and state parliamentarians (Rodriguez, in this volume). CFEMEA provides 
parliamentarians with updated data for analysis and a monthly bulletin, and 
makes the Bancada Femenina (the women’s caucus in the National Congress) 
a space for dialogue with women’s organizations and for developing and 
spreading their agenda at the federal and state levels. CFEMEA works in the 
fi eld of political communication to promote the exchange of information 
and ideas on women’s rights and movements, and legislative issues and pro-
cesses. It also produces a weekly TV program, has specifi c publications and a 
website, and promotes the publication of feminist platforms.

Another strategy with great impact in many countries has been to train 
young women leaders and community leaders at the local level and in spe-
cifi c contexts. This allows women a better knowledge of women’s problems 
and of political systems, while developing abilities such as public speaking.

International conventions and documents, due to their legitimacy, 
have also proved useful, as has participation in United Nations and OAS 
conferences and summits. The coordinated action of networked women’s 
organizations (CLADEM, Network Against Domestic and Sexual Violence, 
Health Network, etc.) and their sub-regional expressions, such as CAFRA, 
the Coordination of Latin American and the Caribbean NGOs, and more 
recently, Feminist Articulation MARCOSUR, have opened a broader space 
for work at the national level and have led to strategies for citizen moni-
toring, such as the Index of Fulfi lled Commitments.

The specialization of professional women and technicians in gender 
matters is also a strategy that brings together civil society actors and legis-
lative and government bodies at the local, federal and national levels.

Finally, the relationship between women’s social spaces and interna-
tional cooperation organizations provides fi nancing and support so that 
grassroots organizations, networks and regional NGOs can carry out their 
work without depending on the State. 

Final Refl ections
Women and their organizations have always had a strong impact on 
the promotion of social economic, and political development in Latin 
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America and the Caribbean. The collective action of women in the face of 
social, political and economic changes, fosters the development of civil 
society, which is seen as a new political actor essential to the improve-
ment of the living conditions of the population.

This action ranges from supporting women in their productive initia-
tives in rural communities to intervening in the decisions made by inter-
national organizations. In each country, women have developed agendas 
and struggled for their economic, social, cultural, sexual and reproductive 
rights, and for a life without violence. 

However, there are still great obstacles that hinder women from ex-
ercising their rights. Overcoming these is essential to the empowerment 
of women and their organizations. Development from the base upward 
must be ensured and the different situations of communities must be 
taken into account.

The local space is where effective action can be taken on practical mat-
ters, allowing women to attain greater leadership responsibilities and ca-
pacities, both at the individual and collective levels. However, local action 
must be coordinated with national representative politics, to broaden the 
legislative agenda and framework, and also with the international realm.

The success of women’s productive enterprises, women’s contribu-
tions to participative spaces created by governments, the local benefi ts of 
training women in the community, and the presence of women in global 
movements, are all promising factors that ensure that their contribution 
to social development in Latin America and the Caribbean will continue 
to grow and will lead to more egalitarian and equitable countries. 
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ANNEX

TABLE 2.1: Latin America And The Caribbean 
Human development index and gender related development index, 2001 (33 countries) 

 Country
HDI  GDI

Rank (1) Value Rank (2) Value
Barbados 27 0.888 27 0.885

Argentina 34 0.849 34 0.839

Uruguay 40 0.834 39 0.839

Costa Rica 42 0.832 41 0.824

Chile 43 0.831 43 0.821

Bahamas 49 0.812 46 0.811

Saint Kitts and Nevis 51 0.808 — —

Cuba 52 0.806 — —

Trinidad and Tobago 54 0.802 50 0.796

Mexico 55 0.800 52 0.790

Antigua and Barbuda 56 0.798 — —

Panama 59 0.788 54 0.790

Colombia 64 0.779 55 0.774

Brazil 65 0.777 58 0.770

Belice 67 0.776 64 0.756

Dominica 68 0.776 - -

Venezuela 69 0.775 60 0.767

Saint Lucia 71 0.775 — —

Suriname 77 0.762 — —

Jamaica 78 0.757 65 0.750

St. Vincent & the Grenadines 80 0.755 - -

Peru 82 0.752 72 0.734

Paraguay 84 0.751 69 0.739

Guyana 92 0.740 74 0.730

Grenada 93 0.738 — —

Dominican Republic 94 0.737 77 0.727

Ecuador 97 0.731 84 0.716

El Salvador 105 0.719 85 0.707

Bolivia 114 0.672 94 0.663

Honduras 115 0.667 96 0.656

Guatemala 119 0.652 97 0.638

Nicaragua 121 0.643 98 0.636

Haiti 150 0.467 122 0.462

Notes: (1) Out of 175 countries. (2) Out of 144 countries that have complete information.
Source: UNDP (2003) Human Development Report 2003. Millennium Development Goals: A compact among nations to end 
human poverty. New York, Oxford: Oxford University Press. http://www.undp.org/hdr
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TABLE 2.2:  Latin America
Percentages of Poor and Indigent Households, 1990—1999 (17 Countries) 

Country Year
Poor householdsa Indigent households 

Total Urban area Rural area Total Urban area Rural area

Argentina
1990  — —  — —  — —

1999 — 16.3 — — 4.3 —

Bolivia
1989 — 49.4 — — 22.1 —

1999 54.7 42.3 75.6 32.6 16.4 59.6

Brazil
1990 41.4 35.6 63.9 18.3 13.3 37.9

1999 29.9 26.4 45.2 9.6 7.1 20.5

Chilec
1990 33.3 33.3 33.5 10.6 10.2 12.1

1998 17.8 17.0 22.7 4.7 4.3 6.9

Colombiad
1991 50.0 47.0 55.0 23.0 17.0 31.0

1999 48.7 44.6 55.8 23.2 18.7 31.1

Costa Rica
1990 23.7 22.2 24.9 9.8 6.9 12.3

1999 18.2 15.7 20.5 7.5 5.4 9.4

Ecuador
1990 — 55.8 — — 22.6 —

1999 — 58.0 — — 27.2 —

El Salvador
1995 47.6 40.0 58.2 18.2 12.4 26.5

1999 43.5 34.0 59.0 18.3 14.4 29.3

Guatemala 1998 53.5 38.8 64.7 28.0 12.9 39.6

Honduras
1990 75.2 64.5 83.5 54.0 38.0 66.4

1999 74.3 65.6 82.3 50.6 37.1 63.2

Mexico
1989 39.3 34.2 48.7 14.1 9.4 22.6

1998 38.0 31.1 49.3 13.2 6.9 23.5

Nicaragua
1993 65.1 60.3 78.7 43.2 32.2 58.3

1998 65.1 59.3 72.7 40.1 30.7 52.6

Panama
1991 36.3 33.6 42.5 16.0 13.9 21.1

1999 24.2 20.8 32.6 8.3 6.6 12.6

Paraguay
1990 — — — — — —

1999 51.7 41.4 65.2 26.0 13.9 42.0

Dominican Rep.c 1997 32.4 31.6 33.6 12.8 11.0 15.2

Uruguay
1990 — 11.8 — — 2.0 —

1999 — 5.6 — — 0.9 —

Venezuela f
1990 34.2 33.4 38.4 11.8 10.9 16.5

1999 44.0 — — 19.4 — —

Latin Americag
1990 41.0 35.0 58.2 17.7 12.0 34.1

1999 35.3 29.8 54.3 13.9 9.1 30.7

Sources: ECLAC, based on special tabulations from household surveys in the countries concerned
a Poverty line includes indigent households.
b Average fi gures for Rio de Janeiro and Sao Paulo.
c Based on National Socio-Economic Surveys (CASEN) 1990, 1994, 1996 and 1998.
d In 1993, the geographical coverage of the survey was enlarged to include all urban population. Until 1992, the survey covered 
about half of the population, with the exception of 1991, when a national survey took place.
e The sampling design of the survey does not provide estimates for the Federal District.
f The sampling design of the survey since 1997 does not provide urban/rural desegregation. Figures refer to the national total.
g Estimate for 19 countries.
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TABLE 2.3:  The Caribbean 
Percentages of Population Below Poverty Line (4 Countries)

Country Year
Population below poverty line %

Rural National

Guyana 1993  43.2

Haiti 1987  65.0

Jamaica 1995 66.0  

1995 37.0 27.5

2000 25.1 18.7

Trinidad and Tobago 1992 20.0 21.0

Source: World Development Bank (2003) World Development Indicators 2003. Washington.
http://www.worldbank.org/data/wdi2003/pdfs/table%202-6.pdf

TABLE 2.4:  Latin America
Distribution of Household Heads, by Poverty Status, Urban Household, 1999 (17 Countries)

Country 
Indigents Poor not indigents Not poor Total

Women Men Women Men Women Men Women Men 

Argentina 5.5 3.8 11.6 12.3 82.9 84.0 100 100

Bolivia 19.2 15.7 23.4 26.5 57.4 57.8 100 100

Brazil 6.7 7.2 18.3 19.6 74.9 73.2 100 100

Chilea 4.9 4.1 12.3 12.8 82.7 83.1 100 100

Colombia 19.4 17.1 23.6 25.9 57.1 57.0 100 100

Costa Rica 10.9 3.3 14.1 8.7 75.0 87.9 100 100

Ecuador 30.9 26.3 31.4 30.6 37.6 43.1 100 100

El Salvador 12.6 10.5 25.9 21.5 61.5 68.0 100 100

Guatemalaa 12.8 12.9 23.4 26.7 63.8 60.4 100 100

Honduras 39.4 36.0 28.7 28.5 31.9 35.5 100 100

Mexicoa 6.3 6.9 20.0 25.1 73.6 68.0 100 100

Nicaraguaa 34.9 28.5 30.2 27.8 34.9 43.7 100 100

Panama 10.8 5.0 14.5 14.1 74.7 80.9 100 100

Paraguay 15.1 13.4 24.3 28.8 60.6 57.8 100 100

Dominican Rep.b 17.5 8.0 20.5 20.6 62.0 71.4 100 100

Uruguay 0.8 0.9 4.0 5.1 95.2 94.1 100 100

Venezuelac 23.8 17.7 24.8 24.6 51.3 57.7 100 100

Source: ECLAC, based on special tabulations from household surveys in the countries concerned. 
a1998.
b1997.
cNational total.
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TABLE 2.5: Latin America 
Distribution of Household Heads, by Poverty Status, Rural Household, 1999 (13 Countries)

Country
Indigents Poor not indigents Not poor Total

Women Men Women Men Women Men Women Men

Bolivia 57.9 59.9 15.2 16.2 26.8 23.9 100 100

Brazil 12.0 21.8 18.5 25.6 69.5 52.6 100 100

Chilea 6.2 7.0 14.2 16.1 79.6 76.9 100 100

Colombia 33.4 28.6 20.6 24.9 46.0 46.6 100 100

Costa Rica 16.6 7.8 15.7 10.0 67.6 82.2 100 100

El Salvador 24.7 31.7 31.6 28.2 43.7 40.1 100 100

Guatemalaa 41.5 39.2 27.7 24.5 30.8 36.2 100 100

Honduras 60.5 63.8 20.6 18.8 18.9 17.4 100 100

Mexicoa 16.5 24.4 27.8 25.2 55.7 50.4 100 100

Nicaraguaa 55.3 51.9 19.3 20.4 25.4 27.7 100 100

Panama 18.9 11.0 20.0 19.9 61.1 69.1 100 100

Paraguay 36.5 43.4 27.5 22.1 36.0 34.5 100 100

Dominican Repb 25.9 12.6 16.3 18.8 57.8 68.5 100 100

Source: ECLAC, based on special tabulations from household surveys in the countries concerned.
a1998.
b1997.
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TABLE 2.6:  Latin America
Rates of Participation in Economic Activity by Area of Residence, Sex and Poverty Status,a 
1999 (17 Countries)(Percentages)

Country 

Urban Rural

Poor Not Poor Poor Not Poor

Women Men Women Men Women Men Women Men 

Argentina 34.1 69.7 46.2 74.4 — — — —

Bolivia 49.3 76.2 58.4 74.0 78.1 94.4 74.9 93.6

Brazil 47.8 81.2 54.3 79.4 62.6 92.3 63.0 88.2

Chile b/ 27.1 72.0 44.4 75.0 12.5 71.6 25.3 76.6

Colombia 50.2 79.7 57.9 77.9 35.2 83.8 45.8 87.8

Costa Rica 31.5 69.5 47.5 80.5 19.3 72.0 35.4 86.0

Ecuador 48.6 82.2 61.1 82.7 — — — —

El Salvador 41.8 73.5 57.1 76.4 25.1 83.5 43.1 84.0

Guatemala b/ 50.3 84.0 56.9 80.3 35.7 89.1 43.4 86.8

Honduras 49.8 81.5 61.2 83.0 36.8 93.0 41.5 92.0

Mexico b/ 35.2 80.1 46.8 80.9 30.3 90.9 49.7 92.8

Nicaragua b/ 46.2 79.3 57.6 82.7 25.2 88.4 46.7 94.1

Panama 33.7 76.7 52.2 78.6 19.4 82.1 33.3 84.2

Paraguay 42.7 81.6 61.3 84.0 35.6 88.9 52.3 87.6

Dominican Republic c/ 36.5 74.1 54.6 86.1 28.0 79.8 38.4 87.6

Uruguay 47.5 80.5 49.8 72.8 — — — —

Venezuela d/ 38.5 80.6 55.8 85.7 — — — —

Source: ECLAC, based on special tabulations from household surveys in the countries concerned.
a/ Population aged 15 and over.
b/ 1998.
c/ 1997.
d/ National Total.
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TABLE 2.7:  The Caribbean
Main Labour Force Indicators (18 Countries) (Percentages)

Country Year Participation rate % Women in the
Labour force 

Unemployment rate %

Women Men % Women Men

Anguilla 1992 60.7 82.0 42.6 9.0 6.3

Antigua and Barbuda 1991 62.9 81.6 46.1 5.6 6.4

Aruba 1994 53.0 76.0 42.3 7.9 5.4

1997 54.3 71.5 43.9 8.4 6.7

Bahamas 1991 68.5 79.1 48.1 12.3 12.3

1999 70.9 83.1 47.9 9.7 6.0

Barbados 1991 57.4 74.2 47.4 21.9 13.2

2000 62.7 74.8 48.3 11.7 7.3

Belize 1993 36.6 79.3 32.7 13.8 7.9

1999 39.6 79.7 33.9 20.3 9.0

Bermuda 1991 96.0 93.0 47.1 4.0 7.0

British Virgin Islands 1991 68.6 84.3 43.4 3.1 3.4

Cayman Islands 1997 77.4 86.9 50.2 5.1 3.2

Dominica 1991 59.6 74.9 45.8 27.2 19.6

Grenada 1991 38.2 67.8 37.6 12.7 14.6

1998 55.0 75.6 43.5 21.2 10.5

Guyana 1992 39.3 81.2 34.1 18.1 8.4

1997 s/d s/d 35.2 14.3 6.2

Jamaica 1991 62.4 75.4 46.7 22.8 9.5

2000 54.2 72.8 44.4 22.3 10.2

Netherlands Antilles 
(Curaçao)

1991 34.7 48.4 44.6 18.1 11.8

1998 38.3 48.6 47.1 19.5 14.1

Saint Lucia 1993 61.2 78.9 47.0 22.0 12.2

2000 62.0 75.0 47.2 20.7 12.6

Saint Vincent and the 
Grenadines

1991 35.8 80.8 35.9 22.1 18.4

Suriname 1993 40.0 72.0 36.5 18.9 11.3

1998 37.0 71.0 34.8 17.0 7.2

Trinidad and Tobago 1991 42.0 75.8 36.0 23.4 15.7

2000 47.0 75.3 38.3 15.2 10.2

Source: Databases on-line International Labour Organization (ILO) Caribbean Offi ce and Multidisciplinary Advisory Team. http://
www.ilocarib.org.tt/system_links/link_databases.html
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TABLE 2.8:  Latin America
Ratio of Female Income to Male Income in Urban Areas, by Level of Educational Achievement, 
1999 (Percentages) 

Country Year
Levels of educational attainment a

Total 0 – 3 4 – 6 7 – 9 10- 12 13 and over

Argentinac

(Gran Buenos Aires)
1999 65 64 82 58 63 51

Bolivia 1999 63 63 64 66 71 66

Brazil 1999 64 58 51 55 55 56

Chile 1998 66 71 63 65 71 54

Colombiad 1999 75 66 71 75 73 70

Costa Rica 1999 70 49 62 57 65 68

Ecuador 1999 67 63 62 62 71 60

El Salvador 1999 75 73 75 78 80 71

Guatemala 1998 55 57 51 58 58 56

Honduras 1999 65 60 62 59 66 66

Mexicoe 1998 57 72 56 65 63 47

Nicaragua 1998 65 68 80 67 52 53

Panama 1999 83 57 60 66 75 71

Paraguay 1999 71 62 76 62 74 63

Dominican Republic 1997 75 57 60 60 75 66

Uruguay 1999 67 61 58 61 62 56

Venezuelaf 1999 74 71 65 66 63 66

Source: ECLAC. based on special tabulations from household surveys in the countries concerned.
a Refers to the income gap in the total of employed population.
b Refers to the income differences among the salaried workers.
c The levels of study in Argentina are 0 to 6 years; 7 to 9 years; 10 years and over.
d Since 1993 the geographic coverage of survey was enlarged until covering nearly all-urban population of the country. Until 
1992. the survey covered about a half of that population; excluding 1991. year in which a national surveys took place.
e Excluding 1990. the levels of years of education in Mexico are 0-5; 6-9; 10-12; 13 and over.
f Since 1997 the sampling design of the survey dos not allows the urban separation. Therefore. the fi gures correspond to the 
national total. 
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Gender Equality and Women’s Participation 
in Japan: A Synthesis
Mari Osawa, Professor, Institute of Social Sciences, University of Tokyo
Karen Mokate, Inter-American Institute for Social Development, IDB

Introduction 
Gender equality was legally dictated in Japan over fi fty years ago. The oc-
cupation forces after World War II prioritized women’s suffrage as one of 
the strategies to promote democracy. Japan’s new constitution of 1947 
stipulated that men and women are equal before the law. Consequently, 
all regulations related to the equality of the sexes, including the Civil Code, 
the Election Law and the Fundamental Law of Education were amended 
to refl ect this. Under the new education system, girls were given the op-
portunity to receive education on an equal footing with boys.

However, de facto gender equality has been elusive in Japanese society. 
Women in Japan have not been able to fully exercise their abilities and 
their rate of participation in social and political decision-making is low. 
The UNDP’s Human Development Report, 2002, indicates that Japan ranks 
ninth among 170 nations on the Human Development Index (HDI) and 
thirteenth on the Gender Development Indicator (GDI). These indicators 
suggest that Japan’s high level of income has been accompanied by great 
strides in health and education, for women, men and society at large. 
However, in terms of the gender empowerment measure (GEM), Japan 
is 44th among 70 countries, which suggests that women do not share 
equally or proportionately in earned income or in political positions, 
senior public and private sector positions, or professional and technical 
positions. According to the “Opinion Poll Concerning a Gender-Equal 
Society” conducted by the Public Relations Offi ce of the Prime Minister’s 
Secretariat in February 2000, 76.7 percent of Japanese respondents felt 
men were given preferential treatment in terms of social status. 

Gender Roles in Japan: A Historical Glimpse
Gender relations in Japan have varied signifi cantly according to his-
torical circumstances and time periods. The historical infl uences of 
Confucianism, Buddhism and Samurai feudal culture combined to give 
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men preeminence over women. Prior to 1868, before the fall of feudal 
society, there was a modest civil liberties movement in Japan that advo-
cated for women’s rights to property, position and inheritance. However, 
the late 19th century brought the Meiji Empire’s modernization policies 
that legally placed women in an explicitly inferior position and branded 
them as incompetent. 

Ironically, however, women played a large role in Japan’s economic 
modernization. In 1900, female laborers, concentrated largely in the tex-
tile industries, comprised 63 percent of the industrial labor force. Sievers 
(1983) suggests that “without the work of Japan’s women, the apparent 
miracle of Japan’s economic growth might not have been possible…” (p. 
53) Yet they were paid low wages, often worked in unacceptable condi-
tions and did not enjoy fundamental rights. 

Women’s active participation in the war economy during the 1940s 
made more evident Japanese women’s abilities and capacities, and placed 
women in the public sphere in prominent positions. In 1947, in the fi rst 
election for the national legislature, women won 39 seats in the Diet, 
more than they won in the next 20 elections.

The drastic reforms of Japanese economic systems after the end of 
World War II, including land reform and tax reform, established social 
foundations that sought to ensure a reduction in inequalities among di-
verse segments of the Japanese population. The agrarian reform led the 
government to buy up farmland from large landowners and sell it to ten-
ant farmers at subsidized prices. The dissolution by auction of “zaibastu” 
business concerns diluted inequality in asset ownership. The drastic re-
form of the tax systems featured the introduction of income taxes with 
higher progressive rates and the imposition of heavier inheritance taxes. 
The highly progressive nature of the tax systems spread the benefi ts of af-
fl uence to diverse segments of Japanese society.

However, the egalitarian fervor did not encompass the notion of gen-
der equality. In fact, the rapid industrialization and urbanization of Japan’s 
economy and high rates of economic growth from the late 1950s through 
the 1970s established and entrenched the male breadwinner and female 
homemaker as the norm. Japan’s high economic growth and emergence as 
a world power was produced in a scenario in which women were respon-
sible for children, seniors and community life, while males participated in 
economic activity. Males assumed the role of producers, women, of repro-
ducers. In fact, male loyalty was to the fi rm and female loyalty, to home and 
family. These loyalties combined in the search for sustainable affl uence. 

For some Japanese families, then, history and success have combined 
to generate an image that their society is based on a model in which wom-
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en’s life is concentrated in the “private spheres” of home and community. 
Some associate the essence of society and the pillars of social cohesion 
with this “traditional” gender division of labor. However, the history of 
change and the relative recent nature of the male breadwinner model 
could, indeed, lead us to question just how traditional these gender roles 
really are. (See Box 3.1) 

Welfare state institutions, including the retirement pension system 
and medical insurance, were founded in late 1950s at the initiative of bu-
reaucrats ascribing to the male breadwinner hypothesis. A steep age-wage 
profi le and a “family wage” became a reality for a substantial number 
of male workers, thanks to rapid economic growth. Large corporations 
and government offi ces adopted a seniority system that provided male 
workers with stable, full-time (“lifetime”) employment. This system offers 
periodic promotions and an ascending wage scale in accordance with the 
man’s age and length of employment.

Female workers have been generally expected to resign at an early age 
to get married and have children. They have been positioned as supple-
mentary workers employed full-time only while their wages are still low. 
The employment opportunities for women of middle age and older have 
been limited to low-paid and unstable part-time jobs.

Generally, then, the labor force participation of women in Japan has 
generally been interrupted during childbearing and child-rearing years. 
(See Box 3.2) This tendency not only has limited women’s employment 
and income for the time that they opt not to work, but also makes re-
insertion into the labor force diffi cult. The labor practices of lifetime 
employment, seniority wage increase and company-based unions only 
exacerbate those diffi culties.

Throughout the 1980s, reforms of the social policy system intro-
duced slogans calling for “the overhaul of welfare programs” and “es-
tablishing a Japanese-style Welfare Society.1” These reforms were meant 
to “reward” women for safeguarding the welfare of the family in their 
capacity as wives and mothers. Such women were envisioned primarily 
as housewives who sometimes held part-time jobs to supplement fam-
ily earnings. Accordingly, the reforms granted benefi ts in the form of tax 
credits on earnings to the husband in order to maintain the gendered 
division of labor.

For example, the annual income ceiling of a spouse to become eli-
gible for Spouse Tax Deduction was repeatedly raised (in 1984, ‘87, ‘88, 
‘89). This was followed by the introduction of a Special Tax Deduction for 

1 Welfare society, not a Welfare State.
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How ‘Traditional’ Are the Gender Roles in Japan?
By Mari Osawa
Professor, Institute of Social Sciences, University of Tokyo

 The practice of solely mothers looking after their children is, by 
no means, Japanese tradition. Until around 1960, the majority of 
Japanese people were born and raised in large extended families in 
a rural setting. In that context, farm work was the utmost priority 
for women. This meant childcare had to be shared among people 
of diverse relations and age groups among and outside the fam-
ily. This included elderly family members, young aunts and uncles, 
elder siblings, children in the neighborhood and adults on leave. 
Children were often socialized and trained as apprentices in other 
households. Male farmers before the war performed one hour or 
more per day of household chores, while working much longer 
in the fi elds, compared to today’s salaried workers. (Osawa, 2002) 
Thus, a childcare system that involves not only parents but also 
out-of-family services and an extended network of community sup-
port could very well be considered an attempt to reclaim “Japanese 
tradition” in the 21st century. 

Japanese-style employment practices with three key elements 
such as “life-time” employment (long-term stable employment), 
a seniority wage system for regular male workers and a company-
based union, are not very “traditional” either. In pre-war periods, 
“life-time” employment and a seniority wage system were applied 
only to white-collar (male) employees with higher than secondary-
level education, while labor unions mainly organized male blue-
collar workers, sometimes horizontally. The majority of pre-war 
factory workers were young women in the textile industries (silk 
and cotton). The male breadwinner norm, therefore, was not dom-
inant among blue-collar workers, but rather among poor small-
scale tenant farming households that formed the overwhelming 
majority of the pre-war Japanese population. Among urban mid-
dle class families, husbands were certainly breadwinners. However, 
their wives did not necessarily act solely as homemakers and care 
providers, since hired help was prominent among upper-middle 
class households. 

B O X  3 . 1
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What we know today as “Japanese-style employment practices” 
began to emerge when post-war trade unions organized white- and 
blue-collar workers on a company basis. Trade unions demanded 
the elimination of status-based discrimination, i.e. discrepancies 
among white and blue-collar workers (including a single door 
to the shop fl oor and a lunch hall for all employees etc., and, of 
course, application of the long-term stable employment and se-
niority wage system to blue-collar workers, as well). Satisfaction of 
trade union demands was achieved through serious trade disputes 
in the late 1940s and within the specifi c demographic situation 
at the time, markedly characterized by an increasing number of 
young persons. The seniority wage system is convenient and ben-
efi cial for management as long as the age structure of employees is 
pyramidal. This particular system keeps overall labor costs low. 

Spouses (1987), which allowed a tax cut/exemption to the household of a 
worker whose spouse’s annual income remained below the fi xed ceiling. 

The Lost Decade of the 1990s and the Decline of the Male 
Breadwinner Model
Throughout the 1990s, Japan’s economy grew at a historically low average of 
one percent per year. The 1990s in Japan can be considered a “lost decade”, 
as were the 1980s in Latin America and the Caribbean. With the exception of 
the public fi nance reform by the Hashimoto Administration (1996-1998), 
the successive governments of the decade tried to fi ght recession with large 
annual issues of government bonds. These efforts, however, not only failed, 
but also accelerated the deterioration of government fi nances, creating a 
greater societal perception of insecurity for the future. In 1990, the ratio 
of national and local government budget balances to the Gross Domestic 
Product (GDP) was still minus 0.8 percent (-0.8 percent), which was the 
lowest fi nancial defi cit among international comparators. In 1996, this fi g-
ure fell to below minus six percent (-6 percent), and although the ratio re-
covered slightly through ‘reforms’ in 1996 and 1997, reaching minus 7.8 
percent (-7.8 percent) with the economic decline of 2000. While the ratio 
of budget balance to GDP of other industrialized countries recovered in the 
1990s, Japan’s defi cit kept growing. The ratio of debt balance to GDP ex-
ceeded 110 percent in 2000, the highest among the industrialized nations.
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The M-Shaped Labor Force Participation 
Curve of Japanese Women

When graphed by age, the labor force participation rate of Japanese 
women forms an approximately M-shaped curve, as their partici-
pation declines during ages between 25 and 40 years, due to mar-
riage, childbirth and childcare. The lowest point of participation 
in the labor force corresponds to the ages between 30 and 34. One 
out of every two married women in this age group leaves her job, 
and in most cases, stays home to raise children.

However, the latent labor force participation rate, which in-
corporates the labor force participation rate with the ratio of non-
working women willing to work, smooths out the M-shape and 
makes the curve more similar to the approximate inverse U-shape 
curve that characterizes the male labor force participation rate.

Women’s labor force participation rates in industrialized 
Western countries usually take on the approximate inverse U-
shape, or what might be thought of as the shape of a trapezoid, be-

B O X  3 . 2
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cause many women are active in the labor market even during their 
child-rearing years. In Japan, women tend to devote themselves to 
homemaking when they become pregnant or have a child because 
of the implicit cultural and customary assumption that “mothers 
should devote themselves to child-raising until the child reaches 
the age of about three.” Other varied circumstances make it dif-
fi cult for women to successfully manage both their work and the 
household at the same time.

Source: Contributions from Takashi Kashima and Haniwa Natori. Graph from “Present 
Status of Japanese Women”, Basic Data on Gender Equality in Japan. http://www.gen-
der.go.jp/english_contents/women2004/statistics/s02.html

In the meantime, management associations, pressured by severe global 
competition, restructured Japanese-style management and employment 
practices. The government initiated a series of deregulation measures in 
employment, but failed to mitigate the public sentiment of insecurity. 
Accordingly, the heyday of the ‘male breadwinner’ model is gone for good. 
Many corporations have revised their wage/promotion systems and shifted 
to meritocracy in assessing their employees’ salaries. Even companies that 
have not opted for ‘corporate restructuring’ are now employing more atypi-
cal workers, e.g., mid-career recruits, part-timers and temporary staff. 

In this new context, with one in every twenty workers unemployed (un-
employment rate at the end of 2003: 5.3 percent), a single-income house-
hold of a ‘male breadwinner / female housewife’ is too vulnerable to the so-
cial climate of fl uctuating employment and high risk of unemployment. The 
double- or multiple-income household has become a more predominant 
family fi nancial strategy. Throughout the 1990s, however, no fundamental 
reform took place in the ‘male breadwinner’-based social policy systems.

The Current State of Gender Equality

Education2

The percentage of students advancing into high school in Japan is ex-
tremely high, with the percentage of girls exceeding that of boys.3 As 
Figure 3.1 indicates, just under 50 percent of males continue onto in-

2 http://www.gender.go.jp/english_contents/index.html
3 In 2002, 96.5 percent of high school-aged girls and 95.2 of high school-aged boys were enrolled.
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FIGURE 3.1 Enrollments of Males, Females in Post-Secondary Education
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stitutions of higher education: in 2002, 47 percent were in universities 
(undergraduate) and approximately 2 percent in junior colleges (which 
continue to be predominantly female). In 2002, 33.8 percent of females 
of the corresponding age group were in universities (undergraduate) and 
14.7 percent, in junior colleges. A noticeable trend in recent years has 
been for the percentage of girls advancing into universities (undergradu-
ate) to increase and their advancement into junior colleges to decline. 

The graduate school enrolment rate is rising for both men and women, 
but there is a persistent gender gap (male enrolment: 13.2 percent; and 
female: 6.4 percent). Regarding major fi elds of study, generally, female 
students still tend to major in human sciences, though this tendency has 
been decreasing since 1975. Women represent 53 percent of workers in 
fi elds related to health, 31 percent in life sciences, natural sciences and 
agriculture, and 31 percent in social sciences, commercial science, law, 
and service industries.
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Employment and Income

Women in Japan occupy approximately 40 percent of all positions in 
non-agricultural wage employment. This fi gure has not varied signifi -
cantly in the last thirty years. The “Global Competitiveness Report 2001-
2002” presented at the World Economy Forum in Davos placed the eco-
nomic participation rate of Japanese women at 69th among 75 countries. 
Among the OECD economies, only Luxembourg and Spain had a lower 
rate in 2001. 

Japanese women accounted for 55.5 percent of the total labor force 
engaged in agriculture and 14.3 percent in forestry in 2002, and 16.9 per-
cent in fi sheries in 2000. Women engaged in agriculture, forestry and fi sh-
eries play an important economic role and contribute greatly to maintain-
ing and revitalizing their local communities. 

Despite the improving trend in female higher education, women still 
have disproportionately low participation in managerial, decision-mak-
ing or high-level technical positions. Although approximately 28 percent 
of doctoral degrees are completed by women, only 8.8 percent of univer-
sity professors and 14.7 percent of university researchers are female. In 
non-agricultural employment, although women account for 40 percent 
of all workers, they held only 8.9 percent of managerial posts, including 
legislative positions and public and private sector management positions, 
in 1995 (in 2003, that fi gure increased slightly to 9.7 percent). These fi g-
ures contrast with the rate of 46.0 percent in the US (2001), 26.9 percent 
in Germany (1998) and 30.5 percent in Sweden (2001). Women held 1.4 
percent of managerial positions among national civil servants, although 
more than 20 percent of civil servants are women. Female participation 
in agricultural committees responsible for organizing the use of farmland 
stands at only 1.82 percent, though it is slowly on the rise . 

A 2001 report of a panel organized by the Ministry of Health, Labor 
and Welfare indicated “… if men’s wages are equated to 100, women’s 
stand at 65.3 (2001). Yet, in 1974, this fi gure might have been 53.9. 
(Trager, 1982) The trend is for the wage gap to decline over the long-
term, but there is a large gap from an international perspective.”4 Since 
the type of position and the length of service (or seniority) continue to 
infl uence wages (although to a lesser degree than prior to the managerial 
and employment restructuring of the 1990s), female workers are more 
likely to have lower wages than their male counterparts. (Cabinet Offi ce 
2003: 16-18)

4 http://www.gender.go.jp/english_contents/women2003/news/n06.html 
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Domestic Violence

Any reasonable degree of human rights protection, equity and participa-
tion in diverse spheres of public life depends on freedom from violence. 
Violence against women in the form of spousal abuse, sexual crimes, pros-
titution, sexual harassment, stalking behavior and so forth, comprises a 
major infringement of women’s human rights, and is an essential issue 
to overcome in the formation of a gender-equal society. The “Survey on 
Domestic Violence,” which was conducted by the Cabinet Offi ce in 2002 
showed that almost one in every fi ve (19.1 percent) women in Japan has 
experienced physical assault, frightening threats and/or sexual coercion, 
and one in every twenty women suffers severe domestic violence that put 
her life in danger. The survey also revealed two percent of female respon-
dents “received medical treatment for physical injury” resulting from do-
mestic violence. 

 According to National Police Agency statistics in 2002, Japanese 
women are victims in 1,528 cases (91.7 percent) of murder and violence 
between spouses (including common-law partners). From 2001 to 2002, 
reported cases of violence increased from 59 to 211 (38.8 percent).

In April 2002, each local government started to provide spousal vio-
lence counseling services at women’s counseling offi ces and other facili-
ties. Currently, 103 facilities are providing counseling services, temporarily 
protecting spousal violence victims and providing related information. 

Women’s Political Participation

Women in Japan also have very limited participation in government and 
politics. (Box 3.3) The 2003 UNDP Human Development Report indicates that 
women hold only 10 percent of parliamentary seats in Japan. And, while 
there have been increases in female participation in civil service, that rate 
continues to be remarkably lower in the higher ranks of public service.

With the exception of a short period after the war, the percentage of 
female members of the House of Representatives wavered between one 
and two percent, until the thirty-eighth general elections in 1986, when 
it began to rise. In 2003, women held 34 seats (7.1 percent) in the House 
of Representatives. Female membership in the House of Councilors rose 
gradually from 4 percent in the fi rst ordinary elections in 1947 to 8.7 
percent in 1986, then sharply to 13.1 percent in 1989 and 14.6 percent in 
March 2004. In 1996, the legislative electoral process introduced a mix-
ture of single-seat constituencies and proportional representation (for the 
41st election); this facilitated a signifi cant increase in the percentage of 
female members in both chambers of the Diet.
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Women’s Political Participation in Japan
By Mitsuko Yamaguchi 
Executive Director, The Fusae Ichikawa Memorial Association, Tokyo, Japan

Today, Japanese women fall far behind their counterparts in terms 
of their participation in politics. In 2002 Japan placed last among all 
economically advanced countries, holding 7.3 percent of seats in par-
liament. In 2003, women held 7.5 percent of all seats in the House of 
Representatives and 14.17 percent of seats in the House of Councilors. 
The foundation for women’s political participation is indeed weak, as 
only 7.6 percent of all local assembly members are women.

There are three factors that hamper both men and women 
candidates from winning seats in parliament: electoral base (or-
ganization), publicity base, and fi nancial base. Additionally, the 
“household base” restrains women. The electoral system also has 
an infl uence on women’s political participation.

In order to expand women’s political participation, we would 
recommend advancing on four fronts:

� “Political education”

� Support for women juggling work and family life, revision of 
the electoral law and the election system, formulation of posi-
tive action policies for women in political parties

� Measures enabling women in politics to have a say in the gov-
ernment’s Basic Gender-Equality Plan

� Establishment of a foundation for women’s political par-
ticipation by promoting women’s advancement in regional 
local assemblies

B O X  3 . 3

In 2001, women held 5.8 percent of the seats in prefecture assemblies 
and accounted for 0.4 percent of city mayors, 0.2 percent of town mayors 
and 0.4 percent of village mayors.5 Female representation in the assem-

5 A prefecture is similar to a province or state. Japan is divided into 47 prefectures, and each prefecture, 
in turn, consists of numerous local units (which may be cities, towns, villages or special wards).
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blies of certain special wards and cities (Tokyo: 20.2 percent in 2002) 
is comparatively high. However, in rural areas women account for 5.8 
percent of local assembly members and 4.9 percent of town councilors. 
(Cabinet Offi ce, 2002) 

 Women have accounted for a larger percentage of national govern-
ment offi cials appointed in the salaried categories of civil service since 
1985. In 2001, women accounted for a third (33.3 percent) of grade one 
positions, the entry level status of national government offi cials, and on 
average 10 percent of positions in Grades 4 to 6 (section chiefs in minis-
try headquarters). However, the rate of female participation declines in 
the higher positions. For instance, women occupy around one percent 
of Grade 7 to 11 positions, which correspond to directors or deputy 
directors in ministry headquarters. Women accounted for 4.5 percent 
of prefectural government offi cials and 5.9 percent of cabinet-order des-
ignated city offi cials in 2002. Both numbers have been increasing since 
1998, especially the latter.

Implications of Gender Inequality
Demographic Implications

Delayed marriage and low fertility rates are associated with gender in-
equality in Japan. Surveys have found that one of every four men in their 
early thirties works more than sixty hours a week—more than four hours 
of overtime work each day. It is commonly perceived that it would be 
extremely diffi cult to raise children unless one member of the household 
becomes a full-time homemaker. In Japan’s recent history, that has meant 
that women in their early thirties leave the labor force and assume practi-
cally sole responsibility for home and children. Over time, this responsi-
bility has been understood as a burden that can be managed by women 
choosing to marry later and have fewer children. With increasingly inse-
cure employment and stunted wages, it is diffi cult for men to see the ad-
vantage of marriage. Already in the late 1990s, the Council on Population 
Problems and the Annual White Paper of the Ministry of Health and 
Welfare had named gender inequality as the primary cause that made 
young people defer marriage. 

Delaying marriage affects the fertility rate, but the low participation of 
Japanese males in household activity have further undermined the will-
ingness of women to have more children. In 2003, Japan’s fertility rate 
had fallen to 1.33 children per woman, one of the lowest in the world. 
(World Bank, 2004) 
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Socio-economic Changes and the Status of 
Women in Japan after World War II
By Ginko Sato
President, Japan Association for the Advancement of Working Women
Tokyo, Japan

In the context of these reforms and growth, the demand for female 
labor has increased. In turn, the supply of women’s labor has im-
proved in quality. At present, about 96 percent of female students 
advance to senior high school upon completion of compulsory 
education, and approximately 50 percent of female graduates of se-
nior high schools move on to colleges or universities. Women with 
higher education in the Japanese labor force have been increasing 
continuously since the war. 

Before the war, the average life span for women was less than 50 
years and they delivered an average of four to fi ve children, making 
child-rearing their main life’s work. At present, the average life span 
for Japanese women is 84 years, while the number of children per 
woman has fallen to 1.32. Naturally, present-day Japanese women 
devote only part of their life to child-rearing, and the duration of 
activities in the “public” or “social” sphere, including employment, 
is much longer.

B O X  3 . 4

Ironically, these demographic changes leave Japanese women in a po-
sition that has prepared them for a greater role in the public spheres of 
economic, social and political life. (See Box 3.4) At the same time, a great-
er role in public spheres may, in fact, be crucial to any effort to increase 
the birth rate in Japan. Looking at the international scene, countries with 
a higher employment rate for younger women also have a higher birth 
rate. Equally, smaller gender wage disparity is correlated with a higher 
birth rate. In Japan, the low employment rate of young women and the 
large gender wage gap coincides with a birth rate so low that it has caused 
concern among policymakers. Looking at the prefectural breakdown, 
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those with a higher employment rate for women in their thirties also 
enjoy higher birth rates (Figure 3.2).

The male breadwinner model puts undue burden on males. (See Box 
3.5) The economic conditions that had allowed for many Japanese men 
to maintain full-time housewives have diminished, thereby making ‘being 
a man even tougher’. The gender-equal society proposes to share the male 
“burden” and encourages men to participate in family and community 
life through child rearing and involvement in communal activities. This 
process will make the family stronger and more resilient.

Economic Implications

The current slump of the Japanese economy has been exacerbated by 
low consumption. Despite the low growth in income after the bubble 
burst in 1990, the fi nancial assets of the household (deposits and sav-
ings, bonds, life insurance, and pension fund reserves combined) actu-
ally increased by JP\400 trillion in the decade. The balance of savings 

FIGURE 3.2  Relation Between Total Fertility Rate and Labor Force 
Participation Rate Among Women During Childcare Period, Aged 30-39
By Prefecture
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Burden of the Male-Breadwinner Model 
on Japanese Men
By Mari Osawa
Professor, Institute of Social Sciences, University of Tokyo

The National Police Agency reported in 2002 that for fi ve consecu-
tive years there had been more than 30,000 suicides a year, with an 
historic peak in suicides motivated by economic hardship. Over 70 
percent of the cases were men, an estimated 10,000 of them in their 
40s and 50s. Considering that the death toll of traffi c accidents dur-
ing the same year was below 9,000, the suicide of middle-aged and 
ageing men who are ‘sole breadwinners of household’ is indeed 
alarming. The curve of the suicide fi gures is known to run surpris-
ingly parallel to the unemployment rate. And yet, the female rate 
of suicide has stayed relatively unchanged for the last two decades, 
despite increasing unemployment. Serious recession and uncertain 
employment prospects, which are plausible causes of the rising sui-
cide rate, seem to hit the middle-aged and older males hardest. 

The burden on the male provider has not eased much despite 
an increasing number of double-income households. This is be-
cause many wives work part-time and even curb their annual in-
come to remain eligible for tax/social insurance premium exemp-
tion. Besides, in many companies, only shorter-hour, low-paid 
positions are available to women in their late 30s and older. 

 As Figure 3.3 indicates, the rate of real wage increase for men, 
based on seniority, has receded over time. Men born in the early 
1940s could, in their 50s, earn as much as 4.5 times the wage they 
received in their early 20s. Today, men in their early 50s (born in 
early 1950s) barely earn 2.5 times as much as compared to their 
younger days. This shows how the men of the previous generation 
enjoyed exceptionally high wage increases based on seniority—
owing to a large number of low-wage younger workers born after 
World War II, working hard for them as subordinates. By contrast, 
middle-aged men today are faced with extremely diffi cult econom-
ic situations.

B O X  3 . 5
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per employee household also increased by JP\3 million, and the ratio 
of savings to annual income increased from 151 percent in 1990 to 176 
percent in 2000. These fi gures imply that consumption has become stag-
nant with stunted income growth and that shrinking disposable income 
is going more to savings.

This behavior may be closely linked to the existence of rigid gender 
roles, particularly given the high dependency of household income in 
Japan on ‘the wage of the head of household’, while the income of the 
spouse remains low. This prompts families to face the uncertainty of the 
times by setting aside their already shrinking disposable income for sav-
ings. Unfortunately, this decrease in consumption further discourages 
business activity and thereby exacerbates the recession. 

Measures to Promote Gender Inequality and Women’s Participation
In the 1990s, diverse institutions in Japanese society began to prioritize 
the proactive promotion of a gender-equal society, in which men and 
women mutually respect each other’s human rights and are able to fully 
exercise their individuality and abilities regardless of their sex. The stag-

FIGURE 3.3  Growth of Real Wages, by Cohort 
Male workers irrespective of educational background and corporate size
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nation of the Japanese economy created additional impetus to promote 
women’s participation in employment, decision-making and develop-
ment. The economic crisis revealed the vulnerability of a single-income 
household and challenged the male breadwinner model, in contrast to 
a “work/life balance model”. As a result, corporate and labor practices, 
government policies and family traditions have responded to the call for 
the promotion of gender equality. 

Government Initiatives to Promote Gender Equality

The Child/Family Care Leave Law was enforced (in ‘91, ‘95, ‘97), and 
the ‘ILO 156 Convention regarding the equal opportunity/treatment of 
women and men with family responsibilities’ was ratifi ed in 1995. In 
1996, the Japanese government formulated a “Plan for Gender Equality 
2000: National Plan of Action for Promoting a Gender-Equal Society by 
the Year 2000”. In 1997, with the call for the deregulation of employ-
ment, ‘Protection Provisions for Women’ were abolished from the Labor 
Standards Law, thereby pushing the Equal Employment Opportunity Law 
towards reform (effective April 1999). 

In April 1997, the “Council for Gender Equality” was established 
with a mandate to examine basic and comprehensive policies as well as 
promoting the formation of a gender-equal society. The Council submit-
ted a report entitled “Comments on the Basic Law for a Gender-Equal 
Society: Fundamental Conditions for Forming a Gender-Equal Society” in 
November 1998. Based on this report, the Prime Minister’s Offi ce formu-
lated and submitted to the Diet a bill for the Basic Law for a Gender-Equal 
Society which contained the fundamental philosophy that ‘no person shall 
be discriminated on the basis of gender’. (See Box 3.6) The bill was unani-
mously approved by the Lower House and Upper House in 1999.

 The preamble to the Basic Law for a Gender-Equal Society suggests 
that there are multiple reasons for promoting gender equity: 

“…to respond to the rapid changes occurring in Japan’s socio-economic 
situation, such as the trend toward fewer children, the aging of the popu-
lation, and the maturation of domestic economic activities, it has become 
a matter of urgent importance to achieve a gender-equal society in which 
men and women respect the other’s human rights and share their respon-
sibilities, and every citizen is able to fully exercise their individuality and 
abilities regardless of gender. In light of this situation, it is vital to position 
the achievement of a gender-equal society as a top-priority task in deter-
mining the framework of 21st-century Japan, and implement policies re-
lated to promoting the formation of a gender-equal society in all fi elds.”
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Overview of the Basic Law for a Gender-Equal Society
(APPROVED JUNE 23, 1999)

By Mitsuko Yamaguchi
Executive Director, The Fusae Ichikawa Memorial Association

Objective

A gender-equal society is one in which both men and women have 
the opportunity to participate voluntarily in social activities at all 
levels as equal partners, and are able to enjoy political, economic 
and cultural benefi ts as well as share responsibilities equally.

It is vitally important to achieve an affl uent and vibrant society 
in which the human rights of women and men are respected, and 
a society capable of responding to socio-economic changes such as 
the trend toward an aging society with fewer children. This Basic 
Law, approved on June 23, 1999, was established to comprehen-
sively and systematically promote the formation of such a gender-
equal society.

Major Points of the Basic Law

Basic Principles

� Respect for the human rights of women and men, eradication 
of gender-based discriminatory treatment

� Conservation of social systems and practices

� Equal participation of women and men in policy planning and 
decision making

� Achievement of balance or compatibility between home-re-
lated activities and other activities

� International cooperation

Responsibility of the National Government, Local Governments, and Citizens
The national government, local governments, and citizens are each 
assigned responsibilities pursuant to the basic principles of this 
law. The national government is responsible for the comprehen-

B O X  3 . 6
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sive formulation and implementation of policies to promote the 
formation of a gender-equal society (including positive actions).6 
Local governments have the responsibility for the formulation and 
implementation of policies based on national measures and poli-
cies corresponding to the characteristics of their respective region. 
Citizens’ responsibilities include making efforts to contribute to 
the formation of a gender-equal society.

Basic Governmental Interventions for Promoting a Gender-equal Society

� Obligation of the government to formulate the Basic Plan for 
Gender Equality (including positive actions) 

� Obligations of prefectures to formulate prefectural plans for 
gender equality (including positive actions)

� Obligations of municipalities to make efforts to formulate mu-
nicipal plans for gender equality (including positive actions)

� Legislative and fi nancial measures

� Annual report, etc.

� Considerations for the formulation of policies, etc.

� Measures to promote public understanding

� Handling of complaints, etc.

� Study and research

� Measures for gaining international cooperation

� Support for local governments and private bodies

The Basic Law gave “teeth” to some of the discourse regarding gender dis-
crimination in Japan and paved the way for governmental, corporate and 
social action to advance toward gender equality and to promote women’s 
participation in economic, social and political action. It also paved the 
way for other laws and policy measures, which would break male strong-
holds in labor policies, employment and the civil service. 

6 Positive action (or affi rmative action): Positive provision of opportunities to either 
women or men, within the necessary limits, to redress gender disparities in such oppor-
tunities, in order for women and men to participate voluntarily in activities at all levels 
as equal partners in society.
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Since this Basic Law, various laws and policy measures have been 
introduced. The “Law for the Prevention of Spousal Violence and the 
Protection of Victims” was enacted in April 2001. This law provides a 
system for notifying, counseling, protecting and supporting the self-reli-
ance of victims of spousal violence. The main provisions of this law are 
Spousal Violence Counseling and Support Centers (SV Centers), protec-
tion orders, and notifi cation.

In 2000, the government approved the Basic Plan for Gender Equality 
based on the Basic Law for Gender Equality. The Plan comprehensively 
and systematically examines measures to be addressed by the govern-
ment in order to achieve a gender-equal society, and includes policies 
implemented by all ministries and agencies. It presents a basic perspec-
tive for long-term policies up to 2010, and provides concrete measures to 
be implemented by the end of fi scal 2005. It has paved the way for a new 
structure of government agencies to support the drive for a gender-equal 
society. (See Box 3.7)

Signifi cant progress has been made to reform the ‘male breadwin-
ner’-based social policy systems. It was decided in January 2003 that the 
Special Spouse Tax Deduction would be abolished as of January 2004. In 
the Ministry of Health, Labor and Welfare, heated discussions on pension 
reform have been going on since January 2002. In 2003, the government 
stimulated nationwide discussions for pension reform in 2004, to estab-
lish a sustainable and credible public pension system. 

Also, in 2002, Prime Minister Koizumi instructed the Council for 
Gender Equality to examine “support measures for women’s challenges” 
as part of his “structural reform of people’s lifestyles.” The measures in-
volve two basic strategies: positive action and the creation of networks for 
the empowerment of women. (See Box 3.8) 

Currently, the government itself is aggressively pursuing measures to re-
cruit women into public administration. (See Box 3.9) The Cabinet Offi ce 
has formed a “positive action study group” to examine the potential of im-
plementing affi rmative action policies in Japan mainly from the legislative 
perspective, and is expected to compile a fi nal report during fi scal 2004.

The “Challenge Support Network Investigation Committee” is exam-
ining the “Challenge Network” from various angles, and is currently oper-
ating a sample “Challenge Site” (within the website of the Gender Equality 
Bureau) containing information on support measures at the governmental 
level. The committee intends to improve the site by providing more infor-
mation on support measures, introducing successful cases, and present-
ing examples of model businesses. This information will be disseminated 
throughout Japan to promote the creation of regional networks.
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The Structure of the National Machinery for the 
Promotion of Gender Equality
By Haniwa Natori
Director, Gender Equality Bureau, Cabinet Offi ce, Tokyo, Japan

Among the central government reforms implemented in January 
2001, a new Council for Gender Equality was established in the 
Cabinet Offi ce. The council is one of several which are comprised 
of relevant government ministers and persons with expertise and 
experience. The councils assist the Cabinet and the Prime Minister 
by serving as a “forum of knowledge” for them. The Council for 
Gender Equality supersedes the functions of the previous Council 
for Gender Equality and operates under the strong leadership of 
the Chief Cabinet Secretary, who serves as chairman. The group of 
ministers and experts who make up the council must be distrib-
uted so that neither the number of men nor women members falls 
below 40 percent of the total, as stipulated in the Basic Law for 
Gender-Equal Society. 

The Prime Minister must consult with the Council for Gender 
Equality when formulating a proposal for the Basic Plan for Gender 
Equality. The Council monitors the measures implemented by the 
government for promoting gender equality, examines the impact 
of those measures on the advancement toward a gender-equal soci-
ety, and when deemed necessary, submits its opinions to the Prime 
Minister or relevant minister.

The national machinery for promoting the formation of a gen-
der-equal society was further strengthened with the establishment 
of the Gender Equality Bureau in the Cabinet Offi ce. The Bureau 
has the mandate to formulate and coordinate plans relating to gen-
der equality. Under this new structure, the government is working 
to permeate the perspective of gender equality throughout society 
and to comprehensively and systematically promote advancement 
toward a gender-equal society. For example, it is implementing 
measures to support women’s challenges and their efforts to bal-
ance work with child-rearing, as well as various measures for the 
prevention and elimination of violence against women. 

B O X  3 . 7
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Measures to “Support Women’s Challenges”
By Haniwa Natori
Director, Gender Equality Bureau, Cabinet Offi ce, Tokyo, Japan

The governmental initiatives to “support women’s challenges” 
refer to a series of measures meant to empower women to face the 
challenges that limit their opportunities to participate equally in 
social, economic and political dimensions of Japanese life.

Women’s Challenges

In order to facilitate greater participation by women in diverse so-
cial spheres, we must help them confront at least three types of 
challenges:

� “Upward” challenges facing women who aim to participate 
and take an active role in policy decision-making processes.

� “Horizontal” challenges to creating new opportunities in 
fi elds where there were traditionally few women, such as in 
the domains of entrepreneurs, researchers, and engineers.

� Renewed challenges by women who temporarily left their 
work to raise children or to provide nursing care for a fam-
ily member: In order for women to take on challenges, those 
who wish to continue working or to re-enter the workforce 
require strong support so they may balance their work with 
child-rearing. Providing such support as part of the “challenge 
measures” would also be an effective countermeasure to the 
decreasing number of children.

Support Measures 

Measures that would allow women to apply their diverse abilities 
toward the creation of a vibrant society in which both men and 
women can fully exercise their individuality and abilities cross al-
most all spheres of economic, social and political action, includ-
ing: employment; business start-ups; non-profi t organizations; 
agriculture, forestry, and fi sheries; research; regional communities; 

B O X  3 . 8
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administrative bodies; and the global community. Two points pro-
vide common ground to the diverse proposals: affi rmative action 
and the creation of networks for the empowerment of women. 

Affi rmative Action
In response to the Nairobi Forward-Looking Strategies and the tar-
get to help raise the ratio of women in supervisory positions to at 
least 30 percent throughout society by 2020, the government is 
encouraging all spheres in society to make independent efforts to 
achieve their respective numerical targets. Affi rmative action ini-
tiatives are already being applied to employment policies, busi-
ness start-ups, the agriculture industry, research activities, various 
organizations, and administrative bodies.

Creation of Networks for the Empowerment of Women
To enable women to take active part in various activities propor-
tional to their motivation and abilities, information concerning 
support for women’s challenges needs to be consolidated and 
provided through a network. An effi cient information dissemina-
tion system (“Challenge Network”) must be constructed, so that 
women can easily obtain the necessary information on re-employ-
ment, entrepreneurship, activities of non-profi t organizations, ac-
tivities in the agriculture, forestry and fi sheries industries, research, 
and community revitalization efforts.

Regional companies, administrative bodies, universities, vari-
ous organizations, NPO support centers, volunteer centers and 
family support centers can provide support for working mothers. 
A prime example of how we might create a support network for 
women’s empowerment is that of Parea, Kumamoto Residents’ 
Community Hall. Parea is a comprehensive facility that supports 
various voluntary and independent activities of the residents of 
Kumamoto prefecture. In addition to the Gender Equality Center, 
it consists of an employment support center, an NPO and volun-
teer support center, and a lifelong learning promotional center. 
The women’s group “If” depends on Parea as its source of informa-
tion, conducts studies and research on matters that directly con-
cern Kumamoto residents and provides opportunities for women 
who wish to put their motivation and abilities to practical use. 
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Corporate Strategies to Promote a Gender-equal Society

Recently, major corporations have taken on a central role in the effort 
to correct the gender disparity in the number of women in manageri-
al positions and to allow women to more easily balance their jobs and 
home life. Called “positive action,”7 this movement is increasingly gain-
ing widespread attention. Some companies choose to call their approach 
“gender-free” actions. For example, a company may set a goal to increase 
its female managers by a certain amount over a certain number of years 
(goal and timetable) and then work toward that target. 

However, male managers’ views about women pose an impediment 
to this effort and companies advocating positive action must fi rst change 
the mentality of their middle-level managers, many of whom are unable 
to discard preconceived notions of women based on traditional gender 
roles. Companies must also work to change the attitudes of female em-
ployees who do not want a responsible job and do not welcome any at-
tempts to improve their status.

 In most cases, companies that promote positive action are supported 
by “mentors.” The majority of board members, presidents, and chairmen 
who assume the role of mentor have a certain aspect in common: most 
have taken on an overseas posting in the past. “When I was assigned to a 
post in the United States,” says an executive, “it was natural to see women 
actively participating among men. That’s why when I returned to Japan, 
it was bewildering to realize that all my business associates were men.” 
Dismayed at the disparity in the treatment of women workers, many of 
them became advocates of the movement for positive action.

 The workplace itself in Japan must become a more gender-equal and 
family-friendly environment. Expectations with regard to overtime and 
family leave must be revisited. Individual ability and performance must 
take on a new role in human resource management. 

The coming years will undoubtedly see the advent of a gender dis-
crimination-free society which respects individual abilities. It is an almost 
indisputable fact that the Japanese labor market will suffer a labor short-
age in the future as an effect of the declining birthrate. In local govern-
ments, there are now cases where corporate efforts for gender equality 
are also evaluated when examining public contracts. Furthermore, some 
companies and trading partners have begun to include the protection of 
women’s rights in their corporate social responsibilities. All of this inten-
sifi es the movement to make gender equality in the workplace a reality.

7 Or, “affi rmative action”.
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Governmental Effort to Increase Female 
Participation in Public Sector Employment
By Haniwa Natori
Director, Gender Equality Bureau, Cabinet Offi ce, Tokyo, Japan

The government is making efforts to quickly achieve its target for 
the percentage of female members on advisory boards—“30 per-
cent by the end of 2005”—as determined by the Gender Equality 
Promotion Headquarters in August 2000. In 2001, the National 
Personnel Authority formulated “Guidelines concerning increased 
recruitment and promotion of female national public offi cers” and 
each ministry has a plan to increase the recruitment and the pro-
motion of female offi cers, with targets set for 2005. 

In May 2003, the National Personnel Authority conducted the 
second survey on the status of measures being implemented in 
line with each ministry’s plan. This survey showed that nine min-
istries/agencies (32.1 percent of the total 28 surveyed) hired more 
female offi cials than in the previous fi scal year, among success-
ful Level 1 exam candidates; 14 ministries/agencies (50.0 percent) 
employed more female offi cials among successful Level II candi-
dates; and 13 ministries/agencies (46.4 percent) hired more fe-
male offi cials among Level III candidates. In terms of promotion, 
19 ministries/agencies (67.9 percent) have more female offi cials 
at the section chief level; 14 ministries/agencies (50 percent) at 
assistant director level; and 5 ministries/agencies (17.9 percent) 
at the associate director level or higher. While government minis-
tries/agencies increasingly try to appoint female offi cials to higher 
positions in general, promotion of female offi cials to executive 
positions is not suffi cient. Most ministries have pointed out that 
job transfers with relocation and stereotypical perceptions among 
government offi cials prevent the appointment of female offi cials 
to higher positions. 
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Conclusion
Legislation, administrative measures and policy statements since the mid-
1990s indicate that Japan may, indeed, be able to move from a male-
breadwinner model towards one that balances work and family life, 
promotes equal opportunity among women and men, and encourages 
individuals with family responsibilities to join the labor force, revitalize 
a corporate system in need of a new outlook in the era of global change, 
and revive society as a whole.
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Women and the Promotion of Community Development
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C H A P T E R  4

Women’s Mobilization in Bulacan and 
Payatas for Community Development: 
A Study in Contrast and Convergence
Edel C. Guiza 
Asian Institute of Management, Manila, Philippines

Introduction
Strong communities can build a solid platform for broader social trans-
formation by fi rst providing community-based solutions to local prob-
lems. The more homogenous a community is, the easier it is to organize 
for collective action; the more diverse, the more diffi cult to organize. Each 
community has to discover ways of shaping its own destiny.

The story of the women in Payatas, a barangay (village) in Quezon City, 
and of women in the province of Bulacan in the Philippines is a story of 
change, of a journey towards engendering community development that is 
sensitive to the social and political development needs of women. 

This paper will highlight the needs and concerns that led women to 
do something about their situation. It will outline the strategies employed 
and the results of their participation and involvement. It will also contrast 
the two experiences in terms of the issues, the mobilization strategies, the 
evolution of their roles and the concomitant results and effects on the 
women and their communities. 

Understanding Women’s Needs and the Spectrum of Mobilization
For women’s participation in community development to be meaningful, 
it should be based on the needs of the community and the women them-
selves. Practical gender needs are linked to women’s unsatisfactory living 
conditions, the struggle for family survival and lack of resources. Strategic 
gender needs relate to women’s subordinate position in society and include 
such issues as legal rights, domestic violence, equal wages and women’s con-
trol over their own bodies. The starting point for women’s participation may 
be practical needs that later encompass more strategic concerns; or it could 
be more pressing strategic concerns that later include practical activities. In 
the actual development process, the distinction between the practical and 
strategic concerns becomes hazy, since they complement each other.
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The situational context, the relational factors and the specifi c issues 
and concerns that women face, be it strategic or practical, may determine 
their type of participation or mobilization. In the community-organiz-
ing framework, mobilization comes after the issues have been identi-
fi ed, analyzed, prioritized, and when specifi c actions have been decided. 
Mobilization is focused around action areas of prioritized issues. Like par-
ticipation, mobilization can either be passive or active; self-initiated or 
catalyzed by others; and, internally driven or externally stimulated. 

Passive mobilization happens when women are just told what they 
should do, without understanding why they are undertaking certain ac-
tions, since they were not involved in the issue identifi cation, analysis and 
decision making. At the other end of the continuum is self-mobilization, 
where women take their own initiatives, based on their identifi ed issues 
and priorities. 

 

Background and Context: Women in the Philippines

Philippines, A Brief Background 

The Philippines is an archipelago composed of 7,100 islands, the most 
important being Luzon in the north, Visayas at the center and Mindanao 
in the south. The country is subdivided into 17 administrative regions, 
79 provinces, 115 cities, 1,498 municipalities and 41,955 barangays (vil-
lages). Metro Manila is the national capital. The country has a total land 
area of 300,000 square kilometers with an estimated population of 84.6 
million in 2003. 

The country has 111 linguistic, cultural and racial groups with eight 
major dialects and two offi cial languages—English and Filipino. More 
than 80 percent of the population is Roman Catholic and most of the rest 
are Protestant and Muslim. Fifty-nine percent (59 percent) reside in the 
urban areas and 37 percent fall below the poverty line. Infant mortality 
rate is almost 25 per 1,000 live births. 

The Philippines has a unitary system of government with balanced 
executive, legislative and judiciary powers. President Gloria Macapagal-
Arroyo, the present Head of State and Chief Executive, assumed the 
presidency when former president Joseph Estrada was forced to resign 
in 2001. 

The Philippine economy- a mixture of agriculture, light industry, and 
supporting services—deteriorated in 1998 as a result of spillover from the 
Asian fi nancial crisis in 1997 and poor weather conditions. Growth fell to 
0.6 percent in 1998 from 5 percent in 1997, but recovered to about 3.4 
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percent in 1999, 4 percent in 2000, and 3.4 percent in 2001. In 2002, the 
Philippines recorded a GDP growth of about 4.6 percent but also incurred 
a record budget defi cit. As a result, the Philippines is now burdened with 
a public sector debt equal to more than 100 percent of its GDP. 

Enabling Laws and Policies on Women

Through its 1987 Constitution, the Philippine Government has en-
shrined the fundamental equality of women and men before the law. It 
is a signatory to various UN conventions, including the United Nations 
Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination Against 
Women (CEDAW) and the Universal Declaration of Human Rights. It has 
likewise committed itself to the Nairobi Forward Looking Strategies and 
the Beijing Platform for Action. 

NGOs and the government crafted the Philippine Plan for Gender 
Responsive Development (PPGD) for 1995-2025. The plan focuses on 
promoting rights-based and gender-oriented development where: a) 
women enjoy higher self-esteem, free from gender stereotypes, and are 
able to achieve their full human potential; b) women’s rights are respect-
ed as human rights; c) basic needs are affordable and accessible to all; 
d) gender equality and equity prevail, and women and men participate 
in and benefi t equally from development processes and their outcomes; 
e) the legal system guarantees women and men full legal protection and 
equal rights; and f) women are active participants in sustainable develop-
ment, care of the environment and the country’s economy.

The Philippine government has passed several pieces of legislation in 
compliance with its international commitments (see Table 4.1).

The executive branch has also initiated programs to address gender 
concerns, including: women-specifi c credit schemes to address gender 
imbalances in the distribution of program resources; women’s desks in 
police precincts to help victims of violence and rape survivors; and sex-
disaggregated data banks to draw attention to gender issues and women’s 
contributions. A National Commission on the Role of Filipino Women, 
established in 1975 under the Offi ce of the President coordinates pro-
grams for women and acts as the major link between the government and 
the NGOs in the country.

The Local Government Code of 1991, which promotes the participa-
tion of women and other sectors in local governance through local special 
bodies, is also considered to be landmark legislation. The Code devolves 
powers and responsibilities to local governments, which take responsibility 
for providing fi ve basic services: agriculture, health, social welfare, mainte-
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nance of public works and highways, and environmental protection. Local 
governments were provided with resources and granted autonomous tax-
ing powers and were made accountable for community development. 

Other governmental policies regarding women and gender equality 
include: establishing day care centers in every barangay in the country; 
outlawing mail-order marriages; increasing maternity benefi ts for female 
workers in the private sector; protecting children against abuse, exploita-
tion and discrimination; increasing the minimum wage of house helpers; 
declaring sexual harassment in the workplace and schools to be unlawful; 
and providing assistance to women engaged in micro-business ventures 
and cottage industries.

Enforcement of gender-sensitive legislation and policies has been 
generally inadequate due to a lack of political will on the part of national 
and local governments, among other reasons. However, these enabling 
laws and policies provided a fertile environment for the emergence of 
community initiatives, as the two cases in this paper show.

Women in the Philippines
Feminist researchers have discovered that women in pre-Spanish 
Philippines enjoyed a high degree of autonomy, economic importance 

Table 4.1  Laws and Policies on Women in the Philippines

Law or Policy Date Provisions

Republic Act 7192, 
otherwise known as the Women 
in Development and Nation-
Building Act

1992 Recognizes the role of women in nation-building and 
fundamental equality before the law, providing equal 
access to resources, including credit and training, and 
requiring the allocation of 10 to 30 percent of offi cial 
development assistance to gender and women’s concerns

Local Government Code 1991 Provides for women’s sectoral representation in local 
legislative bodies

New Family Code 1987 Stipulates women’s right to own property and to contract 
employment and credit without their husband’s consent

Comprehensive Agrarian 
Reform Law

1988 Guarantees equal rights to ownership of land and its fruits, 
and equal representation in advisory or decision-making 
bodies of the Comprehensive Agrarian Reform Program.

Gender and Development 
Budget Act

1995 Sets aside 5 percent of funds of government agencies to 
conduct gender-related activities.
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and equal relations with men. They had crucial roles in trade, diplomacy, 
politics and religion. As priestesses, they were consulted by the people in 
their spiritual affairs. They also determined the right time to plant and the 
necessity of going to war. 

The Spanish colonizers, however, brought with them the notion of 
women as subservient to men and as dutiful and loving wives and moth-
ers. The hardships and repression during nearly four centuries of Spanish 
rule emboldened some of the women to support their husbands’ revolu-
tionary struggle against Spain. Some performed secondary roles such as 
distributing food and medicines and taking care of the wounded Filipino 
soldiers, while others participated actively on the battlefi elds alongside 
the men. The Spaniards ceded control of the Philippines to the Americans 
in 1898 after the Spanish-American War. Filipino women won the right to 
vote in 1937, during the American occupation. 

The egalitarian gender relations of the pre-colonial era inspired 
Filipino women to claim their place equal to men, both in and outside 
the home. While Filipino women are under-represented in government 
and politics, they have actively participated in nation-building through 
civil society organizations and social movements. They lobbied for the 
passage of the 1995 Anti-Sexual Harassment Law and the 1997 Anti-Rape 
Law. Abanse Pinay! (Advance Filipina!), an all-women’s party, won a seat 
in the 1998 legislative elections.

Filipino women enjoy a higher social position than most Asian 
women, and have as much access to social services as men. The country 
ranks higher on the Gender and Development Index (GDI) than most 
Asian countries. However, a number of gender issues remain unresolved: 
human resource development, labor market participation, human rights 
and participation in politics and decision making (Illo, 1997). 

In the history of Philippine politics, two women, in a long line of 
male presidents, toppled the country’s most controversial administra-
tions. Former President Corazon Aquino ended the twenty-year dictato-
rial reign of deposed President Ferdinand E. Marcos in 1987, during the 
Edsa (People Power) Revolution. President Gloria Macapagal-Arroyo 
came to power after her predecessor, President Joseph E. Estrada, was 
declared unfi t to govern after numerous resignations in his cabinet. Both 
women presidents, however, belonged to political clans: Cory Aquino’s 
husband was a former senator, and Gloria Macapagal-Arroyo’s father 
was a former president. Kinship has also facilitated the entry of most 
women into politics, especially at the local level, where 14 women have 
been elected as provincial chief executives and 132 are municipal or city 
chief executives.
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Men head about 88 percent of all Philippine households (NSO, 1977) 
and are widely acknowledged as having a greater say in family investments, 
loans, and choice of contraceptive method. Women have their own areas 
of authority, such as childrearing and household budgeting, except in poor 
households with very little income to be budgeted in the fi rst place. Women’s 
powerlessness is emphasized by the violence they suffer at the hands of their 
spouse or male relatives. Women may be subjected to verbal, emotional, 
and psychological abuse, as well as beatings and rape (Illo, 1997).

 

Case 1. The Women in Payatas, Quezon City: An issue-based mobilization 
Payatas, A Barangay of Migrants
Payatas is one of the 142 barangays of Quezon City, the largest among 
the twelve cities and fi ve municipalities in Metro Manila (the National 
Capital Region). Quezon City was created in 1939 and was the national 
capital for 27 years. It is located in the northeast of Metro Manila and has 
a population of 2.2 million (in May 2000). The city has a literacy rate of 
99 percent. Around 41 percent of its total population, mostly urban poor 
and informal settlers, need shelter. The city’s vast, vacant spaces became 
attractive to migrants from congested neighboring areas and far-fl ung 
provinces. In 2001, infant mortality rate was around 20 per 1,000 live 
births while maternal mortality rate was 50 per 1,000 live births.

Payatas has a total area of 774 hectares, four of which belong to the 
National Government Center. With a population of 117,059 (in May 
2000), it is the second-biggest barangay in the city and is growing at an 
average of 15.23 percent per year due to in-migration. Eighty percent (80 
percent) of the barangay’s total population are migrants from other ca-
lamity-stricken and war-torn provinces. Most reside in Payatas B, where a 
16-hectare open garbage dump is located. The dump has been operating 
since 1993, but caught public attention only in July 2000, when thou-
sands died due to a mudslide. The dump will continue to operate until 
2005 and is central to the development of Payatas, as it provides a means 
of survival for the majority of the population.

Poverty is high in the area. The average wage is Php200.00 per day 
(approximately US$3.70 per day). The maternal mortality rate is 58 per 
1000 live births. Malnutrition is rampant among children, especially near 
the dump, where about 50 percent suffer from fi rst- to third-degree mal-
nutrition. The unabated infl ux of squatters remains a major problem and 
is usually blamed on squatter syndicates. It is not unusual to see several 
families residing in one house: the owner’s, the lessee’s and relatives of 
the owner who are in the city to look for jobs.
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According to the Quezon City government, there are three confl icting 
perspectives on the land ownership issue in Payatas: a) The area is a forest 
reserve under the management of the Department of Environment and 
Natural Resources; b) The area has a private title dating back to Spanish 
times; and c) The area is part of the Payatas Estate Development Program 
under the Housing and Urban Development Coordinating Council. 

The Payatas Council of Women, Inc. (PCWI)

Registered in 1996 as a non-stock, non-profi t organization, the Payatas 
Council of Women, Inc. (PCWI) was organized in 1982 on the initiative 
of Rose Juanich, a teacher who came to Payatas with her family in 1975 
when the area was just grasslands. 

Rose Juanich, together with other concerned women, mobilized against 
the growing lawlessness in Payatas. From 1982 to 1988, violent confl icts 
arising from land disputes erupted almost daily and several male leaders 
were killed. Government presence was not felt in the area. Lawlessness was 
pervasive. One woman described Payatas “like the Wild West”. 

The women in Payatas decided to do something to stop their men 
from killing or being killed. Fifty to two hundred women, some pregnant, 
used their bodies to shield or physically block the two warring factions 
from assaulting each other. They succeeded on several occasions, though 
some were hurt in the process. They then set out to prevent the illegal de-
molition of settlers’ houses by land syndicates. Women would surround 
the area to be bulldozed and some, especially the pregnant women, would 
lie down on the streets. Some women even delivered their babies while 
fi ghting against illegal demolition.

They then moved on to the sensitive problem of domestic violence, 
frequently perceived to be an issue belonging to the private domain. 
Violence against a woman is especially likely when her husband is drunk. 
The husband’s refusal to turn over his earnings and the wife’s refusal to 
have sex were the usual reasons given for domestic violence. To put a 
stop to wife battering, the PCWI devised a form of communication with 
whistles as their main weapon. Every woman was given one to use when 
a beating incident seemed likely to occur. At the sound of a whistle, the 
women would be alerted to mobilize: 

� The fi rst long whistle would be a warning of a reported confl ict be-
tween the wife and the husband.

� The second whistle would indicate shouting, screaming and/or things 
being thrown in the house.
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� The third whistle was a warning that the battering had started.

� The fourth long whistle was a signal for the women, accompanied 
by the police or the barangay peacekeepers, to gather in front of the 
house where the battering was happening. 

Not surprisingly, after fi fteen mobilizations of this sort by 50 to 200 
women, there were no more reports of wife beatings in the area. 

After successes like these, the women began to look at how organized, 
collaborative efforts could contribute to satisfying their practical needs. The 
PCWI decided to embark on livelihood activities to increase family income. 
Around 30 women make and sell slippers, earning an average of P10 to P15 
per slipper, or around P100.00 per day. Twenty women raise pigs in their 
backyards, buying piglets for P1,200 and selling them for P4,000 after three 
to four months of fattening. Others engage in herbal or vegetable gardening 
for medicine and daily consumption. Since they have not had any outside 
fi nancial support, the projects have remained small. The organization de-
cided not to seek loans from outside to prevent indebtedness. They saw 
that too many credit programs had failed because the money borrowed was 
used for personal emergencies. In fact, money became a cause of confl ict 
among members and eventually led to the disintegration of the group.

 PCWI is still a loose movement of women ready to mobilize on burn-
ing issues. Though they are still poor, life has become more peaceful for 
the women in Payatas. The barangay government, now headed by one of 
their own members, strives to continue what they have all started.

The Barangay Payatas Government in Action

The face of Payatas has been signifi cantly transformed since the 1980s. 
Barangay roads have been paved and the area is relatively clean. It is more 
crowded than before, but vibrant with activities.

The incumbent barangay captain of Payatas is Rose Dadulo, a member 
of the PCWI, who had been a member of the barangay council. A college 
degree holder and a migrant from a province in Northern Luzon, she is 
not a member of a political clan and beat another very strong woman 
candidate. She strives to improve the delivery of services, especially health 
and nutrition in Payatas together with the eight elected barangay council 
offi cials, half of whom are women. To facilitate community participation 
in decision-making, she activated the Barangay Development Council 
composed of 60 organizations operating in Payatas.

The barangay government is active and well-staffed. Volunteers in-
clude 31 Barangay Security and Development Offi cers, 20 members of 
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the Barangay Peace and Order Council, 21 members of the Community 
Service Brigade and 15 Barangay Traffi c Enforcers. There are three health 
centers serviced by one physician, two nurses, two midwives and three 
aides. Volunteers include 279 barangay health workers and 200 purok 
leaders who help the health professionals deliver services. There are fi ve 
public and three private elementary schools, one private and two public 
high schools and fi fteen nursery/pre schools operating in the barangay. 
Two police blocks and a Woman’s Desk operate in Payatas. The barangay 
government has also set up Barangay Service Development Outposts at 
strategic points to assist citizens needing help. The average crime rate has 
reportedly declined. A few cases of wife battering have been reported, but 
these were handled by the Women’s Desk at the police station. 

Infl uencing the Quezon City Government

The government of Quezon established its own City Gender and Development 
(GAD) Council in response to growing concerns relating to women equality 
and empowerment. The GAD Resources and Coordinating Offi ce acts as the 
council secretariat, focal point and resource group. Currently, the Council is 
preparing for future activities which include: a gender profi ling and moni-
toring system for the city; capacity-building for planners and fi nance offi cers 
on gender responsive planning and budgeting; capacity-building for legisla-
tive staff and department heads on gender-responsive legislation and gov-
ernance; pilot-testing the fi rst all-women automotive training-cum-produc-
tion course at the city hall; and integrating gender and rights-based topics 
into the city’s licensing, work permit and counseling activities.

The city government has also initiated a micro fi nance project to help 
260 women in Payatas. The fi rst loan is Php5,000 and if this is repaid, 
there will be a second loan of Php7,000 and a third one of Php15,000. 
About 150 of the benefi ciaries in Payatas are on their third loan.

Case Two: Women in Bulacan, The Alay Paglingap Program on Health, 
Nutrition and Population

Bulacan, Glorious Past, Progressive Province 

Bulacan is one of the 79 provinces in the Philippines located in Central 
Luzon, 42 kilometers north of Metro Manila. Bulacan fi gures prominently 
in Philippine history as the birthplace of three republics in the 1890s. 
Bulacan was one of the fi rst eight provinces to revolt against Spanish tyr-
anny in the late 19th century and has produced several men and women 
who made their mark in the country’s history. 
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Bulacan is the fourth most populous province in the country with 2.2 
million inhabitants (in May, 2000). It has two cities, 22 municipalities 
and 568 barangays. The province is steadily becoming industrialized due 
to its proximity to Metro Manila. Many corporations have built industrial 
plants and sites in Bulacan. Some of these include leather tanning, ce-
ment bag making, fi reworks manufacturing, ceramics, textiles, food pro-
cessing, and shoe manufacturing. The rural areas, however, still depend 
mostly on agriculture as a source of income. Major crops include rice, 
corn, vegetables and mangoes. 

The 2000 Family Income and Expenditure Survey estimated Bulacan’s 
poverty incidence at 5.4 percent, the lowest in the region, and lower than 
the 8.5 percent reported in 1997 (even though the per capita threshold was 
increased from Php12,073 in 1997 to Php16,850 in 2000). Despite the 
Asian fi nancial crisis, average family income increased from Php142,923 
in 1997 to Php183,495 in 2000, the highest in the country.

 

The Alay Paglingap Program

While there had been community-level efforts across the province on 
health and nutrition issues, these were disparate and sporadic. In 1990, 
the maternal mortality rate was 37 per 1,000 live births, infant mortality 
rate was around 18 per 1,000 live births and malnutrition among chil-
dren stood at 12.4 percent. The provincial government was concerned, 
but did not have the resources to undertake a province-wide effort to de-
liver health and other basic services. 

 The Alay Paglingap program (literally: ‘an offer of caring’), was 
launched by the provincial government in 1990, building on the spirit of 
volunteerism reigning in Bulacan. Wives and mothers are directly affected 
by health and nutrition problems, so they became the backbone of the 
program—an army of volunteers called Lingkod Lingap sa Nayon (LLN) 
or barangay-level care givers and Mother Leaders (ML) of sitios, a division 
of the barangays. 

Objectives and Processes of Alay Paglingap
The general objective of the program is to improve the delivery of health, 
nutrition and social services in the province. Specifi cally, the program 
aims to: 1) mobilize volunteer workers, the private sector, non-govern-
ment organizations, religious and civic organizations to support nutri-
tion, population and social services programs at the community level; 
and 2) deliver high-quality service to the people in the barangays through 
the community-based primary health and nutrition program.
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The program started by identifying the health and nutrition problems 
of barangays, then identifi ed and trained women volunteers selected on 
the following criteria: bona fi de resident of the barangay, at least complete 
high school education and willingness to perform her duties to the best of 
her ability. The volunteer caregivers signed service contracts, which have 
renewable annually, subject to the endorsement of their respective baran-
gay captains.

Enabling and Coordinating Women Volunteers 
The functions of the women volunteers include: 1) regular feeding pro-
grams and weighing of infants and preschoolers to monitor their health, 
and motivating parents to bring their children to the health center for 
monthly or quarterly check-ups; 2) census-taking and updating demo-
graphic data every month, including: deaths, births, in- and out-migra-
tion, marriages, and number of married women in reproductive age; 3) 
motivating couples to plan their families and refer them to appropriate 
agencies; and 4) facilitate the delivery of services to the disabled, senior 
citizens, victims of fi re and natural calamities, and victims of violence 
and abuse.

To enhance their self-confi dence and develop their skills, the women 
volunteers were trained in how to collect, document and analyze data, 

Table  4.2  Training Activities for  Women Volunteers  of Alay Paglingap

Training Activities Knowledge/Skills Acquired

1. Alay Paglingap Basic Orientation Seminar Primary data collection, skills in interviewing, 
community organizing concepts

2. Volunteerism and Leadership Program background, value of volunteerism, duties 
and responsibilities, spot map preparation, reporting 
and action planning, facilitation and coordination

3. Interpersonal Communication Communication skills

4. Project Management Management skills, how to conduct meetings, make 
minutes, documentation, motivation skills

5. Livelihood Skills Training Skills in soap making, food processing, stuffed toys 
and other novelty items, cosmetology, recycling

6. Gender and Development Shared and equal responsibility

7. Reproductive Health and Family Planning Family health care

8. Family Violence Awareness and prevention of violence in the home
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how to organize a community, how to communicate and motivate, how 
to conduct meetings, how to manage community projects and also in 
leadership development. Gender and development training were provid-
ed to promote shared and equal responsibilities in their homes. They were 
also given orientation and training on family violence, responsible par-
enthood, family planning and reproductive health. Since the program’s 
launch in 1990, annual training has been sponsored by the provincial 
government to continue developing their capacities (see Table 4.2).

In addition, the barangay- and sitio-based caregivers were given month-
ly allowances as incentives. For the LLNs (barangay care givers), a monthly 
allowance ranging from Php7501 to Php1,600 was provided as follows: 
Php200 from the province, Php400 - Php1,000 from the municipality, and 
Php150 - Php400 from the barangay. The sitio-level MLs (mother leaders), 
received a monthly allowance in the range of Php150–Php4002. Volunteers 
also received: accident insurance, death assistance, free hospitalization in 
any government-owned hospital, free medicine for outpatient members, 
a uniform and an identifi cation card for discounts at accredited establish-
ments like drugstores and public hospitals. A yearly awards program was 
established to recognize outstanding performance of women leaders.

To coordinate the efforts of the mother leaders in the 568 barangays 
in the province, a program structure was established at the provincial, 
city and municipal levels. In 1991, the Bulacan Provincial Community 
Management Department, which managed the Alay Paglingap Program, 
became the Provincial Social Welfare and Development Offi ce, which 
included programs on nutrition, population and social services, further 
strengthening the institutional framework of the program.

Results of the Alay Paglingap Program

The following results have been attributed to the Alay Paglingap Program:

� Improved health conditions in the province: The malnutrition rate was 
reduced from 12.4 percent in 1990 to 1.52 percent in 2002; infant mor-
tality fell from 17 per 1000 live births in 1990 to seven per 1000 in 2002; 
and maternal mortality rates from 37 to 29 per 1000 live births in 2002. 

� Increased income and savings: The women volunteers increased 
their family income through their monthly allowance and saved on 

1 Php54 = US$1
2 Financial incentives vary depending on the size, population and income level of their munici-
palities and barangays.
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medical expenses, thanks to the health benefi ts and privileges avail-
able through the program.

� Improved referral services: Mother leaders were given the authority 
and power to endorse or refer patients directly to government offi ces 
and medical centers. Thereby, red tape has been effectively reduced and 
patients have been able to receive more immediate medical attention. 

� Empowerment and leadership: What the provincial government con-
siders one of its greatest achievements is the empowerment of the vol-
unteers who have been actively involved in the program from the very 
start—the women of Bulacan. The training sponsored by Alay Paglingap 
helped the women volunteers gain self-confi dence and acquire new 
skills such as: identifying appropriate benefi ciaries of the program; be-
coming effective communicators; organizing and presiding meetings; 
establishing good interpersonal and social relations; becoming effec-
tive leaders who can decide and act on matters relating to health and 
social services, even in the absence of the barangay captains; and teach-
ing and guiding other women in setting up livelihood projects.

  Alay Paglingap developed the women’s confi dence and served as 
the training ground for them to handle leadership positions beyond the 
program. Around 10 percent of the 4,023 women volunteers have been 
elected as barangay council members, some even as barangay captains 
(village heads) in their respective areas, and some are currently involved 
in cooperatives, religious and civic groups. This is a new phenomenon 
in Bulacan, considering its macho culture. Before the Alay Paglingap 
program, women seldom dared to “invade” the men’s arena.

An Organization of their Own: The Bayanihang Bulakenyo Foundation, Inc. 

In 1997, the village caregivers and mother leaders, who are all members 
of the Alay Paglingap, registered their organization with the Securities 
and Exchange Commission (SEC) in 1998 as Bayanihang Bulakenyo 
Foundation, Inc. (BBFI). 

The foundation is managed at the provincial level by a Board of Directors 
elected by the General Assembly. Offi cers have been elected at the municipal 
level to manage the activities in their respective areas. Each member contrib-
utes Php20.00 in annual membership dues and Php10.00 for the Damayan 
Fund, which provides Php5,000 to the family of a deceased member. The 
foundation also has a separate fund for livelihood projects and a revolv-
ing fund of Php100,000, which they won with the Galing Pook Awards on 
Innovation and Excellence in Local Governance in 1996. They have raised 
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around Php1 million through various fund-raising schemes and livelihood 
projects. One of their projects is to sell iodized salt, not only to raise funds, 
but also to promote the prevention of iodine defi ciency. 

The role of the volunteer workers has evolved from merely acting as 
extension agents of the provincial government to becoming partners of 
the provincial, city/municipal governments in implementing development 
programs. They have become community leaders and catalysts for change. 

The foundation is a partner of the Provincial Commission on Women, 
helping women achieve their full potential and participate meaningfully 
in the development of Bulacan. Both are housed in the Women’s Center, 
which also serves as a place where women can come for referrals, counsel-
ing or legal and fi nancial assistance. The foundation and the commission 
are involved in the Bulacan Quick Response Team Command to speedily 
attend to the needs of abused women and children. Foundation members 
have also been actively involved in a self-employment assistance program 
for single parents and separated, widowed, and battered women. 

Alay Paglingap has received the following awards and citations: the 
Green Banner Award from the National Nutrition Council, Hall of Fame 
in Population from the Commission on Population, and the Galing Pook 
Award for Innovation and Excellence in Local Governance from the Asian 
Institute of Management. 

The active women’s movement in Bulacan, spearheaded by Alay 
Paglingap volunteers, has produced the fi rst woman governor in the history 
of the province. Governor Josie de la Cruz comes from a business family 
and is the only member of it who has gone into politics. She was elected 
by landslide in 1998 and has continued the vision and fi ve-point develop-
ment agenda of the former governor, who was of the same party. Bulacan’s 
vision is that of a “progressive, peaceful and self-reliant province, whose people 
are living models of its historic heritage and cultural excellence, with the middle 
class as the core of the citizenry, with equal access to opportunities and services.” 

Analysis and Lessons Learned
These two cases show that lives of women and men and of the communi-
ty in general improve when women mobilize to address community and 
gender-specifi c community issues. While they vary in size, level and pro-
cess of mobilization, Bulacan and Payatas have certain commonalities. 
Both areas are presently headed by women—a governor in Bulacan and a 
barangay captain in Payatas—who do not belong to a political clan. They 
both recognized that their victory was due to the support of the women 
in their respective areas. 
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Contrast in Situational Context
Bulacan is a province while Payatas is a barangay, the smallest political unit 
in the Philippines. While Bulacan has a rich historical and cultural heritage 
as the seat of the First Philippine Republic in 1899, Payatas has a history of 
confl ict and lawlessness stemming from land confl icts. Payatas is known as 
the dumping ground for Metro Manila’s garbage. While Bulacan is one of 
the most progressive areas in the country, with the lowest poverty incidence 
among the provinces, poverty is at its worst in Payatas. Families dependent 
on the garbage dump are lucky to have one meal a day.

While ownership of land in Bulacan has been clearly determined, this 
is not the case in Payatas. While a majority of the residents in Bulacan 
are born in the province, almost all the residents of Payatas are migrants. 
Although the improvement of the quality of life is the objective of the 
people in Bulacan, in Payatas, it is survival. While the rich historical and 
cultural heritage of Bulacan imprisoned women in unequal and subor-
dinate relations, the lack of history and tradition in Payatas emboldened 
women to take matters into their own hands. In contrast to the presence 
of an active government in the barangays in Bulacan, in Payatas there 
was no such presence in the 1980’s. While Bulacan is a relatively peaceful 
province, violence was the order of the day in Payatas in the 1980s. 

Differences in Initial Issues and Convergence as Mobilization Progressed
Given the contrast in context, the initial issues that provided the impetus 
for women’s mobilization were also different. In the case of Bulacan, prac-
tical needs like health and malnutrition motivated women to act through 
the Alay Paglingap provincial initiative. However, they later took on other 
issues such as domestic violence. The response to the issues was designed 
and programmed because there was no urgency to act. 

In Payatas, survival was the initial issue. Killings among men, demolition 
of homes, and domestic abuse rallied the women in Payatas to take collec-
tive action. When the critical problems were minimized, if not stopped, the 
women shifted their focus to practical needs such as health and livelihood. 

Internal or Self-mobilization vs. Externally-Stimulated Mobilization
The women in the barangays of Bulacan were stimulated to act on the 
problems of health and nutrition by an external change agent—the pro-
vincial government. A concerned, credible and responsive government 
can encourage communities to take control of providing basic services 
like primary health care at the grassroots level, offering women incentives 
to act and capacity development. 
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In Payatas, the women mobilized on their own, taking collective ac-
tion on pressing issues they themselves identifi ed. It was not easy to mo-
bilize women from diverse backgrounds. However, when lives are at stake, 
differences become irrelevant. The mobilization was not programmed, but 
emerged as the issues erupted. Creative strategies were employed, given 
limited time and resources. They had no choice but to become self-reliant 
because there was nobody they could depend on to solve their problems. 

Similarities in Results

A unique and signifi cant aspect of the Alay Paglingap is the active partici-
pation of the village care givers and mother leaders, without whom the 
program would not have been launched. By initially acting as extension 
agents of the government, they developed self-confi dence and leadership 
abilities and then took on other leadership positions in government and 
civil society organizations. In Payatas, the women have shown that despite 
tremendous obstacles, they can rise above poverty and address pressing is-
sues of community and domestic violence. Their mobilization amounted 
to a confi dence-building scheme and skills training. In both areas, their 
initiatives and mobilization, in the presence of responsive and account-
able local government, improved their access to community services. 

Both women’s organizations have registered with the Securities and 
Exchange Commission as legal entities. While the Bulacan provincial 
women’s organization, called the Bayanihang Bulakeno Foundation, 
Inc. (BBFI), has four thousand members, the Payatas Council of Women 
(PCWI), a barangay-based organization, has only two hundred.

The BBFI has become an active partner of the provincial government 
in the delivery of social services in the province and in promoting gender 
equality through the Commission on Women and the Women’s Center. 
The provincial government, city and municipal governments have recog-
nized the important role of the BBFI in lowering maternal mortality, in-
fant mortality and malnutrition rates in the province.

The PCWI, meanwhile, has remained a small, loosely organized 
group, meeting infrequently and now undertaking small livelihood 
projects. The concerns that made them active and dynamic have been 
assumed by the barangay government structure because their members 
have become part of it. How the barangay in Payatas operates now is a 
microcosm of the Bulacan experience. Aside from helping in the trans-
formation of their village, their infl uence can also be felt in the Quezon 
City government with the establishment of the GAD Council and liveli-
hood projects for women.
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Remaining Challenges

Overcoming Barriers

Women volunteers in Bulacan faced major cultural barriers. Because of 
the relatively better position of women in Bulacan, gender specifi c-is-
sues are disguised in many ways. Most women still hesitate to assume 
leadership positions even if they are more qualifi ed, due to the mistaken 
notion that men should be the leaders. However, the continuous train-
ing of the women has developed their confi dence and faith in their own 
abilities. Hopefully, as they gain more confi dence, there will be more 
women who will run for elected positions. Their provincial grassroots 
network can be further developed to foster leadership and a base for 
women’s political participation. 

Another constraint has been lack of time. The women of Bulacan 
are regarded as highly entrepreneurial, but their involvement in the Alay 
Paglingap program has taken them away from their business activities. To 
entice them to join, the provincial government invented a cost-sharing 
scheme with the other two levels of local government—the municipal-
ity/city and the barangays, each of which provides women with monthly 
allowances and privileges like insurance and medical benefi ts. Since the 
volunteers were mostly mothers, the local governments have established 
day care centers in all the villages and are raising men’s awareness of the 
need to help with housework. The same can be said of the women in 
Payatas, where the effort of the barangay government and the PCWI is 
geared towards addressing economic and personal constraints.

Under-representation in Decision-making Positions

Though a woman governor heads the province of Bulacan, women are 
under-represented in top elected positions in the province. All ten pro-
vincial council members are men. At the municipal/city level, only one 
of the 14 mayors is a woman and only 27 of the 192 legislative council 
members are women. At the village level, only 41 of the 568 barangay 
captains are women. It is important for women to assume these po-
sitions so that priority attention and signifi cant resources of the local 
governments can be shifted to social and economic development. At 
this point, the women in Bulacan have managed to win seats at the 
barangay level, though not the critical they need to infl uence policies 
and resource allocation. In Payatas, the elective seats are equally shared 
between men and women.
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Strategies for the Promotion of Women’s Participation in 
Community Development
The experiences of Payatas and Balacan suggest the following possible strat-
egies to promote women’s participation in community development:

� Build on strengths and choose issues closest to the hearts of women 
and the community: The provincial government is highly credible, 
so when it was easy to mobilize women’s support. In Payatas, their 
strength was in their number. The issues chosen matched the con-
cerns of women. 

� Provide incentives, share resources: Women can earn more money if 
they engage in entrepreneurial activities. Recognizing this reality, the 
government needs to provide some fi nancial support as replacement 
income. The multi-level sharing in Bulacan eased the load on one 
local government unit. 

� Build capacity for the various roles that women will play: Capacity 
development is important for women to gain confi dence in their own 
abilities. Involvement in activities served as their training ground for 
leadership responsibilities in the community: service providers, re-
searchers, documenters, advocates, peacemakers, community lead-
ers and managers. The competencies required of each role must be 
matched with existing capacities to identify training needs.

� Develop a support system for women: Given the multiple responsi-
bilities of women, support systems like day care centers can be benefi -
cial. The Philippine government has a mandate to establish day care 
centers in all the barangays in the country.

� Recognize initiatives of women: Awards and creative mechanisms 
at the local level can be developed to recognize the contribution of 
women and to inspire and motivate them to innovate and excel.

� Develop a support system for women to take on decision-making 
positions: A group could be organized to help women run for elected 
positions at the village level. When they win, they should have advisers 
either from universities, civil society organizations or the private sector. 

� Continue learning through shared experiences: Aside from the 
usual training programs, women can benefi t most from sharing their 
experiences in community mobilizations. 

� Think long term and scale up through networking and coalition 
building: Community development is a multi-stakeholder respon-
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sibility, a shared imperative. Given the multiplicity of concerns and 
interests, no single sector can claim to do it alone. Women’s organiza-
tions should learn how to build networks and coalitions to scale up 
the development agenda to higher levels.

Conclusions
Community development requires multi-level, multi-sectoral, multi-di-
mensional efforts by all stakeholders. The most effective agents of commu-
nity change are women because they are closest to the problems. The en-
abling laws and policies of the national government, such as the Women in 
Nation Building Act and the Local Government Code of 1991 provided the 
push for the creation of mechanisms for local participation in governance. 
Numerous laws and programs promoting gender equality and empower-
ment were the product of vigorous advocacy by women’s groups in the 
country. At the local government level, gender-sensitive elected offi cials are 
needed to allocate resources to directly benefi t women and the community. 
At the local level, grassroots organizations of women are needed to pressure 
local governments to implement programs and projects for women.

Programs and projects can focus either on practical or strategic con-
cerns. They can start with poverty and the special needs of women and 
move on to address discrimination, inequality and unequal gender power 
relations. Depending on the prioritized problem, development interven-
tion can involve support services for health, nutrition and child care, pro-
ductive skills for income generation, the integration of women in devel-
opment planning and extension services, the mainstreaming of women’s 
development, affi rmative action to promote equal opportunity and em-
powerment through awareness-raising and collective action. 

While self-mobilization by women has its advantages, externally 
stimulated mobilization of women anchored in shared values and com-
mitments can produce the same results—bringing change within women 
themselves and in their communities. Both types of mobilization require 
the development of critical thinking and relational skills, guided by a clear 
idea of what women want for themselves and their communities. Women 
also need strategic and operational skills enabling them to respond to im-
mediate needs, while building their organizational capacity for sustained 
mobilization for community development.
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Community Kitchens: A Peruvian Experience
Cecilia Blondet
Institute of Peruvian Studies, Lima, Peru

One Day in the Kitchen
7 a.m. Mrs. Mercedes opens the community kitchen door wondering, “What 
will we cook today?” She checks the gallon-size container and leaves in a hurry 
to buy kerosene fuel. When she returns, the Pantry Coordinator and the four 
women whose turn it is to cook that day have already arrived. They check the 
amount of leftovers and money from the previous day’s sales in order to reach an 
agreement. “We have 42 soles, plus another 15 from the government subsidy, 
that’s a total of 57 soles to spend at the marketplace.“

7.30 a.m. Two of the women take off towards the San Pedro Market to 
do the shopping, “you get better prices there; not as low as those offered at La 
Parada, but at least it’s not as far. We take the bus and get off fi ve stops from here 
and then we return walking on our own two feet. “Another of the women goes 
to fetch water from the faucet at the corner, while the other lights the fi re in the 
stove. “We must wear our aprons and head gear,” her friend reminds her. Then 
they fi ll up the pots with water to boil rice. 30 kilos each day is a good amount.

8.00 a.m. On the blackboard, they announce, TODAY Vegetable Soup, 
Main course: Rice and beans.

9.30 a.m. Those who had gone to market return. Each one has a different 
chore—wash the vegetables, slice the onions, peel potatoes, and check on the 
stove and the pots and pans. The rice pot starts to turn black, a sign that the 
stove is once again failing. The President of the Community Kitchen comes by at 
around 10 a.m. to see how the food is coming along and to lend a helping hand. 
Some other women drop by to pay and reserve their lunches.

10.30 a.m. Mrs. Dolores, whose turn it is to work today, says that one of the 
larger pans is beginning to leak. It’s the one they’re cooking the beans in. They 
force the pan to lean to one side so that it won’t leak its contents into the fi re. 
One of the associates offers to help because she realizes they’re running late.

11.30 a.m. The menu is almost ready now. The cook uncovers the pots and 
pans, one by one, and tastes the food. After cleaning the large table they used to pre-
pare the food, two of the women lift it and take it outside along with two benches.

The queue starts to form out front; in it there are women and children car-
rying small pails, bowls and pans.

12.00 p.m. Lunch is ready and the two women working today start serving 
the food. While one of them uses a ladle to dish out the portions, the other takes 
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the clients’ money. The people in line overhear a complaint about the bean, “Only 
two days ago they gave us the same.“ A regular client helps to serve the soup.

The clients who are “exempt” from payment are served last.
 1.30 p.m. The distribution of food service ends. A late-comer asks, “Is there 

any food left?” “Too late,”say the women, “It’s all gone.” Then the women who 
performed the day’s work sit down to have lunch. Afterwards, they divide among 
themselves the rations they are entitled to take home.

As soon as they fi nish eating, they start to wash the pots and pans. Because 
water is scarce, the washing is done little by little. They clean the community 
kitchen and put everything in its place.

2.30 p.m. The Treasurer and one other woman count the money and 
work on the kitchen’s accounting. They write down every point in their Control 
Notebook—so many rations sold to their associates, so many others sold to non-
associated clients, and so many exempt from payment.

3.00 p.m. They fi nish the cleaning, wipe the table and take it back inside.
3.30 p.m. They say goodbye to each other and return home.

❋ ❋ ❋

Peru: A Country of Inequality and Social Distance 
Inequality is characteristic of Peru and poverty has increased in the past 
ten years, affecting almost 55 percent of the population; 25 percent are ex-
tremely poor. In rural areas, six out of ten people are poor and more than 
three of these six are extremely poor. Over half the population live on 
less than $1.45 a day on average, and 25 percent live on $0.70 a day. This 
amount has to cover all of their expenses: food, clothing, transportation, 
education and health. While poverty increased, so did wealth—but only 
in the hands of very few. The richest 20 percent of Peruvians today control 
over 51 percent of the national income. There is a worrisome gap between 
growth and employment, which leads to even greater inequality.

There are huge gaps between social groups, depending on gender, eth-
nicity and place of residence. For example, while men in the cities go to 
school for over 10 years, urban women go for nine years. In the country-
side, men go to school for six years, while women go for only 4.5 years. 
These numbers indicate large differences between the level of educational 
attainment between men and women, but this is most dramatic when 
comparing urban and rural areas.

In this setting, female illiteracy stands at 17 percent, while the na-
tional average is 12 percent. In the predominately indigenous regions 
(Huancavelica, Apurimac and the high parts of Cusco), female illiteracy 
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affects more than 40 percent of all women. These numbers do not include 
functional illiteracy resulting from lack of practice in reading and writ-
ing, or the terrorist activities that greatly increased illiteracy among indig-
enous women who refused to speak the dominant language as a means of 
protection, resistance and survival.

The document that our Truth and Reconciliation Committee has re-
cently given all Peruvians shows the dramatic effects of 12 years of internal 
warfare: 75 percent of the dead and disappeared are indigenous peoples 
from the mountains and the jungles and 40 percent of these victims were 
in the Ayacucho region and the Andean highlands. Peru is not only a poor 
country, but more particularly one segmented by deep inequality.

Recently, the Peruvian government launched an ambitious decen-
tralization process, transferring welfare programs designed to aid poor 
women from the central government to the municipal governments 
throughout the country. The Community Kitchens, direct benefi ciaries of 
the National Food Assistance Program (PRONAA), thus inaugurated one 
of the most important and most anticipated policies of the government 
of President Toledo. However, there are few predictions that this will be 
a successful venture. First, the State was not ready to de-centralize: it does 
not have a bureaucracy  capable of handling the transfer. Second, not even 
minimal procedures are in place to ensure that local governments can 
really run the programs. And third, there are not enough budget control 
mechanisms to guarantee that these social funds will, in fact, be invested 
in social projects, thus increasing the risks of corruption and political ma-
nipulation. Also, women’s grassroots social organizations are now weak. 
The powerful unions and federations that used to bring poor women to-
gether no longer have the capacity to mobilize women, given members’ 
mistrust of their top leaders. The decentralization of the food assistance 
programs and their transfer to municipal administrations may end up 
breaking an organization that has survived for twenty years, playing a cen-
tral role at critical moments in the recent history of our country. 

What are the Community Kitchens? How did they become benefi cia-
ries and managers of the food assistance programs? Why are they now at 
risk of disappearing as a grassroots organization? In this paper, we will 
briefl y present the history behind the Community Kitchens and analyze 
the major problems they face today. 

Community Kitchens: Defi nition, Main Motivations and Problems
The Community Kitchen attends to the dietary and nutritional needs of 
the poor. It is basically defi ned as an organization of women, home-mak-
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ers, and neighbors, who get together to shop, cook and prepare nutritious 
daily meals for their families and other individual users (Córdova and 
Gorriti 1989:11, Boggio et al. 1990:14). 

They gather in groups of 22 members on average, among whom they 
choose a Management Committee made up of leaders responsible for 
organizing the kitchen’s activities: shopping, accounting, liaising with 
authorities, and handling internal dynamics. All members take turns 
with daily kitchen chores and receive free rations in return for their work. 
Whoever does not do the kitchen chores must pay a certain amount that 
exempts her from that task. Funds come from a state subsidy (20-25 per-
cent), from the sale of rations to the members and to third parties, and 
from additional activities such as catering (75-80 percent).

The main motivation to join a community kitchen is the lower cost 
of food. Groups receive donations and subsidized food, and also benefi t 
from buying wholesale and cooking large numbers of meals. 

This system is not like distributing food to target groups (for example, 
pregnant mothers, breast-feeding mothers or small children) or like dis-
tributing uncooked staple food. Community kitchens allow for intra-fam-
ily food distribution (Maguiña,1989:49), minimizing the risk that rations 
are diluted within families or that food or subsidies do not reach the 
benefi ciaries for whom they were intended. 

Community Kitchens began in Lima in the late 1970s, when the coun-
try was returning to democracy after 12 years under a military regime. The 
political ideology behind the new urban and rural social movements was 
essentially leftist. Liberation Theology, embedded in the principles of so-
cial justice, was alive and well, promoted by the progressive sector of the 
Catholic Church. Feminism was gaining sympathy among middle-class 
women after the fi rst United Nations Women’s Conference in Mexico 
(1975). More than a State program, Community Kitchens emerged as a 
social movement joining the common interests of very different actors. 

Each of these actors reached out to work with the poor: the Church, 
through parishes in catechism groups where women were their most en-
thusiastic followers; new feminist organizations approached low-income 
women in order to recruit them as allies in the struggle for women’s rights; 
non-governmental development organizations engaged poor women, 
with the intention of engrossing their social base and international devel-
opment agencies increasingly funded programs for low-income segments 
of the population.

In the midst of increasing economic crisis, thanks to international 
food donations, the State was able to distribute food to the poor, fi rst 
through churches, and later by creating its own “clientele” among poor 
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women, who found Community Kitchens a way of contributing to the 
family budget, while freeing up time for other activities. It also provided 
an excuse to end their isolation and emerge from the four walls of the 
homes that imprisoned them.

There were three main motivations for organizing Community Kitchens:

� To alleviate the economic problems of low-income families: Increasing 
unemployment and poverty starting in the very early 80s as a con-
sequence of political and economic, national and international 
changes, demanded an emergency response from the new democratic 
government of Fernando Belaunde. As the crisis became chronic, the 
Community Kitchens became a preferred mechanism of social aid.

� To create mechanisms of inclusion and social and political integration 
for poor women: “Barriadas” (poor neighborhoods) began to spread 
in the mid-50s and by the mid-70s required the State’s attention and 
basic services. Women centered their social participation on the do-
mestic, private sphere and once they had their plot of land and had 
built a house on it, they found themselves on the margins of local 
social life. However, when the vote was granted to all citizens, an im-
portant contingent of illiterate women entered the public arena and 
became recipients of social support through diverse political projects. 
Women’s social organizations set out to provide this segment of the 
population with new spaces where they could socialize, learn and 
become citizens with full knowledge of their rights, while tackling the 
problems of poverty and scarcity.

� To promote female leadership: Recognizing the potential of this segment 
of the population, institutions invested more effort and resources to pro-
mote female leadership capable of helping reduce inequality between 
men and women, developing the notion of rights and duties among 
women, and eventually proposing a political agenda for a long-overdue 
discussion of women’s issues, both at the local and national levels.

This scheme worked successfully until the mid-80s. Community Kitchens 
multiplied as the women’s organization backing them became stronger 
and more independent of their cooperating institutions. They developed 
a hierarchy and internal order that clearly favored grassroots representa-
tion, effective working teams and a new generation of younger leaders. 
Nevertheless, the fi rst signs of another economic crisis at the end of the 
decade weakened the model and forced the institutions to restructure their 
working methods. The initial model for the Community Kitchens had be-
come ineffi cient and was overwhelmed by impossibly high demand for 
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its services. Hyperinfl ation, terrorism, and the pending economic crisis 
added to the weakness of a State that proved unable to generate social 
aid programs to help the poorest families, breaking the backbone of the 
Community Kitchens. Such high demand altered their systems of repre-
sentation, participation and internal control. No functional alternative 
model was designed; instead, the State colonized women’s social organi-
zations and “mounted” itself on top of them to develop its improvised 
emergency social program.

With the next change of government, President Fujimori implement-
ed a severe economic adjustment program and once again relied on the 
organizational structure of the Community Kitchens to force along his 
economic reactivation program. He depended on women’s organizations 
and assigned them a great deal of responsibility, but did not give them the 
necessary organizational tools, capacity-building programs, or the human 
and economic resources needed to face such huge challenges. This, along 
with the attacks by Sendero Luminoso, the terrorist group, eroded the 
original model of the Community Kitchens. Although many of the women 
leaders trained in the ways and practices of the original model survived. 
and thousands of new Community Kitchens were set up by the State, this 
process of deterioration and “colonization” of poor women’s organiza-
tions repeated itself through the following years. 

This led to two additional problems:
First, the Community Kitchens lost their autonomy. They were fro-

zen into dependence on governmental donations.  They did not have in-
centives or motivation to innovate in order to achieve self-sustainability 
or to develop entrepreneurial capacities. 

Second, successive governments have lost the ability to reach the 
poorest segments of the population precisely because they have built their 
social programs on top of the Community Kitchens. The State’s limited 
budget does not allow it to open Community Kitchens at the same rate as 
the number of families in extreme poverty increases. At the same time, it 
is “tied” to its client Community Kitchens without even a timetable that 
would allow it to compare the list of its benefi ciaries with the most recent 
poverty indicators. The National Survey on Standards of Living (ENNIV 
2000) shows that at least a third of the benefi ciaries of Community 
Kitchens belong to the “non-poor” segment, while very few extremely 
poor people are served. 

So, Community Kitchens have become dependent on the State, 
while acting as clients of the system. With the initial aims with of the 
Community Kitchens in mind, we could evaluate today’s Community 
Kitchens by whether they:
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� Serve poor families: In fact, they do, but they do not reach the seg-
ments of the population in extreme poverty. This should be one of the 
main objectives of the new Community Kitchen organizations.

� Create mechanisms of inclusion and integration for poor women: 
Community Kitchens once acted as schools for learning about citi-
zenship. Their current disorganization, however, favors practices that 
turn benefi ciaries into clients who act subserviently toward the donor 
of food aid. For different reasons, many women’s organizations have 
lost their unity, their common objectives, their capacity to negotiate, 
and their political representation as a social movement. 

� Promote female leadership: A number of women leaders have gone 
through a process of emancipation to become the social leaders of their 
communities. However, due to their low level of education, a depressed 
market and a chaotic political arena, these women cannot yet translate 
their experiences into economic well-being or political power. 

Community Kitchens: Trajectory and Periods
Prior to the Community Kitchens, the Peruvian government, churches 
and political parties promoted different kinds of collective action for poor 
women in the “barriadas” of Lima1. Food distribution programs go back 
to the government of General Odria (1948—1956) when the fi rst Mothers’ 
Clubs were founded under the auspices of the First Lady, Maria Delgado de 
Odria, and her Center for Social Assistance. This institution was particularly 
dedicated to the poorest segments of the population as a means of gaining 
popular support and building political bases for the government (Collier, 
1978). At the same time, the Catholic Church’s Lima Mission began giving 
out food and medicines donated by CARITAS to mother-child programs, 
thus beginning its social work crusade in the “barriadas” outside the capi-
tal. Women of the higher social classes did “good deeds,” visiting poor 
neighborhoods once or twice a week and bringing together poor women 
in Mothers’ Clubs to knit, sew and do handicrafts to generate income.

In the following decades, charitable programs for poor women diver-
sifi ed and grew in number. These included the distribution of food and 
presents to poor neighborhoods through the Offi ce of the First Lady. The 
Adventist Church (OFASA) promoted the exchange of communal work 
for food in the Mothers’ Clubs. The Mother-Child Program (PAMI), ex-

1 The term “barriada” was fi rst used to denote the poor areas on the outskirts of Lima that fi rst 
became populated in the late 40s as people squatted on public and private lots.
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ecuted through the Ministry of Health, also distributed raw staple food. 
All of these institutions, to a larger or lesser degree, had a paternalistic 
relationship with poor women. 

Nevertheless, the struggle for basic services such as water, electricity, 
public transportation, schools and health services in the “barriadas” made 
it necessary for squatters to petition the State tirelessly during the 60s and 
70s. Neighborhood organizations became places to learn about social and 
political activism. Even though women did not participate at the higher 
leadership levels, they had considerable presence in the preparation of 
communal meals (ollas comunes) to support community endeavors, and 
in the marches on public offi ces. These experiences affected their pater-
nalistic attitudes about dependence on the State, and they became more 
confrontational, along with other segments of the population .

In 1978-79, the Educational Workers Union (SUTEP), which was pres-
suring the government for better salaries for public school teachers, held a se-
ries of public demonstrations in poor neighborhoods and ended up “taking” 
the schools in the name of the people. The women expressed their solidarity 
with the teachers and gave the strike their full support, even cooking large 
communal meals for the striking teachers. Parent Teacher Associations and 
communal organizations joined in and, for weeks, the schools became spaces 
of political discussion where the concerns of daily life met with community 
concerns and with the current social and political confl ict (Palomino,1985). 
This experience was particularly important for women concerned about their 
children’s education. From then on, many women from the “barrios” wid-
ened their participation in neighborhood organizations, as would be later 
refl ected in the women’s organizations created to manage food aid. 

To summarize, over the years there were diverse social activities that 
encouraged the active participation of women in low-income urban 
neighborhoods of Peru. These tended to be associated with very immedi-
ate domestic issues, involving the construction and upkeep of the fam-
ily space and the organization of daily life in the new neighborhoods. 
These activities helped women break the isolation of the private sphere 
and become conscious of the importance of collective action to obtain 
individual benefi ts, and of the need to establish relationships with insti-
tutions and the State. This body of knowledge and information would 
feed subsequent experiments in female organization.

The First Community Kitchens: The Kingdom of the 
Church in the “Barrios”
The fi rst autonomous Community Kitchens were created in the people’s 
district of Comas, north of Lima, in 1978, against a backdrop of looming 
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economic crisis. The presence of the nun and nurse Maria Van der Linde, 
who had ample experience working with women in the “barrios,” was 
pivotal to the creation and development of the new Collective Kitchens, 
as was the support of the Episcopal Commission for Social Action (CEAS) 
during the fi rst few months of the experiment.

 Little by little, word of the experience spread. Representatives of other 
parishes and of development NGOs from other districts came to observe 
the new Community Kitchens in Comas and then reproduced the experi-
ence. In only one year, the Community Kitchens spread to El Agustino, 
Villa El Salvador and San Martin de Porres. According to CARE’s First 
Census of Community Kitchens, between 1978 and 1982 more than 200 
were founded in the Lima metropolitan area. Each one had an advisor, 
generally a nun or a priest. These pioneering Community Kitchens, in 
turn, promoted the creation of similar organizations.

Philanthropic agencies also became interested in the new organiza-
tion. Rosa Ballon, a Catholic nun who at that time directed the offi ce of 
CARITAS in Lima, agreed to modify her food distribution program so that 
women could cook together. 

 While north of the capital the Community Kitchens were being born, 
the so-called “managed community kitchens” came into existence south 
of Lima in what is now the district of Villa El Salvador. As Sara Lafosse 
(1984) pointed out, there were originally two distinct types of Community 
Kitchens: “managed” kitchens founded and managed by the pastor of Villa 
Maria del Triunfo; and “independent” or “autonomously managed com-
munity kitchens” that began in Comas and in El Agustino, promoted by 
pastoral agents and by food donation programs (Sara Lafosse,1984; Van der 
Linde, 1994, interview). Kitchens of both types joined the Female Group 
for the Defense and Promotion of Women (AFEDEPROM) in Comas in 
1978 and the El Agustino Coordinating Group in 1979, these being the 
fi rst networks of Community Kitchens in Lima. (Barrenechea,1991). 

A new characteristic common to all these autonomously-managed 
community kitchens promoted by the Church was self-help and self-ser-
vice, aimed at emphasizing the independence of the poor from the State 
and from charitable institutions, in contrast to the dependence that other 
programs so easily allowed. It is important to highlight the people’s ini-
tiative and the investment of great personal effort in the birth of these 
community kitchens, as well as their resistance to working in coordina-
tion with government programs. 

Meanwhile, the State was executing other food distribution pro-
grams—the School Food Program (PAE) and the Mother-Infant Program 
(PAMI)—and began the Family Kitchens Program in 1982. Due to the rel-
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ative success of the fi rst Community Kitchens in the “barrios” of Lima, and 
because she was convinced of the importance of the principles of popular 
cooperation to defeat poverty, Mrs. Violeta Correa de Belaunde, the First 
Lady, gave a great personal boost to the Community Kitchens program, 
providing monetary aid and food donations.2 Barrig (1992) points out 
correctly that the creation of Violeta´s Kitchens marked the beginning of 
the offi cial Community Kitchens programs. However, they did not take 
into account the existence of over 200 kitchens that were already active, 
nor was there any coordination with the ongoing food aid programs. From 
the beginning, a number of organizations ran parallel to the autonomous-
ly-managed community kitchens (supported by the Church), making it a 
point to emphasize autonomy from the offi cial State system. The almost 
unbridgeable gap that separated the people’s grassroots organizations from 
those promoted by offi cial State programs was a constant issue in the rela-
tionship between the social movement and the State during that period. 

Neither the government nor the advisors of the Community Kitchens 
took the time to establish agreements that could have strengthened the in-
dependent community kitchens. The political differences between the rul-
ing party, Acción Popular, and the United Left made it impossible for them 
to look beyond the short term. They worked to institutionalize an organiza-
tion designed to respond to a very specifi c problem, but at the same time 
encouraged the growth of a citizen’s conscience among poor women. 

1984–1988. Centralization and Frowth: From Self-help to 
Confrontation with the State

 This period was probably the richest in the organization of poor women. 
The United Left won the municipal elections in Lima and Alfonso Barrantes, 
the new Mayor, began his mandate in 1984 with the Glass of Milk Municipal 
Program. The Glass of Milk committees multiplied rapidly and were largely 
organized by poor women from low-income “barrios.” 3 

In 1985, the government of Alan Garcia, the fl amboyant new presi-
dent, created the Direct Assistance Program (PAD). The PAD Mothers’ 
Clubs offered three basic services to poor women: cottage industries, 
Community Kitchens and schools for small children (PRONOEI). In this 
single program, women could make money by doing productive work, 

2 In 1962, her party, Accion Popular, created the Program for Popular Cooperation, a fund for 
development among the poor that was built on the principle of self-help.
3 There was initial debate about whether to support these programs, which were based on free 
work by benefi ciaries: whether participation in collective action with other women was a “liberat-
ing” experience or one that reinforces the subordination of women.
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improve their family’s nutrition and collectively take care of their young 
children, while freeing up time for other activities. 

These Clubs were coordinated by the Offi ce of the First Lady in the 
Ministry of the Presidency and grew alongside existing women’s organiza-
tions. They were additions to the existing organizational scheme, but had 
the advantage of being promoted by the government, which assured them 
the donation both food and money. As a result, between 1985 and 1988 the 
number of Community Kitchens more than doubled, from 884 to 1,861.

During this same period, feminist organizations—mainly left-leaning 
ones under the tutelage of progressive sectors of the churches—and the new 
development NGOs embraced the option of working with poor women’s 
organizations. International cooperation agencies contributed considerable 
funds for a variety of courses and capacity-building sessions in various areas 
of interest. Women were trained in nutrition and infant health; in manage-
ment, organization and leadership; in tasks such as sewing, embroidery, 
knitting, the confection of “arpilleras” and all sorts of handicrafts; in legal 
aspects and basic female health issues; and in subjects directly related to 
gender discrimination, domestic violence, sexual abuse, abortion, birth 
control and women’s right to make decisions affecting their own bodies.

With the support of the Episcopal Commission for Social Action 
(CEAS), the First National Encounter of Autonomously-Managed 
Community Kitchens was held. For the fi rst time, almost 300 women 
leaders of the different Community Kitchens from the districts around 
Lima and from other cities in other parts of the country gathered to share 
experiences and study proposals for the development of their organiza-
tions. At this key meeting, the women decided to demand of the gov-
ernment: a direct subsidy, the reactivation of agriculture to ensure easier 
provisions for the Community Kitchens, the recognition of these organi-
zations and a process to centralize their organizations under one leader-
ship. The National Commission of Community Kitchens was created to 
ensure their demands were met. 

Between 1984 and 1988, women gained a well-deserved central role at 
the local levels, precisely because of their involvement in the Community 
Kitchens and people’s kitchens, and later, in the PAD mother’s clubs and 
the Glass of Milk committees. Each of these organizations, however, kept 
its distance from the others and emphasized their differences. The pos-
sibility of integrating all the groups into one large poor women’s move-
ment was not even considered at that time. The advisory institutions (the 
Church, the development NGOs, the feminist groups and the governing 
political parties) did not facilitate this; rather, each promoted the growth 
of the organization it sponsored. 
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1988–1990. The First Adjustment and the Political Action of Poor Women

The following years brought successive waves of uncontainable economic, 
social and political crises that would plague the country. Garcia’s govern-
ment was unable to maintain its initial policy of economic reactivation and 
was forced to apply the fi rst shock measures of economic adjustment.

The demand for food increased considerably, while the number of 
women who joined the organizations rose sharply. Between 1988 and 
the fi rst quarter of 1990, the number of Community Kitchens appears to 
have grown 70 percent, from 1,900 to over 3,000—with more than one 
thousand created in 1989 alone. The government and CARITAS took 
complete control of all food donations and the supply of food was as-
sured only to the organizations sponsored by these two institutions. 
Most of the autonomously-managed Community Kitchens were left 
without food donations.

The effects of these measures were dramatic. Differences and confl icts 
between the various organizations became more acute, and the distance 
between the leaders and the women at the base increased. The leaders, 
on the advice of the development NGOs, drafted a proposal demanding 
that the State subsidize 58 percent of the cost of the rations prepared by 
the Community Kitchens, but their demand was not met (Barrig, 1992). 
As the State pulled back and washed its hands of its social duties, poor 
women began to act openly in the political arena, calling for marches and 
mass demonstrations. 

The women at the base of the Community Kitchens organization 
tried, on their own, different ways to overcome the economic crisis. There 
were some interesting local attempts to develop productive programs to 
support the kitchens. Collective cooking and eating were combined with 
new small “businesses” run in the kitchens themselves, such as restau-
rants for construction workers and catering operations serving the devel-
opment NGOs. However, most of the basic social organizations were in 
dire straits due to the lack of food aid and the ever more serious economic 
situation. Their discontent with their leaders had grown and they were 
willing to receive a favor no matter from whom it came, even if it meant 
risking losing the autonomy they valued so greatly.

 All in all, the social setting began to show quite clearly the social 
segmentation that had been growing throughout the decade due to the 
social heterogeneity of the women’s organizations and to the presence 
of external institutions with such varied interests. On the one hand, 
the gap widened between the leaders of the Federations of Community 
Kitchens and their bases—the former were playing politics, while the 
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latter were trying to respond in a very pragmatic and local manner to the 
economic crisis. On the other hand, the differences between the various 
poor women’s organizations deepened considerably. The State contrib-
uted to this process of social fragmentation by renouncing its role as 
a purveyor of services and transferring that responsibility to the poor 
families themselves, regulating distribution channels according to party 
politics. (Barrig,1992). 

1990-1993. Fuji Shock and Terrorist Violence; Wrath against Poor Women

In July 1990, an engineer, Alberto Fujimori, assumed the presidency of 
the country for the next fi ve years. He had defeated novelist Mario Vargas 
Llosa, who had warned that an economic shock was unavoidable and 
had, thus, been rejected by the people. Without many alternatives, after 
only one month in offi ce, the new president put into practice the most 
severe program of structural adjustment in Peruvian and Latin American 
history. This program would not have worked were it not for a general 
feeling of terminal despair shared by all Peruvians after the terrible hy-
perinfl ation the previous year, the uncontrollable terrorist violence, and 
from another perspective, the courage and resistance of the women of the 
poorer segments of society who bore the shock measures with unrivalled 
stoicism, while contributing their free work and solidarity to the construc-
tion of an effi cient social protection network.

The Social Emergency Program (PES) was absolutely insuffi cient 
during the fi rst months of the adjustment and then it failed completely. 
Without State support, poor women took responsibility for the task fac-
ing them. They used the experience they had gained in twelve years turned 
of Community Kitchens, opening these and community meal operations 
(“ollas comunes”) all over the poor “barrios” of the city. According to esti-
mates by YUNTA, CARITAS and PAD, on August 31,1990 only 23 days after 
the application of the adjustment measures, the number of Community 
Kitchens in Metropolitan Lima, including community meal operations, 
increased to 7,000—more than double the number registered by CARE in 
the fi rst quarter of 1990. 

 If the State seemed like an enemy by not recognizing or lending its 
support to this survival network, the terrorist acts by Sendero Luminoso 
utterly discouraged poor women. The terrorists threatened, beat and mur-
dered the leaders of the Community Kitchens. Such was the case of María 
Elena Moyano of Villa El Salvador, assassinated on February 15, 1992, and 
of Emma Hilario of Villa Maria del Triunfo, who had to request asylum 
due to threats and aggressions. The “Senderista” discourse silenced some 
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women’s organizations and co-opted others. Fear, mistrust and a total lack 
of stability weakened the foundations of the already fragile Community 
Kitchens. Sendero Luminoso knew how to exploit differences and jealous 
streaks among the women. It discovered the right language to communi-
cate with each one. In a situation of such uncertainty and of extreme pov-
erty, reason falters and fears and envy grow unchecked. Women doubted 
their leaders. They doubted their neighbors. They even mistrusted them-
selves. The task of cooking collectively carried a permanent risk of death 
or aggression. The absence of legitimate security, or a trustworthy army or 
police force made the situation even worse.

The development NGOs had to stop their work in the “barrios.” They 
did not, however, stop advising the leaders. Instead of having a physical 
presence in the Community Kitchen, the leaders of each kitchen went to 
visit their advisors in their offi ces in other parts of town. Where there had 
previously been an easy fl ow of traffi c from the “barrios” to the residential 
areas of town, Sendero imposed an interruption of such activity.

 The tense situation would have continued in every aspect of the life 
of the organization had it not been for the capture of Sendero Luminoso’s 
top leader, Abimael Guzman, together with a signifi cant portion of its 
Management Committee. When the leaders of the terrorist group Sendero 
Luminoso fell into the hands of the police, a window of hope and op-
portunity opened for all Peruvian citizens, especially for the poorer seg-
ments of the population, gravely affected by its disruptive presence in the 
“barrios.” September 12, 1992 will be remembered as the day when the 
country was saved at the brink of total collapse. 

The women in the Community Kitchens did not take long to respond 
to the turn of events. Many Community Kitchens had closed under pres-
sures from Sendero or because their husbands had forbidden women to 
even venture there. Others had continued working, but with the doors 
closed, so as not to attract attention. In the months following the mem-
orable capture of Guzman and his associates, the kitchens rediscovered 
their vitality. However, the consequences of the terrorist war were so se-
vere that even today they are still felt.

 

Community Kitchens in the New Century
Today, there are 15,000 Community Kitchens in Peru. Five thousand of 
these are in Lima and the rest are in mid-size cities all over the country, 
plus a few in rural areas.

According to a recent survey by the Institute of Peruvian Studies, the 
Community Kitchens of Lima bring together about 100,000 organized 
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women who cook over 480,000 daily rations of food. Six percent of fam-
ilies in Lima eat their food every day. Of these, 62 percent are below the 
poverty line and 12 percent are extremely poor families. The State invests 
US$39 million annually in the Community Kitchens Program in Lima. 
Even though this is no longer the strong organization it was 15 years ago, 
it is still a huge network of poor women, probably the country’s most 
important social network, and continues to play a vital role in the fi ght 
against poverty. A considerable percentage of families who supposedly 
fall into the category of “non-poor,” but who eat Community Kitchen 
meals, tread dangerously close to the borders of poverty, and are saved 
from crossing the line because of their access to this food service (Tanaka 
and Trivelli, 2002). If these families were not served by the Community 
Kitchens, it is quite possible that the number of poor in the capital would 
increase signifi cantly. 

In this sense, Community Kitchens today are a sort of “popular food 
service” by poor women for poor women and their families. It is a service 
that allows a group of three to fi ve women to cook daily while the rest of 
the Community Kitchen associates and neighbors are able to leave the 
“barrio” and go out to work, knowing that their children will have a bal-
anced diet. It may now be true that this service does not reach families in 
extreme poverty because they are not yet capable of establishing a rela-
tionship with an organization and paying $0.30 cents per ration a day. In 
this light, the State should come up with other, more effective programs 
designed especially for them. Nevertheless, the Community Kitchens net-
work is a cheap system to feed the poor and plays a key role in keeping 
poverty at bay among the poor urban population. 

This network’s relationship with the market is defi cient. While 
plenty of women have independently set up small food businesses, the 
women who remain in the Community Kitchens still work hard without 
getting paid for their labor. They also continue to work under the same 
very poor conditions that they have had to endure from the beginning: 
their pots, pans, bowls and stoves are old; kitchen space is rented or 
loaned; many have earthen fl oors and no electricity; and very few can 
make a profi t. It would seem they are trapped in a kind of a “solidar-
ity economy” that systematically repeats a tiresome work routine, while 
they continue to depend on the State to give them food donations. This 
inhibits any entrepreneurial initiative they might have on their own. 
Even if the government subsidy they receive is very small, it still keeps 
them functioning outside the laws of the marketplace. They are captive 
organizations that are not forced to compete or develop any managerial 
or entrepreneurial intent.
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Some Key Questions...
Why do women keep going to the Community Kitchens if the benefi ts 
they receive in exchange are few and the working conditions are poor?

Because in a socially fragmented and unreliable scenario of high un-
employment that does not offer better working options or clear referenc-
es, being a member of a Community Kitchen gives a woman a sense of 
identity, a sense of belonging. At the same time, her membership signals 
her as someone and, to a certain degree, protects her from anonymity, 
social aggression and domestic violence. The Community Kitchens are, in 
fact, places where women come together to learn and enjoy themselves, 
to share experiences and spend time together.

Must the State Continue to Subsidize Community Kitchens, Even if 
They Do Not Satisfy the Demands of the Poorest Families? 

That depends on which strategy the State decides to apply in the fi ght 
against poverty. There is evidence that the Community Kitchens today 
are the largest, most effi cient network for the production of food at low 
cost and that they play quite a signifi cant economic role. Thanks to their 
services, many women are able to work outside the home and feed their 
children well. If the State decides to pay the Community Kitchens to offer 
their food services to families in conditions of extreme poverty, it would 
be using a network that is already working effi ciently, while at the same 
time giving the kitchens the opportunity to move towards more entre-
preneurial management of food production. This necessarily implies that 
the system must be modernized to include: the “monetization” of the 
subsidy (no more food donations), updated lists of the extreme poor in 
each locality, and the guarantee that the network will keep on working by 
ensuring that the transfer of aid (which will soon be in the hands of the 
municipal governments) reaches the Community Kitchens themselves 
and not new, improvised clients. 

However, if the State does not have a strategy that takes into consider-
ation the modernization and monetization of the system of food aid and 
the optimization of the existing network of Community Kitchens, but 
instead proceeds to decentralize the subsidy without applying more con-
trol, and if municipal authorities assign food aid at their own discretion, 
the current organization of Community Kitchens will hopelessly disap-
pear and social programs will fail without remedy. Dependence on the 
State has been pernicious to the Community Kitchens, which now need 
to become operative units of a new, decentralized State social program.
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Can the Community Kitchens Become Restaurants, Bakeries or Other 
Businesses?

This would be diffi cult. Studies show that the current structure of the 
Community Kitchens make it hard to turn them into small businesses. 
Established dynamics, the number of members, their poor education 
and lack of training are combined with the dispersion of capacity-build-
ing programs and a lack of capital, signifi cantly reducing their chances 
of growing as businesses under market conditions. Community Kitchens 
cannot compete with existing small restaurants because their local cli-
ents cannot pay more than a meager price. If they had to pay more, they 
would be better off cooking at home, despite the many benefi ts of the 
Community Kitchen. 

How to Empower Women If They Don’t Receive Food Aid?

Considering the great experience gained by women in these organizations, 
it is clear that they can play a central role in social monitoring and citizens’ 
participation programs. Basic issues such as health, education, nutrition 
and security often demand citizen participation. However it is also well 
known that, without a clear and concrete motivation to satisfy a need, such 
as family nutrition, it is hard to get women to participate actively in com-
munity life. However, in this case, the Community Kitchen experience has 
become part of women’s popular culture. Churches, feminist groups, civil 
society associations, political parties, the State and international coopera-
tion agencies will now fi nd quite a contingency of empowered women 
ready to participate in their activities and join their initiatives.

These women have gained signifi cant knowledge about their rights 
and about how to demand respect as citizens. There is still a long road 
ahead, but the path already covered by the Community Kitchens greatly 
increases the social capital built up by poor women in Peru. 
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Networking for Women’s Access 
to Justice in Brazil
Regina Vargas
THEMIS Legal Assistance and Gender Studies, Porto Alegre, Brazil

“Perhaps the ultimate argument for a focus on the women’s agent 
condition can be precisely the role this condition may have in the 
removal of the inequalities that restrict female welfare.”

—Amartya Sen in Development as Freedom

Among the many inequalities faced by women in Brazil, limited access 
to the justice system may be the grossest. There is a disparity between the 
constitutional guarantees of gender equality and the actual social, eco-
nomic, cultural and political situation of women in the country. This gap 
is wider for black and indigenous women.

Although international agreements on women’s rights have been in-
corporated into national law through constitutional provisions, neither 
the judiciary nor juridical doctrine recognize the status of such agreements 
or their direct applicability. It is not unusual, for instance, for courts to 
acquit men who kill their wives or female partners on the basis that they 
were “defending their honor.” At the end of 2003, Penal Code provisions 
for prosecuting sexual offenders still indicated that for a female victim to 
actually be a victim, she had to be an “honest woman.”

Domestic violence is a major problem in Brazil:  every fi fteen seconds, 
a woman is beaten and 33% of women have already been a victim of 
violence. Up to 70% of the offenses occur in the home, committed by the 
woman’s husband or male partner.1 Nevertheless, neither society at large 
nor the government recognizes the dimension of this social ill. A cultural 
divide between public and private life means the family is a kind of “terri-
tory beyond the reach of law” (Linhares, 1998). Despite the ratifi cation of 
international agreements and the constitutional provisions for protecting 
women’s human rights, there is still no specifi c law on domestic violence 
in Brazil. Cases of domestic violence against women have been referred 

1 From the survey “A mulher brasileira nos espaços público e privado” (“Brazilian women in the 
public and the private spaces”) conducted by Fundação Perseu Abramo in 2001.
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to the Special Criminal Courts, created by law 9.099/95, which deals with 
“less potentially offensive” crimes and punishes offenders with fi nes or 
the obligation to render community services, giving no compensation to 
the woman or protection against further offenses.

The lack of offi cial data regarding violence against women also illus-
trates the low level of government attention to this problem and repre-
sents an obstacle to public policies for prevention.

Improving women’s access to justice may contribute to the elimina-
tion of major factors that hinder women’s autonomy (such as domestic 
violence, sexual abuse, violation of reproductive and sexual rights, work 
discrimination, etc.) and will empower women and facilitate their full 
participation in the promotion of social development. This text relates the 
experience of Themis, an NGO dedicated to legal assistance and gender 
studies, in its efforts to facilitate women’s effective access to justice.

Country background
Brazil is the largest country in South America, with an area of 8,547,403 
square kilometers. It is a federation of 26 states plus the Federal District, dis-
tributed in fi ve regions, which differ culturally, socially and economically. 

After twenty years of military dictatorship (1964-1985), Brazil em-
barked on a process of democracy building that culminated in a new 
Constitution in 1998. The 1998 Charter gave the country the juridical 
framework for the democratic transition and the guaranteed human 
rights. Brazil is a multiparty democracy, with a presidential system and a 
bicameral legislature.

According to the 2000 National Census, the country has 169,590,693 
inhabitants. During the 20th century, Brazil’s population increased ten 
times, but the last two decades have seen the lowest growth rates (2.48 
percent for 1970-80; 1.93 percent for 1980-91; and 1.63 percent for the 
last decade of the century). 

The 2000 Census indicates that the country is increasingly urban. In 
2000, 81 percent of the population was urban. The South and Southeast 
regions concentrate 57.4 percent of the population in 17.6 percent of the 
country’s total area. 

In terms of gross domestic product, Brazil is among the 10 richest 
countries in the world, with a GDP in the order of US$ 730.4 billion in 
1999 and a per capita income of US$ 4,350. However, such fi gures do 
not reveal the gross inequalities existing in the country. According to the 
Brazilian Institute of Geography and Statistics (IBGE), the richest decile 
of the population receives 46 percent of the total income generated in the 
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country and the poorest decile receives only one percent. About 28 per-
cent of the Brazilian population lives in poverty (defi ned by the IBGE as a 
per capita income that is less than half a minimum wage).

Black people constitute 45 percent of the total population. The Afro-
descendent population in Brazil is the second greatest in the world, infe-
rior only to that of Nigeria. In 1999, there were an estimated 73 million 
Afro-Brazilians, concentrated in the Northeast region of the country. 70 
percent of the people considered poor or indigent in the country are black 
(Henriques, 2001).

Women make up 51 percent of the population. Approximately one 
third (32 percent) of Brazilian homes are supported mainly by women, 
and women participate as the secondary provider in another 44 percent of 
homes. However, women’s participation in the regular labor market (that 
is, registered jobs subject to normal labor legislation) represents only 37.3 
percent of the total2. Men earn an average of 5.9 minimum wages, while 
women earn an average of 4.6. Women’s wages are consistently lower, 
regardless of education or sector.

The 2003 Human Development Report (HDR) recognizes that the 
country has made some advances in the gender equality indicators used in 
the Millennium Development Goals: for every 100 boys registered in pri-
mary and secondary schools, Brazil now has 103 girls registered. However, 
illiteracy rates are still high in the country and relatively few women have 
gone beyond primary school.

Regarding the fi rst Millennium Development Goal—reducing pov-
erty and hunger—the 2003 HDR calls attention to Brazil’s unequal rates 
of development. Although the Northeast region has achieved a dramatic 
reduction in poverty, success there falls short of that needed to meet the 
goal for 2015. The North, on the other hand, experienced an increase in 
poverty during the last decade, while the South seems to be the only re-
gion able to reach the goal of reducing poverty to half the current rates. 

Themis and Access to Justice 
Themis—Legal Assistance and Gender Studies, a non-governmental or-
ganization, has identifi ed the gap in the guarantee of women’s human 
rights as the main obstacle to achieving gender equality and a just society 
in Brazil. Moreover, the organization has diagnosed two main causes for 
women’s failure to access justice (Feix, 2001a): 

2 Data issued by the Labor Ministry—Relação Anual de Informações Sociais—RAIS (National Report 
on Social Information), 1997.
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� Ignorance of legal rights, entitlements and the justice process by women 
from economically disadvantaged social segments, hindering their sense 
of social belonging (citizenship), the primary condition for participating 
in social and political life and for claiming rights and social change; 

� A judicial system contaminated by the “normative standards of mas-
culinity”; which, for centuries has reduced women to objects or inca-
pable, inferior beings; and which is impregnated with the myths of 
“neutrality” and “equality” that reduce recognition of the prejudices 
and discrimination existing in our society. 

To combat both of these causes, Themis’ founders—three young feminist 
lawyers—inspired by paralegal training projects existing in Latin America, 
designed a project to improve women’s access to justice through innova-
tive and alternative mechanisms for the defense and promotion of wom-
en’s rights, and through the dissemination of legal information. This has 
been the organization’s mission since its creation in 1993. 

The organization’s name, Themis, was inspired by Greek mythology’s 
goddess of justice. This reference is a call to consider and propose new 
practices in gender and law, especially questioning the theoretical and 
cultural foundations responsible for the gap between the expectation of 
justice and its fulfi llment for the large majority of women in our society. 

Themis is located in Porto Alegre, capital of the state of Rio Grande 
do Sul, in southern Brazil. The city has about 1.8 million inhabitants 
distributed among eight districts (called micro-regiões). Every district has 
its own structure of public services such as schools, health units, police 
stations and an offi ce of the Protective Council (Conselho Tutelar)3. As of 
September 2003, the PLPs training project has been implemented in six 
of the eight districts, each of which comprises a great number of neigh-
borhoods (vilas), some without sewers or paved streets. 

Porto Alegre has a special history of public mobilization: it was the 
fi rst city in Brazil to introduce the Participatory Budget (Orçamento 
Participativo). The city also hosted the fi rst two editions of the World Social 
Forum. The Participatory Budget experience opened a space for discussion 
of public policies, particularly in poor communities. Training in the citi-
zen’s role in the process of social development has been used by Popular 
Legal Promoters to introduce gender issues into local discussions. 

3 Conselho Tutelar: municipal council, formed by people elected in the community who are re-
sponsible for monitoring compliance with the “Child and Adolescent Statute” (ECA) by families 
and institutions in the community. The ECA is a Brazilian law specially designed for the protec-
tion of children and teenagers. 
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The Mission Fulfi llment—Themis’ Programs
Themis has identifi ed target groups for its projects: women from the 
urban outskirts, characterized by low educational levels and poor eco-
nomic conditions, are the main target group. Law enforcement offi cials 
and judicial system offi cers (judges, lawyers and prosecutors) are also a 
signifi cant target group for promoting women’s access to justice. 

Themis’ three main lines of action are aimed at these target groups 
through the organization’s programs: Popular Legal Promoters, Feminist 
Advocacy and Studies and Publications. These lines of action refl ect 
Themis’ mission: prevention (of rights violations), defense and promo-
tion of human rights. 

The Popular Legal Promoters (PLPs) program aims at providing 
legal literacy to women who are community leaders in urban neighbor-
hoods, as well as establishing and supporting community units such as 
the Woman’s Information Service (WIS)4. During their training course, 
women from these neighborhoods gain basic notions of law, human 
rights, structure and functioning of the State and Judicial System, fam-
ily law, violence against woman, reproductive and sexual rights and all 
forms of discrimination. After 80 hours of training, these women gradu-
ate as Popular Legal Promoters (PLPs). They are expected to pass on their 
knowledge and create awareness of legal rights within their communities, 
either as volunteers in the WIS units or simply by continuing their leader-
ship activities.

The Feminist Advocacy program seeks to win legal decisions in favor 
of women through individual and collective litigation, by presenting the 
fundamentals of feminist theory and proposing a gender approach in the 
application of the law. It aims to make political use of the law by ques-
tioning the way laws have traditionally been applied in our legal system. 
Themis exposes the way women are treated by the State by assisting vic-
tims of rights violation, generally referred by the Popular Legal Promoters 
through their work at WIS. 

Themis’ third line of action is to analyze and refl ect on specifi c ex-
amples of women’s access to justice. This is the work of the Studies and 
Publications program, which nourishes the theoretical debate on the link 
between gender and law, and provides a substantive basis for action in 
other programs.

4 In Portuguese: SIM—Serviço de Informação à Mulher, a volunteer service delivered by the PLPs in 
their communities, where they give advice on legal rights and citizenship issues, refer people to 
public services and refer female victims of violence, violation of sexual or reproductive rights, or 
discrimination to Themis’ Legal Assistance (Feminist Advocacy program).
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The Popular Legal Promoters (PLP) program
 The PLP program targets poor communities that are characterized by high 
degrees of violence, both domestic and urban, unemployment, crime and 
drug traffi cking. The legal training course was designed for women from 
low-income communities on the outskirts of Porto Alegre, and courses 
are targeted in such a way that a group of women will be trained in each 
community. Once the region of the city is chosen, Themis selects about 30 
women for the course. They must be literate and possess extensive leader-
ship experience within their community. 

The selected trainees begin an 80-hour course of weekly sessions held 
in their community, with the following units: Human Rights, Gender 
and Justice Organization and Functioning of the Government and Justice 
System; Family Law; Labor and Social Security Law; Domestic and Sexual 
Violence; Reproductive Rights and Sexual Rights and Racial Discrimination. 
Each unit is approached from a gender and women’s rights perspective.

The training methodology includes lectures by experts in each area, 
workshops with group activities, case studies, jury simulations, visits to 
social and legal institutions (such as the courts, state councils of rights, 
the legislative assembly, police stations, etc.).

Holding the course in the community has several purposes: to pro-
vide law practitioners and other experts who give lectures with a closer 
look at the reality of the community; to reduce trainees’ sense that such 
professionals are inaccessible; and to facilitate their contacts with institu-
tions and professionals in the relevant areas after the course. 

A package of basic and supporting materials is provided when train-
ees start the course. This package includes primary legislation such as the 
National Constitution and the Child and Adolescent Statute, as well as 
texts and training materials.

The course has three main goals, expressed in terms of changes to be 
achieved by the trainees:

� to develop awareness and knowledge of rights;

� to develop a feeling of social inclusion by embracing the concept of 
citizenship and strengthening self-esteem; and

� to expand the concept of justice beyond the limits of the judiciary, 
understanding it as an everyday value rooted in social practices and 
in the full exercise of the rights supposedly guaranteed by the State 
through legislation and public policies.

Themis seeks to work in partnership with law offi cers to create a conceptual 
framework5 to close the gap between the law and its application. Feminist 
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theory must meet the law’s critical thinking in order for solutions and pro-
posals to emerge to bridge this gap, which has three main causes: 

� a lack of effective rules and legal tools to protect women’s rights;

� a lack of adequate institutions for fi ling and processing claims of 
rights’ violations; and

� the overwhelming presence of a patriarchal culture among law of-
fi cers, which contributes to making women and the specifi c circum-
stances that surround them invisible to the legal system.

Empowering Women through Popular Legal Promoters 
In a social context in which women’s human rights are systematically dis-
regarded, the Popular Legal Promoters project provides for gradual em-
powerment and mobilization of women in low-class communities. 

Such empowerment starts with the PLPs themselves, whose training 
introduces them to a new perspective on life. The contents of the training 
course are not limited to legal issues and promote a different approach 
to Law, awareness-building on human rights issues and an awakening of 
the sense of social belonging and the exercise of citizenship. Observed 
transformations among the trained women range from improvements in 
personal appearance, to returning to school, questioning conjugal rela-
tionships and an increasing presence in the city’s public arenas (forums, 
political parties, social movements, elected posts such as community 
health agents and protective councils). 

A Testimony of Empowerment6

Marli Medeiros, 46 years old, mother of four daughters and one son, be-
came a PLP with the fi rst group, in 1994. She lives in Vila Pinto, a “vila” 
(neighborhood) known as one of the most violent in Porto Alegre. In her 
own words, she describes the empowerment experience:

“My (involvement) in the community movement was due to the 
lack of leadership in my neighborhood. When I arrived there, 
Vila Pinto was being structured. The Participatory Budget process 
was starting and they needed people, leaders that had a better un-

5 In developing this framework, Themis was inspired by the work of Women, Law and Development 
International (WLDI), a partner organization that also focuses on the connection between gen-
der and law. See Women’s Human Rights Step by Step, WLDI, Washington, D.C., 1997.
6 Extracted from FONSECA, Cláudia (Org.)Themis: Gênero e Justiça. THEMIS: Porto Alegre, 1998.
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derstanding of the process to look after the community’s needs. 
(…) And in 1993, there I was, as delegate of the participatory 
budget. During the meeting came the invitation to participate in 
the Popular Legal Promoter course. And, as I had been leader for 
two years, I felt the need to be able to mediate in the community 
where I worked. It was for the women in the “vila,” to help in the 
issue of Justice, and also for my own information, because at that 
time I was in a complicated marriage and I didn’t know how to 
get out of it. (…)

I attended the course and one of the fi rst things I learned was 
that I had the right to separate from my husband. That’s when I 
started to devote myself to the work of Popular Legal Promoter. I 
have made many trips and when, in Mar del Plata, I saw on a large 
chart that my region, the “vila” where I used to live, was one of 
the Latin America’s poorest, I came back committed to do some-
thing to changing this picture. (…)

We developed a survey where the women said they need their 
own income; that violence happened because they were too de-
pendent on their husbands. If they had income, they would have 
the hope to be free. And we went after a project, with Themis’ 
help. (…) One day we made a collective effort in the community, 
with the partnership of the DMLU (Municipal Department of 
Urban Cleaning). The DMLU brought the trucks and we cleaned 
the backyards, a huge amount of garbage, and then came the idea: 
garbage could be changed into raw materials, and this would solve 
the problems for the women—to have income, to have a job. 

In 1994, I was still a trainee in the course and was connected 
to Themis. I had the project in my mind and we developed the 
whole methodology and organized the project to send it to the 
Municipal Administration and the DMLU. And in 1994, I went 
to Brasília. While I was away from Porto Alegre, I got to make 
some political contacts with people in power—the Mayor was 
there—and I was at the same level as them. (…) When I came 
back to Porto Alegre, DMLU was open to talk about the project, 
which had been complicated because the guys didn’t believe that 
I could manage a big project inside Vila Pinto. That was one of the 
most violent neighbors, where nothing used to get done and any 
investment used to be useless. The guys were a bit scared.

The project is about creating an NGO working in recycling 
with women, children and adolescents. Today we have 46 women 
working and we are already working on expanding it to 150. (…) 
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They receive about R$320 and R$350 per month.7(…)
Today, we have partners and funding from GTZ, and we are 

the best structured recycling shed in Porto Alegre. The garbage 
itself is sorted. A woman from the “vila,” black, poor, leading a 
project on garbage…it was very diffi cult. But I had many politi-
cal contacts and, thank God, I had the partnership of Themis. 
(…) Everybody used to say, Marli, you are dreaming. And a lot 
of people dreamed with me, including the WHO- World Health 
Organization (…).

Today I am a speaker; I give lectures in several cities as a 
Popular Legal Promoter, as coordinator of the Recyclers Federation 
of Rio Grande do Sul. I see the work of Popular Legal Promoters 
as one of the most revolutionary projects in Brazil. (…). When 
you recognize yourself as a person, you discover your whole po-
tential, you discover yourself as a woman, you discover yourself as 
a human being, you discover yourself as a citizen and you know 
that you have the same rights as anybody else.”

 

The PLPs and the WIS—Woman’s Information Service
Through the WIS—Woman’s Information Service, PLPs apply their knowl-
edge and skills in three areas: defense, in the form of the counseling ser-
vice; prevention, through educational and informational activities that 
they promote in community schools, associations, health units, etc.; and 
promotion, by representing as much the WIS project itself as the broader 
project on gender equality at different forums and institutions within or 
outside their communities.

PLP status confers a certain authority to these women. This self-per-
ceived authority makes them feel strong enough to demand the rights 
and services they are entitled to as citizens, but which public institutions 
frequently deny to those who—due to fear, ignorance or shyness—do not 
make demands. Also, public servants, who frequently disregard citizens’ 
rights, change their attitude when someone is introduced with a title 
like Popular Legal Promoter. This is very typically Brazilian and the PLPs 
make good use of it, monitoring the public services in their communities 
(health, social work, public security, defense counsel) and accompanying 
women to guarantee the delivery of services.

As the Popular Legal Promoters, through the WIS, develop their work 
on the three lines of action—defense, prevention and promotion—they 

7 At current exchange rates: US$110 to US$120.
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become visible in their communities, foster social micro-networks and 
become reference points for matters involving women’s rights. For exam-
ple, women and girls in situations of physical or sexual violence are often 
referred by social workers and protective counselors8 to PLPs. The poten-
tial for raising awareness on women’s human rights is clear.

In their daily activities PLPs merge practical expertise on the needs 
of the women in their communities with acquired knowledge of rights 
and the law (Bonetti et. al 2002). This combination has several valuable 
effects, including greater clarity of the concepts of citizenship and rights 
and the personal transformation of each woman who goes through this 
learning experience. 

The personal changes motivated by the PLP course often affect the 
family relationships of the trainee women. When they recognize them-
selves as human beings, subject to rights equal to their other family 
members, they start to question their position at home, their conjugal 
relationships and sexual relations. This tends to provoke a shakeup of 
these relationships and a consequent negotiation process that, in general, 
reaches stability under new conditions, but sometimes results in a break. 

It is worth emphasizing the volunteer9 nature of PLP work and their 
immense dedication to this activity. Almost all of the women volunteers 
have large families and are responsible for contributing to the family in-
comes, but are able to conciliate it with the PLPs activities and often in-
volve their family members as volunteers or simply as an audience. 

Empowered Women Mobilizing Community 
“Being a PLP is being a person who shares her knowledge with other peo-
ple; being an activist in community movements; becoming an agent to 
change public services policy, holding the feminist vision to guide her 
struggle.” (PLP, WIS Report / October, 2000).

Initially, PLP training motivates personal changes in individual 
women. Then, as community leaders, those women are able to transfer 
their learning to the community. Acting in spaces as diverse as neighbor-
hood associations, churches, schools, nurseries, political parties etc., they 
manage the right tools and language to pass the information on to other 
people, mobilizing them for change. 

8 In Portuguese: Conselheiros Tutelares, people elected in the community for monitoring compli-
ance with the Child and Adolescent Statute (ECA). (see note 2) 
9 The work of PLPs at WIS is rendered on a voluntary basis. Themis covers the costs of the service 
with materials, transportation, telephone, food, etc.
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PLPs are holders of a particular expertise: they know the law and the dif-
ferent public institutions responsible for guaranteeing women’s rights. This 
gives them some power to act in cases of rights violations. They put pressure 
on public institutions and bring to light the violation of these rights. 

PLPs take the WIS to the community. Issues involving women’s 
human rights are present in every forum and institution of the commu-
nity where PLPs participate. Working with educators, students and par-
ents in the schools, with health technicians and users of the health units, 
with neighbors in local associations, with police and other security of-
fi cers, with attorneys and court judges, with NGOs members and with 
civil servants in the local administration offi ces, these volunteer women 
successfully work to integrate efforts and services within the community. 
In doing so, they induce changes both in culture and behavior, thanks to 
their mobilization and network building10.

Replicating the Experience
After fi ve years of implementing this project in Porto Alegre and in Canoas 
(another major city in the metropolitan region of Porto Alegre), Themis 
was invited by one of its sponsors, the Ministry of Justice, to replicate the 
legal literacy programs in other non-governmental organizations from 
various Brazilian states and with diverse target groups.

The South of Brazil and especially Porto Alegre have very particular 
conditions for the development of citizenship projects—a specifi c culture, 
political environment, economic situation and historical background, 
boosted by a very responsive population, which facilitates such innova-
tive social experiments. Would this project respond with the same results 
in regions of different cultures and social conditions? The challenge was 
posed and Themis accepted it! 

In 1998, the organization started a pilot project to transfer its 
methodology for legal and gender training to other NGOs all around 
Brazil, sponsored by the Ministry of Justice and the United Nations 
Development Program (UNDP). The fi rst step of the project was to con-
tact the NGOs identifi ed and selected by the Ministry of Justice. These 
groups of NGOs worked in a broad spectrum of human rights promo-
tion, targeting either racial discrimination, homosexual discrimination, 

10 The work developed by the PLPs in the region of Restinga, in Porto Alegre, is very representative 
of this mobilization. There, PLPs have been piloting a process for establishing a local network that 
includes the social movements and governmental institutions in a program for the prevention of 
violence against women and attention to women victims of violence. Such mobilization allows 
the PLPs to intervene in social programs to reduce poverty and promote social development.
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the defense of women’s human rights or the defense of the rights of 
children and adolescents. The fi rst contact with these NGOs was to de-
termine if they had the structural capability to implement the program: 
the human resources and a minimum infrastructure (offi ces and com-
munications systems), as well as partnerships with other institutions for 
trainers and teachers. 

Twenty-two NGOs from seven states were selected. Each of them des-
ignated a coordinator or staff person to participate in the training seminar 
organized and held by Themis in Porto Alegre in December 1998. This 
person would be in charge of coordinating the implementation of the 
methodology by her/his NGO. Financial resources would be transferred 
to the partner organization to prepare and carry out a training course for 
the respective target group/s. 

Concurrently to the selection process, background material11 was elab-
orated and published, containing the systematization of the PLPs experi-
ence, training methodology and conceptual supporting texts. Organizing 
this material helped us understand the relevance of a project directed at 
creating and training citizenship agents, while identifying obstacles and 
solutions in similar projects. 

The representatives of each organization attended a ten-day training 
seminar organized by Themis in December 1998. They represented orga-
nizations working against ethnic, racial and homosexual discrimination, 
and on behalf of children’s and adolescents’ rights, women’s rights and 
prisoners’ rights. 

During 1999, Themis coordinated the technical and fi nancial aspects 
of this project with 22 NGOs from the states of: Pernambuco, Sergipe, 
Bahia, Rio de Janeiro, São Paulo, Mato Grosso do Sul and Rio Grande do 
Sul. Each NGO implemented a legal training course in their region and 
this has been monitored by Themis. The project trained about 700 citi-
zenship agents and involved more than 150 law practitioners, including 
judges, lawyers and public prosecutors.

This pilot project allowed Themis to broaden its approach to social 
intervention by sharing experience and learning from NGOs that work 
against racial discrimination, homosexual discrimination, and on behalf 
of children and adolescents. This acquired knowledge has been integrated 
into the curriculum of the new courses for training PLPs in Porto Alegre.

11 This material has been organized into a set of three brochures: FONSECA, Cláudia (Org.) Themis: 
Gênero e Justiça (Themis: Gender and Justice); FONSECA, Cláudia (Org.).Programas de Capacitação 
Legal (Legal Training Programs); and BONETTI, Alinne (Org.). A Experiência das Promotoras Legais 
Populares (The Popular Legal Promoters Experience)—Themis: Porto Alegre, 1998.
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At the same time, the NGOs that participated in the project gained 
specialized knowledge in the areas of gender and law, and in training 
methodology, enhancing their capabilities and giving them a new per-
spective on promoting human rights. All the NGOs reported that the 
project stimulated institutional growth and maturity, as well as greater 
social visibility.

Nevertheless, further evaluation of this project identifi ed some use-
ful lessons regarding replication of the experience. First, the set of NGOs 
selected was too diverse, both in their objectives and structure. Some had 
no insertion in the community, limiting the implementation of a project 
focused on participatory mechanisms for accessing justice. Others had 
no paid staff or stable volunteer support, so that the people trained by 
Themis left the project shortly after training. 

Second, a single training seminar proved insuffi cient to guarantee full 
appropriation of the methodology by the participants. Other meetings 
would be necessary, during the implementation of the project, to share 
experiences, clarify doubts and evaluate progress. The monitoring and ad-
visory visits by Themis were not suffi cient to address the problems result-
ing from the diversity of NGO structures and their contextual realities. 
Some of the partner NGOs, however, have been very creative in adapting 
techniques and contents to their target group. 

Finally, by the end of the project it became clear that we should have 
included follow-up actions to sustain the network of agents that had 
been created. 

Despite these unforeseen circumstances, in the end, the experience 
proved to be extremely fruitful: 1) the methodological project for legal 
literacy was spread to several regions of the country; 2) the participat-
ing organizations gained expertise and knowledge on gender and law is-
sues, and also on planning and fi nancial techniques; 3) people within the 
communities where the partner organizations intervene accessed valuable 
information on law and the justice system; 4) bringing together different 
social segments that suffer from discrimination (black people, homosexu-
als, children, women, prisoners’ relatives) allowed Themis to establish 
a dialogue with them, to start linking their concerns in the context of 
human rights and improve legal training courses on the defense of their 
rights; 5) the “citizenship agents” project established the experimental 
basis for a public policy founded extending the access to justice in the 
country through participatory mechanisms aimed at social control of the 
judicial process. 
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The Second Replication Experience
The lessons learned from the “Citizen Agents” project led Themis to pro-
pose a new replication project, this time especially targeted at women’s 
rights organizations in a more concentrated geographical area. The state 
of Rio Grande do Sul was chosen, based on costs and on the availability 
of monitoring facilities, and also because women’s movements from dif-
ferent cities in the state had asked for PLP courses. After an unsuccessful 
attempt to get funds from the Inter-American Development Bank (IDB), 
the “Gender and Justice State Network” project, was sponsored by the 
Ministry of Justice/PNUD.

A similar process was established for selecting NGOs interested in 
the implementation of a PLP program in their city, this time managed 
by Themis and based on criteria solely established by the organization, 
including evidence of community work and public recognition. Eleven 
institutions were selected, each from a different city. As in the former proj-
ect, Themis transferred funds to the organizations to hold the courses in 
their cities. 

This new project included additional training meetings, a fi nal evalu-
ation seminar and ongoing technical assistance to the groups involved. 
As expected, the focus on gender issues, the geographical proximity and 
the continuous advice from Themis laid the foundations for a network on 
gender and justice, stimulated by a sense of identity and sisterhood among 
the participant organizations and PLPs. The methodology was fully appro-
priated by NGO coordinators and the coordination group was, in general, 
very stable and participatory. Efforts to establish local networks were made 
by almost all the NGOs involved, thus impacting the public policies target-
ed at women in each city. The partner NGOs were encouraged by Themis 
to install a WIS—Woman’s Information Service in their cities. 

As these activities were coming to the end, Themis was contacted by 
the IDB about available funds for the “Gender and Justice State Network” 
project. The news was enthusiastically received and Themis immediately 
prepared a follow-up project.

This new phase included a training seminar on installing and running 
WIS units, while strengthening conceptual issues involving gender and 
violence against women. The project also included a state-wide meeting 
of the Popular Legal Promoters and an important one-year campaign on 
women’s rights. 

By the end of the project, WIS units were installed in every city in the 
network and the PLPs were trained for the activities stipulated by the ser-
vice units in Porto Alegre—defense, prevention and promotion of wom-
en’s fundamental rights. 
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The network partners chose sexual violence against women as the 
focus of the planned campaign. Their joint efforts provided excellent cam-
paign materials, intensive media work and valuable institutional partners. 
Activities were held in every city in the network, both spreading the cam-
paign message—that sexual violence is always a violation of rights, even 
if it occurs inside the home, by a sexual partner or a relative—and putting 
pressure on the public services responsible for the attention to victims 
(health, police, social work, courts) for adequate service delivery. 

The climax of the “Gender and Justice State Network” project was the 
fi rst General State Meeting of PLPs in Porto Alegre, in November 2002. 
This meeting was attended by almost 300 PLPs from every city in the net-
work, by the news media, and by authorities from all levels of government 
and the judiciary, including the state governor. For the fi rst time, the PLPs 
could perceive the power they represent as a group and the possibilities 
developed by this project. 

This second stage of the project has now also ended. However, the 
network partners continue sharing tools, expertise and information, help-
ing each other raise funds to sustain the project and hold new courses for 
training other PLPs. The Popular Legal Promoters from the different cities 
have maintained contact since the meeting and established a parallel sup-
port network and the partner NGOs are trying to expand their activities to 
other neighboring cities. 

Changing Lives and Culture—networking on Women’s Rights
The profi le of Popular Legal Promoters is very similar in all the cities in-
volved in this project: women aged 35 to 60, with little schooling or eco-
nomic resources, many of them victims of domestic violence, with an 
average of three children. The changes motivated by the training course 
begin in the PLPs’ own lives and extend to other women in their commu-
nities who, overcoming violent situations, feel strong enough to partici-
pate with the PLPs in the promotion of human rights. Many are women 
defended by the PLPs, who share their life story in the lectures and work-
shops promoted by the group. 

The changes also extend to the institutions in the PLPs’ communities, 
which work with public servants to provide better service that takes into 
account women’s rights. Working with public institutions (in the areas 
of health, security, justice, education and social work) also fosters local 
networks that can contribute to gender equality.

According to Amartya Sen (2000), social development relies strongly 
on individual capabilities and freedoms. In Development as Freedom, he 
focuses on the need to expand people’s capabilities according to the qual-
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ity of life they value, affi rming that, on one hand, their capabilities can be 
enhanced by public policy and, on the other hand, the effective participa-
tory use of people’s capabilities can infl uence public policies. In his analy-
sis, Sen stresses that social success must be assessed, primarily, according 
to the substantive freedoms enjoyed by members of society. 

Awareness of one’s own rights and knowledge of how to access these 
rights is a fundamental freedom. Such knowledge constitutes a funda-
mental element of individuals’ quest to effectively participate in social life 
and infl uence public policies and social development. However, collec-
tive or concerted action is essential for bringing about social changes and 
improvements. Here, networks play a fundamental role in social develop-
ment and group empowerment. As Manuel Castells (1999) affi rms, in The 
Rise of the Network Society, “the political characteristic and social trends of 
the 1990s are the creation of policies and social actions focused on pri-
mary or given identities, geographically or historically rooted, or newly 
attributed, into an eager search for meaning and spirituality.” 

The international women’s movement constitutes one of these iden-
tity groups, focusing on their shared problems in the search for gender 
equality. Yet, women’s identity is crossed by several others (race, class, 
age, nationality, religion, tradition etc), leading to the need for new links 
to build public policies to meet their specifi c demands. As new groups 
join in, their social action is also likely to contribute to accomplishing the 
major goals of the primary identity group. Therefore, strengthening and 
expanding this network is one of the major goals both of Themis and of 
all the partner organizations in this network. 

Themis is now coordinating a new replication experience targeting 
the Northern and Northeastern Brazilian states, building on the lessons 
that the organization has learned from prior experiences, including the 
establishment and coordination of the Gender and Justice Network. 
The objective of this new initiative is to expand this network nationally 
and to set the basis for a national public policy based on the action of 
the Popular Legal Promoters and the Citizenship Agents. Inspired by 
a national policy created by the Ministry of Health, which has created 
“Community Health Agents,” Themis, in partnership with other NGOs 
and some governmental institutions, is now designing a proposal for the 
creation of “Community Justice Agents.” This proposal will build on the 
experience with the PLPs and Citizenship Agents and on legal training 
provided by Themis to establish a government program that will employ 
people from the community to work on three lines of action related to 
human rights: defense, prevention and promotion, with emphasis on 
gender equality.
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Themis believes that women’s conditions will be enhanced and social 
development will be facilitated by promoting women’s access to justice 
through the guarantee of human rights.
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Gender and Transformative Legal Aid 
An Analysis of APIK, the Indonesian Women’s 
Association for Justice
Nursyahbani Katjasungkana
Indonesian Women’s Coalition for Justice and Democracy, Jakarta, Indonesia 

Introduction
The Indonesian Women’s Association for Justice (Asosiasi Perempuan 
Indonesia untuk Keadilan, APIK) was established in August 1995 to fi ght for 
gender justice in Indonesia, using the concept of ‘gender and transformative 
legal aid’. APIK gives direct legal aid to women who are victims of violence 
and discrimination, is active in the fi elds of legal advocacy and training, and 
conducts research. It has built a strong network with other women’s organi-
zations and has set up its own legal self-help groups for female survivors of 
violence, Mitra APIK. This paper will analyze the impact of APIK, using a tri-
angular model, which includes relations with the State and its institutions, 
with the wider society and with the women’s movement. 

Country Background 
Indonesia is an archipelago with 210 million people, 90 percent of whom 
are Muslim. It is a multiethnic and multicultural country with a patriar-
chal tradition. The coming of Islam during the 13th century and the spread 
of Dutch colonialism from the start of the 19th century strengthened and 
institutionalized patriarchal culture, primarily in the legal system. The 
Dutch legal system was racially and sexually discriminatory,1 but in sev-
eral regions, for example, Aceh or the Moluccans, women commanded 
signifi cant political and economic power by becoming queens or sulta-
nas, commanders, and soldiers. Unfortunately, historiography has con-
tributed to the disappearance of records that contradict current law and 
the culture of the society. 

1 During the Dutch colonial government, the population was divided into 3 groups (European, 
Chinese/Arab and Indigenous). A different law applied to each group, but women were not even 
considered a subject of Dutch law. For further information on the Indonesian Legal System see 
Lindsey, Timothy (ed) Indonesia: Law and Society (1999).
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Indonesian women began organizing formally around modern ideas 
of nationalism, feminism, and socialism at the start of the 20th century 
(Suryocondro, 1984).2 When Indonesia gained its independence in 1945, 
the constitution guaranteed every citizen equality under law and govern-
ment. Nevertheless, Indonesian family law still applies different legal 
principles to different groups based on religion, customs and gender. 
Several other laws detrimental to women have also been passed. This can 
be primarily attributed to a patriarchal interpretation of Islam3. Although 
Indonesia publicly states that it is a secular republic, Islamic groups have 
been fi ghting from the start for the introduction of Islamic religious law.

In 1965, a bloody coup d’état led to the murder of the six most senior 
generals. It is still not clear who was behind it, but members of a popu-
lar women’s organization called Gerwani (Gerakan Wanita Indonesia, 
Indonesian Women’s Movement), known to be progressive and close to 
the Communist party, was accused of having castrated the generals while 
dancing naked. The Communist party and the women’s organization 
were declared illegal in 1966. The accusation and prohibition were very 
effective in suppressing the women’s movement, despite the fact that, ac-
cording to Wieringa (2002), the accusation was simple defamation. Fear 
of communism and large women’s organizations still persists today.

The New Order regime of General Soeharto formulated various poli-
cies to control women and to reinforce its own power. One was “State 
Ibuism” 4 (Suryakusuma 1987). Law (particularly the Marriage Law) and 
institutional policies confi rming patriarchal values and gender ideology 
fortifi ed this concept.5 This policy brought about the retreat of women’s 
organizations from the political arena. Instead, their activities became 

2 RA. Kartini, the fi rst Indonesian feminist expressed her criticisms against this system in letters 
that were later published in different languages, including : Letters from Kartini, An Indonesian 
Feminist, 1900-1904, (1991). 
3 Many employment regulations adopt religious teachings that state that husbands are the bread-
winners and the head of the family while the wives are the homemakers; as such, women have 
no access to credit without the approval of their husbands. 
4 The concept of State Ibuisme is the mystifi cation of the concept of the noble housewife and was 
used by the State to maintain law and order. 
5 The concept of the woman as housekeeper and the man as the head of the family was strength-
ened through the 1974 Marriage Law. Also in the same year, the government strengthened the 
Dharma Wanita organization (wives of civil servants) and the PKK (for village women) with an 
organizational structure that pegged them to the position of their husbands. Simultaneously, 
the government issued the Panca Dharma Wanita (Five Duties of Women): as a wife that stands 
by her husband, a mother that educates her children, a housekeeper, a social worker, and a 
citizen. Also in the same year, the government applied the KB (Family Planning) program, tar-
geting women groups. For more on political sexuality and reproductive rights of women, see 
Katjasungkana & Wieringa (2002).
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geared toward welfare movements and economic development. The 
women’s organizations were controlled by the government, serving as in-
struments of mass mobilization for perpetuating state power. 

In 1978, the government introduced the concept of a dual role for 
women in order to support the economic development program and indus-
trialization. This policy encouraged women to fulfi ll their wifely/motherly 
duties and enter the world of business and industry. Women in the rural 
areas were encouraged to migrate to the cities, either within the country or 
abroad. Having little education, the majority of them work in the informal 
sector, earn low wages, or go abroad and work as domestic helpers.

In the 80s, the prohibition against political involvement and estab-
lishing mass organizations stimulated the emergence of new women’s 
organizations6 concerned mostly with economic endeavors and social 
prosperity. Very few were conducting efforts for social and political 
change. It was only in the 90s that women’s organizations began con-
ducting advocacy work on land issues, workers’ rights, and human rights 
in general. The military often intervened violently, arresting, detaining 
(often without any legal process), and even kidnapping and murdering 
female activists.

The downfall of the New Order government of Soeharto in 1998, of-
fered great opportunities to non-governmental organizations and the na-
tional policy for women’s empowerment also underwent many changes.7 
Nevertheless, when the national government introduced its policy of de-
centralization and regional autonomy, many provinces wanted to apply 
more sectarian regulations, based on patriarchal and fundamentalist in-
terpretations of customs and religion, particularly the Islamic religion,8 
backed by groups that often use threats and violence.9 Meanwhile, the 

6 These are legal bodies for non-profi t endeavors, but with a very feudal structure. In 2001, new 
regulations on such institutions enabled government intervention and control, while making 
them subject to taxation.
7 For the fi rst time in the State Guidelines (1999), the concept of gender equality was used in a 
state document as the basis to promote women’s empowerment. The government implement-
ed a strategy of gender mainstreaming in all the development sectors, established the National 
Commission against Violence against Women, formulated the National Action Plan for Women‘s 
Empowerment, the Eradication of Violence against Women etc.
8 In general, the objective of these regional regulations is to limit the mobility of women by pro-
hibiting women from going out at night unless in the company of a male relative), prohibiting 
tight-fi tting clothes, requiring the use of headgear (jilbab), and excluding women from decision-
making processes by allowing only the head of the family to vote in local elections.
9 For example, in Aceh, several women who were not wearing headgear, were punished with a 
hair cut. In Tasikmalaya, a woman experienced sexual harassment because she went out at night 
unaccompanied by a male relative. In Solo and Yogyakarta, a discussion on gays and lesbians 
was attacked by mobs. 
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economic crisis that beset Indonesia in 1997 has not yet been resolved 
and various armed confl icts in the country have made women vulnerable 
to violence and traffi cking. 

Origins, Goals and Objectives of APIK
In response to the discriminative legal system and repressive political sys-
tem described above, in 1995, seven women lawyers in Jakarta founded 
the Asosiasi Perempuan Indonesia untuk Keadilan, APIK—Indonesian 
Women’s Association for Justice.10 Five of them had worked in the 
Lembaga Bantuan Hukum Jakarta (Legal Aid Institute), a very popular 
human rights organization in Indonesia that developed the concept of 
structural legal assistance.11 Unlike the Legal Aid Institution, which is not 
critical of the system, the primary goal of APIK is to create a just legal sys-
tem in terms of gender relations and other social relations. 

In view of the above, Nursyahbani Katjasungkana, one of the found-
ers and the director of APIK, formulated a concept for legal aid called 
“structural gender legal aid.” Based on feminist legal theory, the concept 
was expanded to become a tool for social transformation and its name 
was changed to “gender and transformative legal aid.”12 Based on this 
concept, APIK formulated its mission to correct unjust gender relations 
that are the basis of the legal system and to eradicate structural poverty 
that imprisons the majority of Indonesian women. 

APIK formulated a strategic plan with the following goals:

� To provide legal aid to poor women, particularly women workers 
(including domestic workers) and women who experience various 
forms of violence.

10 APIK is a membership organization. Every member of APIK is obliged to establish a legal aid 
institution in his or her respective area. At present, APIK has 30 members who are, in general, 
lawyers.
11 The basic concept of the structural legal aid is to use legal cases as instruments to obtain the 
legal resources of the society so that they can use the law to change the legal system and the so-
cial system that makes these groups in the society economically and politically poor. For further 
elaborations on this concept, see Nasution & Lubis in HM. Scoble and LS Wiseberg (eds) Access 
to Justice: The Struggle for Human Rights in South East Asia (1985) and see also D. Lev, Legal 
Evolution and Political authority in Indonesia, Chapter on Legal Aid in Indonesia ( The Hague : 
Kluwer Law International, 2000). 
12 In my work with Lembaga Bantuan Hukum Jakarta (Legal Aid Institute Jakarta), I added the 
gender perspective to the concept of structural legal aid and called it “Structural Gender Legal 
Aid”. I am grateful to Dr. Sylvia Tiwon at the University of California at Berkeley, who provided 
valuable input and criticism to the initial concept formulated in 1994 and later applied by APIK 
in 1995.
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� To offer education and training, particularly for law enforcers: police, 
prosecutors, judges, and lawyers, including paralegal training.

� To conduct research and review public policies that have a big impact 
on the position and role of women. 

� To document cases, particularly cases of violence against women and 
other landmark cases, as well as to publish various forms of legal in-
formation based on a gender perspective.

� To conduct policy advocacy in order to make the Indonesian legal 
system more gender responsive.

� To conduct networking with women’s organizations and other human 
rights organizations here and abroad to support advocacy work.

� To strengthen APIK in terms of human resources, fi nances and infra-
structure.

A Triangular Model for Analysis
The focus of the analysis of APIK that we propose in this text is based on 
the triangular model of analysis of women’s empowerment developed by 
Vargas and Wieringa (1998). This model is preferred over a dialectical 
model that focuses on the relationship between only two actors, the orga-
nization and the community. The triangular model allows for more actors 
to be analyzed, and focuses on the dynamics between these actors. The 
three angles of the triangle for APIK are: fi rst, the State and its institutions, 
laws, parliament, ministries and agencies, including the police; second, 
society, which is limited to victims of violence, and particularly the wom-
en’s survivors groups (Mitra APIK); and third, the women’s movement, 
with APIK at the center. 

First, we will give an outline of APIK’s main activities and then return 
to the triangle.

Program Content

Legal Assistance Program

The legal assistance program is the core program of APIK. It is conducted 
in the form of consultations (direct, via email or by telephone) and litiga-
tion (representing and accompanying clients, who are referred to as part-
ners so as not to form a patronage relationship inside and outside the 
court). This program provides legal services to poor women who have 
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experienced gender inequality and domestic violence and violence at the 
work place. 

The clients, who are gathered in a forum called APIK partners, are 
always involved in working on their own cases. They participate directly 
in formulating their defense strategy and follow the stages of the process. 
The objective is to enhance their awareness of how the legal system affects 
their lives. For clients who have an average or high educational attain-
ment, APIK provides only consultations and the draft legal documents 
needed for their defense, so that clients can solve their own problems. 
They are expected to share their experiences with the people close to them 
or to the community around them. Their cases are entry points to identify 
the oppressive structures encountered by women.

In cases that have an important impact and occur frequently, with 
the approval of the concerned women, APIK works with the media to re-
veal signifi cant aspects of unequal gender relations as they relate to other 
socio-cultural aspects. The purpose is to disclose the insensitivity of soci-
ety and law enforcers towards the issue of gender inequality.

Training and Mass Education Program

This program consists of training for strategic and special groups, as 
well as education and outreach for the broad community. The goal is 
to enhance the gender sensitivity of strategic groups, such as judges, 
prosecutors, police, lawyers, academicians, and prominent personalities 
in the society. Survivors and women majelis taklim (who are involved 
in a joint study of the Islamic religion) receive paralegal training. Later, 
these participants set up paralegal depots to assist the community (com-
munity-based legal aid).

Mass education is conducted through the radio, TV, and newspapers/
tabloids. For the urban poor, the focus is on land rights and economic 
rights, such as the right to work as a becak driver or street vendor. Other 
topics include marriage law, labor laws and violence against women. The 
publication division of APIK has prepared info sheets, bulletins, posters 
and stickers on these issues. APIK members also conduct workshops or 
seminars, which are usually covered widely by the media. 

The training is based on feminist legal theory that links legal theory 
with gender analysis. Specifi c topics include international conventions 
(particularly CEDAW) and (the making of) national laws, as well as vio-
lence against women. This training increases the number of lawyers with 
the skills necessary to provide legal assistance to women, while increasing 
the number of law enforcers who are aware of gender issues. It also helps 
recruit members to APIK.
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Research and Policy Study Program

The research carried out by APIK provides a deeper understanding of gen-
der stereotyping in state policies and legislation. Research projects have 
been conducted on: i) the history of the Marriage Law; ii) the response of 
religion towards gender stereotyping; iii) the impact of gender stereotyp-
ing in the Marriage Law on various state policies; iv) the attitude of poor 
communities towards gender stereotyping; v) discrimination of women 
in the legal system as observed from CEDAW; vi) articles in the Koran and 
Hadith that support the principle of gender equality; vii) the position of 
women under Islamic Law in Indonesia; viii) base line research on VAW; 
ix) impact of gender stereotyping on the working conditions of low-in-
come women; and x) an Alternative Report on the Implementation of 
CEDAW in Indonesia (1998).

APIK has also analyzed various public policies prepared by the gov-
ernment and has formulated position papers on these policies and has 
drafted legislation on domestic violence. 

Publication and Documentation

APIK provides legal information to the public and specifi c target groups 
through its library, a website, books and bulletins. 

Strengthening Networks

APIK is aware that changing the legal system means a direct confrontation 
with patriarchal moral and religious powers. The growth of fundamentalism 
is a problem that has to be confronted by all groups interested in reform. 
APIK has established three major forms of strategic cooperation that fall 
within the ‘movement’ angle of the triangle of women’s empowerment.

First, APIK cooperates with its clients and other partner organi-
zations. APIK has established a national network, the Women’s Vow 
(Kaulan Perempuan) to support the laws on Domestic Violence and 
Criminal Law, and the Network for the Elimination of Violence for sur-
vivors who became APIK clients. APIK has also sought cooperation with 
Islamic organizations.

Second, APIK has established a national network for feminist legal 
activities, both nationally and abroad. At present, there are ten inde-
pendent legal assistance institutions using the APIK name in ten cit-
ies, plus three others that do not use the APIK name. Internationally, 
APIK cooperates mainly with the Asia Pacifi c Forum on Women, Law 
and Development—APWLD (based in Thailand), the Women, Law and 
Development International—WL&DI (based in Washington, D.C.), the 
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Women’s Legal Bureau, Inc. (Philippines), and the Coalition Against 
Traffi cking in Women—CATW (New York and Philippines). 

Third, APIK cooperates closely with the Koalisi Perempuan Indonesia 
untuk Keadilan dan Demokrasi (KPI, Indonesian Women’s Coalition for 
Justice and Democracy), the fi rst large women’s organization to be con-
solidated after the downfall of President Soeharto in May 1998. It is a 
national organization interested in various economic and social cultural 
groups. KPI aims to increase the political representation and participa-
tion of women. At the national level, KPI conducted several interven-
tions on various bills and proposed government policies, including the 
Amendment of the Constitution, the Political Party Law and the Election 
Law. Its proposal to have a 30 percent quota for women among candi-
dates for the national parliament was approved. APIK has provided KPI 
with various forms of assistance since its inception. 

Legislative Advocacy: Examples
During its fi rst two years, 65 percent of APIK’s cases involved domestic vi-
olence, including two cases in which the wife murdered her husband be-
cause she suffered continuous violence. From these cases, we learned that 
victims generally do not want to report their cases to the police for several 
reasons: religious concerns (the right of the husband to beat his wife to 
educate her); family honor (they are embarrassed to disclose their private 
secrets and deal with the police); the career and job of the husband is at 
stake; economic dependence, particularly in relation to children; they are 
not aware that domestic violence is a crime; and fi nally, experience has 
demonstrated that reporting the case to the police will only make the 
husband/perpetrator commit the violence more often. 

The victims of domestic violence are not only wives, children or par-
ents, as defi ned in article 356 of the Criminal Code13. They include house-
maids, people who live together either because of marriage (legal or not) 
or blood relations, and those who have other intimate relationships, in-
cluding homosexuals. Although there is a regulation that punishes the per-
petrators of domestic violence, it is not effective. Both the Marriage Law 
and the wider society consider the husband the head of the family who 
should be respected. Therefore, reporting the husband to the police can be 
interpreted as challenging the position of the husband as stipulated by the 

13 Article 351 of the Penal Code states that the penalty stipulated in article 351, 353 and 355 
of the Penal Code (on torture and maltreatment) can be increased by one third if the crime is 
against the mother, father (based on legal marriage) wife or children of the guilty party. 
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Law and religious teachings. Also, the Criminal Code only defi nes physical 
violence; it does not include psychological violence. What is more, there 
are no mechanisms to protect the victims, either before, after or during the 
court case, or any rehabilitation or compensation for the victim. 

Law enforcers (police, prosecutors, judges and lawyers) as well as mar-
riage counselors, informal leaders, and professionals (doctors, paramed-
ics, psychologists, etc.) generally consider the issue of domestic violence a 
private issue in which nobody should interfere. They usually believe that 
violence is the fault of the victim herself because she did not obey her 
husband or did not perform her duties as a good wife and housekeeper. 
These attitudes make it diffi cult to handle cases of domestic violence, as 
do expensive legal procedures and corrupt bureaucracy. 

The following example of APIK’s dealings with domestic violence il-
lustrates some of the interactions among the three angles of the triangle: 
the women’s movement, civil society and the State.

� Legal Aid. APIK provides legal assistance to victims both within and 
outside the court (for example, deciding on the support that the hus-
band should provide while the case is being tried in court). If the 
victim requires it, APIK takes her to a crisis center to obtain psycho-
logical/counseling.

� Campaign and public education. APIK conducted a campaign using 
certain cases, including that of the wife who murdered her husband, 
to indicate the failure of the legal system and other social institutions 
in responding to domestic violence. Indonesian society holds har-
mony in the family and the duties of women in high esteem and 
APIK made use of this by saying that domestic violence not only vio-
lates women’s rights, but also endangers other structures in society; 
also development will be undermined because the government incurs 
huge social and economic costs. In cooperation with radio stations in 
17 cities throughout Indonesia, the complaints of victims were pre-
sented on-air or through letters, revealing that domestic violence oc-
curs in all social classes and all over Indonesia with almost the same 
pattern. This was accompanied by an information campaign to make 
the public realize that domestic violence is a crime.

� Consultative meetings with stakeholders and strengthening the net-
work. APIK held a series of workshops on the “Response of Religion 
and Law to Domestic Violence,” with law enforcers, representatives 
of all religions, and victims/survivors. This led to the Department of 
Religion publishing a booklet on domestic violence. 
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� Conducting research and policy studies. On the basis of a com-
parative study of national laws against domestic violence and vari-
ous scholarly studies on the topic, APIK prepared an academic draft 
together with feminists in the Faculty of Law. The draft promoted 
women’s empowerment through the elimination of all social cultural 
practices that allow violence against women, with simultaneous con-
cern for family harmony.14.

� National Consultancy. The draft was then presented to the wider so-
ciety in various provinces, in cooperation with local NGOs, universi-
ties and members of DPR. 

� Lobbying parliament and government. APIK lobbied Parliament 
(DPR) and the Ministry of Women’s Empowerment and invited 
the two institutions to discuss the draft together. For almost a year, 
National Parliament held a weekly discussion with APIK and its net-
work. The National Commission against Violence against Women of 
the DPR invited experts from several countries. Law enforcement au-
thorities were lobbied and received training on how to handle cases 
of violence against women. At present, the government is reviewing 
this draft15.

Output
An increasing number of women are asking for legal assistance from APIK. 
Since its inception and up to 2002, APIK has dealt with 1,628 cases, but 
more people have been assisted because many cases are handled collec-
tively, including up to thousands of workers. 

More than half of the cases concern domestic issues: divorce, inheri-
tance, conjugal property, and child custody, as well as domestic violence, 
the main reasons for which are economic support, polygamy, and infi -
delity. Other cases involve rape or sexual harassment, including violence 
against housemaids, children and workers. APIK is also involved in cases 
that affect poor people, such as the seizure of lands and the prohibition 
of pedicabs (becaks)16 in Jakarta. 

14 This draft is based on equal access for men and women, active participation of society, the pro-
tection of victims, rehabilitation for perpetrators and victims, and compensation for victims.
15 DPR adopted the APIK concept of domestic violence: that violence that occurs in families 
related through marriage (both recorded and not recorded) and blood relations, at work and in 
other intimate relationships. Meanwhile, the government limited domestic violence to recorded 
(legal) marriages and blood relations. 
16 The becak is a very important form of transportation, particularly for women and children.
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The citizen’s lawsuit is a new procedure created by APIK and LBH 
Jakarta. The citizen’s lawsuit was used against the President due to neglect 
of migrant workers deported by the government of Malaysia. APIK, to-
gether with the becak drivers fi led a class action in which the drivers won 
their case against the Governor of Jakarta, who wanted to eliminate the 
becak from the city.

At present, APIK has provided training to approximately 1,000 people 
from the strategic groups mentioned above, both through training con-
ducted by APIK itself and training provided by other organizations and 
prepared by APIK. In six years, ten studies have been produced that will 
continue to be used to advocate changes in various policies that discrimi-
nate against women and that are based on gender stereotyping. 

The networking described above has put APIK on the front line of the 
struggle for women’s empowerment. Its success hinges on a vision and 
mission shared with its collaborating partners. 

Obstacles 
APIK has experienced many obstacles in implementing its mission. Most re-
late to the cultural, political, social and religious conditions in Indonesia. 

A major internal problem is the availability of human resources. In 
general, new staff members are recent graduates and their education is 
still gender-biased. Because funds are available only for programs, staff 
training can only be provided on-the-job, under the supervision of senior 
APIK staff. This is diffi cult because there are not very many senior staff 
members. Although APIK is also intended to be a training ground for 
lawyers, uncertainty about funding prevents APIK from retaining expert 
or senior staff, primarily because the facilities and honoraria cannot com-
pare with working for a company or opening a law offi ce. 

Donor dependency also means that programs cannot be implemented 
in a sustainable manner. Fighting all forms of discrimination, particularly 
the ones legitimized by religion and tradition, while at the same time 
being forced to conduct fundraising activities, disrupts concentration and 
costs considerable effort, sometimes making it impossible for the organi-
zation to reach its objectives. 

There are multiple obstacles confronted by the survivors who rely on 
community-based legal assistance. In the fi rst place, their husbands often 
divorce them after violence is reported. Divorce means not only a social 
stigma, but also an economic burden. Second, domestic chores often pre-
vent women from participating in activities outside their homes. Third, 
the separation of private and public spheres is still very strong. Assistance 
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given by a fellow woman in the community could be considered an 
unwelcome intervention in private affairs. Fourth, fi nancial constraints 
may prevent women from participating in community activities. Fifth, 
many husbands do not allow their wives to participate in APIK activities. 
Husbands may even complain to their bosses, who may call the wives to 
discourage them from participating. This actually occurred in the training 
of an Islamic women’s study group. Sixth, most APIK clients are very poor 
and often change residence, making it diffi cult to organize them.

Lessons Learned
If we apply the triangular model of analysis of women’s empowerment to 
the work of APIK described above, some interesting dynamics become ap-
parent. A brief, two-step analysis will be presented here. First, each angle 
of the triangle will be discussed in relation to the work of APIK. Second, 
the dynamics between these actors will be analyzed. 

The Actors: The Three Angles of the Triangle

The fi rst angle considered here is that of the State: the lawmaking bodies 
including the national parliament (DPR) and the Senate (MPR), the vari-
ous ministries and the state apparatus such as the military and the police. 

APIK confronts several diffi culties with government bureaucracy: 
First, there are few femocrats (feminist bureaucrats) who can push for the 
implementation of gender-equitable processes and procedures. Second, 
there is very little coordination and cooperation among the various min-
istries. Also, the military has a bad record of human rights violations, 
including acts of sexual violence again women.

APIK has been successful in revealing the patriarchal structure of the 
Indonesian legal system and this, in turn, has motivated the government 
to conduct gender mainstreaming in the fi eld of law. APIK activists are 
often asked to help in this work and to provide training in various legal 
institutions and sectors. APIK and KPI always participate in teams that 
draft proposals for laws and state policies such as the Anti-Rape Law, the 
National Action Plan for the Empowerment of Women, the National 
Action Plan for the Elimination of Violence against Women and the 
National Action Plan against the Traffi cking of Women and Children. 
Three founders of APIK have been members of the Parliament/People’s 
Consultative Assembly since 1999.

The second angle corresponds to the women’s movement in Indonesia, 
of which APIK forms a part. Because, as discussed earlier, APIK is continu-
ously under-funded, it has a small, young staff; the lack of senior lawyers 
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is felt acutely. Also, Indonesia is very much an oral society. Written infor-
mation must often be supplemented with verbal communication. This 
adds to the workload.

An evaluation of APIK programs (Tiwon, 2002) concluded that they 
have had a major impact on the women’s movement in Indonesia. APIK 
has inspired other organizations to conduct similar activities or to set up 
new units offering legal aid activities with a gender perspective.

The third angle corresponds to society at large. APIK initially focused 
on women workers, then shifted to issues of violence against women, 
actively advocating legal changes in this area. This was apparent in APIK´s 
response to the economic crisis of 1997, the mass rapes in May 1998, and 
the organization’s involvement in the issue of the condition of women 
in confl ictive areas and the increasing traffi cking of women and children. 
APIK also highlighted the growing pressure on women to submit to the 
increasingly patriarchal interpretation of Islam and the revival of customs 
that oppress women. The organization’s work in these areas has gained it 
the support of the wider society.

The Dynamics: The Construction and Movement of the Triangle

The second step in applying the model of the triangle of women’s em-
powerment to the work of APIK is to analyze the dynamics among the 
actors, specifi cally, between the women’s movement, including APIK, and 
the State, and between APIK and the women’s movement. 

As for the former, there have been some successes, such as drafting and 
lobbying for a law on domestic violence. Good relations with the media 
have helped. Since the beginning of the Reformation period (1998), the 
media has played a major role in mobilizing public opinion for democ-
racy and educating the public..

Some successes in changing repressive laws into laws that aim to pro-
tect women have already been discussed above, but the reverse is also hap-
pening. Of particular concern is the draft revision of the Criminal Code, 
which is currently under discussion. The proposed revisions strengthen 
some of the repressive legal regulations of the Dutch period, and further 
criminalize abortion and various forms of sexual behavior, such as adul-
tery, living together out of wedlock, oral and anal sex, sodomy and ho-
mosexuality. Worrying trends in the relationship between civil society and 
the State, which have a bearing on gender relations, include the growing 
infl uence of the military, rising levels of corruption, the growing infl u-
ence of conservative religious groups, particularly Islamic fundamental-
ism, and the strengthening of repressive regulations of customary law in 
relation to the process of regional autonomy.
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We can conclude that APIK´s strategy has been effective in the pro-
cess of changing various laws and policies to include women’s perspec-
tive. However, APIK´s tasks are limited by the very few people in the 
government and in DPR who have a gender perspective and the weak 
coordination of the departments that are responsible for the process of 
changing laws.

The second aspect of the dynamics operating between the various 
angles of the triangle is the relationship between APIK and the wider so-
ciety. The legal aid program implemented by APIK is a dynamic means of 
communication with its constituents. It is a participatory process that in-
troduces women to the rigid legal system and the process of law-making. 
APIK clients realize how the legal system discriminates against women 
and this awareness has encouraged APIK to cooperate with other organi-
zations that work within the political system to increase the participation 
and political representation of women in decision-making processes. 

APIK has successfully penetrated the rigid separation of the domestic 
and public arenas. The sphere of the family and household is now open 
to plans for better legal protection for the personal relations within it: 
marriage, blood relations, work relations, other social or intimate rela-
tionships.

An interesting example of cooperation between MITRA APIK and KPI, 
and the impact this can have on the wider society, was in 2001, when 
the regional parliament of the province of West Sumatra issued a draft 
regional regulation which, among other things, prohibited women from 
wearing tight-fi tting clothes or going out at night, unless accompanied by 
a male relative. It also defi ned homosexuality and prostitution as criminal 
activities. In response, APIK West Sumatra conducted a gender analysis on 
the draft, wrote a column in the local newspaper and held a talk show on 
the radio. The objective of these activities was to invite the wider society, 
particularly women, to reject the proposed regulation because it contra-
dicts CEDAW and the Constitution. 

Based on the information given by APIK West Sumatra, APIK Jakarta 
sent a protest letter to the parliament of West Sumatra. At the nation-
al level, KPI also sent a protest letter that received the wide attention of 
the mass media, threatening to report the government to the CEDAW 
Committee if it did not cancel the draft. Before issuing a press statement 
and writing a letter to the regional parliament, KPI was invited by a radio 
station to participate in a talk show with the member of parliament who 
headed the team drafting the regulation. In the dialogue, KPI vehemently 
expressed its objection to the draft and said that parliament was taking a 
very simplistic attitude toward the issue of prostitution and that the draft 
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discriminated against women based on gender and class. The prohibition 
against going out at night, aside from discriminating against women, also 
removed the economic right of poor women to work at night, both in 
entertainment places and in the market as vendors or storeowners. APIK 
West Sumatra worked together with KPI West Sumatra and with other 
women organizations and conducted a hearing with parliament to reject 
the draft. During this hearing the women’s wing of the biggest Islamic 
mass organization actually supported the proposed draft regulation with 
the argument that it is in accordance with the teaching of Islam. But be-
cause of the strong pressure from APIK and KPI, ratifi cation of the draft 
was eventually cancelled.

Another lesson learned is that efforts to strengthen and develop APIK 
should become a program that is equally important as its other programs. 
However, the organization’s inability to curb its dependency on foreign 
funds is a problem that could imperil its continuity.

Conclusions
We can conclude that APIK’s interventions can be most effective if there 
is synergy between the wider women’s movement, the media, the grass-
roots women’s groups and politicians. The two national legislative bodies 
are the most receptive to APIK’s efforts, while the lack of femocrats and 
the fragmentation of the ministries make changes at that level more dif-
fi cult. The police have been more receptive to APIK’s work than the mili-
tary so far. APIK and the KPI also attempt to work together with liberal 
Muslim groups to help stem the tide of rising fundamentalism. Despite 
diffi cult circumstances, with the help of the media, the level of gender 
consciousness in society is rising, although repression against feminism 
is also growing. 

The triangle discussed above works most effectively if all its corners 
strengthen themselves internally and move together as forcefully as pos-
sible to work towards greater gender justice.
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Using Cinema to Pave Women’s Way to 
Empowerment in Argentina
Marcela Chiarotti
Institute for Gender, Law and Development, Rosario, Argentina

Introduction
This text describes an experience carried out by the Institute for Gender, 
Law and Development, which promotes equality among men and women 
in Argentina. The experience was centered around the idea of devising a 
novel, effective and motivating methodology for gender awareness-build-
ing to be used as a tool to promote women’s empowerment and participa-
tion in public spheres. Specifi cally, it used cinema as a powerful tool to 
provoke dialogue and learning. The ultimate goal of this initiative was to 
contribute to the struggle with the stark reality of women’s unequal partici-
pation in decision-making processes in economic and political spheres.

Brief Country Background: Argentina
Argentina gained its independence from Spain in 1810. The Constitution of 
1853 established a federation in which power was held mainly by one prov-
ince, Buenos Aires. Immigration (mainly Italian and Spanish) was encour-
aged in the late 19th century on the premise that the arrival of white, educat-
ed Europeans would spread their progressive ideas among our population 
of mainly Creole, indigenous and mixed-race people. This was accompa-
nied by an economic model based on agricultural exports that continues to 
be important today, after years of unfavorable agricultural policies. 

Argentina’s history in the twentieth century was not the exception to 
the rule in Latin America. During the 1960s and 70s, Argentina was ruled 
by military dictatorships. Approximately 30,000 people “disappeared” at 
the hands of the military regime. This era squashed citizens’ rights and 
initiatives to participate in political decision-making. 

After a great struggle, democracy returned to Argentina in 1983. Citizens 
began to recognize their rights and to organize and mobilize. Participation 
in democracy is increasing today, although this phenomenon is a response 
to the dire needs of the Argentine people, a consequence of the successive 
fi nancial and economic crises suffered by the country, including hyperin-
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fl ation and measures to expropriate bank deposits (2001—2002). On the 
verge of institutional anarchy, the country had fi ve different presidents in 
ten days (December 2001—January 2002). Political parties and govern-
ments lost their legitimacy and credibility due to prevailing corruption.

Argentina has over 36 million people (2001 census) in 25 jurisdic-
tions: 24 provinces and an autonomous city (Buenos Aires) with very 
low annual population growth. The country is the third largest in Latin 
America, after Brazil and Mexico.

Argentina has been called “a country of poor companies and rich 
businessmen.” The economy is based on an agricultural export model; 
in the last fi scal year, enough food was exported for 300 million people 
in other parts of the world. Ironically, however, 57 percent of Argentina’s 
total population lives below the offi cial poverty line. 73 percent of these 
are children under 14 years of age. (INDEC, 2002). 

An average Argentine woman’s life expectancy at birth is 77 years, 
while for men it is 70 years. Health services are free and universal. The 
quality of these services is good, but it has started to deteriorate due to 
fi nancial crisis. 

Historically, Argentina has prided itself on the quality of its educa-
tion, which has always been equivalent to that of developed countries, 
although the quality of public education is highly questioned nowadays. 

According to the National Institute for Census and Statistics, in 1998-
1999, 13.2 percent of the population was unemployed and 13.7 percent 
was underemployed, directly affecting 3.5 million people. In 2001-2002, 
the unemployment situation worsened, discouraging job seekers. This 
“hidden unemployment” increases structural poverty. 

To face this situation, women have increasingly entered the labor force, 
frequently to replace income earned by men. Approximately 40 percent 
of women over the age of 15 are economically active. (Zurutuza, 2003) 
Female unemployment stands at 20.3 percent, compared to 15.7 percent 
for men. Women with low qualifi cations work in domestic service, street 
vending, the food industry, unskilled positions in the health sector and, 
of course, prostitution. Qualifi ed women workers in Argentina earn 38.5 
percent less than men for a job of the same value.1 

Women’s political participation has increased since 1991, when the 
Quota Law was passed, establishing compulsory 30 percent female par-
ticipation on the ballot list. In the House of Representatives, women con-
tinue to follow traditional lines, represented mostly on the social and 
family commissions. 

1 Estimates by the General Department of Women Issues, Autonomous Government, Buenos Aires). 
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Project: The Republic of Women. The Cinema Gives Us Clues.
The Institute for Gender, Law and Development is a non-governmental 
organization whose objectives include the improvement of the social and 
judicial conditions of girls and women, gender equality, the full exercise 
of citizenship, and respect for human rights. Although the Institute works 
primarily in the city of Rosario, its work has a broader scope since it col-
laborates with other organizations from Argentina and Latin America.

The Institute proposed the cinema project to promote women’s par-
ticipation in politics, union activity and social development and to get 
them involved in decision-making. It sought to refl ect critically and cre-
atively on women’s participation in diverse dimensions of public life and 
generate a participatory culture. The experience was based on a dialectical 
theory of knowledge that considers the enabling quality of an educational 
process as its most important characteristic.

Cinema is a medium that can represent diverse dimensions of reality. 
Its instant, concrete images are perceived as almost real by the audience, 
who feel completely involved in the situation. Cinema bridges space and 
time, facilitating refl ection on complex women’s issues that are diffi cult 
to express in words. 

Cinema was chosen as a tool also because it is a mass medium that 
enters people’s daily lives and infl uences popular culture. Giroux (1996) 
proposes “a pedagogy of representation which focuses on demystifying 
the representation act and process by revealing the ways in which meaning 
is produced in the framework of power relations that conceive identities 
through history, social conventions and the ways of ethical treatments…”. 
Cinema provides a means to refl ect on female representation so that after 
a constructive debate we can construct alternative representations and re-
alities with which women can identify.

In this framework, our methodology focused on:

� starting from reality—from what each person knows, lives and feels;

� using the stimulus provided by fi lm to develop a theory of this prac-
tice and, together with the participants, locate the individual in his or 
her collective, social, historical, and structural context; and

� creating, as a result of this process, transformations and improve-
ments in practice.

The Institute’s team held 30 fi lm-debate sessions, attended by men and 
women from different political parties, unions, and social groups. The 
fi lms were viewed and debated in several neighborhoods and business 
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organizations, mostly in urban areas. To reach the other provinces of our 
country, we worked with local women’s groups and organizations. 

The team traveled to different sites with a fi lm projector, a screen and 
the selected commercial fi lms, which narrated stories about violence and 
discrimination by social class, gender, race or religion. Each fi lm was pro-
posed and agreed to by each group. Some groups going through a diffi cult 
time needed an activity that would unite them.

The team members would present our organization, our proposal 
and a brief summary of the fi lm to be projected. We either projected the 
fi lm fi rst and then introduced the issues presented in the fi lm, or vice 
versa. The team invited the participants to watch the fi lm from a gender 
perspective, emphasizing gender relationships, the different representa-
tions of women, how these women conditioned their development in 
different domains, women’s capacities and attitudes to produce changes, 
and women’s relationship with power.

The debate would usually start with questions like, “What did you 
feel when you saw the fi lm?” or “Did you identify with the scenes or the 
characters?” These questions bridged the gap between fi ction and reality, 
so that women could speak about their own problems, identify them as 
gender-related problems, share them and try to work out plausible solu-
tions. This last goal called for shared effort, and with certain groups it did 
not always produce results because of limited time. Nevertheless, with the 
groups we met more than once, the exchange of ideas proved to be quite 
enriching, leading to deep analysis. These fruitful experiences attracted 
publicity by word of mouth and other organizations contacted us for a 
fi lm debate session.

The last stage involved an individual anonymous survey completed 
by each participant at the end of each session. This allowed us to collect 
data about the women’s lives and experiences. These surveys were not 
aimed only at women, but the participants were mostly women. All de-
bates were fi lmed. 

The following issues were put forth during the debates:

� the false dichotomy between the public and the private spheres;

� women’s need to be heard;

� their children’s views;

� questioning and critical analysis of the culturally upheld notion 
of power;

� a lack of confi dence related to low levels of education;
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� the dual responsibility felt by women in decision-making positions 
and the higher expectations placed on women politicians in compari-
son to their male counterparts;

� women’s choice to participate in community organizations and action;

� whether the private sphere, its problems and concerns are secondary 
to the public sphere in the formulation of policies;

� women as subjects of their own wishes and protagonists of their own 
decisions;

� women’s participation in groups and organizations, as a strategy for gen-
der strengthening; overcoming barriers related to a lack of self-esteem;

� the importance of women’s own experiences as knowledge;

� the strategic value of young girls’ observing the example of partici-
pative mothers;

� women’s general resistance to politics. However, as the participants 
became more involved in the debate and the reasons for women’s 
participation in politics were analyzed, many women admitted that 
they would like to evolve in that fi eld.

� gender solidarity as an indispensable input to empowerment;

� women’s capacity to carry out and sustain social leadership;

� the rescue and recognition of the tradition of participation that 
women have built and taken part in throughout Argentine history.

� whether it is possible or not to reconcile professional success, moth-
erhood and the couple;

� men and their “sacrifi ces”.

Women’s Views
In this section, we will examine three groups of women and the ways they 
organize themselves, their vicissitudes, and especially the paths they take to 
improve their lives and their communities’ living conditions: i) those who 
participate in associations or neighborhood groups; ii) those who are active 
in politics; and iii) women in professional or business organizations.

All three groups of women seem to be affected by:

� high demands on their time, attributable to their multiple roles. Time 
constraints condition their participation in diverse domains.
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� high demands imposed on them, especially on those who participate 
in economic and political domains—demands based on very particu-
lar parameters of appearance, marital status, and so on.

� biological factors, such as motherhood, that become barriers due to 
the shortage of services such as nurseries, which would allow women 
more peace of mind and independence. The present situation re-
quires exclusive allegiance to the motherly role, forcing women to 
stop working for a period or delay career advancement.

Women in Associations or Neighborhood Groups

These women usually got together and organized in response to the needs 
of their communities. The intention was always the same: to improve 
their quality of life (diet, health, security). It is important, of course, to 
emphasize that for poor women quality of life means simply trying to 
meet basic needs. Poor or marginalized women are generally mobilized 
by their concern for others. However, as time goes by they begin to take 
more care of themselves, and their own needs and concerns.

One woman from the non-governmental organization “Lola Mora” 
indicated that to bring women together when they fi rst started was a very 
exacting task. They received answers such as “I don’t know if I’ll be able to 
do it,” or “I don’t know if I’ll be up to something like that.” However, she 
said that “as your family’s mind starts changing, your neighbour’s mind 
starts changing, you get more and more accepted, and those people who 
at the beginning were horrifi ed at the idea later come to you for advice on 
how to change things in their neighbourhood.”

Another woman comments that she joined a community organi-
zation motivated by her interest in improving her community’s living 
conditions. They started by setting up a community-dining hall during 
the looting period.2 She remarks that the community-dining hall has 
opened many doors and they have achieved many things they never 
imagined they would.

The presence of a woman leader is perceived to be fundamental in 
this kind of group. She is the pillar on which the other members rely. 

Women’s organizations or neighborhood groups based on solidar-
ity fl ourish as the need to help and to be helped motivates women to 
continue their efforts. Shared diffi culties, feelings of sympathy and a 

2 Lootings in Argentina have become a way of obtaining food during crisis periods, since the lack 
of food forces the poor to break into shops and loot. 
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growing identifi cation with the group itself transform this space as time 
goes by. The group becomes a space for autonomous learning and even 
research on the gender perspective. Even when some of these women 
are illiterate, sooner or later the discrimination and/or inequality they 
suffer every day, both in the public and in the private spheres, emerges 
as a problem. 

It is precisely this reality that makes the group a true resource that 
strengthens and helps its members in their search for other resources that 
contribute to their growth and well-being. These resources may simply be 
someone who listens to them, so that they can express their feelings and 
wants, opening the way to self-determination, autonomy, independence 
and self confi dence. However, the chief obstacle these women face on 
their road to empowerment is the sustainability of the group. Resources 
at their disposal include applying for grants; setting up or maintaining 
community dining halls; starting sewing bees; manufacturing clothes and 
organizing recreational events for their neighborhoods, like theater and 
street music.

According to the National Centre of Community Organizations 
(Cenoc), based on a sample of 2,912 organizations in Argentina, 92 per-
cent of human resources (107,408 persons) are volunteers. Of these, 73 
percent are women. Of course, their vital contribution is under-valued in 
relation to the contribution of the “productive labor force”.

Women in Politics

Women active in politics in Argentina have not yet formed a political party 
that unites them. They have joined the traditional political parties, making 
it diffi cult for them to prioritize gender demands and vindications. 

On the other hand, women in the traditional parties have to deal with 
feelings of alienation, as they do not belong to what seems to be the polit-
ical groups’ interests: production, macroeconomy, alliances. Meanwhile, 
women’s interests are left invisible, since women have been historically 
associated with the private sphere (Villar Márquez, 1994 ). 

Some women consider politics to be fi lthy; they do not like the politi-
cal environment. This amounts to saying that they would seek a new road 
into politics, without following or adapting masculine standards. 

Another aspect of women’s political careers is the infl uence their 
parents’ political activity has had on them; either their mother’s or fa-
ther’s. The existence of a role model in their families and their parents’ 
involvement in politics seem to enable these women to take their fi rst 
political steps. 
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The debating process raised a question that addresses the pivotal issue of 
organization: Why is it that movements as strong and persistent as Mothers 
of the Plaza de Mayo, formed exclusively by women, have not become po-
litical parties? For Cheresky (1996), there is a clear-cut answer in the loss 
of credibility and legitimacy that political parties (in general) have suffered 
in Argentina. As a matter of fact, many participants believe that for the 
Mothers of Plaza de Mayo to become involved in traditional politics would 
be a shady deal, as it would “sell out” or misrepresent the movement’s ob-
jectives. Accordingly, several participants in the debates concluded that “so-
cial leadership is easier for women than political leadership.” 

Women involved in politics share a belief: “in order to become political 
leaders, we need the support of other women, too.” A similar notion is that 
“in order to achieve empowerment, it is necessary to achieve solidarity and 
respect, especially gender solidarity.” Women groups worked together suc-
cessfully, for instance, in favor of the Quota Law. However, not all women 
who reach positions of power support those who are trying to enter the 
political arena or have a gender perspective or even gender awareness. 

Professional and Business Women’s Organizations 

The professional and business women’s organizations we have con-
tacted seemed to be completely guided by their gender identity, as in-
dicated by their names: the Commission of Professional Women of the 
Council of Professionals of Economic Sciences, and the Commission 
of Women in Small and Medium-sized Businesses of the Business 
Association of Rosario.

In the fi rst of these commissions, the number of members has in-
creased as a result of women’s initiatives and training. Before “…women 
didn’t let themselves get involved for fear of making mistakes,” one par-
ticipant commented. One woman asserts that although women consti-
tute 52 percent of the Council, they feel a permanent hostility from most 
men. Many men’s opinion is that by forming this commission, women 
discriminate against males. According to the women, the commission is 
highly productive, but it has proved diffi cult to increase the number of fe-
male participants.. The erroneous perception that the organization fosters 
hostility towards males keeps some women away. Others do not seem to 
understand what the commission works for.

Women also encounter differences in salaries and chances for pro-
motion. In Argentina, the most noticeable gender difference is among 
qualifi ed professionals, where women earn 65 percent of what men earn 
(Woman’s Undersecretary Offi ce, 1998). Research in the public sector has 
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shown that women are much younger and more qualifi ed than their male 
colleagues, but are less represented in decision-making and management 
positions. Women tend to be in dead-end jobs, have lower salaries and 
fewer chances of participating in management training. 

In the debates on this issue, controversy arose as to whether this is 
the result of discrimination or of self-selection. Women’s opinions reveal 
a combination of situations, but self-selection appears as a very strong 
factor, a consequence of an educational and cultural process with dis-
criminatory characteristics. Women are content with less demanding po-
sitions that allow them to fulfi ll their multiple economic and domestic 
roles (Correia, 1999). At the same time, despite high levels of training, 
women shy away from the market’s demand for competitiveness, since 
they have been brought up in a society that represses this in women and 
fosters it in men.

Professionals and businesswomen have indicated that the opportu-
nity to start their own business would provide them with independence, 
an income and perhaps a balance between their professional and per-
sonal life. Even if some progress has been achieved in this sense, it is still 
far from what is desirable. For example, to obtain a loan to establish a 
small or medium-sized enterprise, barriers such as guarantees and docu-
mentation are usually more rigid for women. All these are still challenges 
remaining on the State’s agenda, and of course, men and women should 
commit themselves to meeting them. 

Women and Their Multiple Roles
A matter that comes up in all debates is the dilemma that women face 
when it comes to combining their multiple roles, in a culture that pro-
duces and reproduces roles and stereotypes according to sex.

A study by Wainerman (1998) of 35 couples with average and high-av-
erage income in the city of Buenos Aires shows that in spite of the changes 
produced in the labor force, the division of labor at home has changed 
little. While men have taken on a more active role in bringing up the chil-
dren and doing the housework, women are still burdened with the respon-
sibility for cooking, laundering, ironing and cleaning, while men assume 
more occasional jobs, such as domestic repairs or car maintenance. 

The need to promote changes in the relationship of couples is compel-
ling. These include: motherhood, women’s exit from paid work; work inside 
and outside the home; double and triple work shifts; women’s professional 
development inside the couple; children’s upbringing and education; and 
the care of ill and old people in the family. In relation to the exchange of 
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roles between men and women, Anderson (1998) suggests “the question is 
to establish exchanges that express justice in spite of the inherent confl icts 
between the genders –distinguished by Sen- and the different portfolios of 
assets and talents each gender has and contributes.”

During the Institute’s debates, several women aired similar views. 
Many said their husbands tried to prevent them from attending the 
meetings. A member of the Housekeepers Union claimed that their hus-
bands value housework—a job without payment—only when they have 
to do it themselves. Another woman commented that the arguments 
she had with her husband when she started attending the group later 
led to divorce. A third woman commented that her husband expected 
her to be his maid. After fi ve years of pondering on the confl ict, “I re-
defi ned my life and I’m happy that I did,” she said. She feels now great 
satisfaction in relation to her children, because “a man who knows how 
to cook and sew a button just as well as a woman knows how to defend 
her place in society.” 

Refl ections on the Survey
The following observations are based on the answers to the surveys con-
ducted among the women participants in the fi lm-debate sessions:

� Most women work outside the home as well as inside; many women 
work double shifts.

� There have been few advances in the redistribution of housework. The 
household continues to be the domain of women. The extra work in 
the private sphere is one of the chief barriers to women’s access to the 
public sphere.

� Women have increased their number of paid working hours, but in 
most cases this does not mean better pay for the job done.

� Women’s participation in public spheres is limited by caring for oth-
ers, organizing family life and doing household chores, as well as by 
where they live. In rural areas, more hours are dedicated to house-
work than to paid work.

� Women’s socio-economic level and education condition their partici-
pation.

� Women have not been educated for politics or power. They usually 
say they are not interested and they have not been given the oppor-
tunity to participate. The women who have done so confront diffi cul-
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ties and obstacles at home, in their communities, with men in their 
own political parties, union, workplace or social sector, and with 
other women.

� The mass media in Argentina, as well as educational institutions, fos-
ter gender stereotypes and behavior that condition the future develop-
ment of women and of the relationships between men and women.

� Women value sensitivity to the issue of gender equality, in both men 
and women.

Lessons Learned
We have formulated some basic questions related to women’s participa-
tion in the public spheres of politics and economic activity. The sug-
gested responses have been taken from refl ections on the fi lm and the 
ensuing debates.

Is the reality of women’s participation in politics and unions seen 
from an individual or a collective perspective? Does it include a 
gender perspective?

� Women discover discrimination or inequality when they refl ect on 
their experiences and the obstacles and problems they face when they 
want access to power. Women tend to seek unity and solidarity with 
other women and opportunities for training. Only then can a mature 
view of reality with a gender perspective develop. 

� Female politicians and union members have been seen as “partners” 
or “associates”, but almost never as true protagonists in elections, 
even after having participated actively in the campaigns. With two ex-
ceptions, the women who participated in our groups have never been 
on top of the lists on the ballot.

� The dominant view of politics among women emerges from social, 
inclusive concerns that have to do with improving living conditions 
for everyone.  

� In diffi cult or critical situations, women offer their cooperation un-
conditionally, but when things return to normal, they are left to re-
treat to their private roles.

� Commitment and political activity in rural areas arise from the need 
to improve general living conditions, to achieve concrete objectives, 
such as improved infrastructure and job creation.
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Why do women participate in social movements but not take active 
part in politics and unions?

� In general, political parties are not attractive to women. All women 
politicians in the province of Tucumán who participated in the ses-
sions and who belonged to a party or union said they benefi ted more 
from experiences that included various parties or unions than from 
their activities within their own party or union.

� Women feel more comfortable in the dynamics of social movements 
than in those of political parties. Political participation implies re-
sponsibility that leads to confl icts in the private sphere.

What obstacles do women encounter in political and/or union 
participation? What should this participation be like? 

� Political participation is based on hierarchical, authoritarian princi-
ples. Women would prefer more collective ways of carrying out politi-
cal activity.

� Women want to participate in politics and/or unions mostly because 
of problems in their daily lives, their quality of life, and social ser-
vices. They are less willing to use eloquent speeches or great image 
campaigns to win votes.

� The history of women’s political participation must be recovered, to 
be used as a reference and model for the present..

� Women politicians and unionists are watched more for their mistakes 
than their successes.

� Women continue to dedicate their time predominantly to the private 
sphere. Assuming a leading role in the public sphere means a redistri-
bution of time and responsibilities.

� In general, there is a rather negative view of political and/or union 
activity.

Possible Strategies That Would Foster Women’s Empowerment
� Capitalize creatively on women’s resourcefulness in confronting daily 

problems. 

� Encourage women to make their absence felt by discontinuing tasks 
that are culturally expected of them, making others aware of the im-
portance and value of what women demand.
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� Encourage women to promote education that favors and promotes 
self-esteem and the capacity to lead not only social processes, but also 
political and economic ones. The mechanism could be fi rst to infl u-
ence the design of public policies and then to fi ght from the different 
sectors in which we work.

� Increase the number of women who set up their own businesses as a 
way to balance their personal lives and their professional development.

� Use gender identity as an enabling and driving tool for the emergence 
of women’s organizations.

� Use gender solidarity as a key element and an enabling instrument for 
a participatory future, professional development, and women’s access 
to decision-making positions.

� Use women’s capacity to create and discover new resources to pro-
mote women’s issues. 

� Consider promoting and stimulating responsible procreation.

Refl ections on the Workshop
The harsh reality of Argentina and the importance of encouraging uni-
versal participation, particularly by women, to construct a participative 
democracy, makes it essential to build a new “social contract”. This means 
that “… we should include, increasingly, all those groups and social sec-
tors that were not included in the process of creation of the modern equal-
ity paradigm” (Faur and Lipszyc: 2003)

There is no chance of this happening without the involvement, the 
commitment, and the participation of people who understand the is-
sues, have good intentions, and are ready to improve things, “starting at 
home”. And this is what I would like to highlight from our shared days 
in Japan. Two important variables converged in Japan to make our expe-
rience very valuable: committed and concerned individuals and shared 
working time. 
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Young Women’s Leadership: The CAFRA 
Experience in Trinidad and Tobago
Stephanie Pile
Project Coordinator,Young Women’s Leadership, Port of Spain, Trinidad & Tobago

The Caribbean Commonwealth: A Brief Background1

The “Caribbean Commonwealth” generally refers to the English-speaking 
islands in the Caribbean and the mainland nations of Belize and Guyana 
that once constituted the Caribbean portion of the British Empire. An ex-
tended group of countries would also include Haiti and Suriname. This 
group of nations is characterized by huge differences in population, size, in-
come and ethnic composition. The largest populations are in Haiti (8.4 mil-
lion people), Jamaica (2.6 million) and Trinidad and Tobago (1.3 million), 
while several island nations have less than 100,000 persons. The nations 
with the highest standards of living are the Bahamas, Barbados and St. Kitts 
and Nevis, while the poorest countries are Haiti, Guyana and Suriname. 

The Caribbean nations share historical experiences that bind them 
and that make them different from their Latin American neighbors. Their 
transformation during the seventeenth century from a tobacco- to a sugar-
based economy permanently changed life on the islands, creating a plan-
tation society that initially employed African slave labor. 

After 1970, the sugar industry began to decline. Unemployment, bal-
ance of payments defi cits, increasing levels of external indebtedness and 
the corresponding macroeconomic problems resulted. By the 1980s, it be-
came clear that the sugar industry could no longer sustain the Caribbean 
economies. Tourism emerged as an alternative and today it is the major 
industry of the smaller islands. 

However, the economies of the region are vulnerable to external shocks. 
In an effort to minimize the associated risks, the independent nations of 
the Commonwealth Caribbean established the Caribbean Community 
and Common Market (CARICOM) in 1973. CARICOM´s greatest successes 
have been the creation and successful operation of about twenty regional 

1 This section draws heavily from the Library of Congress Country Study on the Commonwealth 
of Caribbean Islands: http://lcweb2.loc.gov/frd/cs/cxtoc.html
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institutions, including the University of the West Indies, the Caribbean 
Development Bank, the Caribbean Meteorological Council, the West Indies 
Shipping Corporation (WISCO), and the Caribbean Marketing Enterprise. 
The organization is now working to establish a Caribbean Court of Justice 
and the CARICOM Single Market and Economy. 

The political systems of the Commonwealth Caribbean nations are 
generally stable. They have inherited strong British democratic traditions 
and parliamentary systems. Political succession normally has been han-
dled peacefully and democratically. 

The region has a rich tradition of civil society organizations, the ma-
jority of which operate without any government support and depend on 
funding from the private sector and international agencies. 

Women in the English-speaking Caribbean have relatively high lev-
els of education. Enrolment rates tend to be higher for girls at both the 
primary and secondary levels. However, labor force statistics have con-
sistently shown higher rates of unemployment among women, as well 
as lower participation. Other social issues that affect women are the in-
creasing number of women and children contracting HIV/AIDS and the 
incidence of domestic violence.

Trinidad and Tobago

Trinidad and Tobago, a twin island republic, is the most southerly of 
the English-speaking Caribbean islands, located close to Venezuela. Oil 
and gas, manufacturing, agriculture and tourism are the main foreign ex-
change earners, making the country susceptible to the rise and fall of the 
prices of these commodities. 

Trinidad and Tobago also has a relatively stable political system, with 
a two-party, Westminster system of parliamentary democracy. The coun-
try is multi-racial and multi-cultural; the majority of the population are 
descendants of slaves and indentured Indians laborers. The main social 
issues are similar to those in the rest of the Caribbean. 

Women’s Affairs in the Caribbean Commonwealth
The Fifth Meeting of Commonwealth Ministers Responsible for Women’s 
Affairs, held in 1996 in Port-of Spain, Trinidad and Tobago, was a land-
mark in the history of policies for women and gender equity in the 
Caribbean. The Meeting reviewed the Beijing Action Plan and in the pro-
cess, revised its structure in order to mainstream gender concerns in all 
its policies.
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The Commonwealth Secretary-General, Chief Emeka Anyaoku, 
speaking at the opening ceremony said, “when the Commonwealth 
Heads of Governments endorsed the (Beijing) Plan of Action in 
1995, they lit a torch which will provide the light to lead women in 
the Commonwealth into the twenty-fi rst century” (Gender and Youth 
Affairs Division, Commonwealth Secretariat, 1997).

The countries reported on action plans and strategies for gender main-
streaming, gender and development, elements of Gender Management 
Systems, and specifi c legislation on the Convention for the Elimination 
of All Forms of Discrimination Against Women.

For the countries reporting on the number of female members of 
national parliaments, the proportion was generally less than 10 percent. 
None of the countries had reached the target of 30 percent set in 1995. 
Similarly, women’s participation in ministerial positions was generally 
low; only Health (43 percent) and Youth (34 percent) showed any signifi -
cant movement. 

The following are some key recommendations from the meeting:

� “Governments should develop national gender and development ac-
tion plans for integrating gender issues into all policies and programs 
by the year 2000.

� Ministers of Education should initiate more dynamic strategies for 
ensuring that girls and women are given equal access to educational 
opportunities, and participate more fully in training for non-tradi-
tional occupations such as science, technology and commerce.

� Governments are urged to implement recommendations for gender 
integration made at ministerial meetings in the areas of education, 
fi nance, health, law science and youth.

� The Commonwealth Secretariat should continue the process of engen-
dering its programs to provide gender-inclusive technical assistance to 
governments until mid-2000, and should support governments in im-
plementing the Plan of Action by providing advice, training and techni-
cal assistance, and the exchange of experiences on good practice.”

To carry out these recommendations, the Commonwealth Secretariat 
proposed:

� Gender Management Systems—an approach to mainstreaming gender;

� Gender and macroeconomic policy—gender integration into national 
budgetary policies;
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� Engendering political decision-making—getting more women into 
decision-making roles in politics;

� Gender, politics, confl ict prevention and resolution—recognition of 
women’s pro-active role in peace and confl ict resolution;

� Gender and local government—reforming local government systems 
from a gender perspective;

� Women’s rights as human rights—promoting the human rights of 
women and girl.

Women’s Organizations in the Caribbean

Several strong organizations advocate and work for the advancement 
of women in the Caribbean. Among them, the NGO Commonwealth 
Women’s Network, based in Trinidad and Tobago, is a pioneer that 
brings together existing women’s organizations and networks in the 
Commonwealth. Many network members have a high profi le in the dis-
cussion of public policies and interventions for the promotion of gender 
equality and other dimensions of social development.

The Caribbean Association for Feminist Research and Action (CAFRA) 
is a regional organization formed in 1985, with branches in fi fteen 
English, Spanish, and Dutch-speaking territories in the Caribbean. For 
more than a decade, CAFRA was infl uential in producing leaders who are 
now making contributions to the social sector at the national, regional 
and international levels. During that time, CAFRA made a conscious de-
cision to lobby, negotiate and use various strategies to empower women 
and to infl uence policy and laws, nationally and regionally.

This text will discuss one of the Network’s initiatives, as well as one 
of CAFRA’s.

Strategies in the Region since the 1996 Conference

Caribbean governments, NGOs and other agencies have been imple-
menting programs and projects to fulfi ll the mandate of the Beijing 
Platform for Action through the Commonwealth Secretariat structure 
and outside initiatives. 

In 1999, the United Nations Development Fund for Women (UNIFEM) 
Caribbean offi ce proposed a project “to promote political and economic 
empowerment of Caribbean women in ways that refl ect the development 
imperatives of the sub-region.” The UNIFEM Transformational Leadership 
project proposed a new paradigm for female leadership in the Caribbean, 
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based on that organization’s concept of “transformational leadership”. Dr. 
Joycelin Massiah, in her opening remarks at the project’s 1999 Advisory 
Group Meeting, gave the context in which this paradigm shift was being 
proposed, saying it was “a social revolution which is questioning gen-
der attitudes, behavior and the structural imbalances of power between 
men and women, and, an economic revolution…. Transformational 
Leadership should be neither stagnant nor static, but should involve mov-
ing from one stage to another as a continuum. It is leadership that should 
be holistic and incorporates all types of people, all sectors, and builds 
networks among individuals.” 

From a feminist perspective, female leadership is not an imitation of 
male leadership. Women have to take into consideration the issues wom-
en’s movements have been addressing for decades. Women also bring to 
the table issues such as childcare, food prices, the environment, reproduc-
tive rights, HIV/AIDS, poverty and domestic violence, to name a few. 

This new paradigm of transformational leadership, which is still 
evolving, sparked several initiatives for the promotion and strengthen-
ing of women’s leadership in the Caribbean. This text will describe two 
such initiatives, both in Trinidad and Tobago, and will highlight lessons 
learned and concepts that we can bring to other programs and projects 
which seek to enhance female leadership.

Two Experiences in the Empowerment of Women in 
Trinidad and Tobago 

The “Engendering Local Government” Project 

The Network of NGOs of Trinidad and Tobago for the Advancement 
of Women, which is a member of the NGO Commonwealth Women’s 
Network, launched a non-partisan political platform for the advancement 
of women, as part of its commitment to the Beijing Platform for Action 
Plan. One component of this was the project entitled “Engendering 
Local Government”.

The project sought to deal with the dearth of women candidates and 
female leaders in local government. It was sparked by the recognition that 
thousands of women in Trinidad and Tobago are the engines behind the 
election campaigns of the longest-serving political party. They have been 
applauded by a succession of male leaders for electing them to govern-
ment. However, few of these women have put themselves forward as can-
didates, especially at the national level. This project was aimed at dealing 
with this imbalance.

The short-term goals of the project were:
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� “To provide a critical mass of competent, effective, gender-sensitive, 
committed women politicians to infl uence decision making in local 
political bodies through their direct participation as elected or ap-
pointed representatives.” 

� To prepare an enabling environment for women’s effective participa-
tion in the decision-making process. (Brown, 2000 )

To accomplish these goals, the Network involved women from the three 
political parties, independent candidates, female campaign managers and 
other activists. They participated in a training program that included: (i) 
the role and functioning of local government and (ii) introducing a gen-
der perspective into the decision-making process of local government. 

In the 1999 elections, after the training program, 28 of the 91 women 
who ran for local government positions won seats – an increase of almost 
100 percent over the 1996 elections – and 50 percent more women won 
seats than in 1996. All 14 municipalities now have at least one female 
representative, with 17 percent to 26 percent female representation. 

Although the project was completed in 2000, the Network continues 
to monitor elections. An interesting statistic has emerged from the recent-
ly-held local government elections (2003): The number of women who 
ran declined to 71, but the number who won seats rose to 40 out of 126 
(31.75 percent). Therefore, the target of thirty (30) percent proposed at 
the Fifth Meeting of Commonwealth Ministers Responsible for Women’s 
Affairs was reached in 2003.

Young Women’s Leadership Project

CAFRA T&T is the Trinidad and Tobago branch of the Caribbean 
Association for Feminist Research and Action. As the founders of CAFRA 
moved on to become leaders in other institutions and agencies, CAFRA 
T&T realized that younger women had to be incorporated into the organi-
zation. A training program was set up to encourage young women to take 
the reigns of leadership in the organization and society as a whole. 

CAFRA T&T responded to the call by the Inter-American Development 
Bank (IDB) for proposals to promote women’s leadership. As one of the 
successful applicants from the Caribbean, PROLEAD—Young Women’s 
Leadership program—was implemented in two phases in 1999-2002, 
with a mandate to train thirty-two young women. 

Participants were divided into two groups, Years I and II. The two co-
horts participated in some common activities, while other activities were 
specifi c to each group, making for an interesting comparative study.
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The main objectives of the program were:

� To develop a cadre of young leaders by raising and improving their 
social consciousness, self-confi dence and political awareness, who 
would begin to advocate for a voice or space in the decision-making 
of the country. 

� To facilitate the creation of a network of well-trained peer facilitators 
who would facilitate sessions for CAFRA T&T’s programs, community 
projects, NGOs and other relevant institutions. 

� To produce a booklet that relates the life histories of the mentors and 
the experiences of the participants during the program. 
 

Participants were selected through a competitive process designed to iden-
tify the candidate’s perspectives on problems affecting young women from 
a youth perspective, her knowledge of the focus issues and her knowledge 
of the work of CAFRA T&T. Applicants were then interviewed.

An evaluation of the interviews revealed the following:

� Approximately 90 percent of the participants could not name 
women leaders in their own society. Most of them mentioned 
Oprah, Princess Diana or a relative. No applicant had previously 
worked with a mentor. 

�  However, they were all able to articulate the problems affecting young 
people, the most common ones being teenage pregnancy, domestic 
violence and unemployment.

The fi rst activity with the training participants was an Orientation 
Camp, which consisted of trust-building games, small group discus-
sions, and popular theatre, particularly for the team-building mod-
ules. Question-and-answer sessions and general discussion tested 
participants’ knowledge. Various chapters of the Trinidad and Tobago 
Constitution were incorporated into an exercise to illustrate the source 
of the legal and political systems of the country. A social worker held 
group counseling sessions and meals were prepared together by par-
ticipants and facilitators.

The Camps were held at a beach house in Cumana, a rural area on the 
north-east coast of Trinidad, far from distractions, in tranquil surround-
ings. The fi nal participants were selected by the end of the weekend.

The selected participants ranged in age from 15 to 26. Most were 
full-time secondary school students or were attending part-time classes. 
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Others were awaiting examination results or unemployed and search-
ing for jobs. Efforts were made to have as broad a cross-section as pos-
sible, with a rural/urban/ethnic mix and participants from both islands 
(Trinidad and Tobago). One criterion for selection was active member-
ship in a youth group or club.

The Seminar Series
The seminar series consisted of fi ve one-day seminars on focus issues, 
which included legal, management, political, economic and social themes. 
There were 40 contact hours, plus another 24 hours of assignments. For 
the year II group, an additional day was devoted to a workshop on the use 
of computer technology.

The challenge was to select facilitators who were not only knowledge-
able, but who could also maintain the interest of the young people and 
make the sessions participatory. Some facilitators used interactive meth-
ods including skits, popular theatre, and discussion. 

Mentors
Mentors were selected after a careful search that lasted two months. 
Women with high public profi les were deliberately chosen to give the 
program visibility. It took some effort to persuade very busy women to de-
vote two and a half hours a week to young people they did not know. For 
most of the mentors, it was the fi rst time they had performed such a role 
in a structured way. It was also a new experience for the participants, who 
had never had a mentor before, or written a formal document. During 
the visits with their mentors, the participants conducted interviews with 
them and documented their life histories. The project coordinator kept 
in touch with the mentors to monitor their progress. Feedback from the 
participants was reviewed at the bi-weekly education-day sessions.

In some cases, the participants assisted with or visited their mentor’s 
community projects. One particular mentor’s project was visiting a wom-
en’s prison on Saturdays. The young women who went on these visits 
were intrigued by the whole experience. Participants also had discussions 
with mentors regarding academic and career goals, even after the program 
was over. On completion of the program, a booklet was produced with 
short testimonials by the participants and the life histories of the men-
tors, as written by the participants.

Work Placements
Participants in pairs volunteered their services to specifi c projects, two 
days a week for eight weeks. The young women were required to keep a 
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ledger of each day’s activities and at the end of the placement make a pre-
sentation to their supervisor and the staff of the organization. They were 
also required to submit a report to CAFRA T&T and make presentations 
to their peers.

This practical training was designed to complement the theoretical 
knowledge gained in the seminar series and provide the young women 
with insight into the operation of the various NGOs. It also gave partici-
pants experience needed to enter the work world. Work placements were 
selected based on the interest of the participants in the various focus is-
sues. For example, one participant whose focus issue was legal and who 
had a specifi c interest in social issues, was fortunate to work with a lawyer 
who was also a politician and activist in her community. 

Education Day Sessions
During the work placement and mentorship phases of the program, the 
Management Team met every two weeks with the participants to maintain 
the cohesion of the group, monitor and receive feedback on the partici-
pants’ interaction with their mentors, and review the writing of the work 
placement summary report. Group discussion and counseling sessions 
were very important and a conscious effort was made to ensure that all 
participants made a contribution, especially the shy ones. 

Participants’ Presentations
In Year I, the participants conducted workshops in small groups, using 
themes from the focus issues. This gave the Management Team the op-
portunity to evaluate the use made of the information received in the pro-
gram, and the participants’ ability to share this with people their own age. 
Each group was required to select a topic, to conduct the research, invite an 
audience and make the presentation using a chosen format. The themes of 
the groups included domestic violence, youth issues (juvenile delinquen-
cy, street children, unemployment and crime) and Youth and HIV/AIDS. 

Community Projects
In response to feedback from Year I participants, community projects re-
placed the participants’ presentations in Year II. One such project was a 
response to a call from the Matura Women’s Group for assistance with the 
expansion of their small library. Matura is a rural district with the nearest 
public library some 20 kilometers away. The plan was to develop the library 
from a couple of shelves into a 30x12 feet space, to increase the services and 
the readership. The participants’ task was to source building materials from 
hardware stores and manufacturers. They also assisted with labor. 
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Call-Back Session
At the end of each year of the program, there was a Call-Back Session, 
which was essentially an evaluation of the program by the participants—a 
mix of workshops and fun on the beach. Comments were requested for 
changes that could be made to improve the delivery of the program and 
how the new information would be used to benefi t other young people. A 
session was also held to prepare participants for job searches. 

Production of the Booklet
The booklet entitled “It Still Takes A Village” was written by the partici-
pants. It comprises the stories of the lives of the women who served as 
mentors during the program and short biographies of the authors. A writ-
er’s camp was held to assist the young women with writing techniques. The 
editorial team reviewed the biographies, which were sent to the mentors 
for vetting. Sponsors were sought to fi nance the printing of the booklet. 
Copies were distributed to sponsors, libraries and schools, other CAFRA 
branches in the region and NGOs in Trinidad and Tobago.

Results and Products 
Twenty-nine young women participated in the full program and four at-
tended part-time. They made friends and contacts, obtained work experi-
ence and interviewing skills, were trained in leadership, skills received 
and wrote a book. They graduated with knowledge of management, legal, 
economic, social and political issues. They all got the opportunity to work 
with other NGOs through their work placements and on community 
projects. They also gained a better understanding of social issues, particu-
larly those concerning youth. Most got their fi rst opportunity to speak 
in public to a large audience. They also gained mentors with whom they 
could network on matters of leadership, education, career guidance and 
community development.

While the most tangible product of the program is the booklet “It 
Still Takes a Village”, the work placement organizations each also ben-
efi ted from the work of two young persons who assisted them with their 
social programs. Approximately 230 children and 130 youths attended 
special sessions delivered by the participants. Two communities also ben-
efi ted from the projects undertaken by the three groups, including the 
Matura Library project, which serves 85 children and will later cater to 
adult members. 

Another product is the project design itself. It is a template for the 
development of other programs, and some aspects have already been rep-
licated by other organizations. 
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Outcomes
Human resource development has been the major outcome of the pro-
gram. A short-term assessment of a sample survey of a randomly-se-
lected 25 percent of the participants has been recently conducted. The 
respondents stated that the ability to express themselves, to speak in 
public and a feeling of confi dence were their greatest achievements. 
It must be noted that in Caribbean culture it is not common practice 
that young people, particularly young women, are allowed to articu-
late their feelings. 

Seventy-fi ve percent of those interviewed have taken up leadership 
positions in organizations, 37 percent at the national level. Among 
the volunteers is a secretary for the management of a micro loan facil-
ity sponsored by UNDP, the Youth Offi cer for the Roxborough Village 
Council Tobago, Peer Facilitators for the Family Planning Association, 
Peer Educator HIV/AIDS awareness for the Centre for Gender Studies 
and the secretary for the group Advocate for Youth Sexual Health and 
Reproductive Rights. Three of the participants were elected to the execu-
tive body of CAFRA T&T. Five participants have also represented CAFRA 
T&T at national and regional conferences. 

Obstacles
During the course of the program, there were a number of factors that 
impeded the smooth execution of the project. An important factor was 
the inability to attract the proposed ethnic mix of participants in spite 
of our appeal to organizations of all races. For example, the leader of a 
Hindu Women’s Group explained the cultural and religious reasons why 
members did not apply. Interaction among diverse groups is particularly 
diffi cult when certain social issues are to be discussed.

Funding for meals also proved to be a major challenge. In the 
Caribbean, lack ofmeals may determine the success of failure of a train-
ing program.

Factors Which Facilitated Project Implementation
Many factors facilitated the success of the program. The Management 
Team members volunteered their time; the CAFRA Secretariat contrib-
uted to the production of the booklet; some CAFRA T&T members were 
mentors; and the work placement organizations facilitated the work ex-
perience of the young women and allowed their staff to supervise them. 
Mentors and corporate sponsors provided their valuable time and re-
sources. Participants were enthusiastic, cooperative and willing to learn, 
and parents were supportive. 
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Lessons Learned

The most important lesson was that young women, given the opportunity, 
were willing to become involved in the work of civil society. Exposure to is-
sues that are of concern to civil society tend to come from projects like the 
Young Women’s Leadership program, rather than from the school system. 
Mentorship is a very useful learning tool. The work placement experience 
assisted the participants to better understand the theoretical aspect of the 
seminar series. It also afforded the participants useful information on the 
work of NGOs and civil society in general. Because of the participatory na-
ture of the program, their ideas and concerns were validated by their peers 
and some emerged as leaders ready for the next stage in their development. 

An intense project of this kind cannot be sustained without full-time 
staff although volunteers contributed in a meaningful way to the imple-
mentation of the project. The lack of administrative funding continues to 
weaken the development of the NGO sector.

As regards project implementation, the lessons learned from the fi rst 
year were used to improve the program for Year II. 

Recommendations: Strategies for the Promotion of Women’s Leadership
The women’s movement is concerned with the recruitment of youth to 
work for social justice, particularly in this diffi cult age of individualism. 
The CAFRA T&T experience with the Young Women’s Leadership project 
shows that young people placed in the ‘right’ environment and provided 
with training can become activists for social change.

The program suggests that woman-woman mentorship can be an ef-
fective means of promoting leadership. Alliances were formed between 
women of difference ages, classes, ethnic groups and cultures, and there 
was an opportunity for inter-generational learning. For potential leaders, 
it was also a chance to understand that the role of a leader is not as glam-
orous as it is portrayed on television. 

No single initiative could be responsible for the transformation of 
society. Therefore the young leaders who emerged from the program are 
contributors to the overall objective to decrease the gender imbalance. 
Every new woman who takes on a leadership role scores a point for eq-
uity. Therefore participating in leadership is a good opening to create a 
more equitable society. The more people; men and women, involved in 
the development of a country, the more it develops and the better the 
quality of life for all in the society.

Particular attention should be paid to grooming young women as ac-
tivists in the women’s movement, using the mentorship methodology. 
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The Commonwealth Ministers at their 1995 meeting “deplored the fact 
that young women’s participation in society continued to be severely re-
stricted in most countries” (Link in to Gender and Development 1997) 
It is very important that programmes as the Young Women’s Leadership 
Project should continue to be supported.

Leadership by women in rural areas and at the grassroots level should 
be encouraged. The work of leaders in rural areas carries additional bur-
dens, compared to those of their urban centre sisters. “Many factors in-
hibit their involvement in any social movement, for example, lack of time 
due to the necessary focus on survival, problems of education and health 
care, experiences with domestic violence which undermines women’s 
sense of self-dignity” (Vassell 1999). 

The strategy for greater participation by women in decision-making 
should be two-fold: increasing women’s participation in politics and hav-
ing institutions to support them. Training to equip women for decision-
making positions must include gender sensitivity and social issues, as 
well as information on institutions, traditions and the law. And if all else 
fails, women should consider forming their own political parties to give 
the status quo food for thought.

Governments should develop national gender and development ac-
tion plans and should implement ministerial recommendations for gen-
der integration in education, fi nance, health, law, science and youth pro-
grams. Consideration should be given to implementing a quota system.

NGOs at the national level should collaborate and lobby to have gov-
ernments implement their commitments to the Beijing Plan of Action 
and the strategies as outlined at the meetings of the Commonwealth 
Secretariat. NGOs should have an on-going relationship with the women 
who have been elected (i) to have them work in the best interest of women 
and (ii) to have them as allies to further the goal of reaching the target of 
50/50 representation. They should also reach out to gender-sensitive men 
in leadership positions to facilitate institutional changes.

There is a need for succession planning in the NGO movement. As the 
pioneers grow tired, there is a need for new and younger soldiers to be 
brought into the movement. Management standards must also improve 
to make NGOs more viable, meaning improved remuneration packages 
to attract the best candidates.
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Women in Latin American Politics: 
Trends and Prospects
Mayra Buvinic and Vivian Roza
Inter-American Development Bank, Washington, D.C.

Along with the resurgence of democracy, Latin America is witnessing a 
visible trend toward the feminization of politics. In 2003, Panama had a 
democratically elected female president , and Peru had a woman prime 
minister. Women were also in charge of the armed forces in Chile and 
Colombia. Women headed scores of other ministries in the region, and 
their representation in parliaments, while still low, grew sharply. In the last 
decade, women’s participation rose, on average, from 9 to 14 percent in ex-
ecutive (ministerial) positions, 5 to 13 percent in senates, and 8 to 15 per-
cent in the lower houses or unicameral parliaments, representing gains of 
more than 50 percent in all cases. Why is this so and what does it mean for 
the future of democracy in Latin America? In this paper, we attempt to an-
swer these questions, based on recent evidence and a public opinion poll 
on women’s political participation. We also discuss the barriers women 
must overcome to participate proportionally in the political ranks. 

Explaining the Gains
Changes in three basic conditions—women’s human capital, cultural 
mores and the consolidation of democracy—seem to have combined with 
facilitating factors (legislation and quotas) to explain women’s advances 
in Latin American politics.

Human Capital Gains

A unique feature of Latin America is the progress women have made in 
acquiring the capabilities that enable them to lead. Unlike most other de-
veloping world regions, in Latin America there are more girls than boys 
enrolled at all levels of schooling. Close to 60 percent of females are en-
rolled in secondary schooling and 19 percent in tertiary education; for 
boys, these percentages are 54 and 17 percent, respectively (IDB, 2000). 
A historical gap in primary school enrolments benefi ting boys was closed 
with the cohorts born in 1970, refl ecting a secular trend towards equality 
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between the genders in school registrations (Dureya et al. 2001). There is 
still no compelling explanation for Latin America’s good performance in 
terms of gender equality in school enrolments, but likely factors include: 
easy access to schools in a highly urbanized region which increases all chil-
dren’s chances to attend school; cultural preferences that value schooling 
for both sexes and do not restrict girls’ social interactions and physical mo-
bility; and higher unemployment rates for adolescent girls than for adoles-
cent boys, which keep girls in schools while boys join the labor market. 

Increased schooling for girls has likely helped reduce gender inequali-
ties in employment and politics, through its direct effect on work and 
earnings, and its strong association with better health for women and 
lower fertility. A recent world review indicates that education reduces in-
equalities based on gender more rapidly than inequalities based on race 
and ethnicity, although its overall effects are often overstated. Reduced 
gender gaps in education are not always mirrored by reduced gender gaps 
in employment and income, and education does not change beliefs on 
racism (Buchmann and Hannum, 2003). 

 

Cultural Openings 

Recent decades have witnessed drastic changes in women’s place in society 
and at least two trends have contributed to this major cultural change. First 
has been the revival of the international women’s movement. Re-emerg-
ing in the 1970s and culminating in the Fourth UN Women’s Conference 
in Beijing in 1995, this movement generated worldwide awareness of 
women’s condition and activism for women’s rights. The second trend 
involves globalization and the communications revolution that have bro-
ken down geographical and informational frontiers, and have facilitated 
the global spread of information about women, their changing roles and 
their achievements in public life, as well as the formation of international 
women’s rights coalitions. In Latin America these trends have taken hold 
rapidly, because of women’s high educational levels and the region’s com-
paratively high integration in the world economy. 

Democratization 

After a decade or two of authoritarian regimes in most of Latin America, 
democracy returned to the region in the 1980s. This new democratic pe-
riod has coexisted with a loss in power and credibility among tradition-
al political parties. Grassroots and other citizen movements, including 
women and indigenous peoples, have partly fi lled the gap. This democrat-
ic wave has courted women voters and has enabled them to express their 
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own (not their husbands’) political preferences. Women have fl ourished 
in this new democratic scenario as empowered voters, grassroots political 
organizers and political leaders.

Legislation

The adoption of international human rights treaties and conventions, 
coupled with domestic legislation on women’s rights, has supported 

TABLE 10.1  Women’s Bureaus in Latin America

Country
Year 

Created
Agency Location

Argentina 1992 National Women’s Council (CONAMU) Offi ce of the President

Bolivia 1993 General Directorate on Gender Issues Vice-ministry of Gender, Generations 
and Family

Brazil 1995 National Council on Women’s Rights Ministry of Justice

Chile 1991 National Women’s Service (SERNAM) Ministry of Planning and Cooperation

Colombia 1999 Presidential Council for Gender Equity Offi ce of the President

Costa Rica 1998 National Institute of Women Government Council

Dominican 
Republic

1982 General Directorate for the Promotion 
of Women

Presidential Secretariat

Ecuador 1997 National Women’s Council (CONAMU) Offi ce of the President

El Salvador 1996 Salvadoran Institute for Women’s 
Development

Presidential Ministry

Guatemala 1981 National Women’s Offi ce (ONAM) Labor and Social Ministry

Honduras 1999 National Women’s Institute (INAM) Offi ce of the President

Mexico 1998 National Commission of Women 
(CONMUJER)

Governance Secretariat

Nicaragua 1987 Nicaraguan Institute of Women (INIM) Family Ministry

Panama 1998 National Women’s Offi ce Ministry of Youth, Women, Children 
and Family

Paraguay 1992 Women’s Secretariat Offi ce of the President

Peru 1996 Ministry on Women and Human 
Development

Offi ce of the President

Uruguay 1992 National Institute of Family & Women Ministry of Education and Culture

Venezuela 1992 National Council of Women (CONAMU) Offi ce of the President

Source: CEPAL, 1999.
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women’s ability to enter and remain in politics. The Universal Declaration 
of Human Rights, the Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of 
Discrimination against Women (CEDAW), the Convention of Belem do 
Para, International Labor Organization conventions and many others 
have been adopted by countries in Latin America. Many have adapted 
them to national legislation covering rights to non-discrimination, equal 
opportunity, basic education, basic health care, employment, family plan-
ning, property ownership and political participation.

Governments have created special bodies and instruments to propose 
legislation, and to monitor and implement women-related policies. Most 
countries have Parliamentary Commissions on Women’s Issues. All Latin 
American countries have created special women’s bureaus to monitor 
and implement public policies, some at the ministerial level (see Table 
10.1). Following the agreements reached in the 1995 Beijing Platform for 
Action, many countries also adopted national gender action plans that es-

TABLE 10.2  Quota Laws for Women in Latin America 

Country Year Approved Legislative Body Quota (%)

Argentina 1991
2001

Chamber
Senate

30
30

Bolivia 1997 Chamber
Senate

30
25

Brazil 1997 Chamber 30

Costa Rica 1996 Unicameral 40

Dominican Republic 1997 Chamber 25

Ecuador 1997 Unicameral 20

Honduras 2000 Unicameral 30

Mexico 1996 Chamber
Senate

30
30

Panama 1997 Unicameral 30

Paraguay 1996 Chamber
Senate

20
20

Peru* 1997 Unicameral 30

Venezuela** 1998 Chamber
Senate

30
30

* In 2001 Peru increased the quota from 25 percent to 30 percent.
** The quota was later rescinded.
Source: IDEA. 2003a.
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tablish specifi c measures and programs aimed at women’s advancement. 
This institutionalization of women’s issues, and the mechanisms in place 
to monitor and implement international agreements and national legisla-
tion, has helped consolidate women’s gains over the last two decades.

Affi rmative Action

As a result of direct pressure from the women’s movement, 11 countries 
have instituted minimum quotas for women (20-40 percent) in party lists 
for legislative elections. (See Table 10.2) Colombia has defi ned a minimum 
quota (30 percent) for women’s representation in the executive. Quotas 
have increased women’s presence in legislatures by an average of nine per-
cent, demonstrating their effectiveness in increasing women’s political rep-
resentation in the region. (See Figure 10.1) The effect of quotas, however, 
has varied across countries. They have worked well when they have been 
tailored to fi t the electoral laws of a particular country and when political 
parties have applied them rigorously (Htun and Jones, 2002). Otherwise, 
their effect has not been noticeable (for example, in Panama the quota in-
creased the percentage of women in the unicameral parliament by a mere 
0.2 points, whereas it rose by 19 points in Costa Rica).
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FIGURE 10.1  Impact of Quotas in Latin America 

Data for 11 countries with quotas, including Dominican Republic and 7 without quotas.
Source: IDB, 2003.
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These quotas for women on party lists and in the executive, have ex-
isted for about a decade now, but have elicited little public reaction. Many 
Latin American parties have voluntarily adopted quota rules in their party 
lists. The lack of public reaction to women’s quotas stands in stark con-
trast with the recently instituted racial quotas (40 percent representation 
for Afro-Brazilians) in two Brazilian public universities, which have gen-
erated heated controversy (Rohter, 2003). 

Quotas for women’s political representation have worked well in the 
region because they have helped to expand a pool of already well-quali-
fi ed applicants (highly educated women), enhanced opportunities rather 
than insured entitlements, benefi ted people across socioeconomic groups, 
and provided role models that have helped change cultural stereotypes.

Looking Ahead

The trend toward the feminization of Latin America’s democracy is here 
to stay. Four factors fuel and help forecast the continuing growth in wom-
en’s political leadership: modernizing trends in voter preferences (favor-
able to women); the demographic transition, with its impact on the for-
mer; the commitment of the international community, refl ected in the 
Millennium Development Goal Declaration signed by world leaders in 
2000; and the region’s political crisis that, paradoxically perhaps, opens 
space for women in politics. 

Voter Preferences

A Gallup poll, conducted in 2000 for the Inter-American Development 
Bank with a random sample of 2,022 voters in six major cities in Latin 
America (Bogota, Buenos Aires, Mexico City, Rio de Janeiro, Sao Paulo 
and San Salvador) showed that the average voter had a positive opin-
ion of women’s place and performance in politics. Over 90 percent of 
all those polled would be willing to vote for a woman presidential can-
didate. A majority (57 percent) thought that women were better govern-
ment leaders than men and, contradicting the view of many political ana-
lysts, a majority (57 percent) also said that women’s issues had a defi nite 
weight in voting decisions. Women, educated voters and young voters had 
a more positive opinion of female political leaders than did men, less 
educated voters and older voters. More women (62 percent) than men 
(51 percent) believed that women are better at governing. Fifty-eight per-
cent of highly educated voters, versus 40 percent with little education, 
said they had voted for a woman candidate. Both educated and young 
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voters perceived more gender inequalities in labor market and political 
opportunities, suggesting a progressive “modernization” of views on gen-
der issues. Corroborating these results, a 1998 poll in Lima showed that 
women, educated voters and young voters were most willing to vote for 
a female candidate in the 2000 presidential elections (Calandria, 1998) 
and more women (27 percent) than men (17 percent) did, in fact, vote 
for the female presidential candidate (Yanez, 2001).

Compared to a 1996 Gallup poll that asked some of the same ques-
tions in Mexico City and San Salvador, the proportion of the popula-
tion that thought that their countries would be better off with women in 
political leadership positions grew signifi cantly in the four-year interval. 
Refl ecting sharp educational inequalities in Latin America, the 2000 poll 
showed more differences in voter opinions across educational groups than 
across genders.1 However, gender differences can be expected to become 
more important, as the educational status of the population improves 
and educational differences diminish over time. 

Demographic Transition 

Notwithstanding sizable differences among countries, Latin America 
is aging and this will accelerate between 2025 and 2050. The propor-
tion of those 65 and older should triple to more than 15 percent of the 
population (IDB, 2000a). The majority of these will be older women, 
who outlive men in the region, as in rest of the world. By the end of the 
1990s, women were 53.9 percent of the population over 60 years of age 
in Latin America. In Argentina they were 59.6 percent, compared with 
56.9 percent in the United States.

Older women should become a signifi cant voting block in elections, 
infl uencing the nature and content of democratic politics (Fukuyama, 
1998; Norris, 2002). Women will vote more often and, if they contin-
ue with current preferences, will vote more often for women candidates 
and will give more weight to women’s issues in elections. Studies have 
shown that as democracies become more established, any past tendencies 
for women to vote less frequently than men disappears (Norris, 2002). 
Supporting this notion, voter turnout in Chile, a relatively developed 
nation compared to other Latin American countries, has increased for 
women and decreased for men, in both parliamentary and presidential 
elections. By contrast, women have signifi cantly lower voter turnout rates 

1 In contrast, in the 2000 United States elections, gender differences were stronger than educa-
tional differences in explaining voting preferences (CNN, 2000).
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than men (36.8 percent vs. 63.2 percent) in Guatemala, a less developed 
country in the region. Preference for women politicians should further 
be bolstered as the educational level of the overall population, both men 
and women, rises along with economic development.

Political Crisis

After two decades of democratic regimes, in all but four of the seventeen 
countries recently polled by Latinobarometro, support for democracy in 
Latin America is lower today than it was in 1996. While this discontent 
has much to do with Latin America’s economic woes, most respondents 
remain deeply dissatisfi ed with the way their democracies work and mis-
trust their political institutions and their leaders (The Economist, 2002). 
The UNDP’s recent report on democracy in Latin America observes that 
the region’s political crisis manifests itself not only in the low credibility 
levels of political parties, but also in the governments’ inability to respond 
to key issues, such as civil and social rights. 

The region’s political crisis may present a window of opportunity for 
women, as long as the discontent falls short of overturning democracy. 
As women have been historically excluded from public offi ce, Reingold 
(2002: 19) observes that, “by not being part of the problem, women come 
across as part of the solution.” 

 

International Commitments

Scores of governments around the world have signed global agreements 
that aim to improve the condition of women. Based on the major goals and 
targets agreed upon at the UN Conferences of the 1990s, a global develop-
ment agenda emerged in 2000. Known as the Millennium Development 
Goals (MDGs), the international community and UN member states com-
mitted themselves to achieving eight goals related to poverty, illiteracy, 
hunger, education, gender inequality, child and maternal mortality, dis-
ease and environmental degradation. The third goal, to “promote gender 
equality and the empowerment of women”, includes as one of its indica-
tors the proportion of seats held by women in national legislatures. This 
represents a signifi cant achievement – the reaffi rmation that gender equal-
ity and women’s participation in politics are a key to development.

Governments and the international community have pledged to 
meet the objectives by 2015. The use of indicators to measure progress 
should not only stimulate the collection of much-needed sex disaggre-
gated data but also provide women’s organizations with a technical and 
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political instrument to monitor progress and hold their governments 
accountable. In addition, fulfi lling the commitments should mobi-
lize resources, promote policy and legislative reforms, lend legitimacy 
to women’s rights advocates, and foster collaboration and networking 
among women and organizations. 

Implications for Democracy 
As Latin American democracies become more feminized, how will the 
region’s political landscape be affected? Based on studies, current trends 
and public opinion, we can hypothesize that women will become a more 
important force for change. In the short to medium term, the female vote 
should gain increasing importance; women’s issues may be better repre-
sented; leadership styles may be infl uenced by women; democratic insti-
tutions may achieve greater credibility and women candidates and public 
offi cials may acquire greater acceptability and support. In fact, the femi-
nization of political leadership may help contain the growing dissatisfac-
tion with democracy and a possible return to authoritarian regimes. 

Do Women in Offi ce Support Women’s Interests? 

It is often said that the mere presence of women in power will not au-
tomatically translate into support and representation of women’s issues. 
Being a woman does not imply having an awareness of or commitment to 
gender issues. However, a growing body of literature suggests that women 
in power do indeed make a difference in representing issues that are of 
greater interest to women. In the United States, several studies have found 
that female offi ceholders exhibit more concern about issues pertaining 
to women, children and families, such as education, the Equal Rights 
Amendment, abortion rights, child support enforcement, and harsher 
penalties for sexual assault and violence against women. Women are more 
likely to initiate and introduce such policies and take active roles in secur-
ing their passage and implementation (Thomas, 1991, 1994; Tamerius, 
1995; Carroll, 2001; O´Regan, 2000; Little, 2001; Swers, 2002).

Research in other parts of the world also shows similar policy-related 
gender differences. In a study of Argentina’s Chamber of Deputies, Jones 
(1997) found signifi cant gender differences in the policy priorities of 
women legislators, specifi cally in the areas of women’s rights, children 
and families. In a 2002 survey of Congressional Women’s Caucus mem-
bers in Brazil, 88 percent of those surveyed stated that women’s rights were 
among their priorities; and of them, 20 percent listed women’s rights as 
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their “top” priority (Htun, 2003). Studies in Finland, Britain and Norway 
come to similar conclusions (Henig, 2001; Karvonen and Selle, 1995). A 
study in West Bengal showed that mandated representation of women 
as leaders of village councils had signifi cant effects on policy decisions, 
with women investing more in the needs of rural women (drinking water, 
fuel and road construction). The study also showed that women are more 
likely to participate in the policy-making process if the leader of their vil-
lage council is a woman (Chattopadhyay and Dufl o, 2001). 

Over the last three decades, women have achieved signifi cant gains in 
policies and legislation dealing with women’s rights, discrimination, do-
mestic violence, reproductive rights, family issues and affi rmative action. 
In 1998, the Chilean Senate approved a law presented by SERNAM, the 
Women’s Bureau, that put an end to any legal distinctions between “natu-
ral,” “legitimate” and “illegitimate” children (ITEM, 2000). In Venezuela, 
female legislators pushed through an intensely debated maternity-leave 
law. In Mexico, former mayor Rosario Robles shepherded reforms that 
expanded the circumstances under which abortion is legal (Htun, 2001a). 
Under the leadership of then Mexican PRD congresswoman Amalia 
Garcia, women from all ideological spectrums and parties formed a co-
alition that ultimately led to the passage of a rape law in the early 1990s 
(Rodriguez, 1998). In Brazil, the Congressional Women’s Caucus in part-
nership with feminist lobby groups, achieved passage of numerous laws 
securing women’s rights in the areas of violence, maternity leave, sexual 
harassment, and reproductive health (Htun, 2003). 

At a conference of Latin American female ministers held in 2003 
at the Inter-American Development Bank, several ministers mentioned 
introducing gender disaggregation and a gender perspective into poli-
cies. Guatemala’s Minister of Peace, Ana Catalina Soberanis, successfully 
pushed for disaggregating homicide rates by sex and Nicaragua’s former 
Minister of Health, Marta Palacios, mandated having data on morbid-
ity disaggregated by sex. Former Honduran Minister of Finance, Gabriela 
Nunez, introduced gender budgeting exercises in the government’s an-
nual budget.

 

Do Women Bring Different Leadership Styles to Offi ce? 

Whether women bring different characteristics and values to public offi ce 
is a matter of debate. Some evidence suggests that women do indeed have 
distinctive ways of “doing politics.” Women are considered more approach-
able, cooperative, inclusive and responsive to the needs and demands of 
their constituents. A study of leadership behavior in the US legislature shows 
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that women committee chairs exhibit an integrative rather than competitive 
style of leadership based on participation, shared power, and collaborative 
problem solving (Rosenthal, 1998). A Costa Rican study (Figueres, 2002) 
found that women dedicate 70 percent of their time to parliamentary com-
missions and meetings with their constituents, compared to 26 percent for 
men (who spend more time on their professions or private business).

Several other studies, however, have found that men and women do 
not differ in their leadership styles and argue that the characteristics listed 
above are precisely the stereotypes that have been used to justify wom-
en’s exclusion from power. In a study of state legislatures in Arizona and 
California, Reingold (2000) found that women do not spend more time 
than men in constituent-related activities. Another study of mayors in 
Milwaukee found that men and women had very similar views regarding 
the essence of leadership. Both sexes admired qualities that tend to be as-
sociated with the stereotypical qualities valued in femininity: motivation, 
concern for people, vision, commitment, listening and communication 
(Tolleson-Rinehard, 2001). 

Some would further argue that women get ahead by emulating men. 
In other words, once in power, women adopt a male style of leadership. 
Interestingly, the majority of people polled by Gallup (2001) agree: 66 per-
cent believed that women become just as aggressive and competitive as 
men after assuming political offi ce (without saying whether this is good 
or bad). 

Do Women in Offi ce Uphold Democracy? 

Public opinion and preliminary studies suggest that women are perceived 
as more honest and trustworthy than men and less likely to engage in cor-
ruption. In a public opinion poll carried out in Lima, Peru, 64 percent felt 
that women politicians were more honest than men, and a mere 6 percent 
felt that men were more honest than women (Calandria, 1998). Cross-
country statistical analyses (Dollar et al. 1999; Swamy et al. 1999) have 
substantiated the hypothesis that more women in public offi ce results in 
lower levels of corruption.

The perception that women are less corrupt, led the cities of Lima, 
Peru and Mexico City to increase the number of women in the police 
forces and place them in key police assignments to combat corruption, 
on the explicit assumption that they would be harder to bribe (Moore, 
1999; Treaster, 1999). Presidential candidates and public offi cials have 
also gained public support by drawing on the public’s perception that 
women are less corrupt. In Peru, Lourdes Flores Nano drew on her reputa-
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tion for integrity in her bid to become the country’s fi rst female president 
in 2001. Her poster slogans included the message “Unimpeachable.” 

However, a dearth of studies, inconclusive evidence and the provoca-
tive nature of such claims make this an extremely controversial issue. In 
fact, many argue that once women’s access to networks and opportunities 
to engage in corruption increases, their level of corruption will mirror that 
of men. Others warn against the dangers of holding such stereotyped views 
regarding the virtues of women. At an Inter-American Development Bank 
seminar of Latin American feminists, scholars and practitioners, participants 
warned that if women become the standard-bearers of institutional and po-
litical reform, they may fi nd themselves held to a higher ethical standard 
than their male peers. Women who are labeled as exceptionally honest will 
be set up for a violent fall as soon as any evidence (or even allegation) of 
corruption comes their way (IDB, 2000b). Clearly, more research must be 
carried out before any defi nitive claims can be confi dently made.

Nevertheless, the feminization of politics may be a key factor in mod-
erating people’s growing dissatisfaction with the conduct of democracy 
and, therefore, reducing the risk of a return to undemocratic regimes. 

Do Women in Offi ce Beget Women in Offi ce? 

As women continue to gain positions of leadership in business, academia, 
media and civil society organizations, public perception regarding women 
in positions of power should gain greater acceptability and normalcy. 
Jewel and Whicker (1993) argue that as more women hold highly vis-
ible positions as newscasters and political commentators, public opinion 
will increasingly associate women with politics. In Latin America, as more 
women enter the labor market and the longer they are in power, we can 
expect greater acceptance and support of women in leadership positions.

Discussion: What Can Go Wrong? 
Several factors could potentially moderate the further growth and impact 
of women’s political leadership in the region. 

Social Exclusion 

The absence of large social sectors from involvement in political life could 
further destabilize Latin American democracies. Poverty and inequality 
continue to prevent a majority of citizens from participating in basic so-
cial, political, and economic life. Great disparities exist between rich and 
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poor, rural and urban, Afro-descendent and non-Afro-descendent and in-
digenous and non-indigenous populations. 

Gender interacts with deeply-rooted inequalities based on race and 
ethnicity leading women in excluded populations to have the lowest lev-
els of well-being. Over half of indigenous girls in Bolivia and Guatemala 
drop out of school by age 14 (Arias and Duryea, 2003). Indigenous 
women are most likely to work in low-paid, informal occupations in 
Bolivia, Guatemala and Peru; the same holds for Afro-descendent women 
in Brazil (Duryea and Genoni, 2004). Indigenous women have less access 
to reproductive services, and have the highest maternal mortality and fer-
tility rates in the region (Ruiz, 2003). In the political sphere, only a hand-
ful of indigenous and Afro-descendent women are in positions of power. 

These large disparities among women could well undermine the gains 
of the women’s movement and democracy itself. To help “level the play-
ing fi eld,” race and ethnic discrimination issues should become center-
pieces in the gender equality agenda and gender concerns should be put 
higher on the agendas of socially excluded groups (Buvinic, 2003). 

Disunity Among Women 

Successfully progressing with a women’s agenda will depend on many 
factors, including women’s ability to form coalitions across ideological 
spectrums, social classes and racial and ethnic groups. It will also require 
strong ties between women in power and the women’s movement. Multi-
partisan coalitions, particularly between politicians and feminist interest 
groups, explain some of the major policy advances attained in the 1990s 
(Htun 2003a).

Barriers to Power 

To achieve and exercise real power women must overcome a multitude 
of barriers. First, many women continue to bear sole responsibility for 
housework and childrearing. Until domestic responsibilities are more 
equitably distributed and more governments institute family-friendly 
policies, the costs of simultaneously pursuing a political career and ful-
fi lling family responsibilities may be too high for many women, espe-
cially poor women.

Second, unless they adapt to or change the “masculine model” of 
political life, women may fi nd themselves excluded from real power. 
Males have always dominated the political scene and many institutions 
have been tailored to fi t male standards, lifestyles and political attitudes 
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(Shvedova, 2002). Upon entering politics, many women lack access to 
the “old boy’s networks,” hampering their ability to raise campaign funds 
and participate in the negotiations and informal lobbying that takes place 
behind the scenes (IDB, 2000b). 

Third, women must continue making headway into the powerful 
committees and ministries concerned with foreign, economic and bud-
getary policy if they are to infl uence the economic, social and political 
development of their countries. While this is rapidly changing, women 
often are relegated to the so-called “soft” issues, such as health, environ-
ment, family, gender and education. 

Fourth, some women must overcome psychological and ideological 
barriers such as the predetermined social roles assigned to women and 
men, their own perception of politics as a “dirty” game, their low levels 
of self-esteem and the limited or stereotyped media coverage of women’s 
contribution and potential (Shvedova, 2002, IDB, 2000b).

Fifth, the stereotypes regarding women’s effi ciency, honesty and ca-
pacity can be a double-edged sword. Women are often held to higher 
standards than men and may encounter greater diffi culties in proving 
themselves and being elected. 

Finally, the recruitment processes, nomination practices, rules and 
structures of political parties may also hinder women’s entry into politics. 
In many cases, when a woman aspires to offi ce, the real gatekeepers to 
elected offi ce may be the political parties more than the voters. 

Lack of Government Commitment

The gains made in legislation and international agreements that favor 
women will be a hollow victory if governments do not allocate suffi cient 
funds to implement them. Executive action is required (Htun, 2001) and if 
women are not adequately represented in the executive branch, the advanc-
es refl ected on paper and in rhetoric may not lead to concrete outcomes. 

Conclusion
Women’s presence in political decision-making positions, while rising, is 
low if we consider that women represent 50 percent of the population. 
Indigenous, Afro-descendent, poor and rural women have even less access 
to these positions. Moreover, economic, social, cultural and political bar-
riers remain to women’s full and equal participation in politics.

What is most impressive, however, is the surge in the number of women 
appointed or elected to public offi ce over the last decade in a wide range of 
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functions, including heading defense and foreign affairs ministries. This is a 
relatively short period of time, considering the years it took the Scandinavian 
countries to achieve a critical mass of women in power (Dahlerup, 2003). If 
current trends continue in Latin America, an increasing number of women 
will undoubtedly reach the upper echelons of power. Given the structural 
antecedents mentioned in this report, parity may even be achieved. 

More intriguing is the effect women will have on politics and the 
people they represent. While the benefi ts generally associated with more 
women in power may or may not be realized, the ongoing feminization 
of politics should help consolidate and protect the exercise of democracy 
in Latin America.
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Women’s Political Participation 
and Representation in Brazil
Almira Rodrigues
Feminist Center for Studies and Advisory Services, Brasilia, Brazil

Introduction
This text presents the experience of the Feminist Center for Studies and 
Advisory Services (CFEMEA), in its project entitled Mapping Women 
Politics: federal and state parliamentarians. This initiative received fi nancial 
support from the Program for the Support of Women’s Leadership and 
Representation (PROLEAD) of the Inter-American Development Bank 
(IDB). It was carried out from May 1999 to April 2000, establishing im-
portant alliances and links and triggering new lines of work. 

CFEMEA is an independent, nonpartisan, nonprofi t, non-govern-
mental organization founded in Brasília, Brazil, in 1989. Its objective 
is to fi ght for women’s full citizenship, for equitable gender relations, 
and for a just and democratic society and State, CFEMEA works with 
the federal legislature, providing advocacy and consulting services on 
gender issues aimed at passing equitable and affi rmative legislation on 
women’s citizenship. Parallel to this, it has fed a network of more than 
1,000 Brazilian women’s organizations that defend women’s rights. The 
Center has 13 associates and a multidisciplinary staff of 20 people. All 
its work is done with the support of international cooperation agen-
cies and in partnership with other non-governmental organizations and 
some government agencies. 

CFEMEA promotes the exchange of information and thoughts about 
women’s rights and movements, and about legislative questions and pro-
cesses. Since 1992, the Center has been publishing a monthly newslet-
ter—Jornal Fêmea—and distributing about 13,000 free copies. CFEMEA 
produces a weekly television program on a community cable channel, 
Women at Work. It also promotes the diffusion of feminist platforms in the 
national media (newspapers, magazines, TV and radio), and occasionally 
in the international media. 

This paper is divided into four parts: We fi rst present a overview of 
the Brazilian political scenery to put the Mapping Women Politics: federal 
and state parliamentarians project into context. Then, we present the proj-
ect and its development. In the third section, we discuss some ideas and 
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proposals from the women’s movements regarding representative poli-
tics and feminist platforms; and fi nally, we conclude by analyzing elected 
women’s contribution to social development, focusing on public policies 
aimed at building a more democratic and equitable society.

The Brazilian Political Scenery 
Brazil is a federal republic whose president is directly elected by voters for 
a four-year mandate, with the possibility of reelection for one consecutive 
term. There is a bicameral legislature: the representatives of the Chamber 
of Deputies (“Deptuados”) are elected by proportional vote for a four-
year term; and the representatives of the Federal Senate are elected by 
majority vote for an eight-year term. 

The country is divided into 26 states and the Federal District, each with 
an elected governor and state/district deputies. Each municipality elects a 
mayor and several council members, all for four-year terms. Federal/state 
and municipal elections alternate every two years. 

Voting is compulsory for Brazilians over 18 years old, and is optional 
for the illiterate, for those over 70 years, and for 16- and 17-year-olds. 
Voters choose candidates from an open list, with the option to choose to 
vote a straight party line. Electoral campaigns are privately sponsored and 
are subject to limitations and inspections. 

Individuals can be candidates only through political parties, which 
receive annual funds according to the number of votes they get. They also 
have free access to television programs and radio broadcasts for annual 
party propaganda and for advertising during election periods. Currently, 
there are 27 political parties registered in the Superior Electoral Court, 16 
of which are represented in the National Congress.

Brazilian women received the right to vote in 1932 and in the same 
decade the fi rst women were elected to offi ce. However, it was only in 
the 1986 federal elections that a signifi cant number of women (26) were 
elected to the Chamber of Deputies. These elections were particularly im-
portant because they immediately preceded the elaboration of the 1988 
Constitution in the process of the country’s re-democratization. In 1990, 
the fi rst woman senator was elected. In 1994, the fi rst woman was elected 
to govern a state in Brazil. 

Although women in Brazil represent 50.8 percent of the population 
and voters, 41.8 percent of the economically active population and 25 per-
cent of heads of families, there are very few women in positions of power. 
Women’s representation stands at: 8.7 percent in the National Congress 
(43 deputies and 9 senators); 12.5 percent in the State Assemblies and in 
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the Legislative Chamber of the Federal District (133 deputies); and 11.6 
percent in the local councils (7,001 council members). 

In the executive sphere, women constitute: 14 percent of the federal 
government leadership staff (three ministers and two secretaries of state 
with ministerial status—Policies for Women and Race Equality); 7.4 per-
cent in the state government (two governors); and 5.7 percent in the town 
halls (317 mayors). A small number of women have been appointed to 
the judiciary: one woman among the 11-member Federal Supreme Court; 
four women to the 33-member High Court of Justice; and one woman 
among the 17-member High Court of Labor. 

Despite changes, there is still strong prejudice and resistance against 
women’s political participation and representation. Social expectations 
maintain that women should devote themselves to the family and have a 
private professional life, not a public one. Politics are still considered the 
territory of males. The electoral system and political parties in Brazil block 
the entrance of under-represented segments like women. Also, women 
have more fi nancial diffi culties than men, less infl uence over people in 
positions of power, and less time available for politics. 

Project Mapping Women Politics: Federal and State Parliamentarians
The project Mapping Women Politics: federal and state parliamentarians received 
the support of PROLEAD/IDB in 1999 for a one-year period. The project 
proposal was motivated by three characteristics of the Brazilian political sys-
tem: the reduced presence of women in positions of power; the invisibility 
of women’s leadership in representative politics; and the precarious links 
between female parliamentarians and feminist and women’s organizations. 

One of the project’s priorities was to improve the communication with 
the Bancada Feminina, the female caucus in the National Congress, and to 
initiate a dialogue with state and district deputies (legislature members). 
It also set out to enhance communication with feminist and women’s 
movements, groups of women linked to community associations, unions, 
political parties, gender study centers in universities, and segments of 
more vulnerable women, such as domestic and rural workers. 

Systematic Communication With Elected Women Offi cials

An important activity early in the project was to identify all the women 
elected to federal and state offi ce in October 1998. Through CFEMEA’s 
web site and the newsletter, Jornal Fêmea, we made public their address, 
their jurisdiction and their political party.
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In October 1999, CFEMEA started sending the Jornal Fêmea to all 106 
female state and district representatives. This systematic communication 
opened a new link with women who occupied positions of power nation-
wide. We used the newsletter to ask the female parliamentarians to send 
us material from their campaigns and their legislative work, particularly 
those that referred to the defense and protection of women’s rights. These 
materials were consolidated in a database that served as a reference for 
studies carried out by CFEMEA staff. This contact made it possible for 
us to systematically register all signifi cant legislation already approved or 
under study, related to the construction of women’s citizenship in differ-
ent states. It was also an opportunity to nourish the relationship between 
these elected women and women’s movements all over the country. 

CFEMEA has been contributing to the consolidation of the Bancada 
Feminina, providing advisory services on gender issues and establish-
ing partnerships for the promotion of several events in and outside the 
Congress. The female caucus in Brazil’s parliament dates from the 1986 
federal elections. Since then, the caucus has been consolidating its ex-
istence. Despite problems, such as competitiveness and differences in 
ideology, female representatives have made an effort to come together 
because they know that alliances are more likely to achieve their goals 
and help improve women’s lives in Brazil. At the state level, similar col-
lective action for women’s citizenship and empowerment was also put 
in practice. 

“Sex Quotas Policy” Publication

Brazil’s electoral quota system was incorporated in the 1995 electoral law1 
and provided guidelines for the 1996 municipal elections. This law oblig-
es political parties and coalitions to reserve at least 20 percent of their 
seats for women. The 1997 electoral law2 broadened the quota system: 
parties and coalitions must reserve a minimum of 30 percent, and a maxi-
mum of 70 percent of seats for each sex. This applies to federal deputies, 
state/district deputies and council members. Elections to the Senate were 
not included in the quota system.

In the context of Mapping Women Politics: federal and state parliamen-
tarians, CFEMEA carried out and published the study “Sex Quotas Policy: 
a study of the fi rst experiences in the Brazilian legislature.” Released in May 
2000, this publication had a great repercussion on the national debate 

1 Law 9100, 1995.
2 Law 9504, 1997.
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about the quota system. The study analyzed the debates in the parliamen-
tary houses leading to the approval of the quota system, and assessed the 
two fi rst electoral experiences with the quota system in Brazil (the 1996 
municipal elections and the 1998 federal/state elections). 

The results show an increasing number of women were elected 
through the quota system. According to the data adjusted by the Brazilian 
Municipal Administration Institute (IBAM), 6,533 female local council 
members were elected in 1996 (11.1 percent of the total), compared to 
3,952 (7.4 percent of the total) in the 1992 elections. 

The results at the federal level were less impressive. According to the 
Superior Electoral Court, in the 1998 federal/state elections, the results were:

� 29 female federal deputies (5.6 percent of the total), while in the 
1994 elections there were 32 (6.2 percent of the total).

� 106 state and district women legislators (10 percent of the total), 
while in the 1994 elections there were 82 elected representatives (7.8 
percent of the total). 

This study (Miguel, 2000) affi rmed the importance of adopting quotas 
because they facilitate the women’s entrance into politics. She shows that 
the quota system raises awareness about women’s low participation in po-
sitions with power and forces political parties, women themselves, their 
organizations, and society as a whole to confront the problem. 

Miguel suggests several complementary efforts that could strengthen 
the effectiveness of the quota system: women’s political training; the con-
quest of spaces inside the parties and offi cial bodies; the construction of 
more equal conjugal relationships; and the public provision of services to 
facilitate household work. 

“Women in Politics, Women in Power” Seminar

Also in the context of the Mapping Women Politics: federal and state par-
liamentarians project, CFEMEA organized a national seminar entitled 
Women in Politics, Women in Power in the lower chamber of the nation-
al legislature in Brasília, May 16-18, 2000. The seminar was carried out 
in partnership with the Bancada Feminina in the National Congress and 
with the Women’s Rights National Council (CNDM), a government 
body responsible for the formulation of women’s public policies. The 
event was supported by the State Legislative National Union (UNALE), 
the Brazilian Municipal Administration Institute (IBAM), the Brazilian 
Women Articulation (AMB), the Feminist Studies Magazine (REF), the 
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Inter-American Development Bank (IDB) and by the United Nations 
Development Fund for Women (UNIFEM). 

The event brought together researchers from universities, specialists 
from women’s organizations and articulations, representatives of govern-
mental and international institutions, elected women, women candidates 
for the next elections, feminist and women’s movements, women’s rights 
organizations, and members of political parties and trade unions. There 
was signifi cant coverage of the event in the media. During the seminar, 
CFEMEA released its publication on sex quotas, as well as the Councilor’s 
Primer 2000: technical assistance to women candidates. 

The seminar presented an assessment of the fi rst experiences with the 
quota system and a discussion of strategies for women’s empowerment 
in politics. The testimonies and refl ections of the women politicians were 
extremely rich because they not only expressed women’s diffi culties, but 
also their strength and capacity to perform public functions. Their speech-
es reinforced the importance of promoting solidarity among women who 
occupy positions of power. 

The seminar also led to the production of a dossier, Women in Politics, 
Women in Power (2001), published in Estudos Feministas (Feminist Studies), 
which compiles the speeches and texts presented in the seminar and in-
cludes articles by other researchers.

The Democratization of Representative Politics and the Female 
Political Agenda 
In the Mapping Women Politics: federal and state parliamentarians project, 
CFEMEA has pursued two specifi c lines of work: fi rst, efforts to democra-
tize representative politics; and second, efforts to strengthen the connec-
tions between female candidates and offi cials and the political agenda of 
women and women’s movements. 

Democratizing Representative Politics 

The feminist and women’s movements act in the fi eld of participatory poli-
tics. Some of them have strongly criticized representative politics, as have 
many researchers, who suggest that representative politics in the State sphere 
reinforces discriminatory, excluding, corrupting practices. Participatory pol-
itics, on the other hand, developed in the context of the civil society, tends 
to promote inclusive, equal, idealist, sympathetic and transparent action.

We believe, however, that representative politics play an important so-
cial role, and both representative and participatory politics are expressions 
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of citizenship. They each incorporate specifi c kinds of organization and 
intervention in society; therefore, they complement each other. The more 
they are connected, the better for the construction and consolidation of 
democracy. Today’s democracies must democratize representative politics 
and make its mechanisms transparent in order to guarantee the meaning-
ful inclusion and participation of currently excluded segments of society. 
This involves deep changes in values, mentalities and political practices.

In Brazil, the democratization of representative politics necessarily 
involves broad political reform. Changes must include the creation of a 
positive and stimulating space for women’s participation, supported by 
affi rmative action, as well as their monitoring and assessment. 

Campaign Finance Reform
A crucial and essential instrument to promote the democratization of 
representative politics is to make the fi nancing of electoral campaigns ex-
clusively public, because this opens new opportunities for participation, 
equalizes competitive conditions and contributes to the autonomy and 
independence of the candidates from economic lobbies. Public fi nanc-
ing must establish that a minimum percentage of resources should be 
assigned to female candidates.

Affi rmative Action in Electoral Law
The starting point of this issue is the presence of women in the electoral 
processes. In Latin America, women occupy 14 percent of the seats in the 
parliamentary houses, according to Htun and Mark (2002). Since 1996, 
following Argentina and Brazil’s initiative, eight Latin America countries 
have adopted a quota system for female representation, ranging from 20 
percent (Ecuador) to 40 percent (Costa Rica). 

Htun and Mark (2002) classify the fi rst Latin American experiences 
with electoral quotas into three groups of countries: the more success-
ful cases are in Argentina (Chamber of Deputies) and Paraguay (Senate), 
characterized by a closed list system and mandates for the placement of 
women; Costa Rica, Dominican Republic and Venezuela (but not Bolivia), 
presenting a good performance with a closed list system that defi nes the 
percentage of women’s participation, but not their positions on the list; 
and Brazil, Ecuador, Panama and Peru, showing weak results (except 
Ecuador) with a simple open list system. In this group of countries, there 
is a quota for women on the ballots, but no direct correspondence with 
the number of women actually elected.

The Brazilian case is considered a problematic one. In the 2002 elec-
tions, as in the previous ones (1996, 1998 and 2000), the parties did not 
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fi ll the minimum 30 percent quota for female candidates, but Brazilian 
legislation does not stipulate any penalty for this. In 2002, there was a 
signifi cant rise in the number of women elected: eight senators (plus two 
incumbents, for a total of ten); 42 federal deputies; and 133 state/district 
deputies. However, this rise did not represent a considerable change in 
the political scenery. The women only reached 8.7 percent participation 
in the National Congress, and 12.5 percent in the state/district assemblies. 
Of the 186 countries that have legislative institutions in the world, Brazil 
is in the group with the worst performance in terms of women’s political 
representation in the Lower House: less than 10 percent.3 

Brazil presents a real paradox. On one hand, as Htun (2002) points 
out, Brazil has several vibrant feminist movements that have accumulated 
signifi cant experience in promoting women’s political rights and since the 
1980s, have made many gains, including women’s rights councils, public 
policies on health and sexuality, violence against women, and sex quotas 
in proportional elections (or “list elections”). On the other hand, women 
are largely excluded from the positions of power in the political scenario. 
Strong, long-term political will is needed to implement public policies 
focused on affi rmative action to change this scenario. 

If the Brazilian electoral system continues to be based on the pro-
portional open list system4, it will be essential to maintain the sex quo-
tas (minimum and maximum levels for each sex), and to adopt other 
measures. If the electoral system adopts the closed list system5, it will be 
important to maintain the quotas and guarantee the placement of the 
women in strategic positions on the list. Consideration might be given 
to the parity laws that were fi rst implemented in the 2001 French munici-
pal elections, with the presence of an equal number of women and men 
on alternate positions in the parties’ closed lists. Alternatively, detailed 

3 On the opposite end of this spectrum, in only 15 countries do women represent more than 30 
percent of elected offi cials (www.ipu.org/wmn-e). This has motivated 75 countries worldwide to 
adopt some kind of quotas (www.idea.int). 
4 In “list elections”, or proportional elections, voters choose among lists of candidates present-
ed by the different political parties, each voter voting for the list of his or her favored party. 
Representatives are then elected from the parties’ lists, in proportion to the number of votes the 
list receives. In closed list systems, the party specifi es the sequence of the candidates on the list, 
voters indicate their preference for a specifi c list. The proportion of votes for each list determine 
the number of candidates who are elected—in the sequence in which they appear on the list. In 
an open list system, voters choose individual candidates on the list of the party that they prefer, 
and the order in which candidates are elected is determined by the number of individual votes 
they receive. In a closed list system, public fi nancial support would go to the party and to the 
party’s list of candidates as a whole.
5 Placing the minimum number of women in the bottom slots on a closed list would do little to 
facilitate their election.
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specifi cations of how the lists of candidates are to be drawn up may be an 
effective strategy; in Argentina, as of 1991, the closed list system specifi es 
alternation—men and women cannot occupy more than two consecutive 
places on the list. Either of these alternatives could be effective in guaran-
teeing women seats in the legislature.

Political Party Reform
Although the adoption of the sex quota system in electoral processes is 
fundamental to promote women’s political participation, it is not enough. 
Political parties serve as the entryway to political representation and some 
political parties in Brazil have indeed been making efforts to promote 
women’s political participation. The more progressive ones have women’s 
bureaus or commissions to fi ght for women’s rights. A few have statutes 
that require the observance of sex quotas in the composition of their lead-
ership. There is also a draft bill now before the National Congress, sup-
ported by the Bancada Feminina, that proposes that at least 30 percent of 
the annual funds of political parties and 30 percent of their free advertis-
ing time be used to promote women’s political participation. It would 
also regulate exclusive public fi nancial support and proposes the closed 
list system, including the sex quota, but not placement by sex. 

Elected Women and the Feminist Agenda 

Women’s presence in spaces of power is extremely important and ex-
presses social diversity and equality of rights and opportunities. A po-
litical system that is almost totally male threatens democracy. However, 
women’s presence in political spheres does not guarantee the promotion 
of gender-sensitive policy or of the women’s movements’ political agen-
das. According to studies by Malheiros (2002), women’s political history 
has, basically, two different origins: social movements, especially com-
munity organizations and unions; and families with a strong political tra-
dition. In the fi rst case, women build their own political heritage; in the 
second case, they launch themselves into politics through their families, 
which does not exclude the possibility of affi rming themselves through 
their own performance. In either case, only in rare exceptions do we fi nd 
women who emerge from the feminist and women’s movements. 

According to Rodrigues (2002), women parliamentarians welcome 
and more vigorously support the women’s movement and the Action 
Platform, regardless of their political-ideological positions. There are ex-
ceptions on subjects related to concrete moral or religious issues, such 
as abortion. In national politics, the correlation between elected women 
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and the defense of women’s rights may be explained by the political con-
sciousness developed by the Bancada Feminina.

However, it is also clear that women in politics have not necessarily 
promoted the political agenda of the women’s movements. For example, 
some female parliamentarians do not defend the quota system. They con-
sider that these appointments, which are a prerogative of the president of 
the country, should be based only on political criteria and the individual’s 
qualifi cations. The women’s movements point to the importance of in-
cluding the sex criterion in order to affect important political decisions 
that could contribute to women’s empowerment. 

The identifi cation of the elected women and of female candidates 
with the women’s movements can only be constructed through men and 
women’s political awareness, which in turn, requires the approval of leg-
islation and the implementation of public policies that include a gender 
perspective. Accordingly, in addition to the fi ght for women’s presence in 
politics, it is necessary to affi rm and give wide diffusion to feminist plat-
forms, and to establish links between politicians of both sexes and the 
feminist and women’s movements. CFEMEA has extended its communi-
cation to the 7,001 female municipal council members and 317 women 
mayors elected in October 2000. In March 2001, these women started to 
receive the Jornal Fêmea, which is considered a fundamental information 
source for the councilors; in most cases it is their only systematic source 
of information on women’s citizenship and empowerment. 

In 2003, CFEMEA began to use its newsletter to systematically publish 
all relevant legislation approved in the state and local spheres. An example 
of important legislation is Law 11667/99, passed in the state of Pernambuco, 
that regulates the integration of the gender perspective into social develop-
ment programs in urban and rural areas. Another example is Law 8584/00, 
passed in the municipality of Porto Alegre in the state of Rio Grande do Sul, 
determining a minimum quota of 30 percent and a maximum of 70 per-
cent for each sex in the composition of collective organisms, commissions, 
and remunerated posts under municipal administration.

Articulating Women’s Presence and Women’s Agendas
The English political scientist Ann Phillips (2001) refl ected on the de-
velopment of a policy of presence and a policy of ideas. Phillips consid-
ers that our hopes for the development of a just, representative system 
rest on connecting presence and ideas. We believe that both—the strug-
gle for women’s presence in politics (mainly into representative politics, 
where women face more obstacles) and the struggle for the affi rmation of 
women’s rights—are essential and need to be considered together. These 
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two challenges are complementary and the more they are connected, the 
stronger democracy will be. 

In Brazil, both struggles are present in the political scenery. The fi rst 
important campaign for women’s political participation, in 1996, result-
ed in the conquest of quotas in electoral legislation. The Mulheres Sem 
Medo do Poder (Women Fearless of Power) campaign was then developed, 
with the release of political primers and the development of political 
training courses for municipal council candidates. In 2000, the Women’s 
Rights National Council (CNDM) produced a twenty-minute video enti-
tled Women in Politics, Women in Power, in partnership with UNIFEM. The 
CNDM used the video to promote women’s support of female candidates 
in the 2000 municipal elections. 

CFEMEA and CNDM also promoted the radio campaign Women in 
Politics, Women in Power. The campaign’s objective was to call voters’ at-
tention to the importance of female candidates and the need to include 
the defense of women’s rights in campaign platforms. Currently, the 
campaign O Olhar Feminino sobre a Reforma Política (The Feminine View 
of Political Reform) aims to increase women’s political participation. In 
September 2003, the Women’s Multi-partisan National Committee was cre-
ated with the participation of all political forces to support the adoption 
of legal mechanisms to promote women’s political participation. 

There is a long history of struggle for women’s rights in Brazil. An ex-
pressively national campaign was Constituinte pra valer tem que ter Palavra 
de Mulher (A Reliable Constitution Must Include Women’s Words), launched 
by CNDM during the elaboration of the Constitution in 1987. Women 
sent a letter stating their demands (Carta aos Constituintes) to parlia-
mentarians. Eighty percent of these demands were included in the new 
Constitution. Initiatives on feminist electoral platforms were consolidat-
ed during the 1990s, reaching their climax with the platform approved at 
the Brazilian Women’s National Conference in 2002. 

This Feminist Political Platform (2002) was discussed by more than 
5,000 Brazilian women in state conferences that preceded the National 
Conference. It covered political, social, economic and cultural questions, 
including refl ections and proposals on: the construction of democracy in 
interpersonal relationships; the confrontation of the social inequalities of 
the Brazilian development model; and the perverse consequences of glo-
balization. It was formulated as a platform for society, though it had been 
launched some months before the national and state elections, offering 
many proposals to candidates. 

It is fundamental to promote links not only between feminist plat-
forms and women offi cials, but also between feminist platforms and 
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women’s organizations within political parties. CFEMEA coordinated a 
meeting of these organizations, in May 2003, with the support of the 
Friedrich Ebert Foundation/Latin American Institute for Social Economic 
Development (FES/ILDES), and the female caucus in the National 
Congress. The event brought together women’s groups from 11 political 
parties to share experiences and discuss women’s political participation, 
affi rmative action and political reform. This improved dialogue among 
them and helped them realize that despite their ideological and political 
differences, they are jointly able to open spaces in politics and build a 
common agenda.

Although feminist platforms had their origins in feminist and wom-
en’s movements, they deal with the world’s problems and contribute to 
the construction of a new society. As women defend equality of rights, 
opportunities and responsibilities for men and women in the public and 
private spheres, they are promoting a more just, equitable and democratic 
society for everyone.

Contribution of Women Offi cials to Social Development 
Before closing, let us address the question of elected women’s contribu-
tions to social development, considering: women’s presence and partici-
pation in the political processes; and their contribution to establishing a 
specifi c agenda for social development. 

Elected women have been contributing to the democratization of po-
litical processes and political institutions by bringing to political practices 
their experience in problem-solving based on dialogue and negotiation. 
However, this must not be considered any essentially feminine trait; rath-
er, it has been socially built and gradually consolidated. In this process, 
women have been stimulated to develop affective, receptive and sympa-
thetic expressions, and not to make use of physical violence.

Elected women’s commitments to social development have also 
made it possible to construct a policy agenda attuned to the needs of sev-
eral different segments of society. Women are historically committed to 
people’s welfare and happiness—dimensions that have traditionally been 
relegated to second place on the political agenda. Elected women tend to 
take a lead in debates about poverty, social exclusion, and how to con-
front them. They engage with the marginalized and vulnerable segments 
of society, like children, adolescents, the elderly, the handicapped and the 
poor. Of course, this does not mean that all women politicians assume 
this agenda, nor does it mean that this is only a women’s prerogative or 
that male politicians cannot express these concerns.
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We conclude that elected women’s greatest contribution to social 
development emerges from their identifi cation and connections with 
the feminist movements. When they become conscious of the world his-
tory of struggle for women’s rights and establish a link to the agendas 
of these movements, they develop a very special view of, and sensitivity 
to, social issues. 

More than establishing an agenda, women may bring a new way 
of viewing the world—a gender perspective. They can promote gender 
equality and equity in all social and institutional processes, in practical 
daily relations, and especially in legislation and public policies. A gender 
perspective must also be included in the mass media to encourage citi-
zens to deconstruct prejudices, sexism and racism. In Brazil, few compa-
nies do politically correct advertising on TV that would promote women’s 
rights and racial and ethnic diversity. The Federal Government has used 
the media to send messages against domestic violence and in favor of 
sexual health, but not to promote the sharing of domestic tasks and child 
care by men and women. 

It is also essential to understand that the positions occupied by elect-
ed women, whether in the legislative or executive powers, are public posi-
tions usually connected with a specifi c political project. This means that 
feminist proposals must establish a dialogue with other social propos-
als, such as human development and ecological sustainability, in order to 
construct wider projects for society as a whole. 

The incorporation and ongoing practice of a gender perspective re-
quires that we continually monitor: men and women’s commitment to 
social development processes; the results of development programs for 
men and women; female and male perspectives on gender stereotypes; 
the relations between men and women, and the relations among men 
and among women. 
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Promoting Women’s Participation in 
Local Electoral Politics in Thailand:
A Study of Two Women’s Organizations
Shashi Pandey
WARI (Women’s Action and Resource Initiative), Bangkok, Thailand

Introduction
Thailand is the only country in Southeast Asia that was never colonized; 
it is a Buddhist country; and it is a kingdom ruled by a constitutional 
monarch. In 1932, after 700 years of absolute monarchy, the country 
shifted to constitutional monarchy and men and women received the 
right to vote and to stand for election. However, women’s participation 
in the formal political system evolved slowly and remains low. It took 
17 years for the fi rst Thai woman to be elected to Parliament in 1949. 
The percentage of women in Parliament has varied from 3 to 9 percent 
(Kothom et al, 1997). At the local level, women were not allowed to be 
village or sub-district heads until 1982, when they began to occupy one 
to two percent of these positions. A landmark law on decentralization at 
the sub-district level was passed in 1994, allowing local village women to 
enter sub-district politics. Some urban-based women’s organizations and 
women academics prepared rural women to run for the fi rst Sub-district 
Administration Organization (SAO) election held in May 1995. The SAO 
elections have continued every year since then, and the number of elected 
women has been slowly increasing.

This study focuses on the training and campaign efforts of two wom-
en’s organizations. The fi rst was the Consortium of Regional Training to 
Promote Women’s Candidacy (the “Consortium”), aimed at promoting 
women candidates in local politics. It was formed by a group of women’s or-
ganizations consisting of female academics and grassroots women leaders. 
The other group, Gender Watch Network (the “Gender Group”), was led by 
a woman’s organization called Gender and Development Research Institute 
(GDRI). One of GDRI’s main activities has been to increase the representa-
tion of village women in politics (Thomson and Thomson, 1993). 

The objectives of this study are fi rst to illustrate some strategies that 
these two women’s organizations have used to help grassroots women 
overcome the obstacles to entering politics; second, to discuss some insti-
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tutional mechanisms, such as a quota system, that women’s organizations 
have used to promote an increase in women’s represent ion, and fi nally, to 
consider what Thai women might contribute, once elected, to promote a 
gender-responsive agenda, and transform political culture and the social 
development agenda. 

This text is based on three resources: the author’s past experience with 
Thai women’s organizations, especially with the two organizations in this 
study; secondary written material; and interviews with six key persons, 
including two well-known female activists and a female politician. All the 
interviewees have played a pioneering role in promoting female political 
participation in Thailand. 

The paper is arranged in three parts. The fi rst part provides a brief 
background on Thailand. It describes the changing political system and 
the history of women’s political participation in Thailand. The second 
part describes the experiences of two women’s organizations in mobi-
lizing grassroots women to participate in SAO elections. The third part 
analyzes the implications and outcomes of these experiences by discuss-
ing current debates on quotas for women, constraining and facilitating 
factors, and the impact of elected women on women and society. Also 
included are lessons learned from Thai women’s experiences in political 
participation and social development.

Context and Background
Thailand Overview and its Political Structure: A Brief Overview

The Kingdom of Thailand is situated in the heart of Southeast Asia, rough-
ly equidistant from India and China. The country shares borders with 
Myanmar to the west and north, Lao P.D.R. to the north and northeast, 
Cambodia to the east, and Malaysia to the south. Thailand has a popula-
tion of about 63 million, of which about 10 million live in the capital city 
of Bangkok. Ninety-fi ve percent of Thais are Buddhist and almost 100 per-
cent speak Thai, the national language. The country is divided into 76 prov-
inces, each of which is sub-divided into districts, sub-districts and villages. 

By the early 20th century, the national administration structure had 
three levels: central, provincial and local. The 1914 Local Administration 
Act allowed villagers to elect their village heads, who in turn selected the 
head of the Sub-district Council (SC). For 80 years the SC had no real au-
thority because it had no independent source of revenue. Although both 
men and women could vote, only men could be the village heads. 

The 1932 Constitution, which created the formal democratic process, 
was diluted soon afterward when an absolute dictator seized power. Only 
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in 1973, a signifi cant student uprising promoted true democracy and 
achieved a turning point in the Thai political system. However, the right-
wing government returned in 1976 and urban educated dissenters went 
underground or fl ed to the jungle. The government in the 1980s was more 
responsive to the increasing demands of the growing urban, educated mid-
dle class and there was increasing dialogue between civilians and intellec-
tuals. Dissenters were lured back to the mainstream by an amnesty decree. 
Along with this change, there were debates about upgrading the sub-dis-
trict councils (SC) to independent entities. The Sub-district Council and 
Sub-district Administration Organization (SAO) Act upgraded all 6,781 
SCs to legal entities and upgraded all SCs that had collected an annual rev-
enue of at least 150,000 baht1 in the past three consecutive years (1991-93) 
to SAOs. In the following year, a total of 513 SCs became SAOs and the fi rst 
SAO election was held. Both SCs and SAOs remain an integral part of the 
regional/provincial administration under the Ministry of Interior.

The structure of Sub-district Administrative Organizations (SAO) was a 
replica of the national bicameral system, consisting of a SAO Assembly and a 
SAO Committee. Initially, the Assembly was made up of elected village rep-
resentatives and ex-offi cio members. In 1998, the ex-offi cio members were 
eliminated and since then the SAO have elected members only. Any sub-dis-
trict or village head that wants to be part of the SAO must resign from his or 
her post (Figure 12.1). By 2003, all but about 200 SCs had become SAOs. 

Growth of Women’s Political Participation in Thailand 

Thai women have participated in political reform from inside and out-
side the electoral system. Initially, successful women representatives were 
mostly family members of male politicians. Outside the formal politi-
cal structure were elite Bangkok women who engaged in politics through 
professional women’s associations or city wives’ clubs. Being wealthy 
and highly educated, their primary concern was women’s right to man-
age their own property and freedom to engage in business after marriage. 
A small group of elite women2 launched a campaign in the 1970s to 
engage male politicians in debate on women’s status (Supathra, 1982; 
Asavaroengchai, 1988). Although scholars and the younger generation of 
university students did not take them seriously, some male politicians 

1 In 1991, the exchange rate of Thai baht was 26 per U.S. dollar. As such, this fi gure was equiva-
lent to annual revenue of approximately US$5770.
2 They belonged to the National Council of Women of Thailand (NCWT) and Association of 
Women Lawyers of Thailand (AWLT) and were led by Khunying Supathra Singholka, a wealthy 
business woman and law graduate from Thammasat University.
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Figure 12.1  SAO Structure as of 1999
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were sensitized.3 In the 1980s, young women in NGOs addressed other 
women’s issues, such as the plight of factory women, slum women and 
prostitutes (Tantiwiramanond and Pandey, 1990). Another success came 
in 1982 when a woman Member of Parliament4 submitted an amend-
ment proposal to allow women to be elected as village and subdistrict 
heads, which Parliament approved in 1988 (Thomson, 1995).

To implement community development programs in 1983, the 
Ministry of the Interior established a village committee in each village. As 
women were not likely to be appointed to any of the positions of the vil-
lage committee, women advocates worked through the national women 

3 After the fall of the military dictatorship in 1973, when the constitution was rewritten, a mem-
ber of AWLT, Wimolsiri Jamnarnvej, was appointed to the drafting committee. She was instru-
mental in supporting the voice of elite women advocates and negotiating for the insertion of the 
clause “men and women have equal rights” in the 1974 constitution. 
4 Khunying Kanok Samsenvil, daughter of a former MP and younger sister of Khunying Kanittha 
Wichiancharoen, who was once President of AWLT and later founder of Association for the 
Promotion of Women’s Status (APSW).
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machinery, the National Commission of Women’s Affairs (NCWA). They 
lobbied the Ministry of Interior, who agreed to require the district-level 
offi cials to set up a women’s section within the village committee in 1992. 
The Ministry of Interior also ordered that every SC must invite village 
committee members of the women’s affairs section to be observers at the 
SC meetings. These campaigns, from 1987 to 1991, raised female aware-
ness of their rights to public roles. The campaign generated a wave of 
training to promote grassroots women’s participation in community de-
velopment planning in their village committees (TDRI, 1991).

The continuity of a feudal culture, which included vote buying and 
nepotism, undermined the voting process in rural areas. To counter the 
tendency of subdistrict and village heads to appoint their wives or their 
friends who are not particularly interested in women’s development is-
sues, women’s organizations and NGOs organized various leadership-
training programs for grassroots women. While these women’s organi-
zations were unsuccessful in achieving female quotas for the election 
for SCs or SAOs, they heightened women’s awareness and eagerness to 
participate in these political entities (Nawarat, 1994). The SC and SAO 
Bill came into effect in March 1995. It allowed the sub-district to collect 
local taxes, and local people to control the direction of local develop-
ment processes. With their own revenue, they can be a counterpart to the 
central government in planning. The new possibility of achieving village-
level representation triggered the imagination and enthusiasm of Thai 
village women, catalyzed by urban women’s organizations. They linked 
their public roles to what they had been doing—managing their home 
and communities. Elite women and urban educated middle class women 
began to join hands in promoting their less-advantaged rural sisters into 
politics. They revised their training curriculum from community develop-
ment leadership to preparing grassroots women to contest for SAO seats 
(Pandey and Tantiwiramanond, 1998).

After the 1995 Beijing World Women’s Conference, more groups were 
formed to promote women in politics. NGOs also began to encourage 
women to participate in politics and housewives’ groups formed by the 
Ministry of Interior at the provincial, district, sub-district and village lev-
els, also helped in this process. They shared a common aim to change 
women’s role in politics from passive observers to active participants in 
SAO elections. Cross-class interaction among women intensifi ed when 
the government launched a nationwide public hearing to draft the 1997 
constitution. Women’s organizations formed the Women Constitution 
Network (WCN) to more effectively educate women about their right to 
be included in the new constitution.
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The following sections describe two women’s organizations: the 
Consortium of Regional Training to Promote Women Candidacy 
(“Consortium”) and Gender Watch Network (“Gender Group”). The case 
of Consortium demonstrates a horizontal linkage of university-based 
training groups initiated by external funding agencies to prepare women 
for the second SAO election in 1996. The case of Gender Group shows a 
continued effort by women’s organizations to promote women’s political 
rights vertically, at both the national and local levels.

The Experiences of Two Women’s Organizations in Thailand
Case I: Consortium of Regional Training to Promote Women’s Candidacies

Realizing that women’s participation in politics is low compared to their 
economic contribution, and that women had a low success rate in the fi rst 
SAO election in 1995, three women’s programs5 launched a project to train 
village women to run for the second SAO elections in April, 1996. A team 
of trainers at each regional university—in North, Northeast and South—
was identifi ed to form a Consortium of Regional Training.6 The project was 
launched in each region, with a two-phase workshop model: the fi rst phase 
offered a one- or two-day workshop on the rules and regulations of SAO; 
the second phase dealt with strengthening the potential of women candi-
dates by offering them training in campaign strategies and techniques. 

Trainee Selection
The three regions had slightly different procedures for selecting the trainees. 
In the South, the team went directly to the sub-district and village heads, 
asking them to nominate suitable trainees and inform the potential train-
ees of the workshop. However, some sub-district or village heads refused 
to do this, or ended up sending more men than women. Male dominance 
created an uneasy environment for women at the Southern workshops.

The Northeast team appointed a group of students to go to each vil-
lage and ask village women to name four to fi ve potential women par-
ticipants. A sub-district list was then given to the respective sub-district 
and village heads so that they could offi cially invite the selected village 
women. It worked in most cases, but in others names were either changed 
or the selected women were not informed. 

5 AusAID (through its Thai-Australian Cooperative Assistance Project or TACAP), the Asia 
Foundation (TAF) and Fredrich Ebert Stiftung (FES).
6 They were in the north, the Lanna Women Center, Chiang Mai University; in the northeast, 
Women’s Studies Center, Khon Kaen University; and in the south, Women’s Research and 
Development Center of Songkhla University and Southern Women Leaders’ Club, Songkhla.
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The North had the benefi t of an existing network of grassroots women. 
They also had good contact with local NGOs, which helped them to iden-
tify the right women participants. Whenever a woman did not attend the 
workshop, they would promptly send a staff member and a van to bring her 
on the following day. The important matters (especially the budget) were 
discussed the second day to keep most people in attendance until the end.

Training Contents
Trainers fi rst attended a group exercise at a national workshop to standardize 
the curriculum and develop a basic format. Phase One workshops covered 
the rules, roles and functions of SAO, including how to apply for candidacy 
and who is eligible. They also covered gender awareness and the need for 
men to support women. Phase Two workshops included: village problems 
and alternative solutions (village mapping); and testimonies and experience 
shared by successful and unsuccessful past candidates or women who served 
as role models in training on campaign strategies (for example, how to make 
posters and give public speeches). Everyone was allowed an opportunity to 
speak, followed by feedback about their performance from the coordinator 
or sometimes the participants. This opportunity to speak and receive imme-
diate feedback was identifi ed as the highlight of the second phase.

Project Outcomes: Model and Result
The trained women were very positive about the project. They said that both 
the workshops were necessary and helpful in building a knowledge base 
and strengthening capacity for political participation. The interval between 
the two phases allowed women to refl ect and test their new knowledge, or 
to think about which women to nominate or support. Some women in 
the South suggested that the phase one workshop should be two or three 
days long. Contrary to the belief that village women may be too busy, these 
women were motivated to spend that much time because the contents 
were useful and they were hungry for knowledge. They also said that it 
takes time for village women to grasp all the material. According to them, 
a slower pace and a longer workshop would be more helpful.

As an outcome of this training, women showed creativity in cam-
paign publicity. Many men offered support in different ways. Some hus-
bands accompanied their wives during their door-to-door campaign. 
Some erected stages for their wives to make public speeches or located 
eligible voters who lived outside their village. Some did the housework to 
support their wives’ political work.

In many cases, trained women appeared to be more knowledgeable 
than many men in their villages and taught them about SAO. They were 
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not shaky or nervous and could deliver a well-informed and balanced 
public speech. They were confi dent and proud of their performance.

Women practiced what they learned—visiting people in the com-
munity, sharing knowledge and participating in the community affairs, 
such as marriages or funerals. Many trainees visited and gave each other 
support. Since many villages’ demarcations are recent, and relatives tend 
to be distributed in nearby villages, some women worked out a strategy to 
exchange votes: “You vote for my cousin in your village, and I’ll vote for 
your cousin in my village.”

Election Outcome
In Phase One, in all three regions combined, about 2,000 people from 39 
sub-districts (about 55 from each sub-district, and twice as many women 
as men) were educated in the role, function and opportunities of the 
SAO. In Phase Two, about 170 women candidates were prepared for the 
election. The result was that almost half the trainees in the North and 
Northeast were elected to SAO. Almost all the elected women in those 
subdistricts had participated in training. Even though the percentage of 
elected women in each area was lower than the target of 10 percent, it 
was still about twice the regional average. The national average of elected 
women was 7.9 percent of the total elected from 71 provinces (Election 
Division, 1996).7 The rate of success among trained women was high (50 
to 70 percent), while the national average was 35 percent. 

Among those women who were not elected, many were motivated to 
remain politically active, either wanting to stand for the next election, to 
support other women, or to remain active in the community. A woman 
candidate in Phayao who just lost an election said, “I will now start a cit-
izen’s group.” The side effect of the training was familiarizing the public 
with the new political processes and making men more aware of women’s 
potential. Seeds were sown and the germinating process had begun. 

Impact of training
Political training was helpful both at the societal and the individual level. 
Rural Thai people are still uneasy about women’s political participation. 
They insist women know little and that their place is at home, caring 

7 The election results cannot be totally attributed to training. They may be explained by the 
practices of traditional rural areas where women’s participation is still resented (some villages do 
not have any woman candidate) and where electoral success depends largely on kinship groups 
or the service record of individuals. The real value and success of the training workshops was to 
increase gender sensitivity, the confi dence of the women participants, and the political socializa-
tion of village people.
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for family members. But with the help of a project like this, women are 
proving that they are capable of public work. Projects such as this are 
beginning to help initiate a transition in the perception of men about the 
political role of women. Training is essential for building the capacity of 
village women. The consortium project made an important impact on 
their empowerment, increasing their knowledge, improving their attitude 
and confi dence, and developing their skills.

Case II: Gender Group (Gender Watch Network)

Gender Group consists of a small group of women NGO workers based 
in Bangkok and a network of grassroots women leaders in different re-
gions of Thailand. Its primary mandate is to monitor the gender poli-
cies adopted by governmental agencies and political parties. The Gender 
Development Research Institute (GDRI) serves as the secretariat of the 
network.8 GDRI was a pioneer in promoting women in political partici-
pation in the 1990s and was a major driving force in sensitizing policy 
makers as well as building the capacity of grassroots women. Its objec-
tives and activities have enabled more women to get involved in politics. 
GDRI has fi ve objectives (GDRI, 1996):

� to carry out action research on policy issues that address the strategic 
needs of women to advance toward a more equitable society; 

� to promote the democratization of political development by broad-
ening the base of women’s participation in public life;

� to support the full and equal participation of women in power struc-
tures and decision making at all levels; 

� to promote positive images of women to infl uence the creation and 
the transformation of policies affecting women;

� to eliminate gender bias in laws, policies and practices. 

Compared to other women’s organizations that assist women as victims, 
GDRI took a positive approach that women are “doers” and “achiev-
ers” who only need encouragement and support from outsiders. GDRI’s 
primary focus has been on disseminating information on women’s con-
tribution to national development and to the understanding of factors 
that infl uence gender roles. During the fi rst six years, its priority was 

8  During the fi rst six years, three major funding sources were UNIFEM, The Asia Foundation and 
Friedrich Ebert Stiftung.
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mainstreaming gender issues in national development policy. Instead 
of portraying women as the victims of social vices, GDRI introduced 
positive images of Thai women to change the prevailing social attitude 
through two annual programs: a photo contest on “Women at Work” 
and the selection of “Outstanding Women”. Winners of both iniatives 
are given awards on International Women’s Day. A directory of outstand-
ing women in different professions, not just the winners, was published 
to counter the claims often made by male decision makers that “there are 
not enough capable women.”

Activities at the National Level
To mainstream women’s concerns into the policy agenda, GDRI cam-
paigned with political party leaders, election candidates and voters to 
get its message across to different target audiences. GDRI, in collabora-
tion with other women’s organizations, pushed to include a guarantee of 
women’s rights in the 1997 Constitution. It campaigned (unsuccessfully) 
for a quota (one man and one woman per village) in SAO elections in 
1999 and to revise regulations for the Village Fund.

In June 2001, GDRI and other women’s organizations submitted 
an open letter to the Prime Minister, urging him to revise the Rules for 
Village (and Urban Community) Fund, explaining how the existing rules 
marginalize women. According to the rules, the selection procedure re-
quires the village head (98 percent are men) to call for a meeting of all 
household heads (75 percent are men) to select the committee members 
among those who attend the meeting. Such a meeting would have low 
attendance of women, who would not likely be selected. Consequently, 
the Prime Minister ordered a change in Clause 16 that requires an equal 
number of women and men among the 9-15 committee members. 

To bring about changes in policy mechanisms, GDRI focuses on po-
litical parties and the government. Before the 1991 elections, GDRI invit-
ed leaders of political parties to present their positions on women’s issues 
at meetings attended by local women leaders in ten provinces in the four 
regions of Thailand. This practice has been repeated whenever there is a 
general election. Since 1992, GDRI, in cooperation with other women’s 
organizations, has also invited newly-formed governments to respond to 
issues raised by women’s organizations.

Activities at the Local Level
Recognizing that a gender aspect was missing in the draft SAO bill, 
GDRI launched a three-year project (November 1992 to May 1994) to 
raise women’s awareness of the importance of active participation in 
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the local administration and to propose a quota system for members in 
SAO Assembly. Activities included several educational and conscious-
ness-raising meetings9 that gave participants a clearer understanding of 
the new legislation on SC and SAO. They also formed a Gender Watch 
Network to strengthen women’s capacity to participate effectively in 
local administration.

From January 1994 to May 1995, GDRI carried out a project (funded 
by Fredric Ebert Stiftung—FES) to raise awareness of the importance of 
women in local administration and to increase their leadership skills and 
confi dence in running for the SAO. The target areas included three prov-
inces: Khon Kaen, Phitsanuloke and Songkhla (village head elections—
118 participants), and four provinces: Pathumthani, Nakhon Pathom, 
Nokhon Nayok and Kanchanaburi (SAO elections). Activities included 
carrying out surveys on the needs and constraints of women’s participa-
tion in local politics and producing training modules for women candi-
dates in local elections (Thomson, 1994; Thomson, 1995).

After the failure to persuade the legislatures to impose the quota of 
one man/one woman per village for the SAO election in 1994, GDRI fo-
cused on increasing the skills of local women leaders to run for SAO elec-
tion. Subsequently, elected women found that they lacked confi dence in 
their role, partly because of the lack of understanding of offi cial routine 
related to rules and regulations, and partly because of the male-dominat-
ed work environment. In 1996-1997, GDRI held four training sessions 
in different provinces in the central plains for female members of SAO, 
followed by training that also included male members. The training in-
tegrated gender issues, but emphasized effi cient work, while promoting 
cooperation between women and men in community development.

Outcome, Products and Results
During its fi rst six years, GDRI contributed to a number of positive chang-
es at the national level. Specifi cally, it collaborated with other NGOs to 

9 Meeting: “SC and the Establishment of Democracy: Gender issues to be considered”, 30 November 
1992 (150 participants attended to exchange views and give consensus on proposing quota for 
women in the SAO Assembly); Meeting: “Draft Legislatures on SC and SAO: Decentralization of ad-
ministrative power”, 27 June 1993 (collaborating with Parliamentary Committee on Administration 
and Pro-democracy Group, 200 participants attended to deliberate the draft); Meeting: “Gender 
Issues in Local Administration” (50 activists from NGOs, academics and women’s organizations 
participated in this brainstorming session on strategies and actions to be taken by all the relevant 
organizations, after the promulgation of SAO Bill that ignored the proposed quota for women); 
Meeting to mobilize local women leaders to be involved in the SAO election (collaborated with 
Women Study Center of Khon Kaen University), on 15 May 1994 (120 participants).
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have Article 24 included in the 1997 Constitution, guaranteeing women’s 
rights. 126 of GDRI’s women trainees decided to run for SAO election 
and 64 were elected. They also formed a network where 45-60 percent of 
the women who won the election began to develop their own training 
programs for other women. The annual photo contest on the theme of 
working women increases the visibility of women’s potential and ability. 
GDRI’s Directories on outstanding women in eleven occupations serve as 
collections of new role models for younger women. The sex disaggregated 
statistics on the contribution and participation of women in economic 
and political spheres and the annual pamphlets are handy for students, 
policy makers and other interested parties.

Constraining Factors
Two obstacles GDRI faced were the lack of human resources and funds. 
It is diffi cult to secure local funding for research work because most Thai 
philanthropists do not identify with the issue of gender inequality. Thus, 
GDRI has tried to establish a foundation for women’s empowerment by 
securing support from the business sector (GDRI, 1996). Dependence on 
external fi nancial support also disrupts the continuity of the programs.

In order to be a driving force to sustainable change, women’s organiza-
tions must be able to infl uence the decision of policy makers and national 
leaders, and must have a clear mission that is well recognized and accepted 
by the national administration body. The latter characteristic is important 
as it facilitates the implementation of projects as well as creating an entitle-
ment for national budget allocation. In this context, GDRI is still far from 
being a driving force to create a movement toward gender equality.

Facilitating Factors
Factors contributing to the success of GDRI are the social capital of the 
director and its patron—APSW—and her professional links to institu-
tions. The most important ingredients for GDRI’s success are the ability 
to compile and use offi cial gender statistics (to present a factual and clear 
picture to policy makers) and to carry out action research (to immedi-
ately present specifi c fi ndings within a time frame). Through its positive 
problem-solving approach, GDRI has been able to identify the common 
ground for the stakeholders and to involve more partners. By networking 
with different women’s and men’s groups, GDRI increases its bargaining 
power in campaigns for women’s advancement and gender equality.

In spite of many diffi culties, various small achievements amount 
to a leap forward for Thai society: successfully including a clause in the 
Constitution to guarantee the equal rights of women and men; enabling 
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state policy makers to see women’s issues more clearly; pushing for 
women-friendly rules and regulations; and changing social attitudes about 
women’s and men’s roles and capacity for gender equality in society. 

Analysis

Quota System

According to the new decentralization regulations in Thailand, each vil-
lage elects two representatives to the SAO. Women academics and activists 
have supported a quota of one man and one woman from each village. 
They feel that the quota will increase the number of women and their 
confi dence. However, there is still a large group of women, especially the 
middle class and those who are not involved in the SAO, who are skepti-
cal about the quota system. Following are some of the “pros” and “cons” 
presented in the ongoing debates on the quota system:

Con: A quota contradicts the principle of equality. If everyone is equal then 
why privilege one over the other? It is undemocratic. 

Pro: Democracy is based on the principle of equality, but not all people 
are born equal. There are various fundamental factors in Thai society and 
culture, such as gender and family status, which make Thai people un-
equal in terms of access to opportunities for self-development or readi-
ness to serve as people’s representatives in politics. Gender inequality is 
deeply rooted in historically and culturally biased attitudes. Therefore, 
there is a need to create a special system to level the playing fi eld. Also, 
democracy requires that the composition of public decision makers must 
be proportional to the composition of different groups in society so that 
each group can be fairly represented in the decision-making process. Since 
women are half of society, half of representatives should be women. 

In Thailand, the principle of quotas has, in effect, already been applied. 
For example, in national elections the areas are divided into provinces. Or 
in the SAO election, the areas are divided into villages so that the represen-
tatives can come from each village. So, a zone-based quota has been ap-
plied. Sex should be another parameter to ensure equal representation.

Con: A quota may lead to the election of women who lack ability.

Pro: Women are as capable as men to be politicians. People tend to over-
look qualifi cations such as interest in health, society, environment and 
small business, regarding these qualifi cations as simply being female and, 
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therefore, less important. In fact these qualifi cations, found in many men 
and women, are signifi cant to improving our daily lives. People also tend 
to scrutinize the qualifi cations of female politicians, but do not question 
male politicians who may have lower qualifi cations, particularly in terms 
of education or accountability.

Con: There are not enough qualifi ed women to fi ll the positions if the quota 
for women is imposed.

Pro: In countries that use quotas in local government, such as India and 
Pakistan, there proved to be enough women candidates to run for the 
elections. Thai women are ready to participate in development for the 
common good. In fact, women are the main contributors to the success of 
various community development projects, such as occupational groups 
and public health groups.

Con: A quota is a Western concept, not appropriate to Thai society.

Pro: Quotas have been adopted in many countries around the world. A 
good concept is universal. For example, the basic idea of democracy has 
its origin in the West, but has been adopted throughout the world.

Con: Women may become puppets of their husbands or families.

Pro: Both women and men may be used initially as puppets. But people 
have their own mind and conscience. They can develop and mature as 
independent persons if given the chance.

Con: The use of quotas may create confl ict in society (“sex war” or dishar-
mony between men and women).

Pro: Some groups may resist or oppose, but this has tended to be tempo-
rary. In France, voters support men and women equally. In a Muslim so-
ciety such as Pakistan, men support women to run for election in the local 
government. Thai people in rural areas recognize women’s role in the 
community. For example, quotas have been applied in setting up com-
mittees for the Village Fund.

Con: If a quota is reserved for women, then other groups will also demand it.

Pro: If any group has a large constituency that has suffered discrimination, 
such as women, then that group should be entitled to a quota, to ensure 
that the people in that group are fairly represented in national politics.
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A male academic explains that instead of imposing a quota, more 
training is needed to prepare women.

“I believe that if we can prepare women better, then women can get in the 
SAO more…maybe 100 percent… The training effort should help women 
demonstrate their abilities. Once women have a chance to demonstrate their 
capacity, the results can change men’s ideas”. (Kowit interview, 2003).

Another female academic activist, now a senator, strongly supports the 
quota system:

“There is a marked difference between a group discussion that has only 
men and one that has an equal number of men and women. In the 
Environmental Committee, which has an equal number of women and 
men, I found that they talked sensibly, more rationally. Their debates 
are not personal bashing but rather for the common good of the bill.” 
(Pusadee interview 2003)

During the drafting of the constitution in 1996, women pushed for 
a one-third quota for women in the Parliament, but failed. The law, 
however, stipulates that any working committees on bills that relate to 
women, elderly and children must have women as one-third of the ex-
perts. Based on this provision, women mobilized the media and public 
pressure to push for fi ve women of the total 11 members sitting in the 
Human Rights Commission. 

In another initiative, women strategically approached Prime Minister 
Thaksin Shinawatra, asking him to consider using a quota to establish the 
Village Fund committee. 

“We wrote a letter to the Prime Minister, and I, as the most senior per-
son, handed it to him. The letter asked two questions: Does government 
have a policy of discriminating against women? If not, then it should re-
view Article 16 of the regulation. We submitted the letter at 11 o’clock, 
before he went out to give a speech at the stadium where 4,500 people 
gathered from across the country. After speaking for 15 minutes, he 
said, ‘a group of ladies asked me…’ He admitted that there is a mistake 
in the regulation and that the head of the national commission, Deputy 
Prime Minister Suvit Khunkitti must revise it immediately. We thought 
that was just a talk, and nothing would happen because 50,000 cop-
ies of regulation had already been distributed. Then Suvit gave a press 
conference that he wanted to amend the regulation so that the composi-
tion of the committee (of 9-15 persons) must have 50 percent women”. 
(Thomson interview, 2003).
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Barriers against Women’s Political Participation and Efforts to 
Overcome Them

The barriers against Thai women are both structural and cultural. Existing 
offi cial rules and regulations as well as some laws have deprived women 
of the right to participate in public decision-making. The lack of political 
networks, and the long-held perception that politics is a male domain 
keeps women out. Meanwhile, heavy responsibilities as wives and moth-
ers, as well as other economic and community obligations restrict wom-
en’s opportunities for self-development or improving their knowledge of 
wider issues. 

At the Individual Level: Knowledge and Courage
Lack of skill, confi dence and socialization, combined with family obliga-
tions discourage women from participating in political elections and ac-
tivities. If a woman is the sole elected female in a group, she faces practical 
problems; for example, sometimes the male members will not inform the 
woman about the time and the date of meetings. Or sometimes they will 
try to exclude her from the meeting by holding it at an inconvenient place 
or at an inconvenient time.

“One woman member of SAO knew that the male members tried to ex-
clude her from decision-making by arranging the meeting at a diffi cult 
place and time, such as holding it at a high mountain area, or at night 
time. She rode her motorbike to attend the meeting in spite of the dif-
fi cult terrain. In this case, the woman … had to jeopardize her safety.” 
(Thomson interview, 2003).

Some women are also limited by unwillingness or inability to take risks 
or spend money:

“They lack resources, lack interest, lack confi dence, and lack networks. ... 
Most women from well-to-do families are victimized by the “nurturing 
culture”; they are preoccupied with clothing and beautifying themselves. 
Those who have to struggle for family survival, their hands are tied eco-
nomically. It takes a lot from a woman to become a public fi gure. Most im-
portantly, men always have their networks.” (Pusadee interview, 2003)

At the Institutional Level: Rules and Practices
Women’s participation also depends on the maturity of democracy and 
legal provisions. In spite of the legal amendment in 1982 to open opportu-
nities for women, old laws prevent greater participation. The 1988 amend-
ment limited the terms of village or sub-district heads to fi ve years and a 
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maximum of two consecutive terms. But applies only to those elected after 
1988, so some women have to wait until incumbents reach the age of 60. 

At the Societal Level: Values and Attitudes
A more substantial obstacle for women’s participation is the social ste-
reotype that men are natural leaders and women are natural wives and 
mothers, who must occupy themselves with housework and caring for 
others. Women often feel inadequate as mothers and wives if they dedi-
cate too much time to public work. Some also perceive the tasks of peace 
keeping, crime suppression and robbery as men’s business. Thus, even if 
political space is opened, they are not interested in running for the post 
of village head. 

“A study fi nds that people from both the upper and lower classes support 
these stereotypes about women, and those with more education tend to 
cling onto these stereotypes more than grassroots people. Another study 
fi nds that high-level authorities don’t trust women. They say women 
work with their hearts and not with their heads. Both attitudes and 
stereotypes affect the appointment and promotion of women to higher 
position.” (Vichit-Vadakan interview, 2003)

Urban women may have more choices because of education and greater 
exposure, while rural women are still largely infl uenced by traditional pa-
triarchal norms.

“Rural women are willing to be the followers. Value and norms encourage 
women to be the followers rather than leaders.” (Kowit interview, 2003)

Impact of Elected Women on Women and Society

It is expected that once women are in positions of power, they will con-
tribute to social development, both quantitatively and qualitatively. They 
should enter politics on behalf of women in order to transform and 
“cleanse” the political culture. 

Women advocates like Pusadee feel that women must be inside the 
political structure to at least ensure that laws are not discriminatory 
against women: 

“For example, you can implement good policy such as day care in 
every factory, a one-stop service center in different regions to look after 
the issue of VAW, and enforce occupational safety, especially in the 
informal sector where 80 percent of workers are women.” (Pusadee 
interview, 2003)
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A study carried out by Ministry of Interior a few years after decentraliza-
tion began in 1995 compared the performance of SAOs with women in 
executive positions to those without. The study found that SAOs with 
women executives allocated a greater portion of the budget to livelihood 
issues: 30 percent went to social projects such as caring for the elderly, 
providing additional occupation or day care centers. For those without 
women executives, 100 percent of the budget went to building infrastruc-
ture, such as roads. (Pusadee interview, 2003)

Another study found that the performance of elected women is 
hampered mainly because they are the minority in SAOs. Suwanna 
Manarojanan studied the impact of women elected to SAOs10 in 2000 
in terms of number and performance, such as participation in decision-
making. She found that the number of women in executive positions was 
low—about three percent of the committee. Women’s performance was 
also low because as the minority, they rarely engaged in debates while 
men still dominated the fl oor. (Kowit interview, 2003)

The impact of women in local politics may differ from their impact 
at the national level. Women at the national level tend to come from 
upper-class, privileged families. Their priority is to follow party lines for 
personal survival rather than rocking the boat. Their life experiences are 
also far removed from the harsher reality of the majority of Thai women. 
As a result, their perceptions are similar to men and they are unlikely to 
promote a female agenda. 

Simply getting elected into the formal political structure is not enough 
for women to address social development issues, as the platform is still 
male-dominated. In addition, elected women without gender training are 
not necessarily interested in social development, let alone women’s is-
sues, because they are likely to enter via family or monetary connection. 
Thus, both trained and untrained women inside the political structure 
need a new platform to continue developing consciousness and under-
standing of the scope and complexity of women’s and social issues as well 
as how to address them. 

Elected women need more knowledge of laws and bureaucratic pro-
cedures. They also need continuing coaching so that they will not be 
used as vote banks for national elections... There should be a conference 
for these women to share their experience, like a caucus, so they can 
empower each other and make an impact on the younger generation 
(Pusadee interview, 2003).

10 The study was carried out in fi ve provinces of Greater Bangkok—Pathumthani. There are 200 
SAOs. The fi ndings may be true for the north also. 
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Remaining Challenges

Women’s advocates perceive the promotion of female community lead-
ers to be a promising route to effective participation of women in Thai 
politics. However, grassroots women need substantial training and sup-
port. Training should emphasize the political and government-related is-
sues involved in state-run projects. Women should learn about the politi-
cal processes and approaches at the grassroots level to tackle problems 
women are facing. Campaign techniques are essential for women candi-
dates to gain support from both sexes.

The training projects described in the case study section had positive 
impacts, compared to cases in which no training was available. Women 
in the trained areas became more aware and were enthusiastic to become 
candidates. More women were elected. Elected women who received train-
ing played executive roles more than those in other areas. To widen the 
impact there is a need to expand the training and to improve its contents:

“NGOs and academics should work together to produce training ma-
terials that have practical information or knowledge. These materials 
can be useful references for women aspiring to political participation. I 
think Ratchapak Institutes that are all over the country can be trained 
or encouraged to work on this issue…to build capacity of local women. 
But so far nobody is doing that.” (Kowit interview, 2003)

Rural women leaders could benefi t substantially from participatory train-
ing that allows more participation in group discussion and mutual learn-
ing (two-way communication), rather than classroom or top-down lec-
turing. Some of the training would be targeted to potential candidates, 
to encourage them to be involved in politics and to provide them with 
essential knowledge. Complementary training efforts could be targeted to 
both sexes, in order to discuss the benefi t to have women in politics and 
the potential support that communities can give to their female candi-
dates and elected offi cials.

Of course, training resources have become scarce. The campaign for 
women’s political participation was at its peak in the mid-1990s, and then 
subsided after the economic crisis in 1997, when international donors 
also began to withdraw their support from Thai women’s NGOs. As funds 
are depleting, women’s organizations are becoming less active. 

Training initiatives could be linked to academic work. . University fac-
ulty could carry out training on specifi c issues, since they already have the 
facilities for teaching, and graduating students need thesis topics. Grants 
could be provided by different government agencies, such as the Thailand 
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Research Fund or universities. The Consortium project experience may pro-
vide useful lessons to support the design and development of such a fund. 

Summary and Conclusions
Thai politics are still dominated by men, as Figure 12.2 indicates. Prior to 
1995, political participation was a privilege of wealthy women belonging 
to political clans. The passing of the SC and SAO Bill in 1994 encouraged 
women to interact across class and region to share their knowledge and 
experience in political participation with less-advantaged village women 
(Wongruang 2001). Thanks to the infl ux of fi nancial support from inter-
national funding agencies, various women’s organizations and academics 
were able to create training curriculum to raise their gender consciousness 
and stimulate their desire to actively engage in politics. 

Figure 12.2  Women in Thai Politics, 2000-2001

Positions Total number
Percentage*

Female Male

NATIONAL GOVERNMENT

Member of Parliament
Senator
Cabinet Members

500
200
36

9.2
10.0
8.0

90.8
90.0
91.7

ELECTED LOCAL GOVERNMENT

Provincial Council Member
Municipality Council Member
Sub-district Head
Village Head
SAO Members

2,230

1,896

7,145
61,564
61,234

6.3

6.0

1.8
2.4
8.5

93.7

94.0

98.2
97.6
91.5

CIVIL SERVICE OFFICERS

Level 11 22 9.1 90.9

Level 10 185 8.1 91.9

Level 9 311 19.0 81.0

Total 518 14.7 85.3

*Data for National Government Positions is from 2001. Elected local government data from 2000. 
Source: Ministry of Interior and Offi ce of the Civil Service Commission; Department of Local Administration, Ministry of Interior, Bangkok.
Source: Offi ce of the Civil Service Commission
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The two cases presented in this paper demonstrate that there are differ-
ent approaches to promoting grassroots women to stand for local election. 
The three-month Consortium program was initiated by external funding 
agencies. The aim was to mobilize the analytical and theoretical resources 
of female faculty of various provincial universities outside Bangkok to pre-
pare village women to run for the SAO election. The advantage was that 
these women had closer relationships with village women in their prov-
inces, sharing similar culture and reality. The Gender Group, in contrast, 
was an evolving process in which the key agency has been GDRI, with the 
help of experts and resource persons from the NGO sector and govern-
mental departments. Training by both groups has proven fruitful. Women 
were more likely to be elected to SAOs in geographical areas where they 
received training. The success was also satisfying because many defeated 
women candidates remained active even after the election.

 Increased women’s participation in politics is a means as well as an 
end. Participation is a means for women to gain access to resources and 
power; it is also a basic human right that women should enjoy equally. 
Up until now, women have lived in a world where men set their agenda 
and priorities. With increased political participation, women would have 
a voice in shaping their own as well as society’s future. In a country like 
Thailand, where gender discourse is often neutralized by the answer that 
women are everywhere and that there is no gender issue in Thailand, 
women’s efforts are growing, and they are mobilizing and challenging so-
cial attitudes. These need to be encouraged. Women’s organizations need 
linkages and resources. Building on and enlarging these experiences may 
be the most effective strategy for promoting not only women’s political 
participation but also overall social development.
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Hard Lessons: Advocacy, Education and 
Institutional Strengthening of the Women’s 
Parliamentary Forum in Suriname
Sharda Ganga
Projetka, Organization for Women and Development, Paramaibo, Suriname

Suriname: An Introduction
Suriname, located on the north coast of South America, poses an interesting 
question when it comes to national identity, regionalization and globaliza-
tion. It is the only Dutch-speaking country on the mainland of the Americas, 
the only former Dutch colony and the last country on the continent to be-
come independent—in 1975—(not counting the French overseas department 
French Guyana). It has more links with the Caribbean than with the rest of 
South America and is a member of Caricom, the Caribbean Community.

Suriname’s economy is strongly dependent on traditional economic 
activities, primarily mining and agriculture. Sixty percent of the economi-
cally active population is employed in the tertiary sector and 60 percent of 
all employees are contracted by the government. The GNP has seen nega-
tive growth in recent years. Poverty has been on the rise for the past two 
decades and according to offi cial statistics, 60 percent of the population 
lives below the offi cial poverty line. 

Suriname is often viewed as exemplary when it comes to peaceful 
ethnic coexistence.

More than ten ethnic groups make up the population of about 
400,000 and more than ten languages are spoken, Dutch being the offi -
cial language. While this ethnic diversity is certainly colorful and cause for 
celebration, it also poses one of the greatest obstacles to political issues, 
especially women’s participation.

The political history of post-war Suriname has been closely linked 
to its ethnic diversity. Except for 1980-87, when the country was under 
military rule, elections were largely contested by parties based on ethnic 
origins. It was only in the four elections after the military period that a 
minority of parties not primarily based on ethnicity came into existence. 
The largest such party was founded by the former military rulers.

In order to analyze the role of women in decision-making and poli-
tics in present-day Suriname, we must understand the country’s political 
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culture. This is especially crucial in Caribbean countries, where the his-
tory of colonialism brought together people from several continents and 
countries. The historical development of immigrants and their culture in 
the Diaspora has had a signifi cant impact on the place of women and 
their organizations in the political life of countries such as Suriname. This 
paper will, however, only briefl y address this, and will focus primarily 
on the evaluation of one program in Suriname aimed at strengthening 
women’s participation in politics.

Women in Suriname
Suriname has signed most international treaties concerning human rights 
and women’s rights. The government is party to CEDAW and The Beijing 
Platform for Action, among other treaties. As such, it has acknowledged 
the importance of gender equity and equality in all spheres of society, and 
the role of women in sustainable (social) development processes.

Still, women in Suriname are highly underprivileged, and gender bal-
ance in most sectors is still a distant goal. Some fi gures illustrate this situ-
ation of women:

� Only 1 percent of people who apply for state-owned land are female.

� In 1996 and 1997, the female unemployment rate was twice as high 
as that of men.

� 71 percent of low-level civil servants are female.

� Many economic statistics simply do not take into account women’s 
contribution in agriculture, the informal sector and other productive 
sectors. (Ketwaru, 2000). 

Inequality between men and women is evident in all sectors of society—
even in sectors such as education, where women have gained ground in 
recent years.

Although the majority of students in higher-level educational institu-
tions is female, this is not refl ected in policy-making positions: only one 
of the seven members on the Board of the University is female. Within the 
Ministry of Education, none of the top management and policy-making 
positions is occupied by a woman. 

To promote gender equity in all sectors and policies, the govern-
ment of Suriname, together with NGOs and Unifem, designed a National 
Gender Action Plan in 2000 as part of their Gender Mainstreaming Plan. 
In 1998, the government established the National Gender Bureau, to pro-
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mote gender equity1 and to monitor and implement the mainstreaming 
of gender in the policies of all the ministries. Sadly, the Gender Bureau 
has been lacking operational and implementing capacity for the past 
two years. In the meantime, the NGOs, especially those with gender and 
women on their agenda, have moved forward in implementing parts of 
the national gender plan. 

Projekta, established in 1993, focuses on issues of integrated sustainable 
development and the promotion of gender equity through capacity-build-
ing programs for rural and urban grassroots organizations. It also works 
on capacity building for gender trainers; youth leadership and gender; and 
civic participation/education with a strong emphasis on gender equity.

Evolution of Women’s Organizations in Suriname
Over the years, women’s organizations have taken upon themselves to en-
hance the quality of life for women and children, and to bridge the gender 
gap in various areas of social development. Their activities have evolved 
from classes on sewing and fl ower arrangement to a large variety of inter-
ventions in every aspect of social development. Over the past 10-15 years, 
they have fi rmly established themselves as partners in the overall develop-
ment process of the country. This acceptance is closely linked to the rising 
national and international acknowledgement of the indispensable role of 
NGOs in bringing development closer to “real” people. Historically, na-
tional governments such as ours have proven unable to adequately meet 
the day-to-day needs of persons in disadvantaged positions. Development 
programs tend to be designed in terms of overreaching goals and objec-
tives. In Suriname, more often than not, they suffer from a lack of tangible 
goals or an operational base for implementing strategies.

In the late 1980s, as international acknowledgment of the role 
of NGOs grew, women’s organizations in Suriname began to mature. 
Nevertheless, the process of professionalizing them took several years to 
accomplish. The organizations struggled with their transformation from 
charity and volunteer organizations to NGOs with staff, programs and 
donors. Indeed, professionalization became one of the major accom-
plishments of the women’s organizations in Suriname, as they evolved 
from a “women in development” perspective to poverty alleviation and 
empowerment-related strategies; from solely addressing so-called practi-
cal gender needs to incorporating strategic needs in their activities.

1 The National Gender Bureau was the follow-up to the National Women’s Bureau, established 
in 1975.
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Through media exposure, public awareness campaigns, and most im-
portantly, advocacy on women and development issues, women’s NGOs 
fi rmly established themselves in the public domain.

Also at the strategic level, by being present at all major internation-
al conferences, women’s organizations became national advocates on 
a number of treaties and issues such as reproductive rights, violence 
against women, and women and labor. Backed by international agree-
ments, and acting as spokespersons for causes that the government had 
signed in favor of, women’s NGOs could no longer be ignored by na-
tional governments. They had fi rmly established themselves as partners 
in national development.

An Example of Action by Women’s Organizations in Suriname: 

Violence against Women

Violence against women has always been present in Suriname, and has 
been ignored by national laws, policymakers and the general public. In 
1992, a historical lawsuit drew attention to the issue: a female teacher of 
the Academy of Arts and Culture was sued by the Academy after she made 
public accusations that she had suffered sexual harassment by the staff. 
For the fi rst time in the country’s history, sexual harassment and violence 
against women were on the public agenda in a major way. A never-be-
fore-seen movement of women, in organized groups and as individuals, 
emerged overnight. Protests were organized in front of the courthouse, 
signatures were gathered, theatre productions staged, and an impromptu 
action committee came to life organizing a one-day seminar on women 
and violence. At this seminar, victims of violence took the stage and told 
their stories for the fi rst time. One of the recommendations of this seminar 
was to establish an organization that would dedicate itself to combating 
violence against women on a structural level. Public opinion was not al-
ways favorable: one male parliamentarian famously objected to any men-
tion of violence within marriage as part of the issue of violence against 
women: “Women have to be willing to do their marital duty,” he said. 

By immediately putting their campaign in the context of interna-
tional women’s rights treaties, the movement gained credibility and va-
lidity. By maintaining public education on the issue, violence against 
women was fi rmly established as one of the major women’s rights issues 
in Suriname and policymakers could no longer ignore it. Lobbying and 
advocacy have increased in recent years as women’s organizations suc-
cessfully lobbied Parliament to ratify the Belem do Para Convention just 
under a year ago.
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Today, violence against women and sexual harassment are no longer 
taboo subjects. Public opinion has shifted from ignorance to fi ery protests 
against what used to be accepted as “culture”. Two ministers have, in the 
past four years, been forced to step down due to public pressure brought 
on by sexual harassment cases, something unthinkable ten years ago.

In much the same way, by creating broad support through public edu-
cation and constant lobbying, women’s organizations have successfully 
advocated changes in law on the lawful status of children born out of 
wedlock, common law marriage, and a marriage law that discriminated 
against Asian women. These successes can be at least partially attributed 
to the work of the National Women’s Movement.

Women and development NGOs are also currently active in activities 
related to rural development; entrepreneurship; poverty alleviation; health 
services; gender education and gender and development; civic education 
and participation; organization of tribal women; land rights and housing.

However, Monique Essed, one of the founders of both Projekta and 
the Women’s Parliamentary Forum, suggests that the victories are not yet 
won. She says: 

“Changes in policy with regard to women’s issues are only put in place 
when the edge is already taken off the issue, when it has become accept-
able by society as a whole and is no longer controversial. Overall, we have 
not been able to effectively change laws or systems, such as education, 
health and politics. Changes in policy are more often than not brought 
about by international pressure of treaties such as CSW and CEDAW, 
which urge governments to comply with international rules.” 2

Women and Political Participation
One of the principal ways to assess the status of women in society is to 
analyze their participation in decision-making and politics.

The History of Women’s Political Participation in Suriname

Women’s participation in politics and decision-making has developed in 
Suriname like in other countries: The fi rst woman was voted into parlia-
ment some fi fteen years before women actually had the right to vote. She 
was not part of any political party, but was an independent candidate—an 
opportunity that no longer exists.

2 Interview with the author, September 2003
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Curiously enough, the issue of universal voting has never been on the 
political or public agenda in Suriname. There is no record of any women’s 
movement towards that end. 

During the Second World War, Suriname was renegotiating its rela-
tionship with its colonizer, Holland. One of the measures on the agenda 
was a reform of the electoral system, as well as greater national indepen-
dence in domestic affairs. One of the outcomes of this reform was the uni-
versal right to vote, which was not advocated primarily by the Surinamese 
politicians, but by Dutch parliamentarians. In a publication of one of the 
oldest parties in Suriname, the VHP, this process is described:

“As a result of intensive political action [in Suriname] the universal vote 
for men was approved. After an intervention by the [Dutch] parliamen-
tarian Tenderloin in the Dutch parliament an amendment was made in 
the State law (1948) by which women were also granted universal vote. 
When Lachmon was asked for advice whether or not the Surinamese 
women, especially the rural women, were capable enough to participate 
in parliamentary elections, the party president not only gave a positive 
advice, but also pleaded in its favor.” (VHP, 1999)

Popular opinion, however, believes that Mr. Lachmon, the leader of the 
VHP, the Indian party, advocated the issue because he foresaw an instant 
doubling of his votes. Indian women would always vote as their husbands 
told them, and their husbands, of course, would always vote as their eth-
nic leaders told them. 

Politics in Suriname remains established mainly along ethnic lines, 
though recent years have seen a military-based party, a party arising from 
the poor farmers union, and others. Forty political parties are now regis-
tered in Suriname, of which 17 participated in the last election. This, of 
course, has led to a very fragmented political landscape in which no party 
can truly be sure of the outcome of an election. Because Suriname has a 
hybrid parliamentary / presidential system, the voters choose parliamentar-
ians, who in turn choose the president. As this president has to be elected 
by 2/3 of the parliament, a coalition of several parties has become more or 
less inevitable. It is in this context that women politicians have to operate.

Women and Participation in Recent Times

While women are active propagandists and members of all kinds of politi-
cal committees, participation at decision-making levels remains the privi-
lege of men:
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� Women accounted for only 14 percent of the management boards 
of political parties between 1995 and 2000. (Ganga, Gooding and 
Bakker, 2001)

� Some 25 percent of parties have no women at decision-making levels. 

� The number of women in parliament decreased from 8 percent in 1988 
to 6 percent in 1991, then doubled to 15 percent in 1996, and increased 
to 17 percent in the last election in 2000. At this rate, we will need ap-
proximately 50 years to reach a gender balance in parliament.

� Women were appointed to 6 percent of the total posts available for 
Ministers in 1988, 0 percent in 1991, 5 percent in 1996 and since 
2000, 12 percent.

� 20 percent of the district commissioners are women.

A study done by Projekta in 2001 offered some insight into the day-to-day 
participation of women:

� The number of women who voted in the last elections was signifi cantly 
higher than the number of men: 87 percent of the women interviewed 
used their right to vote, while only 72 percent of men did so.

� Twice as many men are active members of community and other orga-
nizations (20 percent of male respondents vs. 7 percent of women)

� There is only a slight difference in party membership: 15 percent 
of women are registered members of a political party, vs. 20 per-
cent of men.

� Twice as many men had at least once offi cially protested against gov-
ernment policy.

� Twice as many men had at least once been part of organized protests 
by unions or other organizations. (Ketwaru, 2000)

Women Organizing for Political Participation
To effectively change policy agendas and give women a voice, it had be-
come increasingly clear that female political power was essential. Policy 
and decision-making was overwhelmingly organized around very narrow 
party lines, and those party lines needed to be infi ltrated in order to bring 
about changes from within. 
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In 1994, the Women’s Parliamentary Forum, WFP, the fi rst organiza-
tion to solely devote itself to promoting women’s political leadership, was 
established by a group of women active in NGOs and political parties. 

Women from all political parties, as well as those not attached to par-
ties, joined forces to consolidate the WFP. From 1994–2000, when the 
WPF was registered as an independent NGO, Projekta acted on its behalf 
and organized all its activities. In the beginning, the goals of the Women’s 
Parliamentary Forum were straightforward: to get as many women elected 
as possible.

Towards that end, Projekta, on behalf of the WPF, engaged in sev-
eral strategies, such as public awareness campaigns and training women 
in politics and leadership, holding meetings with all women candidates 
across party lines. The result was immediate: the number of women elect-
ed in 1996 nearly doubled, from four to seven.

The impact of the political upheaval caused by this election would 
resonate for years, as one of the women leaders, also active in WPF, Indra 
Marijke Djwalapersad, made history. She had been elected by preferential 
vote in 1991, but left her party (VHP) in 1996 and became co-founder and 
vice-chair of the BVD, where she stayed until 1999. In September of that 
year she founded another party, Naya Kadam (NK), and became its chair-
person. In her four-year political career, she was the fi rst female Speaker 
of the House, the fi rst female Vice-President of a party and the fi rst female 
President of a party. She is a rural woman and a schoolteacher by profes-
sion, and was the chairperson of the Surinamese Women’s Foundation 
(SVS), which worked among rural women. Her party therefore, strongly 
relied on the support of rural women. (Ketwaru, 2000) 

Djwalapersad was accused of treason by other political parties as well 
as by a big part of her initial supporters. She was elected to parliament a 
second time in 1996 through the VHP. However, she joined forces with 
the opposition and helped them gain a majority vote in parliament for 
their presidential candidate, thereby effectively changing the numerical 
outcome of the elections. By defecting to the other side and establishing 
her own party, she was instrumental in the change of government that 
year. As a result of her actions, she was made Speaker of the house.

Monique Essed-Fernandes fi nds: “Djwalapersad’s actions were sig-
nifi cant for the WPF’s strategies; the backlash against them was felt inside 
the WPF too, as the members became cautious in letting themselves be 
known as too militant, too ambitious, too controversial.”3

3 Interview with the author, September 2003.
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Advocacy, Education and Institutional Strengthening
In the time between the elections of 1996 and 2000, the WPF focused on 
training programs for women with political ambitions. 

It was in this period that the program “Advocacy, Education and 
Institutional Strengthening of the WPF” was designed and carried out by 
Projekta, from June 1999 to December 2000, with funding from Prolead 
of the Inter-American Development Bank. The program was aimed at 
strengthening the institutional capacity of the WPF in order to establish it 
as an organization independent of Projekta. At the same time, it provided 
an opportunity to work on further capacity-building for future women 
leaders and increasing public awareness.

Advocacy and Public awareness

The WPF has always strongly relied on public awareness-raising as a tool 
to reach its goals. In 1996, the “Vote for a Woman” campaign proved to be 
effective, signifi cantly increasing the number of women voted into parlia-
ment. For the 2000 elections, the slogan was “Make Women Visible”. 

The public awareness campaign focused on greater recognition of all 
women candidates on the ballots of all parties and greater acceptance of 
women as political leaders. Towards this end, two TV advertisements were 
made, one in which women candidates of all parties participated (as well 
as a number of male candidates), and another that used images of famous 
women to stress the fact that numerous women throughout the years have 
been world leaders.

There were also radio programs and newsletters, as well as workshops 
and debates, to present all women candidates to the public. 

The WPF also consistently advocated the issue of good governance 
and demanded a 30 percent quota of women candidates on the ballots.

Education
To strengthen the capacity for leadership and to build practical political 
skills, a range of activities were carried out (one training weekend, a work-
shop, and a debate) to raise awareness of women’s rights, leadership and 
good governance and media and communication skills. There was also 
a mock parliamentary debate in the National Assembly among women 
candidates of all parties. This served two purposes: a great opportunity for 
regular media coverage, and giving women candidates an initial feel for 
the surroundings and workings of the Assembly.
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Institutional Strengthening
Institutional strengthening was aimed at establishing the WPF as an indepen-
dent legal entity with its own secretariat and a volunteer board of directors. 

Results of the Program
The program as carried out had the following major immediate results:

� More media attention to women’s issues and women candidates dur-
ing the election period. However, buying airtime provided most of 
the coverage.

� Half of the parties in the election had at least 30 percent women on 
their lists for the largest electoral district. However, these women were 
not all in favorable, that is to say, electable positions on the ballot. 
Furthermore, this target number did not hold up for the other elec-
toral districts, except Paramaribo, while the majority of parties that 
complied with the 30 percent rule were small ones.

� Three parties had women leading the electoral ballot in the largest 
district. Again these were all small parties, and none of these women 
was elected.

� For the fi rst time, two of the parties had women as presidents of their 
boards. Again, these were small parties and none of them were elected.

� All of the elected women parliamentarians have participated in at 
least one WFP activity. 

� The training program reached approximately 125 women in several 
districts, and of these, 39 were allotted a place on the ballot list of 
their respective parties.

Three years after the conclusion of the program, what are the sustained 
results?

An unbiased look at the WPF shows:

� The WPF is undoubtedly still one of the major players when it comes 
to leading the discussion on good governance, but in recent years it 
has been focusing on gender budgeting as one of the main tools for 
equitable social development. Its pioneering role as an advocate of 
political power for women has been moved to the background.

� The level of activity has dropped steeply, probably due to a lack of 
internal capacity and fi nancial resources.
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� Training of potential women leaders and candidates has been scattered.

� The newsletter and radio programs have been suspended due to fi -
nancial diffi culties.

� It is still not possible to organize women parliamentarians around 
common women’s agenda.

The question then is: What should have been done differently in order to 
achieve more sustained project results?

Evaluation

Program Impact

In evaluating the program impact three years after its completion, I found 
the WPF to be suffering from certain weaknesses:

� Lack of clear strategies and activities for increased women’s political 
participation

� Lack of a clear direction as an organization

� Lack of further institutional strengthening after the end of the project, 
and loss of visibility and impact.

These weaknesses, all of which are more or less related to the objectives of 
the program “Advocacy, Education and Institutional Strengthening” have, 
in my opinion, to do with: 

� The theoretical framework within which the WPF operated initially

� The internal organizational strategic planning and thinking

� Organizational capacity and organizational culture

WFP’s Theoretical Framework

Since its inception, the WPF has focused on preparing women for parlia-
ment through short training sessions to provide them with the skills and 
tools they need to get elected, and once elected, to be able to function 
within the system. At the same time, public opinion was targeted.

However, a more thorough targeting of the problem (lack of gender 
balance in politics) should address the constraints to women’s political par-
ticipation on four levels: personal; organizational; systemic and societal.
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Personal Constraints
Personal constraints are brought on primarily by internalized gender ide-
ology and the social roles assigned to women and men. Power is always 
seen as part of the male domain. Women—even those with clear political 
talents and ambitions—are far less likely than men to profi le themselves 
as political leaders, so as not to be labeled as power hungry. Men have far 
fewer psychological problems with this. Personal constraints also include 
the burden of the triple role women have to fulfi ll: the domestic, profes-
sional and in this case, the political role.

Organizational Constraints
A political party is like any other organization. In order for every member 
to have equal access to decision-making levels, there needs to be trans-
parent and democratic organizational structure, rules and regulations. 
However, in order to achieve an electable place on the ballot, women face 
constraints within their own parties. In Suriname most political parties 
have a “women’s wing”, which operates separately from the main struc-
ture. Gender discrimination and attitudes towards women within parties 
need to be addressed. 

Political party culture needs to move towards more transparent lead-
ership and more internal democracy. This also means that the whole idea 
of democracy needs to be addressed: party loyalty dictates too often that 
any discontent has to be kept silent in order to not disturb the public 
image of the party and the fragile political equilibrium. Discontented, 
outspoken and thus “disloyal” members are frequently labeled and side-
tracked within parties. Accordingly, once elected, women parliamentar-
ians have to abide by party decisions, in order to guarantee their place on 
the next ballot. 

In Suriname, ethnic diversity puts an additional burden on women 
politicians. Since gender relations are culturally determined and most of 
the political parties are based on ethnic origins, strategies to change party 
systems will have to be tailor-made for each one.

Systemic Constraints
Systemic constraints have to do with the political and electoral system as 
a whole. In Suriname, parties can register for the ballot only if 1 percent 
of voters have registered with the party. This means that any party fi rst 
needs to have at least 1,800 members. As little as this seems, it is a big 
burden in an overcrowded political landscape with 40 parties competing 
for 180,000 voters, and given the small percentage of population that is 
generally inclined to be an active member of any political party.
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We do not foresee in the very near future the founding of a strictly 
women’s political party, nor do women have the opportunity to register as 
independent candidates. This is unfortunate, since talented many women 
are uncomfortable with the ruling masculine party culture and feel they 
will never get the same chances as men with equal talents within parties.

One small window of opportunity is the preferential vote (as used 
by Djwalapersad). However, in order to effectively use this, candidates 
must face internal party repercussions and have the fi nancial and organi-
zational means to implement their own campaign. 

Societal Constraints
Socialization mechanisms, such as education systems and the media, are 
major constraints. 

Educational systems are more often than not gender-biased institu-
tions that instill traditional perceptions of male and female roles in stu-
dents. The media and popular culture tend not to portray women as opin-
ion leaders on policy issues and this also helps to keep the bias intact. In 
general, as long as all gender socialization mechanisms are not addressed, 
the biggest constraint for women in politics will be their own societies’ 
and thus, their voters’ attitudes.

Internal Organizational Strategic Planning and Thinking

During the process of obtaining legal independence as an organization, 
the WPF faced a major crisis that resulted in the departure of a signifi cant 
number of members, including the acting chair of the board. 

The breaking point was the discussion of the bylaws, and the criteria 
for eligibility for Board membership. The question raised was: Is the board 
to be comprised of persons with Surinamese nationality exclusively, or is 
it open to people holding another passport?

A small majority of the members agreed that as the WPF was an orga-
nization for the advancement of female politicians, only those that were 
theoretically eligible for a seat in parliament could be on the Board.

One must keep in mind that in Suriname, with close links to its for-
mer colonizer, a signifi cant part of the population, holds a Dutch (EU) 
passport. So did the acting Chair, and a signifi cant number of active WPF 
members, and they understood the outcome of the vote as a sign that 
there was no place for them in the organization. The discussions leading 
to this discussion were heated and ugly, and damaged the public image 
of the WPF and of women in politics in general, as much media attention 
was given to the issue. 
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In retrospect, however, one thing becomes clear: the discussion was not 
simply a discussion on nationality, but brought to light a major weakness 
of the organization, one which had not been addressed at all: the lack of a 
clear WFP mission statement. The discussion on nationality made clear that 
there were two paradigms at work: one that saw the WPF as an advocacy or-
ganization for the advancement of political power of women and another 
that defi ned the WPF as an organization for the advancement of individual 
women politicians; thus making it imperative that active members and es-
pecially those on the board, should be eligible for national elections.

Organizational Capacity and Organizational Culture

One part of the program was aimed at the institutional strengthening of 
the WPF. This was done by obtaining legal status as an organization and 
some training for Board members. However, an independent organiza-
tion cannot be transformed into a vital organization in one year.

One major obstacle is that the WPF has relied heavily since its incep-
tion on Projekta’s professional staff. Volunteers of the WPF have always 
been involved, but the WPF has not been able to establish itself as a pro-
fessional NGO with a paid staff and a secretariat. It remains a volunteer 
organization of professional women who have very little time. The WPF 
needs seed money to establish some measure of professionalization, but 
searching for this seed money requires professional staff. 

Even more basic, however, is the question of how the Board and mem-
bers of the WPF view themselves: as professionals or as volunteers. Even if 
the WPF is not a “professional” organization, there are more than enough 
opportunities to circumvent that obstacle. But a less conservative organi-
zational strategy is needed—one in which the WPF sells its expertise. This 
of course brings us back to the psychological barriers facing women in 
leadership positions.

Another aspect of organizational culture is also clear: the intertwining 
of “professional” and “personal” relationships. Women are far more in-
clined than men to “make friends” with those they work with, or to bring 
their friends into the organization. This was very clear during the hard 
discussions discussed above, as personal loyalty towards friends became a 
far bigger issue than loyalty towards the cause and the WPF.

Overall Conclusions
Analyzing the root problem: Women have to face a convergence of so-
ciological, psychological, cultural, economic and political obstacles when 
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entering the political arena. To achieve any sustained results in terms of 
more equitable representation, all constraints have to be addressed in 
an integrated manner. Simply training women and providing them with 
basic skills to enter the political arena will not change the environment 
within which they have to operate.

Women should be more empowered to step into the political arena, 
to challenge party systems in which they are tolerated only if they comply 
with the male model of politicians, to address the political and voting 
system, and to change public opinion towards women and leadership.

Women’s organizations, whether working in politics, poverty alleviation, 
or health, need to broaden the scope of their analysis. To change existing in-
equalities, all levels of society and all social relations need to be taken into 
account in order to design comprehensive programs to tackle the issue.

Clear missions: The case of the WPF illustrates a recurrent weakness of 
women’s organizations: the lack of clear organizational strategic thinking 
and planning. They start with a basic concept and are then overwhelmed 
by all the issues they have to tackle in order to achieve their (minimally 
outlined and much too broad) objectives. Women’s organizations are no 
different from any other organization: enough time and energy must be 
spent at the beginning, and at intervals, for the establishment of clear mis-
sion and vision statements, goals and strategies. 

Institutional strengthening does not equal capacity building: 
Projekta’s biggest mistake in the program may have been to pursue insti-
tutional strengthening solely in terms of legal independence and hous-
ing of the secretariat, without paying enough attention to the intrinsic 
operational capacity of the organization. Institutional strengthening 
should have included capacity building, not only of the board, and of 
individual women who had aspirations to enter the political arena, but 
of the organization itself: how to develop programs, how to look for 
funding, basic program and project design and implementation.

A Way Forward?
The way forward, towards truly sustainable results will be an integrated 
approach that addresses all constraints facing women in politics simulta-
neously. This, of course, can never be laid in the hands of just one NGO, 
or the government. We will need to partner with all sectors of society: the 
government, the political parties, labor unions, grass roots organizations, 
and the private sector.

Women’s organizations will need to bring together scarce resources 
by integrating existing women/gender and development programs and 
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infuse each and every one of them with some aspect of women and lead-
ership/ politics. It is only through an integrated effort and by working 
together that we can address gender inequality issues in our societies.
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CHAPTER 14

Towards a Gender-Equal Social Policy 
in Vietnam: The Role of the Vietnamese 
Women’s Union
Thanh-Dam Truong
Institute of Social Studies, The Hague, the Netherlands

Introduction
This paper offers some refl ections on the role of the Vietnamese Women’s 
Union (VWU) in promoting gender equality and forging a new social pol-
icy in an era of globalization. The paper considers women’s participation 
in claiming social citizenship through social development as a two-tiered 
process. One tier addresses the negotiation and bargaining over women’s 
gender interests in agenda setting, which has signifi cant bearing on the 
demarcation of the boundaries of social policy. The second tier addresses 
the mobilization and allocation of resources for a social policy agenda, 
which has implications on burden-sharing among women, the State, the 
family and community.

From this perspective, the intersection between social policy, gender 
relations and women’s political agency may be analyzed as the institu-
tionalization of a gender contract. We propose two main models of gen-
der contracts for discussion:

� a male-breadwinner gender contract, characteristic of the model of 
social policy based on the notion of a family wage and the view that 
women’s earning is supplementary to male earning. This model com-
promises a woman’s economic position in favor of the needs, inter-
ests, and authority of the husband as the sole earner and decision 
maker for allocation of household resources

� ‘working mother’ gender contract is characteristic of social policy that 
is built on a double-income model, which considers women’s earnings 
as equally important to family welfare. It supports women’s gender in-
terests in motherhood and childrearing by enlarging the public base 
for childcare services, and uses an array of other measures to change 
gender norms and values to balance the sharing of social burdens in 
the areas of health, education, family, and community relations. 
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Historically, the ‘male-bread-winner’ gender contract has been pre-
dominant in many variants of the capitalist system of production—
such as some welfare states and the East Asian developmental states 
(Marshall and Butzbach, 2003). The ‘working mother’ gender contract 
was characteristic of former socialist countries and the welfare state 
in Europe. Notwithstanding their limitations in terms of coverage in 
low-income countries, the two models are nevertheless useful to de-
lineate the main gender dimensions of social policy and to contrast 
formal commitment with the actual outcome. This paper will illustrate 
how the social construction of the working mother gender contract in 
Vietnam has been an outcome of the interplay between politico-cul-
tural dynamics and economic concerns. Prospects for the full imple-
mentation of this contract will depend on women’s bargaining power 
at many levels, including the household, the community, the political 
party and state administration. 

Gender Issues in Vietnam: A Background 
Historians have confi rmed that Vietnam has enjoyed relative gender 
equality in formal politics, the economy and family life (Mai and Le, 
1978; Ta, 1981; Truong, 1984). Respect for gender equality in Vietnam 
appears stronger than in the countries defi ned by Kandiyoti (1988) as 
the belt of ‘classic patriarchy’—North Africa, Muslim Middle East, con-
tinental South Asia and East Asia. Half a century of cultural reforms 
under the socialist revolution has produced a modern state permeated 
by an ideology with a gender contract that formally recognized women’s 
role in public life and in the family as equally signifi cant. State com-
mitment to a ‘working mother’ gender contract is clearly expressed in 
various constitutional rules, laws and ordinances since independence. 
Since Vietnam’s reform program was introduced in 1986, seeking to 
transform a centrally planned economy into a market-led and multiple-
tiered economy, this commitment has been confi rmed and reconfi rmed 
at the political level. 

Two decades of reforms reveal that the development of the private 
sector has been crucial in boosting production and generating employ-
ment for many households (Vietnam National Human Development 
Report, 2001). The government has also acknowledged the signifi cant 
contribution of women in the reduction of poverty, the promotion of 
the private sector and the assurance of social stability. However, the 
gradual adjustment of the economic structures has not yet succeeded in 
creating a level playing fi eld for all economic actors or in ensuring eq-
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uity between different social groups. The next step in the policy process 
is to develop an understanding of the economy as a gendered structure 
and to further address areas with structural imbalances. This may foster 
a more effective policy environment for private sector growth with so-
cial development. 

A key feature of structural imbalance is the role of households as pro-
ductive units, as compared to other units in different tiers of the econo-
my. Statistics show that in 1996-1999 the private sector employed more 
than 90 percent of the working population. Of that, the household sector 
was 89 percent (Truong 2002). The contribution to GDP by the private 
sector (including households and private companies) grew by 5.1 percent 

Source: Canadian International Development Agency (2001)
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in this period. Its share of GDP in 1999 was 40.5 percent as compared 
to the public sector share of 49.4 percent. It is clear that the private sec-
tor, particularly the household sector, constitutes an important source of 
employment and income generation for the economy as a whole, but 
private enterprises have not received the support extended to enterprises 
owned by the state (land, tax incentives, fi nance, technology and human 
resources, market access). 

From a gender perspective, as Figure 14.1 shows, labor force participa-
tion rates display patterns of gender-segregation that refl ect conventional 
gender norms. Women are concentrated in the service sector (health, fi -
nance, banking, and tourism), light industry and processing activities, 
agricultural and food production. Men dominate the sectors of construc-
tion, irrigation, energy, heavy industry, culture, science and technology, 
chemistry and forestry. In labor-intensive light industry such as textiles 
and food processing, women workers outnumber men in export-oriented 
fi rms (Truong 2002). In fi rms run by foreign investment capital, women 
enjoy higher wages than in other sectors, although the gender wage gap 
persists. On average, women receive only 78 percent of the hourly wage 
earned by men for the same type of work (UNDP, 2002). In rural areas, 
women dominate the rural household sector in agro-production, process-
ing, producing and selling food, handicrafts, and are involved non-wage 
and wage work; men are concentrated mostly in wage work involving 
transportation and construction (FAO, 1997). 

At every level of education, women receive lower wages than men, 
although the discrepancy is less stark in rural areas than urban areas—
where the gap is widest among workers with college and university educa-
tion (UNDP, 2002: 12-1; Truong, 2002).

Initially, the decline of the subsidized system of socialized care ser-
vices for children and the elderly occurred in parallel to the introduc-
tion of market mechanisms through the household contract system. This 
eventually stimulated the growth of domestic private enterprises. These 
new economic entities provided more incentives for women to withdraw 
from the poorly paid jobs in care centers for children and elderly and 
primary schools, and devote their energy to household production for 
higher income (Truong 1997).

In addition to market forces, the state also played a signifi cant role 
in glorifying motherhood as women’s “noble and natural role.” State 
discourses on the ‘household economy’ emphasize its suitability to 
women since it allows them to combine productive and reproductive 
duties (Truong 1997). The Politburo redefi ned women’s gender roles 
as follows: 
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‘Women are simultaneously workers and producers, mothers, the 
fi rst teachers of humanity. Women’s potentials, their working condi-
tions, level of education and cultural awareness, their social and eco-
nomic status and physical and mental health have deep impacts on 
the development of the future generation’ (Vietnamese Women’s 
Union 1998: 4).

The promotion of the household economy had been the main policy 
mechanism to dismantle the malfunctioning collectivized production 
system in the rural areas and to redirect livelihood options for retrenched 
workers from state-owned enterprises in urban areas. At best, this promo-
tion has taken for granted intra-household gender dynamics. At worst, 
it has actively used such dynamics for reason of effi ciency. Over time, 
the gender norms regulating intra-household allocation of time and re-
sources were reinforced rather than challenged, and new forms of gender 
confi guration in the private sector have emerged showing women’s dis-
advantaged position. As shown in Figure 14.2, in spite of women’s equal 

FIGURE 14.2  Men and Women’s Average Hours Spent on 
Housework, 1997-1998
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burdens in paid work, they continue to assume a disproportionate share 
of housework as compared to men. 

Since the mid-1990s, the government has introduced new measures 
to re-affi rm the ‘working mother’ gender contract for women employ-
ees. Rather than pursuing a subsidized approach to the socialization of 
childcare to uphold this contract, the State has instead adopted a new 
approach based on economic incentives to enterprises to remove gen-
der barriers (e.g. tax concessions, favorable credit access), as stipulated in 
Chapter 10 of the Labor Codes. The Codes also clearly stipulate gender-
specifi c labor standards applicable to women, such as maternity benefi ts 
and young childcare, labor safety, sanitation facility and access to train-
ing. In particular, article 117 gives women workers who have adopted 
infants the benefi ts of young childcare, thus providing the recognition of 
social motherhood (Truong, 1997). The self-employed are not covered by 
these new measures and are left to their own means.

Findings by the International Development Research Centre and 
Research Centre for Female Labor (2002) reveal the low number of fi rms 
in the garment and textile sector accredited with employing a high per-
centage of women workers, in spite of the fact that 80 percent of the work 
force in this sector is female. Nearly half of those accredited in this sector 
are state-owned enterprises; many non-accredited fi rms are not aware of 
the law and the economic incentives available. The Centers’ report also 
refers to the impracticality of gender-specifi c regulations1. Furthermore, 
women workers in many domestic private enterprises have no written 
contract, or only a vague verbal contract, and therefore cannot benefi t 
from labor regulations (Pham and Pham 2001). 

With regards to childcare support, a 1997 survey conducted in 
three provinces on the effects of social policy on women’s well-being 
(covering both the state and private sector), reveals that users of child-
care services are primarily women workers in the state sector. Women 
workers in the private sector are more inclined to rely on private means 
(paid services, grandparents, and/or elder siblings), given the absence of 
childcare services. Other major considerations are high fees compared 
with level of income, distance between home and childcare centre, and 
the low quality of services (VWU 1997: 14). It appears that childcare 
services are more accessible and affordable to women workers in the 
public sector. 

1 For example, if many women workers claim gender-specifi c benefi ts at the same time, production 
lines can be disrupted. Therefore fi rms must fi nd a balance between the benefi ts of increasing the 
hiring of women workers and the costs of observing gender-specifi c regulations.
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To sum up, the principle of gender equality permeates Vietnam’s legal 
structures in signifi cant ways. However, in the reform process, there has 
been a clear tension between the principle of effi ciency and that of gender 
equality. The burden of effi ciency appears to have fallen disproportion-
ately on women. To resolve gender tension and to vitalize future growth, 
the State must identify signifi cant forms of institutionalized gender bias 
and fi nd ways to address them, in order to foster social policy that distrib-
utes burdens and benefi ts more equally in society. 

A Gender-Equal Social Policy: Sisters, What Is to Be Done? 
The Vietnamese Women’s Union 

Historically, the Vietnamese Women’s Union (VWU) has played a cen-
tral role in negotiating the terms of the gender contract discussed above 
(Truong, 1997). Founded in 1930 during the anti-colonial resistance, 
the organization changed its name and structure of operation several 
times before becoming the actual Vietnam Women’s Union in 1976. 
Today, the organization, with more than 11 million voluntary mem-
bers—women over 18 years of age, is the largest mass organization in 
the country. Members are predominantly rural women between the ages 
of 30 and 50. A symbolic fee of 2000 Dong (about US$0.12) is required, 
but often waived for women without adequate income. It has a staff of 
4000 full-time workers, including about 300 men and women at its na-
tional central offi ce in Hanoi. In addition, it has 12,000 grassroots units 
(women’s unions at the commune levels) to implement government 
policy on women. 

VWU inherited a hierarchical structure of decision-making from the 
state-led socialist era. It works closely with the government policy agenda 
and sets priority areas for its action programs through consultation with 
the government and its members. These are similar to the structure of 
government administration: i) central; ii) provincial/municipal; iii) dis-
trict/town/quarter; and iv) commune/ward. Elected members represent 
the organization on people’s committees at all levels of government. A 
National Women’s Congress meets once every fi ve years, bringing togeth-
er elected delegates based on proportional representation (CIDA, 2001).

In the reform process, two new elements in decision-making on 
women’s and gender issues have emerged. First, the National Committee 
for the Advancement of Women (NCFAW) was created in 1985 to advise 
the government and to monitor policy implementation. This refl ects a 
concerted effort to adjust bureaucratic procedures to the goals of gender 
mainstreaming in the action plan for 2001-20102. By the year 2000, all 
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61 provinces and cities under central management and 50 central minis-
tries and branches had established Committees for the Advancement of 
Women (CFAW) (Prime Minister’s Offi ce, 2001). The elected president of 
VWU is also the president of NCFAW. 

Second, as an organization, VWU is no longer an instrument used 
by the government and the party to mobilize national defense, and 
is becoming a service provider that acts as a bridge between women’s 
grassroots organizations and the government. VWU has adopted new 
principles of consultation and decentralization in decision-making, and 
is becoming more demand-driven. The identities of NCFAW and VWU 
still overlap, but over time, NCFAW will likely become more rooted in 
government structures and VWU in civil society. Whether both organi-
zations will continue to be represented by the same elected authority 
remains to be seen. 

As an organization traditionally concerned with women’s position in 
society and their welfare in the family, VWU has faced challenges to de-
velop programs and actions that can provide a balance between the com-
petitive labor and business market and the domain of care and affective 
services in the family and community. Building on its experiences, VWU 
is now able to fashion its policy agenda according to well-evidenced 
links. One such link clearly exists between women’s human development 
(education and health) and their economic empowerment. Another link 
concerns the relationship between their economic empowerment and 
the acceleration of industrialization and ‘modernization’. In terms of tar-
get groups, the organization is also moving beyond special groups living 
in problematic conditions to promote alliances between women in all 
strata, including women entrepreneurs, professional women and those 
of ethnic minorities, with a diversifi ed structure of incentives for mem-
berships and cooperation. 

An important feature of these alliances is the formation of women’s 
groups in the private sector. In 1994, the ‘Women’s Mutual Help in the 
Household Economy’ campaign mobilized women to engage in mutual 
assistance in cultivation and animal husbandry, the acquisition of capital 
for production and the mutual exchange of free labor. Cross-class support 
is also fostered through a yearly campaign on International Women’s Day 
(March 8th) as a ‘Day of Savings for Women Living in Poverty’ to mobilize 
successful women entrepreneurs, professionals and civil servants to direct 
some of their savings to create and sustain a special fund for poor women 

2 This plan covers six key areas: 1) employment and economic security, 2) equal access to educa-
tion, 3) health, 4) enhanced position and participation in leadership and decision making, 5) 
effective legal protection, 6) effective national machinery. 
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Family Policy Employment and Labor policy Women’s Education & Training Policy

• Domestic violence

• Property Rights
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• Reproductive Health

• Nutrition, Sanitation and 

Family well being

• Maternity and (young) 

child care

• Special treatment for 

women of ethnic minorities in 

distant provinces

• ‘Working Mother’ gender 

contract

• Household enterprise 

development

• Removal of Gender barriers to 

enterprise development (labor, 

fi nance, technology, networks 

of supply and distribution of 

products)

• Rural home- based Day Care 

Centers

• Economic empowerment through 

the training of women owners of 

enterprises

• Education and Leadership Training

Training for participation in social 

activities

• Special attention to women of ethnic 

minorities 

living without family (Phan, 2000). The organization is also improving 
the skills of its own staff, as more attention is being given to training for 
effective advocacy and the formulation, monitoring and evaluation of a 
gender-equal social policy. Its gender-based social policy can be mapped 
out as follows:

Poverty and Family Wellbeing: The Functional Role of Micro-credit 

The VWU policy approach has evolved historically from an income-gen-
erating emphasis in response to forces of transition, to one that seeks also 
to infl uence the State to change policy and regulations regarding priva-
tization and to support the goals of self-suffi ciency and well-being of its 
members. When the reform process was initiated, VWU—like many other 
state and semi-state organs—was forced to take initiatives to serve the 
needs of its members (demobilized female soldiers, widows, and single 
middle-age women). The fi scal crisis of the State also seriously curtailed 
funding, which led to a decline of membership and cadres. 

In 1987, a pilot project was initiated in Hai Phong in the northern 
part of the country, funded by the Swedish International Development 
Agency (SIDA) and the United Nations Funds for Women. This project 
supported members of VWU in the cultivation and local marketing of 
shrimp and other aqua products. The success of this program led to a 
greater commitment by SIDA in the early 1990s to train women in gar-
ment production and to advance credit for sewing machines. However, 
in view of the new opportunities created by liberalization in the informa-
tion technology and communications and the service sector—particularly 
local transport and tourism –the VWU chapter in Ho Chi Minh City uni-
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laterally used a portion of SIDA funds intended for sewing machines to 
buy a number of mini-buses to set up a small transport company3. The 
company started by bringing passengers from the airport to the centre of 
Ho Chi Minh City. In less than four years the re-invested gains helped the 
company grow into a full-fl edged national tourist company (Peace Tour). 
In 1993, the company contributed up to 19 percent of the central budget 
of VWU (Truong 1994). 

In some areas, the organization also invested in garment factories, 
acted as local agents for a number of international fi rms (computer tech-
nology), and turned its public assets—such as buildings allocated to the 
organization by the State—into multi-functional, income-earning enti-
ties. Income generation for the organization—not just for individual 
members—gradually became an operating principle that helped reduce 
VWU fi nancial dependency on the State, and earned it respect as a socially 
committed, innovative organization. 

At the local level, VWU forms women’s savings groups (WSG) to 
ensure productivity and family welfare. In December 1999, there were 
129,024 WSGs operating at the community level (Phan, 2000). Three 
models of credit drawn from the South Asian experience have been ad-
opted and modifi ed. Model 1 maintains a relationship with state banks 
through a guarantee fund—the Vietnam Bank for Agriculture, Bank for 
the Poor and National Fund for Poverty Alleviation Program. Model 
2, Quy Tinh Thuong or Affection Fund (QTT), is an adaptation of the 
Bangladesh Grameen Bank. Capital resources are derived from a fund 
owned by VWU, a loan portfolio from an international non-governmen-
tal organization and participants’ savings. QTT saving schemes include 
a component of micro insurance for education and emergencies. Model 
3 is based on a combination of fi nancial and non-fi nancial interven-
tion—using credit and savings groups as an entry point for other policy 
objectives such as mother and child health, family planning, water and 
sanitation, female adult illiteracy eradication, early childhood develop-
ment, and environmental protection. Model 3 is mainly operational 
within the context of multilateral and bilateral development coopera-
tion addressing community and child interests, with women as the 
main mediators. 

Using repayment as the sole indicator of success, VWU credit pro-
grams have been acknowledged as successful. The repayment rate under 
Model 1 is between 99 and 98 percent. Under Model 2 the rate is 99.5 
percent. Under Model 3 the rate is 98 percent (Dang 1996). Joint liability 
groups and joint borrowing groups have signifi cantly eased the problem 
of information asymmetry for lenders and enhanced the effectiveness of 
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credit delivery (Pham and Izumida 2002). By the end of 1999, VWU cov-
erage included six million women, 51 percent of whom are identifi ed as 
poor (Phan, 2000: 3; Dang, 1996).4 

An interesting point that emerged is the use of Model 3 to combine 
income generation with literacy education and early childhood devel-
opment, through cooperation between the Ministry of Education and 
Training and VWU. This model uses the credit/saving mechanism as 
an entry point to mobilize women and to choose project sites for lit-
eracy and childcare provision. After group formation, credit is provided 
for production, literacy and technical improvement of the traditional 
family-based production system Vuon-Ao-Chuong (VAC), a system of 
nutritional self-suffi ciency that combines a vegetables plot, a fi shpond 
and a livestock area. The information is disseminated in conjunction 
with information on health and nutrition developed by the Ministry of 
Education. Home-based day care centers are established in the homes of 
qualifi ed community members selected by VWU. These members care 
for between four and 10 children from 7-11 a.m. and 2-5 p.m. Parents 
contribute cooked food for their children, and 20 kilograms of paddy 
per year; and the community pays child minders about $US 35 a year to 
run the centers (Albee, 1996). Although modest, these initiatives con-
stitute a signifi cant attempt to extend the ‘working mother’ gender con-
tract to rural areas. 

A review of various project evaluation reports shows a number of 
points regarding access that are worth pursuing. First, although explicit 
criteria were developed to defi ne benefi ciaries in poverty reduction credit 
schemes, unstated exclusionary criteria based on family planning stan-
dards may also be applied—excluding women who may fulfi ll all crite-
ria for access to credit but have more than two children, i.e. who exceed 
population control norms (Dang 1996: 39). The value of the project may 
be obliterated if the preoccupation with achieving family planning objec-
tives fosters exclusionary practices that defy the poverty reduction goals. 
Second, QTT does not have the status of a formal social credit organiza-
tion and hence cannot enlarge its micro-insurance coverage. Furthermore, 
it is facing a problem of losing well-trained technicians to more lucrative 
fi nancial institutions (Dang 1996: 29). To extend coverage for micro-in-
surance purposes, QTT would need new working methods and institu-
tional links.

3 Unilateral decisions are generally considered as undesirable behaviour by agencies for inter-
national cooperation. However, the funding agency took into account the usefulness of a-priori 
conditionality in a rapidly changing environment. 
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Our analysis suggests that community-based activities initiated by 
VWU in the last 15 years have put fragments of a gender-balanced so-
cial policy into place. However, these are still fragile and cannot be 
considered sustainable if the means of intervention does not move be-
yond the level of micro-credit. The sustainability of social development 
schemes will depend on whether new technical means are introduced 
for a better balance in the gender division of labor and for women’s 
livelihood and security (such as communal child care and micro-insur-
ance schemes). Strengthening these schemes will depend on the extent 
to which women can encourage the government’s commitment to im-
prove women’s status, rather than relying only on an increasing prolif-
eration of self-help schemes. 

Women’s Political Representation 

Women’s representation in the National Assembly suffered from a 
crowding-out syndrome after the war ended in the mid-1970s. Women 
retreated to the household to protect family welfare and ensure social 
stability. Increased female participation in the National Assembly from 
1997 onwards may refl ect renewed interest in defending the welfare of 
specifi c social groups who are vulnerable to drastic changes in the eco-
nomic and social environment. Currently, women’s representation in 
the National Assembly is high in the Committee for Education, Youth 
and Children (41.2 percent), and the Ethnic Council (39.5 percent). 
Women’s representation in the Committee for Social Affairs is 15.8 per-
cent; the Committee for Science and Technology, 10.7 percent; and the 
Committee for Economics and Budget, 3.1 percent (National Assembly 
Offi ce, 1999). The social sector appears to have become female-domi-
nated, whereas economic management and the budget remain male-
dominated areas. 

Women appear to play a marginal role in committees of the 
Communist Party and the government administration. According to 
NCFAW (2000), female representation in these committees ranges from 
9.94 percent at the commune level to 10.58 percent at the central level, 

4 According to the Offi ce of the Prime Minister, in 2000 a total of 2.8 million households were 
classifi ed as poor, based on international poverty measurement standards (17.2 per cent), of which 
2.5 are in rural areas. Assuming that one woman per poor household had received support, VWU 
coverage seems to have included that 2.5 per cent. Criteria for female poverty assessment—depend-
ing on locality- may include: 1) women as ‘breadwinners’; 2) thatched roof and earthen dwellings; 
3)other assets valued at less than 100 US$; 4) annual 3-6-month food shortage; 5) arable land less 
than one sao per head; 6) children under fourteen with anaemia and other diseases. 
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and over 11 percent at the provincial and district level. Participation in 
the people’s committees, which make decisions and administer govern-
ment policy from the commune to central level, is even weaker—4.54 
percent at the commune level, 4.9 percent at the district level and 6.4 per-
cent at the provincial level. In contrast, women’s participation in people’s 
councils is signifi cantly better: 22.33 percent at the provincial level, 20.12 
percent at the district level and 16.56 percent at the commune level. The 
people’s councils are elected decision-making bodies that develop strate-
gies to address the various needs of each locality and monitor the work of 
state organizations, including the people’s committees. The difference in 
the rate of female participation in people’s councils as compared to other 
political bodies is a direct outcome of concerted efforts mounted by VWU 
and NCFAW to prepare women candidates for the 1999 election (NCFAW 
2000). Through these efforts, both organizations have promoted a more 
prominent monitoring function for women. Women’s position in de-
cision-making at the provincial, district and commune level still leaves 
much to be desired. 

Women’s current under-representation in national and sub-na-
tional committees in economic management in the National Assembly 
may contribute to the explanation of how an opportunity to provide a 
solid gender analysis of public expenditure was missed, although some 
analysis was initiated by a joint government-donor working group for 
the review of the national budget between October 1999 and June 
2000 (Akram-Lodhi, 2002). This under-representation may also have 
affected the gendered patterns of access to public funds. The 1997-98 
Living-Standards Survey shows that men have more access than women 
to government banks such as the Agricultural Bank, the Bank for the 
Poor and the National Fund for Poverty Alleviation. Only 18 percent of 
loans obtained by women are from government banks (UNDP, 2002: 
7). The majority of women still rely on private lenders or the 238 mul-
tilateral and bilateral projects run by VWU. These projects cover 1,747 
communes and 174,618 households—representing about one-third of 
VWU total coverage (Phan, 2000). 

The current situation shows that the VWU strategy to reduce its fi -
nancial dependence on the State may have backfi red. VWU, through its 
‘resourcefulness’, may have put itself in a double bind: Its effectiveness in 
organizing women’s self-help schemes in an era of crisis and adjustment 
may have encouraged the State—now recovered from the fi scal crisis—
not to step in with fi nancial support. This could potentially put VWU the 
burden of guaranteeing women’s social citizenship rights on the organi-
zation, rather than on the State. 
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Changing Boundaries of Women’s Gender Roles and New Directions 
for Women’s Rights Advocacy
A key lesson in policy dialogue to be drawn from the VWU experience is its 
ability to infl uence the codifi cation of gender norms in the Constitution, 
making it possible to claim that Vietnam, as a nation, aspires to a gender 
order in which men and women are treated as equal citizens. Gender 
equality as an issue is thus inherently important to the State as an institu-
tion, and is not simply a demand imposed by women’s organizations. 

However, in this dialogue VWU has also accepted a defi nition of wom-
en’s social role that subjugates their gender interests to broader goals of 
society, that is: women as mothers and fi rst teachers of humanity, above 
and beyond their role as workers and producers. For this reason, in the 
devolution of state responsibilities for the social sector to families and 
communities, VWU is fi nding itself burdened by a battle for gender equal-
ity on three fronts: women’s work and livelihood, family well-being, and 
political representation to prevent further erosion of state responsibility. 

One way to alleviate this burden would be to appeal to ethical norms 
of care compatible with local tradition and universal standards of rights. 
The traditional Vietnamese notion of public virtue, ‘cong-duc’, includes 
concern for others, for the commonwealth and common endeavor. Under 
the United Nations Convention on the Rights of the Child, to which 
Vietnam is among the fi rst signatories, child care can also be seen from 
the standpoint of rights of the child, rather than only as an entitlement of 
working mothers. From both perspectives—‘traditional’ virtue and ‘mod-
ern’ universal rights—there is scope for reasoning that both the State and 
society are responsible for the care of the next generation in Vietnam, and 
that this is not dependent only on women’s virtue. 

In VWU’s experience, fi nancial self-sustainability has been key to pub-
lic recognition of the organization’s competence. This competence has in 
turn generated public trust, making it possible to organize class-based and 
cross-class campaigns of solidarity among women. The diversifi cation of 
resources has facilitated the management of credit and the organization 
is an effective conduit for credit delivery to rural areas from a variety of 
fi nancial sources, enhancing coverage both in terms of numbers of house-
holds and social areas requiring urgent attention. The organization has 
been effective in combining domestic mechanisms for mobilization of 
funds with external models of credit delivery for the rural poor, and has 
fl exibly adjusted to rapidly changing social reality. 

In regard to the organization’s advocacy role, VWU faces a major 
challenge: how to infl uence the State to change or adapt policy and 
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regulations regarding privatization to support the goals of self-suffi -
ciency and the well-being of women. The networks and social relations 
among women, cutting across social strata that VWU has fostered in 
the last 15 years, clearly indicate that the organization has been able to 
build its stock of social capital in signifi cant ways. From the perspective 
of structural social capital, a vast network of women’s organizations 
has been created at the commune level, bonded by trust and mutual 
protection. However, in terms of cognitive social capital, the notion 
of female virtue still hangs heavily over women in everyday life and is 
refl ected in the values of VWU as an organization. From both a struc-
tural and cognitive perspective, social capital in Vietnam is defi nitely 
gendered—particularly when it comes to duties and obligations of care. 
Gendered social capital is revealed in the concentration of women’s 
representation in the social sector, and women’s lack of strength to en-
courage the fi nancial sector to protect the social side of development. 
Given the support from the government and the international coopera-
tion community, the NCFAW and VWU could help establish concrete 
steps toward government fi nancing to achieve the status for women 
inscribed in the Constitution. A ‘working mother’ gender contract could 
fail for lack of government support in an economic situation where the 
household economy continues to be the only means of livelihood for 
many women. 

Conclusion
In conclusion, it is important to stress that the State’s perception of wom-
en’s gender roles and women’s negotiation of these roles are key determi-
nants in fostering the direction of social policy. Women’s specifi c socio-
cultural position in Vietnam in the post-war period made it possible to 
infl uence state thinking on gender roles in favor of equality. However, 
heavy emphasis was placed on women’s gender role as mothers in the 
subsequent period of liberalization, which may have led to a gradual 
devolution of state responsibilities for women’s equal rights to self-help 
groups and the family. Thus, although the formulation of the ‘work-
ing mother’ gender contract may be considered an achievement of the 
Vietnam Women’s Union, state support for crucial gender arrangements 
to actually implement this contract leaves much room for improvement. 
The possibility of altering gender norms in political and social institu-
tions remains limited unless VWU can fi nd a new strategy that moves 
from a women-centered model based on female private virtue to one that 
emphasizes care as a public virtue. 
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C H A P T E R  15

Women’s Participation in the Dialogue 
on the Poverty Reduction Strategy in the 
Dominican Republic
Elssy Bonilla-Castro
Consultant to the Social Consultation of the Poverty Reduction Strategy. 
Santo Domingo, Dominican Republic 

Introductory Remarks1

From October 2002 to March 2003, the Dominican Government, repre-
sented by the Social Cabinet with the support of the Civil Society Council 
of the Cabinet, conducted a social consultation of the proposed Poverty 
Reduction Strategy (PRSP). Women leaders actively participated in different 
levels, scenarios and activities of the consultation. Their contribution was 
determinant to the successful implementation of the consultation and the 
formulation of the National Poverty Reduction Strategy Paper with gender 
and social equity perspectives. This paper aims to analyze the initiative and 
its contribution to the participation of women’s organizations in the pro-
motion of social development in the country. The fi rst part includes a brief 
characterization of the country; the second part includes a description of the 
consultation process. In the last section, the role of women in this dialogue 
is analyzed and some recommendations are suggested to promote women’s 
participation in dialogues, policy formulation and decision making. 

Country Background2 

The Dominican Republic shares the Caribbean island of Hispañola with 
Haiti. In 2003, its population was 8.8 million, with one third of the popu-

1 The author would like to acknowledge Altagracia Lopez, President of INTEC University; Ana 
Selman Director of the INTEC-IDB Program to Strengthen Civil Society; Lourdes Contreras, 
Director of INTEC Gender Studies Center; Guadalupe Valdez of the Center of Social Management 
of INTEC and Clara Baez, Consultant and researcher on the gender problem, who agreed to be 
interviewed  and made key contributions to this analysis of Dominican women’s involvement in 
the Consultation of the PRSP. The author is solely responsible for the content of the paper. Felipe 
Munevar Gutierrez assisted in the research.
2 The references to growth, poverty and development in this section are based on the consulted 
version of the Poverty Reduction Strategy Paper (ONAPLAN, 2003a).
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lation under 15 years of age. The population projection for 2015 is 10.4 
million. The country has undergone a great demographic transition since 
the 1960s, especially given the signifi cant reduction in the 7.5 births per 
women in the 1960s, to 3 births by the year 2000. The population is highly 
concentrated in the urban areas (60 percent) and in the more developed 
regions of the country as well. International emigration is high, with near-
ly 10 percent of the population (700,000 persons) living in the United 
States, Puerto Rico and, recently, in Spain. International immigration is 
high (more than half of a million persons), especially poor Haitians look-
ing for employment and other opportunities (ONAPLAN, 2003: 17).

After more than 30 years of dictatorial government and a very diffi cult 
transition to democracy, the Dominican Republic has undergone signifi -
cant political and social transformation.

The country’s democratically elected government was overthrown in 
1964. Civil and political unrest, along with very restricted living condi-
tions for most of the population implied a very backward, unstable society 
and a weak government. During the 1970s and 1980s, street demonstra-
tions were constant. Efforts to control the situation included an agreement 
of Economic Solidarity with the International Monetary Fund in 1991. 

In the late 1980s, with the emergence, growth and institutionaliza-
tion of new civil society organizations, pressures to enhance Dominican 
democracy increased. By the mid 1990s, many of these organizations 
were engaged in political reforms, such as improving the electoral system, 
the rule of law, and decentralization of the government. The participation 
of women, through different political expressions and tactics, is consid-
ered to have been a determinant factor in the process of organization 
and mobilization of civil society as a whole (Baez and Paiewonsky 2002; 
Paiewonsky and Baez 2002 and Espinal, Hartlyn and Morgan 2003: 3). 

During the 1980s, as in most countries in Latin America and the 
Caribbean, the Dominican Republic experienced a profound social and 
economic crisis that left the socioeconomic indicators well below interna-
tional standards. Since the 1990s, however, an important process of eco-
nomic, social and political transformation has led to a rapid process of 
urbanization and to improved economic performance based on tourism, 
communications and industrial production (mostly “maquillas” with high 
levels of female labor). The country’s fi nancial resources were enhanced by 
international monetary transfers from Dominican emigrants . Since the 
mid-1990s, the Gross Domestic Product, GDP, has increased at an aver-
age rate of 5.5 percent. Public social expenditure in relation to the GDP 
increased from 4.7 percent in 1990 to 8.1 percent in 2001, with a rise in 
social expenditure per capita from US$ 91.4 in 1995 to US$ 206 in 2001. 
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During these same years, public spending on education increased from 1.9 
percent of GDP to 2.8 percent and the health expenditure from 1.2 percent 
to 1.9 percent. Per capita educational expenditure grew from US $ 30.4 to 
US$ 70.3, and the per capita health expenditure rose from US$ 19.5 to US 
$ 47.7 (ONAPLAN, 2003a: 21). As a result of these increments, access to 
the educational and health services improved signifi cantly . 

These and other improvements were signifi cant in terms of human 
and social development, but their impact on the poor population was 
signifi cantly lower, leaving a social defi cit refl ected in low social indica-
tors (illiteracy, primary school enrollment, secondary school enrollment, 
repetition rates, life expectancy, infant mortality) and low access to public 
social services (drinking water, adequate housing, swage system and so 
on). Economic growth did not affect signifi cantly employment opportu-
nities. In 2001, the unemployment rate was 15.5 percent, and signifi cantly 
higher for women (26.0 percent) than for men (9.4 percent) (ONAPLAN 
2003a: 17).

Poverty affects more than half of the Dominican population (51.8 
percent in 1998), with 14.6 percent of the population living in extreme 
poverty (ONAPLAN 2003a: 28) Rural poverty was 79 percent and urban 
poverty, 40 percent, with 10 percent of poor households in the city of 
Santo Domingo. Poverty is heterogeneous across regions and is higher 
among female-headed households, children and the elderly. 

Income distribution is highly concentrated. The poorest 20 percent of 
the population receives only 2.6 percent of total monetary income, while 
the richest 20 percent receives 57.1 percent. In 1997, the Gini Coeffi cient 
of income distribution in the Dominican Republic was 0.517, showing 
higher inequality than in Costa Rica (0.459), Peru (0.465) and Panama 
(0.485) and the average in the 1990s for Latin America (0.49) and the 
Caribbean (0.492) (ONAPLAN 2003a: 24).

Dominican women are more affected by poverty than men: 41.5 per-
cent women are poor, compared to 36.7 of men; and while 13.5 percent 
of women live in extreme poverty, 9.4 percent of men do (ONAPLAN, 
2003b: 15). Among the extreme poor, 57.6 percent of the women are un-
employed, compared to 20 percent of men. In 1999, only 19 percent of 
collective labor conventions benefi ted female workers (ONAPLAN 2003a: 
18). Besides, more than half of the working women are in the informal 
sector, with low income levels (ONAPLAN 2003a: 18). The average female 
income is 66.8 percent of male average income among workers with seven 
to nine years of education, indicating gender income discrimination as 
well as a lower return on women’s educational investment (ECLAC, Wire 
Dominican Republic Gender Data). 
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The process of institutional reform started in the late 1990s. In 2001, 
among other state institutions, the Social Cabinet was founded to coordinate 
the implementation of the government economic and social public policies. 
The government has formulated and is implementing its Social Development 
Policy, and in partnership with the civil society, has conducted the National 
Consultation of the PRSP. These issues are dealt with in this paper.

Dominican Women’s Experiences in Public Policy Decision-making 

In order to understand women’s infl uence on the PRSP consultation pro-
cess in 2002, a brief summary of past achievements of Dominican wom-
en’s movements might be helpful: 

� The consolidation of the National Confederation of Women 
Organizations, CONGAN, which allowed for important outcomes, 
such as the Law Against Women Violence of 1997 (Law 24-97); Law 
275 of 1997 establishing a female electoral quota at 25 percent.3 

� Increases in the percentage of women in the House of Deputies from 
12.5 percent in 1994 to 16.1 percent in 1998, to 17.3 percent in 
2002.4 In the municipal councils the increase in women’s representa-
tion went from 14.4 percent in 1994, to 24.4 percent in 1998, to 30.8 
percent in 2002 (Aquino 2003).5 

� Women and women’s organization mobilizations have to be credited 
for successful efforts to frame the legal system of the country with gen-
der perspective (Aquino 2003) 6. CONGAN is presently disintegrated, 
but the women leaders of that confederation have the know-how to 
properly deal in public policy scenarios and gain allies to confront 
gender discrimination and social exclusion7.

3 Other important outcomes of the CONGAN include the reformulation of the Labor Code in 
1992 to eliminate discriminatory articles, promote women’s labor stability and prevent sexual 
harassment; the 1994 Code to Protect Boys, Girls and Adolescents; the incorporation during the 
1990s of gender perspective in the National Health Law and in reforms of the health sector; the 
inclusion of women as benefi ciaries in the Agrarian Reform Law. 
4 This exceeds the world average of female representatives in countries with female quotas, which 
is 17 percent. (IDEA, Stockholm, cited by Espinal, Hartlyn and Morgan (2003) p. 14)
5 Recent modifi cations include Law 12 of 2000 to increase the female quota to a minimum of  33 
percent  for the House of Representatives and City Councils and to establish party lists with alter-
nate men and women candidates, and Law 13-2000 to establish that all parties have to nominate 
a women to the position of mayor or vice mayor in all municipalities (Aquino, 2003).
6 A detailed and well-documented analysis of the gender perspective in the public policy agenda of the 
Dominican Republic is presented in Paiewonsky  (2002).  See also Baez and Paiewonsky (2002). 
7  Denise Paiewonsky, ed. (2002 ) provides an analysis of the central role of CONGAN in the 
public policy scenario, the reasons for its disintegration, and the effects on Dominican women, 
is presented in  .   
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The Dominican Poverty Reduction Strategy Paper
The Poverty Reduction Strategy Paper devises the different plans and ac-
tions to implement the National Social Policy focused on the reduction 
of poverty. This policy was formulated during the present government of 
President Hipólito Mejía (2000-2004), recognizing that in spite of previ-
ous efforts, “the social debt” caused by pervasive poverty is still an acute 
problem (ONAPLAN 2002a). Its formulation began in early 2002 and 
was infl uenced by the results and recommendations of previous social 
development consultation processes and the Millennium Development 
Goals8. Its aim is to promote integrated development and to reduce pov-
erty for a society based on the values of dignity, equality and solidarity. 

Poverty is conceptualized as a situation of deprivation (related to the 
lack of adequate monetary and non-monetary resources and income to 
satisfy basic social needs), impotence (related to restricted political repre-
sentation and the impossibility to participate in public decisions affect-
ing poor people’s lives) and vulnerability in relation to different political, 
economic, social and environmental risks. 

In this policy, the Dominican people are considered the country’s 
wealth. Development is understood as a process that requires the integration 
of economic, social, political and institutional dimensions. Accordingly, 
development policy processes will depend on the effective participation 
of authorities and civil organizations at the national and especially at the 
local levels, implying the need to decentralize the government structure. 
The policy was proposed in a context that recognized explicit links between 
equity and democracy and the need to guarantee citizen’s rights. 

The policy endorses recent legislative frameworks to recognize, protect 
and enhance women’s rights and to promote gender equity9. The poverty 
profi le with gender perspective considers the relationship between poverty 
and economic participation by women (female-headed households are 
poorer than male-headed households, women’s income discrimination, fe-
male unemployment and labor market discrimination) and women’s high-

8 These included a consultation conducted by the Pontifi cia Universidad Catolica Madre y 
Maestra in 1987 on aspects of the economy, education, institutional reforms and health;  in  
1994, the agreements for the social reform and the reduction of poverty; in 1999, on national 
development priorities; the National Dialogue of 1998, involving more than 3,400 citizens; the 
World Bank recommendations for national development and the reduction of poverty; and the 
UNDP 2000 Report on Human Development (ONAPLAN, 2002:98-104).
9  Among these laws are Law 24 of 1997, on Violence against Women; Law 275 of 1997, establish-
ing a female quota, amended by Law 12 of 2000; Law 55 of 1997, which recognizes  women’s right 
to land entitlement and as benefi ciaries of the agrarian reform; and State Resolution 111 of 2001, 
endorsing the international resolution to eliminate all forms of discrimination against women.
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risk health profi le. It includes a balance of political and public participation 
gains and losses and recognizes women’s abilities to confront household, 
neighborhood and community problems (ONAPLAN 2002a: 75-78). 

The poverty reduction strategy’s twelve goals include the promotion 
of gender equality, the empowerment of women and changes in gender-
discriminating cultural patterns.10

National Consultation on the PRSP: Aims, Objectives and Products
The main objective of the national consultation was to concert the 
National Poverty Reduction Strategy, which seeks to decrease poverty by 
half by 2015 and to construct a more equal society. The consultation goal 
was to help reframe the relationship between the government and civil 
society in order to facilitate crucial issues such as: 

� More effective involvement of civil society in governance for a more 
equal society: The intention was to put into action a process of social 
awareness, discussion, recommendations, actions and commitments to 
tackle the poverty problem, involving the government and the different 
social actors at the local and national levels, including the poor. 

� Empowerment of the poor sectors as central actors in the formulation, 
implementation and evaluation of the strategy to reduce poverty.

� A fi rst fi rm step from consultation to full participation in the pov-
erty reduction process. The government provided civil society with 
information and mechanisms for consultation and joint evaluations 
(ONAPLAN 2002 c).

The design of the social consultation process was based on a govern-
ment/civil-society co-participative approach and the legal framework 
to decentralize the government. Two parallel processes of consultation 
were planned and carried out: at the local level, to mobilize the leaders of 
grassroots community organizations and local NGOs, and at the national 
level, with the boards of infl uential institutions related to social develop-
ment and with different stakeholders.

The consultation opened opportunities to incorporate different pub-
lic interests, views and values and to enhance responsiveness among the 

10The target for progress on gender equality are: (1) women’s economic and social participation 
equal to men’s by 2015; (2) a 100 percent increase by 2015 in the proportion of seats held by 
women in the national parliament; among municipal mayors and on city councils; and (3) a 5 
percent increase in per capita spending to promote the participation of women.
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different social sectors involved in the process (Cornwall 2003). Social 
Consultation on the PRSP promoted the active involvement of women 
and their contributions added a strong gender perspective. 

The consultation was conducted jointly by the government and the 
Civil Society Council of the Social Policy Cabinet11. The President of the 
Cabinet thus had to bridge the interests of the government and of civil 
society organizations . This required gathering support for joint consulta-
tion and the construction of trust among the actors. For the government, 
the main concern was the issue of sharing power with civil society. For 
civil society, the main implicit and explicit concern was related to risking 
its autonomy from the State. The capacity of the President of the Social 
Cabinet was crucial to the process.12

This National Board for the Direction of the National Consultation 
on the PRSP, composed of members of the National Cabinet, the National 
Planning Offi ce, ONAPLAN, and the Civil Society Council of the Social 
Cabinet, played a key role in overcoming the traditional lack of confi -
dence and in achieving the objectives of the initiative. 

 

Consultation on the PRSP at the Local Level, “Where the Poor 
People Live”

Local-level consultation involved the leaders of social organizations in 
all 125 municipalities in the country, including neighborhood boards, 
social and public community service organizations, women’s organiza-
tions, productive and business groups, non-profi t organizations and local 
organizations of the political parties. 

The provincial workshops were conducted in the poorest municipal-
ity of each province, selected using the poverty map (ONAPLAN 2003d). 
Eight events were organized weekly throughout a fi ve-week period. It is 
estimated that 1,150 community organization leaders responded to the 
invitation, including formal and informal grassroots organizations of var-
ious political affi liations, with adequate involvement of women leaders, 
who comprised at least 30 percent of the participants.

11 The Social Policy Cabinet is a coordinating authority created in January 2001 (Reg. 28-01) to 
guarantee adequate cooperation among the government’s economic, social and political institu-
tions. The members of the Social Cabinet Board are its President, appointed by the President of 
the Republic (the highest authority of the Cabinet), and the Ministers of the Presidency, Health, 
Agriculture, the Technical Secretary of the Presidency, Education, Finance, and Labor. Other 
members of this Cabinet are the directors of the National Housing Institute, the National Budget 
Offi ce, the National Planning Offi ce and the National Treasury Offi ce. 
12 Peggy Cabral de Peña  Gómez was appointed to the presidency of the Social Cabinet in July 
2002. She is a  well-known, highly infl uential national leader. 
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The workshop included dynamics to promote an effective participa-
tory environment, leading to group discussions which sought to:

� defi ne the problem of poverty from the participants’ perspectives; 

� identify and prioritize local needs; 

� stimulate discussion, opinions and recommendations to revise 
the PRSP; 

� complete a written form designed to guide and to register the group’s 
discussions on: (a) the conceptual and empirical aspects of the prob-
lem; (b) objectives and main action framework; (c) strategic aspects; 
(d) suggestions for community participation in PRSP implementa-
tion; (e) evaluation of viability of community involvement in house-
hold identifi cation to target the actions of the strategy.
 

The closing session of each workshop informed the participants of the 
future agenda of the consultation process and of the reformulation of the 
PRSP, and emphasized the value of the participants’ involvement and ac-
tive participation. 

Local leaders identifi ed the main social needs of their communi-
ties and expressed the interest of their communities to get effectively 
involved to confront the problem by (i) working jointly with the gov-
ernment in the process, (ii) promoting community self-management; 
(iii) contributing with non-monetary and monetary resources; and (iv) 
closely observing and auditing the use of the monetary and non-mon-
etary resources.

The following actions were recommended or reinforced as determi-
nant to the reduction of poverty: (1) to increase social participation and 
the commitment of different sectors to collaborate with the government; 
(2) to assure men’s and women’s participation in the implementation of 
the strategy and equal access to benefi ts; (3) to implement a targeted strat-
egy and (4) to assure adequate public investment for its implementation. 
More than half of the participants recommended not using international 
loans to fi nance the strategy (ONAPLAN 2003a: 53) 

The Process of Consultation at the National Level 

The social actors consulted at the national level were leaders of the boards 
of the most infl uential national organizations and institutions, including: 
the Congress, the Ministry of Women, the Ministry of Youth, the political 
parties, business associations, labor unions, the main churches, universi-
ties and professional associations, the Civil Society Council of the Social 
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Cabinet, women’s organizations, NGOs working in social programs and 
organizations of vulnerable groups.

The President of the Social Cabinet, with the technical support of 
ONAPLAN, led meetings with the different institutions. She explained the 
problem of poverty, its heterogeneous causes and consequences, and the 
content and main components of the draft strategy paper, and made a for-
mal request to discuss the document and make recommendations to revise 
the PRSP. Emphasis was placed on the role of each sector to confront the 
problem and on the need to arrive at a national agreement and commitment 
to support a national long-term strategy. Each organization set up its inter-
nal consultation process after the formal presentation of the document. 

The Revision of the Strategy with Gender Perspective
INTEC University conducted an internal consultation of the draft strategy and 
called a broad-based meeting of women’s organizations, women academ-
ics, feminists and the Secretary of Women to analyze the strategy from the 
gender perspective and to present their main critiques, concerns and recom-
mendations. This process was led by the Gender Studies Center with support 
from the INTEC-IDB Program to Strengthen Civil Society Organizations. For 
the workshop, an external consultant of the Gender Studies Center prepared 
the document “Gender and the Strategy to Reduce Poverty”. 

A half-day meeting on January 17, 2003 included: (1) ONAPLAN’S 
presentation of the PRSP, focused on pertinent gender aspects, includ-
ing statistics by sex, some of which were offi cially presented for the fi rst 
time; (2) the INTEC Gender Studies Center critical analysis of the PRSP; 
3) an ample discussion of the PRSP document with the involvement 
of the female leaders and authorities and technical personnel of the 
Social Cabinet and ONAPLAN; and (4) recommendations of the orga-
nizations to ONAPLAN on how to revise the strategy with a gender per-
spective and how ONAPLAN and INTEC could work together in the pro-
cess (Gender Studies Center 2003). One of the main outcomes of this 
workshop was sharing a scientifi c and empirical approach to the gender 
problem and the potential role of women, for sustainable implementa-
tion of the strategy.

Products of the Consultation Process

Consultation on the PRSP in the Dominican Republic produced a con-
certed national Poverty Reduction Strategy Paper, which was published 
on June 17, 2003 (ONAPLAN, 2003a). The process itself improved the 
knowledge and awareness of the national problem of poverty and of the 
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need for a national commitment to confront it. It facilitated the aware-
ness of local authorities and socialized valuable information on policies 
to reduce poverty. The participatory nature of the process strengthened 
and stimulated grassroots organizations and local social capital. Finally, 
the process led to the creation of the National Network of Grassroots 
Organizations, coordinated by the Civil Society Organizations Council, 
for effective participation of locally-based organizations in the imple-
mentation, follow-up, evaluation and monitoring of the strategy to re-
duce poverty.

 

Main Lessons Learned 

� Government and the organized civil society can work together toward 
long-term national goals. This requires clear “rules of the game” to 
overcome mutual distrust. 

� Institutional reforms matter. The social institutional reforms that in-
cluded the creation of the Social Cabinet in 2001 created the formal 
space to coordinate economic and social bodies within the govern-
ment and between the government and the organized civil society. 

� A strong, organized civil society can interact with the government at a 
high level of social policy decision-making and allow grassroots orga-
nizations of the poor to express their own interests and to be listened 
at the national level.

� New actors with strong social commitment can play an important 
role for more effective social management. 

� A fl exible, open, participatory process of consultation allowed the 
Social Cabinet and the Civil Society to complete the consultation very 
effectively, considering that it was undertaken in a very short period of 
time and that it involved a large number of organizations at the local 
and national levels.

� The initiative represents, for the fi rst time in the country, a strong 
and successful experience opening real possibilities to move in the 
near future from the formulation to the “formation” of public policy, 
given the structural changes involved and the long-term scope of the 
Strategy to Reduce Poverty.

� Effi cient consultation with community-based organizations and local 
authorities enabled them to see themselves as able to play a central role 
in the achievement of the local and national objectives of the PRSP.
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Women’s Role and Impact in PRSP Consultation and in Policy-
making Processes
Dominican women participated very actively in the process of PRSP con-
sultation and demonstrated effective capacity to evaluate the original draft 
and to make clear recommendations for the formulation of the fi nal pro-
posal for the strategy and for its implementation. It also became clear that 
some of the women involved in the process had experience in this kind 
of dialogue and how to “gain allies”. As one of the women leaders in the 
consultation process said, the involvement of women in this experience 
“was not improvised”, but rather the result of systematic and sustained ef-
forts in the arena of public policy formulation13. It is clear that they were 
able to infl uence the process at the decision-making level of government 
and in civil society organizations.

Women’s Participation at the Local Level: Benefi ciaries, Leaders and Actors

Using the categories of modes of participation suggested by Cornwell 
(2003:1237), it can be argued that at the local level, women were in-
volved in the process of consultation as benefi ciaries to be enlisted in the 
process; as leaders of community organizations, in order to facilitate effi cient 
implementation of the strategy; and as actors, to discuss public views and 
values, garner ideas and enhance responsiveness. 

As benefi ciaries of the strategy to reduce poverty, women leaders 
clearly expressed concerns and frustrations related to how they experience 
and perceive poverty, strongly associated with the social condition of gen-
der subordination14. Women emphasized the very negative consequences 
of poverty on their families, especially on their children. 

As leaders of community organizations, women attended the one-
day workshop, most traveling long distances, often in areas with very lim-
ited or no public transportation. Frequently, female community leaders 
from different municipalities already had formal and informal connec-
tions, sometimes having worked together in the same projects. 

As actors of the consultation process, women participated in a very 
enthusiastic, active and effective way. In the open discussions after gen-
eral presentations, men participated more than women, but women’s in-
terventions revealed their understanding of the issues under discussion; 

13 Interview with the Director of INTEC Gender Studies Center.
14 In order to capture the participants’ concepts of poverty, during the fi rst part of the consulta-
tion program at the local level, they were asked to individually express how they “live poverty”. 
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they could clearly express their points of view, their concerns and their 
critiques of the different subjects. They made a clear commitment to be-
come active actors in the implementation and follow-up of the strategy’s 
programs and projects in their communities. 

Women’s Participation in National-level Consultation: As Politicians 

and Social Leaders 

The participation of individual women in key roles in national-level con-
sultations had important repercussions on the process and its outcomes. 
Most notably, and as previously mentioned, a woman assumed the leader-
ship of the overall consultation process, as President of the Social Cabinet. 
As observed in other countries, direct involvement of high-level authori-
ties in PRSP consultation is necessary for a successful process.15 National 
recognition of the President of the Cabinet as an outstanding fi gure, both 
in the political scenario and the social development arena, gave her the 
legitimacy required to effectively bring together political parties, business 
sectors, churches, unions, universities and others. 

Women also worked as members of the Civil Society Council of the 
Social Cabinet and in its three Commissions. The commission for public 
social policy defi nition and formulation was made up mostly by women 
and coordinated by a woman. Prior to the consultation, women were 
involved in: (1) analysis of the pros and cons of backing the govern-
ment in PRSP consultation; (2) debates with the technical teams of the 
Social Cabinet and ONAPLAN, to consider the scope and methodology 
of the consultation; (3) elaborating a response to the National Directory 
Board of the National Consultation in coordination with the execu-
tive commission of the council. During the consultation, these women: 
(1) worked to identify and involve leaders of local organizations in the 
provincial workshops; (2) helped to organize the Council Assembly of 
January 2003; (3) actively participated in INTEC consultation with wom-
en’s organizations, whose recommendations were determinant for the 
revision of the PRSP. After the consultation and in Coordination with the 
President of the Social Cabinet, the women of this commission helped to 
organize and to formalize the Network of Grassroots Organizations for 
Social Control of the PRSP. 

Finally, individual women academics in the university sector played 
key roles in the consultation process and in the fi nal formulation of 

15 This is the case of Honduras, as recognized in an interview by the author with Glenda Gallardo, 
member of the technical team of that consultation process. 
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the PRSP with social equity and gender perspectives. They included the 
President of INTEC University, the Coordinator of the Gender Studies 
Center and the Coordinator of the INTEC-IDB-PSCSO Program.

 

The Infl uence of Women’s Participation in PRSP Consultation 
This section of the text will examine some concrete outcomes of women’s 
organized participation in the process.

Women’s participation facilitated successful institutional networking 
between organizations of the government and civil society and within 
civil society. Box 15.1 indicates the practical and strategic interconnec-
tions of government and civil society organizations that were needed to 
conduct the consultation process. 

Female participation promoted and facilitated the involvement of the 
poor as one of the objectives of the consultation and helped identify and 
amplify the voices of grassroots leaders who usually remain beyond the 
reach of policy formation and implementation (Cornwall 2003). Gender 
experts and women leaders analyzed the PRSP, considering an integrated 
approach to the problem of social exclusion, gender discrimination and 
poverty affecting men and women; they were able to contextualize an 

Expected Products of the Consultation Process
1. A concerted Poverty Reduction Strategy

2. Local needs identifi ed and ranked

3. Stronger mechanisms to de-concentrate and decentralize 
government

4. Stronger local authorities

5. Stronger participatory mechanisms

6. Evidence that reducing poverty implies a sustainable process of 
change

7. Stronger social capital al local level.

8. Local community organizations identifi ed and connected in a 
national network to support, evaluate and control the process 
and results of the poverty reduction strategy.

B O X  1 5 . 1
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engendered analytical critique of the strategy, considering economic and 
social development trends, thus helping to fi ne-tune the strategy. 

During the debates at the INTEC workshop, there was general accep-
tance of the importance of balanced macroeconomic growth as a neces-
sary input to the reduction of poverty. However, there was also general rec-
ognition that growth was insuffi cient to reduce poverty and its outcomes 
should be examined to control possible perverse impacts on women and 
other excluded sectors of society. It was also debated that increased social 
expenditure could be effective to reduce poverty if effectively budgeted 
and implemented. Consideration was also given to the need to formally 
decentralize the allocation and operation of the national budget and on 
the need to focus it to cover the strategy’s actions for women.

The report of the workshop presented to the consultation board took 
into account gender discrimination and other types of social exclusion 
and attention was called to the urgent need to confront what was con-
sidered a non-neutral approach to public policies, frequently biased by 
gender and class. 

From the gender perspective in particular, the fi nal report of the 
INTEC workshop makes the following technical recommendations: (1) to 
make explicit the transversal gender perspective of the strategy, by revising 
its logical framework with a gender perspective; (2) to determine in each 
objective the proportion of women to be benefi ted, (3) to present the 
data disaggregated by sex; and (4) to explicitly consider ideological and 
cultural aspects related to gender subordination and to include specifi c 
objectives and actions to systematically confront them during the imple-
mentation of the PRSP. The lack of technical support in gender analysis 
was evidenced and the workshop recommended that a gender specialist 
be included in the technical team and that the PRSP be revised to consider 
a National Plan for Gender Equity of the Secretary of Women. The techni-
cal team called several meetings with the Secretary of Women herself and 
with the Secretary’s technical team to meet these recommendations.

The consultation process proves that Dominican women were able 
to articulate and effectively shape the formulation of the PRSP in accor-
dance with the interests of women and women’s movements. Some of 
the women said that the knowledge and experiences derived from the 
last two decades of their organizations’ movements allowed for the emer-
gence and formation of women leaders, and the expertise to:

� conceptualize the gender problem, bearing in mind its cultural, so-
cial, economic and legal dimensions and the negative consequences 
for women and for the society as a whole; 
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� use data and empirical evidence to base demands for public policies 
and legal reform on the recognition and guarantee of Dominican 
women’s civil rights; 

� demonstrate that confronting social gender discrimination is impera-
tive to the promotion of a more equal society; and 

� permeate government institutions such as the Social Cabinet and 
government and civil society bodies such as the CSCSC with a gen-
der perspective. 

Women’s and Men’s Concerns, Priorities and Needs in Public 
Policy Formulation
It is well known and documented that women’s policy concerns, priorities 
and needs are related to the traditional responsibilities delegated to them 
by the sexual division of labor. Increasingly, some women’s organizations 
are becoming involved in public policy dialogues to overcome gender 
subordination, which requires the confrontation of cultural, social, legal 
and historic factors that justify the social division of labor, female subor-
dination and social exclusion. 

The outcomes of INTEC’s workshop show women’s input to con-
cerns related to their family survival and to social equity in its multiple 
dimensions. Specifi cally, the workshop indicated how recent economic 
policies for economic stabilization, such as restrictive spending and re-
duced subsidiary programs without compensatory measures, had per-
verse social implications for poor sectors and especially for women. For 
example, interest rate levels seriously restrict women’s access to credit. 
(Gender Studies Center 2003: 9-10). The workshop also highlighted 
how privatization of social services negatively affected living conditions, 
increasing women’s domestic burden. The reduction of the public social 
budget worsened living conditions and negatively affected women’s op-
portunities for personal development (Gender Studies Center 2003: 9).

The workshop recommended that the PRSP effectively increase social 
public spending, targeting the budget with gender criteria, rationalizing 
budget allocation and decentralizing it to the regional, provincial and 
local levels (Gender Studies Center 2003: 10).

The workshop also recommended that civil society organizations 
work with a gender perspective to increase women’s capacity for so-
cial empowerment.16 These recommendations are based on an engen-

16 This was a major recommendation of the INTEC-BID-PSCSO Program, based on  Baez and 
Paiewonsky, 2001 and 2002.
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dered conception of citizenship, with implications for social policy 
such as: 

� Citizenship with a male-female profi le to guarantee women’s rights, 
to empower women and to confront gender discrimination;

� Engendered participatory democracy to equally guarantee women’s 
and men’s civil, political, economic, cultural and social rights; 

� Gender equity for sustainable human development;

� Recognizing the social meaning of “private scenarios”: it is urgent to 
revise the conceptualization and delimitation of the excluding con-
ceptions of the public and private society spheres. Reproductive and 
productive dimensions are an integral part of our present societies 
and it should be recognized that all members of society play central 
roles in both scenarios. (Baez and Paiewonsky, 2001 and 2002).

Recommendations: Strategies for Decision-making with a 
Gender Perspective
Government and civil society together can lead relevant discussion of public 
policies. In this context, women are able to creatively and effi ciently infl u-
ence consultation processes and to insert structural, macro and gender issues 
into the discussions. They make conceptually clear and empirically-based 
recommendations to reformulate public policy, (in this case, the PRSP). The 
different lessons presented throughout the document highlight these rec-
ommendations for social consultations and policy decision-making:

1. To promote policies with gender perspective. Gender perspective 
methods and tools for project development could be useful resources 
to assure that the voices and concerns of women are heard and taken 
into account in the design and social control of public policy pro-
cesses and outcomes.

2. To promote a central role for women in policy choices. It is increas-
ingly accepted that “improving women’s opportunities requires long-
term systematic strategies aimed at challenging prevailing structures 
and building accountability of government to people for their deci-
sions” (Cornwell 2003: 82). For this reason, “short-term, ameliora-
tive approaches to improve women’s employment opportunities are 
ineffective unless they are combined with long-term strategies to re-
establish people’s – especially women’s -- control over the economic 
decisions that shape their lives”. 
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3. To promote a systematic, but open and fl exible, consultation pro-
cess. In the Dominican Republic, open and fl exible consultation 
allowed for a joint process of government and civil society with a 
leading involvement of women who decisively oriented an effective, 
broad-based experience.

4. To recognize, to validate and to enhance female leadership. The practical 
involvement of women leaders in the process allowed us to discern a 
“female profi le of leadership”, based on women’s position in society, 
on their confrontation with social subordination, and on the social 
and political implications of their practical and strategic needs. 

5. Women’s strategic interests to safeguard basic rights and political 
will. The opening of political processes to accommodate greater ex-
pressions of opinion and dissent, as well as the participation of poor 
people in the decisions that affect their lives at the macro and the 
micro levels, is crucial to build more equal societies. The issue is how 
to go about this. The consultation on the PRSP in the Dominican 
Republic evidences how women and their organizations have been 
able to put together a political, conceptual, and empirical strategy to 
promote their strategic interests for a non-discriminating, more pros-
perous and more democratic society. 

Final Remarks: Deriving Some Comparative Lessons from the Seminar 
The Dominican leaders involved in the consultation process have made it 
very clear that women’s empowerment and gender equity are necessary to 
assure sustainable and egalitarian political, economic and social cultures. 

Latin America and the Caribbean is the most unequal region of the 
world, with more than 220 million people living in poverty. In spite of 
social advancements, living conditions are highly inadequate for the 
poor people, who are excluded from the benefi ts of economic growth. 
Educational levels are still low, health and housing conditions are pre-
carious, public care programs for children under fi ve years of age are rare, 
and domestic labor is a real burden for women. Also, most of these poor 
women are unemployed or work for minimum salaries in the informal 
goods and services market, frequently combining domestic and remuner-
ated activities in very complex arrangements. 

Latin American and Caribbean women seem to have the most infl u-
ence at high levels of decision making, in the legal systems and in public 
policy consultation, formulation and implementation. A regular criticism 
of this achievement is that women’s mobilizations in the region have been 
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concerned more with strategic interests, diluting the urgency of the needs 
poor women struggling for their family’s daily survival. A great concern 
has been the conceptual and political divorce of the interrelations be-
tween gender and class and the sometimes confl icting economic interests 
of poor and non-poor women. 

However, this is not true of the case presented here. As this text shows, 
academic and professional women have worked in the Dominican 
Republic to promote practical gender interests that greatly benefi t poor 
women, and have promoted strategic interests that question gender sub-
ordination and social exclusion. They were able to use past experiences, 
lessons and gains to infl uence the direction of the consultation and the 
content of the fi nal version of the PRSP. Today, against the backdrop of 
a new economic crisis, these women leaders are looking for ways to con-
tinue implementing the strategy in order to have a more equal society by 
the year 2015. 
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Steps Toward a Gender Policy Management 
System and Gender Budget Analysis by 
Women’s NGOs in Korea
Yanghee Kim 
Korean Women’s Development Institute 

Since the Fourth World Conference on Women in Beijing, countries around 
the world have placed a strategic focus on gender mainstreaming for 
integrating equality concerns into policies and programs in different areas.  
In Korea, too, progress has been made since Beijing in terms of women’s 
machineries, the legal system and gender policies.  In 1998, the Korean gov-
ernment began advocating gender mainstreaming and gender focal points 
were established at six major central government ministries. The Ministry 
of Gender Equality (MOGE) was established in January 2001. Two differ-
ent pieces of legislation that directly deal with women’s advancement and 
gender equality were enacted: the ‘Women’s Development Act’ in 1995 
and the ‘Gender Discrimination Prevention and Relief Act’ in December 
1998. In terms of policy plans, the “First Basic Plan on Women’s Policies’, 
a comprehensive national plan for the advancement of women, was im-
plemented during 1997—2002 and the Second Basic Plan (2003-2007) 
was launched in 2003. Several line ministries have their own medium- or 
long-term plans for women’s development. 

Initiatives have been taken to develop practical tools for gender 
mainstreaming and institutionalize their application. Some work has 
been done on gender statistics/indicators and on gender training, but is-
sues such as applying gender analysis to policies/programs and gender 
budget frameworks have only recently begun to attract attention in the 
government policy arena. 

On the surface, these initiatives certainly mark a step forward toward 
achieving gender equality. However, gender policies are not being ef-
fectively coordinated and managed. Also, resistance has arisen against 
policy initiatives for mainstreaming women in decision-making posi-
tions in the public sector, due to a lack of understanding of the struc-
tural aspects of gender inequality, and to the patriarchal culture deeply 
embedded in Korean society.  
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This text highlights recent initiatives by the Korean Women’s 
Development Institute (KWDI) and women’s NGOs to promote gender 
mainstreaming of government policies, within the framework called the 
‘Korean Gender Policy Management System’ (KGPMS). The fi rst section 
scans the current state of gender mainstreaming in Korea; the second out-
lines the major tasks for establishing a more accountable gender policy 
management system (KGPMS). Roles and responsibilities are identifi ed 
for key stakeholders to establish and operate KGPMS, in order to pro-
vide MOGE with a system for effectively mainstreaming gender in the 
government policies. Moreover, since gender budget is one of the most 
important elements of KGPMS, this paper introduces a major initiative by 
‘The Korean WomenLink’, a network of women’s NGOs for gender budget 
analysis of local governments, now in its third year. 

Country Background: A Scan of the Current State of Gender 
Mainstreaming 
The Status of Women

Women’s status in Korea has improved over time, as measured by con-
ventional gender inequality indicators. Nonetheless, signifi cant gender 
inequalities persist.

Women in Education 
In Korea, the average number of years of schooling is constantly increasing 
for women but still falls short of the average for men (in 2000, 9.8 years for 
females, vs. 10.6 years for males). The rate of girls’ enrollment in university 
has rapidly increased from 31.9 percent in 1990 to 72.1 percent in 2002 
(compared with 33.3 percent and 75.1 percent, respectively, for males). In 
2002, female graduates with master’s degrees accounted for 36.9 percent 
of the total and those with doctoral degrees accounted for 23.2 percent. 

In 2002, female teachers accounted for 79.8 percent, 69.1 percent, and 
41.6 percent of the total at the elementary, junior high and high school 
levels, respectively. However, female principals comprised a mere 7.0 per-
cent on the elementary school level, 10.2 percent for junior high, and 4.9 
percent for high school. In universities, female professors comprised 12.9 
percent of the total in 2000, while 27.6 percent of full-time lecturers were 
women. Females made up only 9.0 percent of university presidents/deans. 

Women’s Paid and Unpaid Work
The rate of women’s participation in economic activities increased from 
42.8 percent in 1980 to 49.7 percent in 2002. However, the rate of female 
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college graduation is only 54.7 percent, the lowest among the OECD 
member countries (Figure 16.1). The economic activity rate for women 
with advanced degrees is 62.0 percent, vs. 89.5 percent for men in 2002. 

 Roughly 70 percent of all female workers quit their jobs to have a 
family. Accordingly, married women’s economic participation rate ac-
cording to age group takes an “M” shape (Figure 16.2). Many women 
who leave the labor market attempt to re-enter after raising their children. 
However, such opportunities are extremely scarce and even if a woman 
fi nds an opportunity, her job conditions usually worsen.

Many women in the labor market have the status of unpaid family 
workers and a majority of them are clerks or sales and service workers. 
Compared to the continuously increasing trend in women’s economic 
participation, women’s entry in managerial/executive positions is still 
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FIGURE 16.1  Economic Activity Rate of University Graduates in 
OECD countries (1999, percent)

 Source: OECD (2001), Employment Outlook.
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FIGURE 16.2  Economic Activity Rate by Age and Sex (2000)

Source: National Statistical Offi ce, Annual Report on the Economically Active Population Survey in 2000.

rare (0.4 percent, vs. 4.1 percent for men). Women’s lower status is re-
fl ected and summarized in their lower wages: the female-to-male ratio of 
the average monthly wage was 63.9 percent in 2002, up from 55.0 percent 
in 1990, but still revealing a large gender gap.

Meanwhile, women are expected to take care of housework, protect 
children and the elderly, and provide volunteer services and other forms of 
unpaid labor. According to the Time Use Survey by the National Statistical 
Offi ce that began in 1999, the average time spent on household labor on 
a weekday was 200 minutes for women and 25 minutes for men. 

Women’s Participation in Politics and Government
In the 16th general election in 2000, 16 of the 273 elected members of 
the National Assembly were women—a mere 5.9 percent. In 2002, a law 
was introduced requiring political parties to employ a 30 percent quota 
for female candidates. This law seems to have contributed to a relatively 
large increase in local nominations for the regional election of 2002: 9.2 
percent of the total, a relatively large increase from 5.9 percent in the 
1998 election. Women comprise 3.4 percent of local assemblies, includ-
ing both the broad and basic unit assemblies. 
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Presently, four of 17 cabinet ministers are women: the ministers of 
Gender Equality, Justice, Health and Welfare, and the Environment. At 
the end of 2001, women accounted for 32.8 percent of public offi cials 
in the executive, judiciary, and legislative branches, and 23.0 percent in 
general services. However, female government employees are generally in 
extremely low-ranking positions. 

HDI, GDI, and GEM
According to UNDP (2003), Korea ranks 30th among 175 countries on 
the Human Development Index (HDI), which is based on indicators re-
lated to life expectancy, adult literacy, school enrollment ratio and GDP 
per capita. In the Gender Development Index (GDI) ranking, Korea is 
30th among 144 countries. In terms of the Gender Empowerment Measure 
(GEM), which is based on the proportion of females among parliamen-
tarians, administrative offi cials and professionals, Korea ranks 63rd out 
of 70 countries. Korean women are relatively well positioned in terms of 
life expectancy and school enrollment, but rank very low in terms of their 
share of decision-making positions or professional occupations. 

Policy Mechanisms for Gender Mainstreaming

National Women’s Machineries
Key national women’s machineries in Korea consist of the Ministry of 
Gender Equality, Gender Focal Points in six ministries and Parliamentary 
Standing Committee on Women’s Affairs. The role of MOGE as the lead 
agency of KGPMS is the most critical of all. Roles and functions of these 
machineries as well as resources available for them should be scrutinized 
in order to determine if they are properly equipped to act as catalysts for 
gender mainstreaming.

The Ministry of Gender Equality (MOGE) was established in January 
2001. Currently, its major responsibilities are to plan and coordinate 
gender-related policies, develop policy options, address gender discrimi-
nation, prevent domestic and sexual violence and protect victims, forge 
cooperative relations with civil society organizations and facilitate inter-
national cooperation. The MOGE has one offi ce, three bureaus and ap-
proximately 120 staff members. 

As in many other countries, the role and status of women’s machin-
ery in Korea has changed whenever governments have changed hands, 
hampering consistent and responsible pursuit of policy implementation 
and management. Since the launch of the MOGE, women’s policies have 
been expanded and reinforced. The MOGE still faces limitations, how-
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ever, due to its small budget and staff, and lack of authority to coordinate 
gender policies. 

Six ministries appointed an Offi cer in Charge of Women's Policies in 
1998 (Justice, Government Administration and Home Affairs, Education 
and Human Resources Development, Agriculture and Forestry, Health 
and Welfare, and Labor). These offi cers are Gender Focal Points.

Since the introduction of this system, mid- to long-term women's poli-
cies have been established in the relevant ministries, yielding many positive 
results, including expanded participation of women in the decision- mak-
ing process and the adoption of women-specifi c policies. Unfortunately, 
the lack of human resources, a negligible budget and the low status of the 
focal points prevent the system from achieving its envisaged goals. The 
major tasks still involve programs targeted at women, rather than policies 
for mainstreaming gender equality within the ministries. 

It is imperative to empower women's units with the authority and 
status to coordinate and assess policies of various divisions from a gender 
perspective. At the same time, a gender focal points system should be set 
up at other key ministries, such as Ministry of Finance and Economy and 
the Ministry of Planning and Budget, which are responsible for general 
coordination of planning and budgeting of government policies. 

The Parliamentary Standing Committee on Women's Affairs was es-
tablished in the national legislature in March, 2002. Unlike the Special 
Committee for Women's Affairs, which preceded it, the Standing 
Committee on Women's Affairs has the right to propose and vote on bills. 
The Committee also has the right to audit and investigate the administra-
tion of the MOGE and to deliberate on the budget and draft of fi nal ac-
counts. It is anticipated that the Standing Committee will play an impor-
tant role in gender mainstreaming in the National Assembly. Measures 
should be undertaken to create a supportive environment. 

Legal Framework
Efforts continue today to build legal and institutional mechanisms to 
achieve both legal and de facto equality, for a truly gender-equal and gen-
der-mainstreamed society. Nevertheless, sex-discriminatory laws still exist 
and, according to organizations such as the UN and local women’s NGOs, 
real equality falls far short of what the law promises. 

The Women’s Development Act was approved in 1995 to “promote 
gender equality in all political, economic, social and cultural spheres as 
well as to facilitate women’s development by defi ning the responsibilities 
and duties of the State and local governments in realizing gender equal-
ity as specifi ed in the Constitution.” The Act provides a basis for poli-
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cies for women including: affi rmative action for women, the Basic Plan 
on Women’s Policy, a fund for women’s development, and support for 
women’s activist groups.

In December 2002, the Act was amended to ensure effective imple-
mentation of gender policies. The main features of the amendment in-
clude (a) conducting gender-based analysis of government policies; (b) 
establishment of the Gender Policy Coordination Council to coordinate 
gender policies and to deliberate gender issues; (c) appointment of a per-
son in each government ministry to be in charge of gender policies. 

The Gender Discrimination Prevention and Relief Act was passed 
by the legislature in December 1998 to achieve gender equality in all so-
cial realms through: the prohibition of gender discrimination in employ-
ment, education, provision of goods, services and facilities; implementa-
tion of laws and policies; and the restoration of victims’ rights, based on 
the concept of equality outlined in the Constitution. The Act demands 
that private businesses and public institutions rectify practices involv-
ing gender discrimination. It was pursuant to this law that the MOGE 
was given the right to investigate, judge, coordinate and prosecute cases 
of gender discrimination and make necessary recommendations, a feat 
rarely achieved in other parts of the world. However, the Ministry still 
lacks effectiveness and enforcement authority, as there are no punish-
ments for violations of its provisions, no authority to subpoena the ac-
cused in case of refusal to cooperate, and no penalties for non-compli-
ance with the recommendations. 

The Equal Employment Opportunity Act, enacted in 1987, specifi -
cally defi nes discrimination related to employment and provides for the 
establishment of a basic plan for the welfare of working women, equal 
pay for equal work, and prohibition of discrimination in education, 
placements, promotion, retirement, and dismissals. The Act was revised 
in 1999 to incorporate demands for the prohibition of indirect forms 
of sexual discrimination and the prevention of sexual harassment at the 
workplace. The newly revised Act is also devised to support women’s dual 
roles at home and work. Despite these advances, there is still much room 
for improvement in terms of expanding social responsibility for mater-
nity leave as well as child-care leave payment. 

The Family Law of 1958 is often cited as the worst case of gender dis-
criminatory law in Korea, as it includes numerous provisions that condone 
and perpetuate inequality. Despite the principle of gender equality embod-
ied in the Constitution, the Family Law supports the Confucian and patri-
archal family ideology. Clause 807 of the Civil Code, prohibiting marriage 
between people with the same surname and clan, was suspended by the 
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Constitutional Court in 1997. However, the National Assembly has failed to 
follow up on the Court’s decision to have it amended by 1998. The Ministry 
of Justice has recently responded to continued calls from civic and women’s 
groups to abolish the head of family system (‘Hoju’). The announced draft 
bill is facing strong resistance from conservative organizations. 

National Gender Action Plans
Following the mandate of the Beijing Platform for Action (paragraph 
297), the Korean government established the First Basic Plan on Women’s 
Policies in 1997 and the Second Basic Plan in 2002. When the First Basic 
Plan on Women’s Policies was being formulated, most line ministries, 
except the Ministry of Labor, did not even consider having their own 
women’s development plans. The same was true for local governments. 
However, many ministries including the Ministries of Health and Welfare 
and of Agriculture and Fisheries, as well as Government Administration 
and Home Affairs, now have their own medium- or long-term plans for 
women. Other ministries, such as the Ministry of Education and Human 
Resources, Science and Technology, have a section on women incorpo-
rated in their development plans. Many provincial governments also have 
their own women’s policy plans. 

Korean Gender Policy Management System (KGPMS)1

The Vision for Building KGPMS

As outlined above, Korea has made many recent attempts to promote 
gender equality and to achieve women’s integration in the development 
process. However, specifi c gender mainstreaming measures to strengthen 
the capability and accountability of relevant bodies and organizations are 
still lacking. Until institutions are put in place to do this, mainstreaming 
efforts are likely to remain sporadic and unable to create synergy. 

A more effective mechanism needs to be built for women’s/gender 
policies. This is the concept behind the KGPMS, which will align ongoing 
efforts with new measures to enhance management effi ciency for gender 
policies. As shown in Figure 16.3, the KGPMS is designed to enable ef-
fi cient monitoring and management of women’s policies, making use of 
current gender data and applying the results to subsequent cycles. 

The KGPMS will allow for more extensive cooperation between the 
MOGE, related government bodies, women’s policy offi cers, related ex-

1 This section is based on a feasibility study that Kim, Y. et al. (2002) carried out at KWDI with 
funds provided by UNDP Korea. 
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perts, and feminist groups. Also, it will help the MOGE, women’s policy 
offi cers and sector ministries to build their capacity for gender planning, 
policy coordination and analysis. KGPMS will facilitate the implementa-
tion of the Basic Plan on Women’s Policies by the MOGE and contrib-
ute to the gender mainstreaming of policies in different ministries. The 
KGPMS can be applied not only to the central government but also to 
local governments, and can also be selectively applied to specifi c issues 
such as violence or health. Therefore, once the KGPMS is established and 
operational at the central governmental level, it will defi nitely have a 
strong and far-reaching impact.

Figure 16.3  Expected Outcomes of Building KGPMS

• Building a broad partnership for G/M

• Strengthening capacity of those gender policies

• Equipping with tools and programs for monitoring of policies and for training

• Increase in the accountability and efficiency of policy efforts

• Effective implementation of basic plan

• Effective implementation of Bejing Platform for Action

• Model for building GMS at the local & sectoral levels

Facilitation of Gender Mainstreaming
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Steps for Establishing KGPMS 

Establishment of Structural Elements of KGPMS
The proposed KGPMS has a similar form and elements with the GMS 
model developed by the Commonwealth Secretariat. However, the 
KGPMS is tailored to the Korean political and administrative environ-
ment and stresses the importance of gender statistics and indicators, as 
well as a gender budget.

KGPMS Processes
• Establishing KGPMS structure 
 and mechanisms

• Effective implementation of 2nd 
 basic plan on W’s policy

• Incorporating gender in other
 national plans

KGPMS Structures
• Lead agency: MOGE

• GMTeam/GFPs

• Parlimentary standing comm.

• Gender policy coordinating body

KGPMS tool/mechanisma
• Gender stats and indicators

• Gender budget and analysis

• Gender training

Enabling Environment
• Political will

• Human/material resources

• Legal/administrative framework

• M/S of women in decision-making

• Active involvement of women’s NGO

FIGURE 16.4  Korean Gender Policy Management System (KGPMS)
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In the section that follows, we will identify and delineate the roles 
and functions of each core structural element of the KGPMS. 

FIGURE 16.5  Overall System for the KGPMS

President

Prime Minister

Inter-Ministerial Policy
Coordination Body

Women’s NGOs      Research & Training Institutions      Media Companies      Private

   

GFPs

Minister of 
Gender Equity
(Lead Agency)

Ministerial Meeting

Parlimentary
Gender Caucus

Gender
Management Team

Partners in 
Civil Society

The lead agency of the KGPMS, the Ministry of Gender Equality, 
should take on the role of overseeing the overall operation of the system, 
including the establishment and institutionalization of the system, moni-
toring and coordinating the functions of each structural component, and 
providing support and making reports on the KGPMS for more effective 
operations. As all ministries are ultimately responsible for promoting 
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gender equality, the MOGE should lead gender-mainstreaming efforts by 
introducing the KGPMS and providing necessary resources, taking on the 
overall management of engendering policies. The MOGE’s tasks include: 

� Consensus building for KGPMS within the MOGE;

� Establishing KGPMS preparatory committee and appointing a consultant;

� Drafting a plan for building KGPMS; 

� Securing political and administrative endorsement for building KGPMS; 

� Establishing KGPMS structures and mechanisms;

� Capacity building: developing a 'Capacity Building Plan’;

� Institutionalizing and implementing KGPMS; and 

� Advocating to the public on KGPMS: developing the Strategic 
Advocacy Plan. 

The Gender Management Team will play the role of developing guidelines 
and a timetable for the implementation of women's policies, establish-
ing specifi c objectives and action plans and assessing the effectiveness of 
the KGPMS. Headed by the Director of the Offi ce of Planning and Policy 
Coordination of the MOGE, the team should include directors and di-
rector-generals from the Ministry of Planning and Budget, Ministry of 
Finance and Economy and other major ministries, as well as representa-
tives of civil society and women's NGOs, to ensure that the proposed 
women's policies refl ect their interests. 

Members of the Gender Management Team will constitute the Gender 
Focal Points of the KGPMS. As in-house gender experts in their respec-
tive ministries, they will study gender issues pertaining to their ministry's 
policies, coordinate planning and training activities, integrate gender per-
spective into their ministry's mid- to long-term plans and monitor the 
implementation of all policies and programs of their ministry from a gen-
der perspective. To ensure that the ministries have the expertise needed 
for gender mainstreaming, it is essential that the members of the Gender 
Management Team receive comprehensive training on gender planning 
and analysis. 

Furthermore, the Gender Focal Points, as members of Gender 
Management Team, should be given proper authority. For example, they 
should be authorized to access information and materials they deem nec-
essary to determine whether their ministry's policies are implemented in 
a gender-sensitive way. Also, they should have the right to study the po-
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tential impact of bills drafted by their ministries and make proposals for 
legislation. They should also be able to work with other departments/di-
visions, raise objections, review gender-specifi c impacts of their policies, 
examine budget proposals and participate in their ministries' audits. The 
Gender Management Team should have quarterly meetings to report and 
monitor the progress of KGPMS implementation within ministries. 

 The recently-amended Women’s Development Act provides the basis 
for the establishment of an Inter-Ministerial Women’s Policy Coordination 
Council under the Prime Minister, for deliberation and coordination of 
key details of women’s policies. This Committee will deliberate and coor-
dinate: 1) details of the Basic Plan on Women’s Policies and the resulting 
Implementation Plan, 2) women’s policies that affect multiple adminis-
trative bodies, 3) evaluation and improvement of institutions for wom-
en’s policies. As an intermediary organization, the Council is expected to 
pave the way for inter-ministerial meetings, and it is recommended that 
local governments also set up similar committees to coordinate women’s 
policies at the municipal and provincial levels. 

The Parliamentary Standing Committee on Women’s Affairs should 
review all bills from a gender perspective to ensure that the legislative 
process upholds gender equality. It should be made mandatory that all 
women-related bills be referred to the Standing Committee on Women’s 
Affairs, even if they are under the responsibility of other committees. In 
addition, under the KGPMS system, the Committee should build close 
connections with women’s advocacy groups, so as to jointly identify new 
emerging issues and have them refl ected in the legislation process. The 
Committee should also develop and execute appropriate training pro-
grams for lawmakers, their assistants and National Assembly staff, so that 
they can develop a gender perspective. 

Developing Tools for the KGPMS

Gender statistics and indicators: Article 13 of the Women’s Development 
Act specifi es the compilation of gender-disaggregated statistics and Article 
25 of its Enforcement Decree requires that the result be reported to the 
President. However, actual implementation has been inadequate. Future 
tasks include establishing a department within the National Statistical 
Offi ce to produce gender-sensitive statistics and appoint persons to man-
age gender-specifi c data within the statistics department of each ministry.

Gender analysis: Several strategies are needed to build capacity in all 
relevant ministries and agencies to ensure that any policies and programs 
will take gender concerns fully into account. First, a priority agenda for gen-
der analysis should be identifi ed. Secondly, a gender analysis framework 
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and methodology needs to be developed. Specifi cally, tools and sector-spe-
cifi c guidelines for gender mainstreaming need to be developed and pilot-
tested, including checklists, guidelines and a training manual for gender 
analysis. At the same time, gender analysis should be institutionalized in 
all policy and program development processes, ensuring adequate budget 
allocation. Capacity building for gender analysis is also critical. Therefore, 
training should be provided to government offi cers for effective and effi -
cient application of gender analysis tools. Lastly, the impact of the gender 
analysis approach to government policy-making processes and its relation-
ship to overall changes in government organizations need to be evaluated. 

Gender training: This includes awareness-raising and skills training 
for analysis and advocacy. Strategies include: targeting decision-makers 
and upper-level personnel; more systematic curriculum for different tar-
get groups; and ongoing gender training. 

The KGMPS process: Effective Management of the Basic Plan on Women’s Policies
The Second Basic Plan on Women’s Policies (2003-2007) is expected to 
serve as the core entry point of the KGPMS and to provide an overall 
frame for the entire KGPMS process. It should be made clear that the Plan 
is a tool for engendering key government policies. Therefore, systematic 
monitoring of the Plan’s implementation and other accountability mea-
sures need to be ensured.

Building an Enabling Environment for the KGPMS
Under the KGPMS, more systematic work should be carried out to make 
Korean legal culture more fair to women: fi rst, intervene in various pro-
cesses of legislative bodies and educate related offi cials; second, continue 
with legislation and revision efforts, and third, educate and promote ac-
tivities aimed at improving the society's overall legal literacy. For these ac-
tivities to proceed systematically under the leadership of the Parliamentary 
Standing Committee on Women's Affairs, the committee needs more 
human and material resources and greater authority. 

Another of the most important environmental factors in ensuring 
successful establishment and smooth operation of the KGPMS is the po-
litical commitment of top-level decision-makers. This kind of commit-
ment is demonstrated when a country enters and faithfully implements 
various international treaties aimed at achieving gender equality and also 
increases the authority and resources for its ministry responsible for gen-
der equality (MOGE, in the Korean case). 

Gender budget can be defi ned both as a tool for gender mainstream-
ing and a political movement that seeks to create an environment con-
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ducive to gender mainstreaming. Because budget is widely regarded 
as a gender-neutral tool, it is diffi cult to solicit cooperation. To imple-
ment gender-sensitive budgeting, it is imperative to have a solid partner-
ship among all stakeholders, including the government (especially the 
Ministry of Finance), private groups, academia, parliament and ordinary 
citizens. Participation in budgetary processes requires capacity building of 
participants on budgetary issues. Budget monitoring networks can be an 
element of such capacity building. 

Civil society, through women's organizations, research and training 
institutes, mass media and business sectors, can play signifi cant roles in 
strengthening the KGPMS. Within the framework of the KGPMS, women's 
organizations face new challenges in their new role as a catalyst for gender 
mainstreaming in multilateral relationships with various stakeholders, 
including the National Assembly, different government ministries, local 
government and the business sector. 

The Korean Women's Development Institute and other research and 
training institutes on women's issues need to focus on fi nding timely is-
sues and producing gender-sensitive information for effective gender 
policy management. The mass media can also play a supportive role by 
disseminating gender-sensitive information and monitoring the develop-
ment of gender policies. 

Gender Analysis of Government Budgets: A New Initiative by 
Women’s NGOs
Recently, NGOs have begun to gravitate towards budget work. This is 
natural because the budget refl ects a government’s policy priorities more 
than any other document, translating policies, political commitments, 
and goals into decisions on where funds should be spent and how funds 
should be collected (EU, 2001: 8). This section of the paper summarizes 
new initiatives by women’s NGOs in Korea to carry out gender analysis of 
local governments’ budgets. 

Women’s organizations in Korea have played a crucial role in advanc-
ing the status of Korean women over the past few decades, mainly through 
advocacy activities. They provided the foundation for major legal reforms 
of sex-discriminatory laws, and legislation to protect victims of sexual and 
domestic violence. Democratization in Korean politics starting in the mid-
1990s provided the progressive women’s movement with momentum 
to transform its strategy from ‘social reform’ to ‘gender mainstreaming’ 
(Yoon, 2003: 1). The government was once the target of confl ict and an-
tagonism but now is a partner for negotiation and dialogue (i.e.: ‘politics 
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of engagement’ or ‘critical participation’). Adopting ‘a strategy of analysis 
and feedback,’ women’s organizations aim to build their own capacity as 
well as increase their infl uence on women’s policies. Especially in Korea, 
where the history of self-government is relatively short, recent decentral-
ization brings budgeting closer to communities and makes it more real 
for grassroots organizations. 

The increasing interest in gender-sensitive budgeting refl ects a grow-
ing awareness of the importance of public resource allocation for gender 
equity. The idea of gender budgets gained momentum internationally in 
1995 when the UN Platform for Action recommended that governments 
make efforts to systematically review how women benefi t from public sec-
tor expenditures and adjust budgets to ensure equality of access to public 
sector expenditures (Sharp, 2003: 6). This global call for a gender perspec-
tive in government budgets was central to furthering the key themes of the 
Beijing Platform for Action: government accountability for gender equal-
ity commitments and gender mainstreaming (Sharp & Broomhill, 2002: 
26, in Sharp, 2003: 6). Gender budget initiatives also have taken on, and 
been infl uenced by, the discourse of good governance that has character-
ized the public sector reforms of the past decade. (Sharp, 2003: 5)

In many countries, a signifi cant gap exists between the gender equal-
ity commitment of a government and the policies and programs funded 
by its budget. Many such policies are never implemented because they do 
not form part of the budgetary decision-making processes of government. 
Gender-sensitive budgets have emerged as an important strategy for high-
lighting what government budgets have and have not done to promote 
economic and social equality between men and women (Sharp, 2003: 1). 
As Moser rightly states (1993: 128), budget allocations are the ultimate 
verifi cation of legitimacy, when lip service must be converted to practice.

A New Project by WomenLink2 

In 2001, WomenLink launched a new project for “Making a new para-
digm for women’s policy and budget in local governments” to identify the 
structural context in which the gap between women’s policy and its im-
plementation occurs. As Sharp summarized (2003: 9), their goals were: 

� To raise awareness among stakeholders regarding gender issues and 
impacts embedded in budget and policies. 

2 Established in 1987, Korean WomenLink is a self-organized grassroots women’s organization con-
cerned with women’s rights within the family, workplace and society. It has 11 local branches and 
more than nine thousand members. www.womenlink.or.kr or email: minwoo@womenlink.or.kr
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� To make governments accountable for translating their gender equal-
ity commitments into budgetary commitments.

� To change budgets and policies to promote gender equality. 

For this purpose, a group of about 50 key activists gathered and started with 
a slogan “There is Gender (Dimension3) in the Budget”. They began study-
ing women’s policies and budget-related issues as well as analytic tools and 
methodology. In the beginning, most did not have a clear understanding of 
the term “gender mainstreaming” and were not inspired to read budget ma-
terial. They had diffi culties developing an analytic framework partly because 
they were confused about the scope and defi nition of women’s policies.

In 2001, Korean WomenLink Headquarters and fi ve local branches 
participated gender budget analysis of six local governments and in 2002, 
headquarters and seven local branches analyzed the budgets of eight local 
governments. This year, they analyzed the budgets of the women’s units 
of ten local governments by Headquarters and nine local branches. 

They looked at the level of implementation of the Women’s 
Development Fund, as well as the budget allocated to the Basic Plan on 
Women’s Policy. They were not able to employ the theoretical framework 
for gender budget analysis in which total expenditure is classifi ed into three 
categories of women-specifi c expenditures, gender equality expenditures 
and general expenditures. The most signifi cant limitation of their work 
was that they observed only the budget plan, not the actual spending. 

Collection of Data and Materials, and Analyses

In the fi rst year, collecting data and materials was a frustrating process. 
To many civil servants, disclosing policy and budget information to civic 
groups is dangerous because it opens their work up to challenge and 
criticism. Later, public offi cials became more friendly and cooperative in 
granting women’s NGOs access to data and material.

Despite these changes, diffi culties remain, due to the lack of up-
dated budget data or a coherent budget recording system, and passive 
attitudes on the part of public offi cials. The analyses show that in 2003, 
about half of proposed policy projects had no budget allocations in 
the ten local governments analyzed. Five out of ten local governments 
allocated the most budget resources to welfare and health-related proj-
ects, but hardly any to projects for incorporating gender perspective into 

3 Added by the present author.
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policy process, increasing women’s representation in decision-making, 
promoting women’s peace or international cooperation activities. The 
proportion of the budget for women’s units was extremely small. In 
2002, only two of eight local governments reported it as higher than 1 
percent (Yoon, 2003: 5).

Changes on the Part of the Government and Institutional Development

While applied budget work demands quality analysis, it also requires 
that its fi ndings be presented for maximum impact on policy debate (EU, 
2001: 5). The very process of analyzing and providing feedback on wom-
en’s policy and budget has been a process of policy dialogue, involving 
roundtable discussions with public offi cials, discussions among women’s 
organizations, and submission of results to local assemblies. Most of all, 
women’s NGOs realized that providing feedback to public offi cials on the 
results of analyses, they were able to provide these offi cials with a realistic 
picture of how their women’s policy budget compared to that of other 
local governments. They also used the opportunity to discuss an increase 
in the women’s budget. One participant recalled:

 “She (an offi cer in Women’s Unit) said that they had diffi culties in 
securing budget for Women’s Development Fund at the local as-
sembly but were able to persuade high-level officials and mem-
bers of assembly by showing them last year’s results of analyses 
by WomenLink and arguing for the need to allocate more  budget for 
women’s policy. She even thanked us and became a supporter of our 
organization.” (Yoon, 2003: 8-9) 
 

In 2002, WomenLink submitted a written petition to the National 
Assembly requesting a gender-sensitive budget policy, based on the re-
sults of their analyses in 2001 and 2002. In response, the Parliamentary 
Standing Committee adopted a Resolution for Gender-Sensitive Budget 
and Data Submission. Among the key demands of this resolution are: 
the process of budgeting and making budgeting guidelines should 
accommodate a gender-sensitive perspective; the basis and details of the 
budget for women’s policies should be made explicit; data on the current 
status and details of the women’s policy budget should be submitted to 
the MOGE, the Standing Committee on Women’s Affairs and the Special 
Committee for Budget Settlement in the National Assembly.

Also, this year, the MOGE has been implementing gender budget 
analysis of four ministries and providing each Ministry and Offi ce with 
Gender Budget Formulation Guidelines for 2004.
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Impact on Participants and Their Organizations 

The process of collecting and analyzing information and communicating 
the results helped empower women’s grassroots organizations and in-
creased their negotiation power in policy dialogue with governments. Some 
participants confess that they initially experienced frustration, due to their 
preconception that “analyzing policy is an expert’s job” and “policy and 
budget issues are too complicated and diffi cult.” One participant said: 

“I was amazed at myself being able to read and speak about policy 
and budget. I have been a women’s activist for seven yearsand budget. I have 
been a women’s activist for seven years and I nowrealize how ignorant I 
had been on these issues. I felt ashamedand proud at the same time 
of myself. I now feel that I have theconfi dence and tools I need to be 
an activist.” (Yoon, 2003: 7)

The methodology and tools used in this project need much improvement 
and the results must be used more systematically. The results must be ac-
cessible to a wide range of readers—particularly policymakers, the media 
and the public. The goals are to raise the level of budget literacy among 
those engaged in the budget policy debate, and to bring more people into 
the debate (EU, 2001: 5-6).

Despite limitations, participants experienced growth and felt that their 
organizations’ capacity grew, as they expanded from ‘policy advocates’ to 
policy analysts and active policy agents. They were able to argue the mar-
ginality of women’s policy with concrete evidence from their analyses. 
Providing public offi cials with feedback based on the result of analyses, 
they became a confi dent stakeholder group.

Participants realized that most of women’s policies are broadly and 
ambiguously stated, lacking clear defi nitions of goals and priorities, and 
that mechanisms are not in place to allocate adequate levels of resources 
for their effective implementation. The world looked different once they 
had developed an eye for reading budgets.

 

Conclusions
There are many potential entry points for gender mainstreaming in Korea. 
The Basic Plan on Women’s Policies has a solid legal basis and presents sec-
tor-specifi c objectives as well as core tasks. Because it imposes binding im-
plementation obligations on line ministries and local governments, the Plan 
serves as the most important entry point and provides the basic framework 
for mainstreaming women’s policies in Korea. The MOGE can act as a cata-
lyst of mainstreaming at the government level. Six ministries that already 
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have a Women’s Policy Offi cer can also serve as an entry point for gender 
mainstreaming in the administration, just as the Parliamentary Standing 
Committee on Women’s Affairs can serve as one in the legislative branch. 

Several Korean women’s groups now exist, with a high level of aware-
ness and capability to act. A government-established research institute with 
accumulated knowledge on women’s studies and policy development also 
facilitates the process. Proper use of these assets will facilitate the establish-
ment of KGPMS. By bridging the existing structures and mechanisms, the 
KGPMS will allow effective management of the process of mainstream-
ing gender policies. If Korea succeeds in launching and implementing the 
KGPMS effectively, it could set a model for good practice for other Asian-
Pacifi c countries with similar policy environments. Activities such as bud-
get analysis from a gender perspective by local women’s organizations will 
serve to facilitate policy dialogue between civil society and policy makers, 
and thus consolidate the partnership approach of the KGPMS. Therefore, 
gender budget analyses by women’s NGOs need to be continued and ex-
panded and tools and methodologies need to be developed to aid these 
activities. Constructive participation by women’s NGOs can raise the qual-
ity of the budget debate and improve budgetary outcomes through:

� Training: Women’s organizations, with the help of KWDI, can de-
velop budget-training expertise aimed at augmenting the analyti-
cal and advocacy capacity of other organizations and legislatures.
Highlighting crucial information and policy issues: Women’s NGOs 
are in close contact with grassroots women, especially the poor, and 
can feed these perspectives into the budget decision-making process. 

� Identifying good practices: Through analysis, women’s NGOs can iden-
tify good practices that help governments make better budget policies.

� Building accountability: Through their analyses, women’s NGOs can 
reinforce channels of accountability. They can also demystify the bud-
get for different stakeholders and bring them into the important de-
bate on how to allocate resources to meet the most pressing needs. 
(EU, 2001:9-10). 
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